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Abstract

The basis for assessing human health risks from contaminated land often relies upon 

measuring total soil contaminant concentrations. However, human health risks are 

dependent on the bioavailable fraction of a soil contaminant. Measuring oral 

bioaccessibility in vitro can be an acceptable estimate of contaminant oral bioavailability, 

eliminating the need for in vivo toxicology studies to estimate health risks from oral soil 

contaminant exposure.

Using soil samples from the Northern Ireland Tellus Survey soil archive, the oral 

bioaccessibility of cadmium, chromium, arsenic, nickel, lead and vanadium was measured in 

Northern Irish soils on a national scale. As identified by the Tellus geochemical survey, all 

of these elements are present at elevated concentrations in Northern Ireland soils, in some 

cases exceeding available human health soil screening criteria. Oral bioaccessibility testing 

results were combined with a pre-existing Northern Ireland oral bioaccessibility data set 

derived from analysis of different soil samples. From this joined data set, interpolated maps 

were generated to illustrate geographical trends in trace element oral bioaccessibility across 

the study area. Oral bioaccessibility data and previously measured geochemical variables 

from the same soil sample locations were then subjected to statistical analyses to underpin 

factors that affected trace element bioaccessibility in study area soils. Correlation analysis, 

factor analysis and linear regression techniques identified clay, peat, anthropogenic, 

igneous and sedimentary geology components each exerting unique controls over trace 

element oral bioaccessibility.

Clay and peat factors were related to higher trace element bioaccessibility while factors 

linked to igneous minerals generally were associated with a reduction in oral bioaccessible 

fractions. The oral bioaccessible fractions of nickel and vanadium in particular were often 

higher in soils overlying sedimentary geology, regardless of their high total concentrations 

in soils overlying igneous bedrock. Chromium bioaccessible concentrations and fractions 

were among the lowest of all the trace elements studied. Higher measured bioaccessible 

fractions of lead and cadmium were concluded to result from their higher solubilities and 

anthropogenic source appointment. Lastly, given the established links between oral 

exposure to lead and arsenic and the potential for serious toxic health effects, the findings of 

this research suggest further site specific investigations may be justified in some areas if oral 

exposure to either of these contaminants is likely to occur in the study area.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Research Objectives

1.0 Medical Geology

Medical geology is the study of the effects of geology on human health. Medical geologists 

explore connections between the occurrence of human disease patterns and element 

abundance or deficiency in rocks, minerals and soils. Rocks, the parent material for much of 

the soil resources which humans rely upon, provide sources of elements and compounds to 

the environment and to the food chain which can be either beneficial or harmful to human 

health. Essential trace element deficiencies in soil can spur disease both in agricultural 

livestock and humans; for example, thyroid disorders have long been associated with iodine 

deficiency in humans while liver disease in domestic livestock can be caused by dietary 

manganese (Mn) deficiency (Selinus et ai, 2013). High concentrations of toxic elements 

can be equally harmful, and arsenic (As) in drinking water is an example of a contaminant 

widely recognised as contributing to human disease burdens (Smedley & Kinniburgh, 2013). 

Furthermore, excessive exposure to otherwise essential trace elements can also result in toxic 

health effects; chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni) are examples of such potentially toxic, albeit 

essential, trace elements.

Although exposure to elevated concentrations of potentially toxic elements (PTE) in soil has 

not conclusively been linked to the widespread occurrence of disease in Northern Ireland, 

several PTEs are present at elevated concentrations throughout the country. In a number of 

areas, PTEs including As, cadmium (Cd), Cr, Ni, lead (Pb) and vanadium (V) exceed 

available soil screening values for human health protection (Chapter 4). While the majority 

of these elements are naturally occurring or geogenic, the soil distribution patterns of Pb and 

Cd do not show clear spatial associations to underlying geologic formations.

Both the presence of such PTEs at elevated concentrations and an apparent lack of clear 

associations with human disease patterns provide an interesting platform for research in the 

area of medical geology in Northern Ireland. Why are elevated concentrations of PTEs in 

soil not resulting in the occurrence of disease? Alternatively, is the presence of such PTEs 

providing a low to moderate level of background exposure that is increasing human disease 

burdens but such a contribution has not yet been detected? For example, there are still 

unaccounted for sources of variance contributing to the occurrences of some types of cancers 

in the human population and such variance may be attributable to low or moderate level 

background exposure to contaminants in the wider environment (Volkovova et at., 2012;
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Boffetta & Nyberg, 2003). The diverse bedrock geology present in Northern Ireland 

additionally provides the opportunity to explore connections between a variety of different 

geochemical factors and possible toxic health effects from soil borne PTE exposure.

1.1 Identifying Toxin Exposure Linkages

In order for human health risks to be present from exposure to a contaminant in the 

environment, a connection must exist between the toxin of interest and the individual or 

population who is at potential risk of harm. This is known as the source-pathway-receptor 

model where risk of harm is only likely to be present if a contaminant linkage exists 

(DEFRA & EA, 2004). This concept is discussed further in Chapter 2. Toxins may be 

ingested, inhaled or absorbed through the skin. The likely pathways to risk exposure from 

soil contamination depend upon a variety of factors. Land use scenarios, soil types, 

contaminant sources, receptor sensitivity, exposure duration and the daily behaviour of 

individuals all have a bearing over the level of potential health risk.

The starting point for assessing human health risks from exposure to contaminants in soil 

often relies upon measuring total PTE concentrations. However, human health risks are 

more accurately characterised by measuring the bioavailable fraction of a soil contaminant. 

As will be discussed in the next chapter, accurate contaminated land risk assessments 

(CERA) can support sustainable approaches to contaminated land management and 

development, in turn conserving soil resources.

A study of PTE oral bioaccessibility in Northern Ireland found that total soil concentrations 

were not a key driver for health risk from oral toxin exposure (Barsby et ai, 2012). Rather, 

bioaccessible PTE fractions varied across individual geologic formations in the region. Low 

perceived oral exposure risk was observed in areas of high total PTE concentrations and 

sometimes higher bioaccessible PTE fractions were present in areas of relatively low total 

concentrations. These observations unveiled a wider scope of research potential aimed at 

identifying geochemical factors accounting for such variability in PTE bioaccessibility. This 

research has sought to effectively meet this aim while continuing to focus on the oral soil 

exposure pathway.

2
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1.2 Research Aim and Objectives

This primary aim of this research was to identify factors responsible for variability in oral 

PTE bioaccessibility in Northern Ireland. The diverse geology present in the study area may 

also provide the opportunity to extrapolate findings to other regions with similar 

geochemistry.

To support the aims of this research, the following five objectives were addressed:

1. Identify areas of elevated concentrations of As, Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb and V. This 

was met by conducting an exploratory and spatial investigation of Northern 

Ireland geochemistry in Chapter 4.

2. Characterise oral exposure health risks from the six PTEs listed above. The 

results of in vitro oral bioaccessibility testing carried out on ninety five soil 

samples are provided in Chapter 5.

3. Create interpolated maps to illustrate regional trends in the oral 

bioaccessibility of As, Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb and V across Northern Ireland. Also 

shown in Chapter 5, data obtained following from Objective 2 was 

combined with a pre-existing oral bioaccessibility data set for Northern 

Ireland to provide a comprehensive geographical soil sample coverage to 

meet this illustration objective.

4. Identify geochemical factors of influence over PTE oral bioaccessibility 

through the use of complementary statistical techniques. Results of 

correlation analysis and principal component analysis (PCA) are provided in 

Chapter 6.

5. Develop mathematical models to predict oral PTE bioaccessibility. Multiple 

linear and geographically weighted regression models are summarised in 

Chapter 7.

By addressing these objectives, this research is also broadly intended to provide information 

to better refine the human health risk assessment process where oral exposure to elevated 

concentrations of soil borne PTEs is the risk pathway of concern.

3
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2.0 Introduction

Contaminated land legislation and associated guidance documents provide a framework for 

classifying risks from contaminated land and prioritising contaminated sites for remediation 

in the United Kingdom (UK). Assessing potential human health risks from priority 

contaminated sites relies upon gathering a body of evidence to determine if risks are present 

through the identification of contaminant linkages. Data relating to contaminant 

bioavailability and oral bioaccessibility are just one piece of the puzzle when assessing 

exposure risks. Collation of such data supports the source-pathway-receptor model 

advocated in the UK CLRA framework (DEFRA & EA, 2004).

In order to appreciate the rationale for this research and for the use of oral bioaccessibility 

data in the human health risk assessment process, this chapter provides a summary and 

critique of the prevailing UK contaminated land legislative framework and guidance (Section 

2.1). This is followed by an overview of the applications for in vitro oral bioaccessibility 

measurement in the context of a CLRA framework (Section 2.2). Finally, some of the 

physiological and environmental mechanisms which are known to influence PTE 

bioavailability and bioaccessibility will be described (Section 2.3).

2.1 The Legislative Framework for Contaminated Land Management

2.1.1 The Northern Ireland Context

Part 2A of the 1990 Environmental Protection Act (abbreviated to EPA 1990 from this point 

forward) outlines the statutory obligations for contaminated land assessment and 

management in England and Wales. Although this legally enforceable contaminated land 

legislation and associated guidance has been followed in England and Wales since 1990 and 

2000, respectively (DEFRA, 2012), a cohesive legislative framework has not been officially 

adopted in Northern Ireland.

Whilst Northern Ireland is politically amalgamated with the UK, the devolved Northern Irish 

government is not strictly required to enact legislation along time frames aligning with other

4
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UK jurisdictions. Despite the mandate that all European Union (EU) member states adopt 

legislative frameworks which adhere to EU directives, Northern Ireland maintains a degree 

of sovereignty where the enactment of laws is concerned. Part 3 of the Waste and 

Contaminated Land Order (Northern Ireland) 1997 is equivalent to Part 2A of the EPA 1990. 

Although enacted nearly two decades ago, official adoption and enforcement of Part 3 has 

not yet occurred. At the time of writing, the Planning Service and local government bodies 

in Northern Ireland maintain responsibility for determining if land is fit for use when a 

development proposal is submitted. Part 2A of EPA 1990 has been broadly adopted as an 

umbrella reference framework although EPA 1990 is not strictly enforceable in Northern 

Ireland. Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA) guidance regarding approaches to 

contaminated land management refers practitioners to the English Environment Agency 

(EA) publications (DEFRA, 2012; DEFRA & EA, 2004), structured around Part 2A (NIEA, 

2010).

2.1.2 The Puzzle of Classifying Land as Contaminated

Relative to widespread, diffuse or non-point contamination, risk assessing and remediating 

point-source land contamination is more conducive to a straightforward CERA. 

Contaminant linkages can be broken by identifying the source of pollution and a targeted 

remediation strategy can be applied. Unfortunately, some parts of the UK host widespread 

elevated levels of natural geogenic and diffuse anthropogenic soil contamination, offering 

perplexing scenarios on how to approach remediation and human health protection efforts. 

Northern Ireland soils in particular contain widespread geogenic heavy metal concentrations 

that exceed average UK concentrations (EA, 2007a; Chapter 4).

In an EA-led survey (2006) of local authorities in England and Wales, over 90% of 

respondents indicated As, Ni, Pb and Cd were present at elevated levels within their 

jurisdictions. Such elevated concentrations resulted both from anthropogenic activity and 

from natural background sources (EA, 2006). The NIEA (2010) describes a similar situation 

in Northern Ireland, with an estimated 11,000 known sites hosting a legacy of industrial 

contamination. However, the total land area that could be designated as contaminated is 

unknown due in part to the presence of low level diffuse and widespread natural sources of 

geogenic soil contamination (NIEA, 2010). Whether such undesignated areas of land are 

increasing background PTE exposure levels to a degree that is contributing to an increase in 

the disease burden of the UK population has yet to be determined.

5
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Until amended Part 2A guidance was issued by the Department of Environment, Food and 

Rural Affairs (DEFRA) in April 2012, the previous version did not thoroughly address the 

issue of widespread natural or diffuse anthropogenic contamination. As defined in Part 2A, 

land should be classified as contaminated where “significant harm is being caused or [where] 

there is significant possibility of significant harm...[from] substances in, on or under the 

land.” The legislation defines harm as interference or adverse effects which may occur to 

human property, the health of living organisms or ecological systems (EPA 1990, Pt 2A, s 

78A(2) (a), (4)). Part 2A and associated guidance documents advocate the concept of 

identifying contaminant linkages, whereby a pathway or exposure route must exist between a 

pollution source and potential receptor for there to be a proven risk of harm (DEFRA, 2012; 

EA, 2009a; DEFRA & EA, 2004). Whether there is significant possibility of significant 

harm is arguably a matter of personal judgement in some cases, a point which DEFRA 

acknowledges could vary across local authorities and between individuals (DEFRA, 2012). 

The DEFRA guidance provides a specific range of health effects which should be regarded 

as constituting significant harm including cancers, impaired reproductive function, birth 

defects and other effects relating to internal organ function. Such specific effects must be 

“directly attributable” to contamination in the land area of interest, however (Section 4.1 

(4.3), DEFRA, 2012). Considering the variety of environmental factors that could contribute 

to such adverse health effects over the lifetime of an individual, establishing such links with 

certainty may not always be plausible.

Previous contaminated land guidance issued by DEFRA did not clarify how to approach 

widespread diffuse or geogenic sources of elevated PTE concentrations in soil. This raised 

some questions over whether such forms of contamination should receive attention under the 

CERA regime. After over a decade of ambiguity surrounding how or whether to address 

geographically widespread and diffuse forms of contamination, the revised 2012 DEFRA 

guidance sought to assist regulators in applying a more targeted strategy to CERA during the 

development process:

(3.21) The Part 2A regime was introduced to help 

identify and deal with land which poses unacceptable 

levels of risk. It was not intended to apply to land with 

levels of contaminants in soil that are commonplace 

and widespread throughout England or parts of it, and 

for which in the very large majority of cases there is 

no reason to consider there is an unacceptable risk.

6
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(3.23) [N]ormal levels of contaminants in soil may 

arise from...soil forming processes and underlying 

geology... [or] low level diffuse pollution, and 

common human activity.

(3.25) The local authority should decide that normal 

levels of contaminants exist in relation to 

land...[whose] levels are not significantly different to 

those...typical or widespread within the authority’s 

area.

(3.26) It is possible that specific pieces of land at or 

slightly above normal levels of contamination.. .may 

pose sufficient risk to be contaminated land...

However, such cases are likely to be very unusual and 

the authority should.. .ensure that... [such a 

designation] is supported by robust scientifically-based 

evidence (DEFRA, 2012).

In summary, “commonplace” geogenic or anthropogenic forms of contamination should be 

regarded as part of normal background soil concentrations according to the most recent 

CERA guidance. The exception to this is where considerable scientific evidence is available 

to conclude that significant harm to human health is likely to occur.

Land contamination arising from any potential source may receive four different 

designations to categorise exposure risks. These designations, detailed in the DEFRA 2012 

Part 2A guidance, are based upon risk severity and exposure likelihood where Category 1 

denotes the highest level of risk and Category 4 is the least likely to result in significant harm 

to health.

Category 1—Where a local authority decides, based on scientific evidence, that there 

is a high and unacceptable probability of significant harm occurring to human health, or if 

harm has already occurred, land shall be classed as a Category 1 risk level. Under such a 

categorisation, remedial action to break contaminant linkages is imperative.

Category 2—This classification applies where available evidence and expert opinion 

leads to the conclusion that significant possibility of significant harm may exist, but no 

contamination exposure scenarios similar to the land area of concern have been found 

previously to cause harm. Local authorities may have a firm basis for justifying land 

remediation under a Category 2 classification if contaminant linkages are identified.

7
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Category 3—If significant possibility of significant harm to human health is not 

likely to occur under the Part 2A legislative definitions, but lower priority risks outside the 

scope of the legislation may still be present which could warrant intervention, a Category 3 

classification should be assigned. For example, where risks to property may exist but human 

health risks are not eminent, a land owner may wish to take independent remedial action to 

protect their property interests. Land hosting biological contaminants such as invasive 

species may receive a Category 3 designation as some species are capable of compromising 

the structural integrity of buildings, such as in the case of Japanese knotweed. In other 

situations certain environmental liability, water or groundwater regulations may override the 

contaminated land legislation, mandating that a land owner remediate pollution to prevent 

environmental harm irrespective of pollutant linkages to humans.

Category 4—In this category, it is assumed that either no risk is present or no 

contaminant linkages exist or that the risk is sufficiently low that significant possibility of 

significant harm does not exist with certainty. Under a Category 4 designation remedial 

action would not be considered necessary. Some forms of widespread geogenic 

contamination in the UK may be regarded as a Category 4 risk whereby total soil 

concentrations appear elevated but no evidence exists to link such concentrations to toxic 

health effects.

Despite the availability of the above guidance, making an appropriate contaminated land 

designation can still be challenging. The presence of widespread diffuse elevated Pb 

concentrations in soil illustrates this challenge. Pb is a non-threshold toxin, with no level of 

Pb in the bloodstream safely devoid of potential human health risks (EFSA, 2010). 

Although average Pb concentrations in the wider environment have declined since the 

removal of Pb from automobile fuel in the last century, elevated concentrations still persist in 

soils, particularly around urban centres (Harries et al., 2013; Appleton et al., 2012a). In 

Northern Ireland, the identification of numerous urban Pb domains supports the conclusion 

that elevated soil Pb levels are attributable to anthropogenic activity. Furthermore, Pb oral 

bioaccessibility near urban (anthropogenic) and mineralisation (geogenic) source domains 

was observed to be higher than Pb in soil from other source domains (Palmer et al., 2015). 

Such evidence suggests that diffuse anthropogenic forms of contamination in particular have 

the potential to cause adverse health effects and perhaps should not be regarded as risk-free a 

priori. This is particularly important in the context of other research which has also 

concluded that anthropogenic forms of Pb are more soluble (Jordan et al., 2001) and more 

bioaccessible (Appleton et al., 2013; Poggio et al., 2009; Scheckel et al., 2009) and that

8
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certain geogenic species of Pb can also contribute to elevated Pb oral bioaccessibility (Denys 

et ai, 2007).

Another scenario where widespread contamination may be overlooked in Northern Ireland in 

the context of UK contaminated land legislation concerns diffuse pollution sources from 

agricultural activity. Land is largely classed as rural in Northern Ireland and widely used for 

agricultural purposes, with metropolitan areas accounting for less than 4% of the total land 

area in Northern Ireland (EEA, 2012). The study area is therefore often perceived to be 

relatively unspoiled from an anthropogenic pollution perspective. Agricultural activities 

such as manure spreading and phosphate fertilizer applications are nonetheless also capable 

of providing significant sources of pollution to land and water. Phosphate fertilizer 

applications in particular are a common source of elevated soil Cd (Alloway, 20136; 

Bourennane et ai, 2010; EA, 20096; Nathanail et ai, 2009; Lado et ai, 2008). Whilst the 

Soil Geochemical Atlas of Northern Ireland (Jordan et ai, 2001) suggests Cd inputs from 

fertilizer application were minimal more than a decade ago, the more recent Tellus 

geochemical survey of a comparable sampling resolution (Young & Donald, 2013; Smyth, 

2007) detected twice as many locations where EU guidelines for Cd limits in agricultural 

soils (86/278/EEC) were exceeded than were reported by Jordan et al. (2001). A lack of 

strong spatial co-occurrence between total soil Cd and underlying geologic formations also 

supports the assumption that elevated Cd in Northern Ireland is from anthropogenic sources 

(Palmer et ai, 20146).

In addition to elevated concentrations of anthropogenic contaminants such as Pb or Cd, high 

naturally occurring PTE concentrations are present in Northern Irish soils, arising 

predominantly from a diverse range of igneous and sedimentary rock types beneath the soil 

(Chapter 4). The geogenic origins of many contaminants in Northern Ireland could present 

barriers to the adoption of an official contaminated land regulatory framework, as addressing 

widespread contamination may not be straightforward from either a remediation or a 

regulatory perspective. It would not be possible to remediate all of the diffuse Pb deposits 

around the Belfast urban area, for example, even if contaminant linkages were established. 

A similar challenge would lie in the prospect of unearthing an area of soil exceeding 2800 

kirf, the approximate extent of the basalt plateau (illustrated in Chapter 4) where elevated 

concentrations of Ni, Cr and V are present. Underpinning specific sources of health risks to 

the degree of certainty required by the Part 2A guidance is also difficult. If geogenic 

contamination has been present in Northern Ireland for thousands of years and has the 

potential to cause harm, it is expected that adverse health effects would have been observed

9
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previously. Furthermore, if widespread elevated concentrations of soil contaminants are 

associated with harm to human health, filtering out other background sources of toxin 

exposure that may contribute to synergistic toxic health effects would verge on the 

impossible.

Despite the difficulty of addressing these questions, the target of building 60% of new homes 

in existing urban brownfield sites as outlined in Northern Ireland’s Regional Development 

Strategy (DRD, 2010) amplifies the importance of identifying contaminated sites and 

mitigating potential risks to human health. As future development strategies recognise the 

need to utilise brownfield sites to accommodate population growth, the chances of 

encountering historic land contamination during development projects will increase 

(Bradham et ai, 2011). Balancing human health protection alongside the social and 

economic burdens of large-scale soil remediation projects is a difficult albeit critically 

important task.

2.1.3 The Suitability of Generic Soil Assessment Criteria

The starting point for assessing human health risks from exposure to land contamination 

often relies on referring to generic soil assessment criteria. In the UK these generic criteria 

are termed soil guideline values (SGVs). SGVs are intended for use during the generic 

quantitative risk assessment process as initial screening values. SGVs are derived in part 

from health criteria values (HCVs). HCVs, derived from available published toxicity data 

for a contaminant of interest, are classed as tolerable levels of chronic toxin exposure at or 

beneath which serious adverse health effects are not likely to occur (EA, 2009a). Different 

toxins can pose variable risks depending on the exposure pathway encountered and, if 

available, such information is taken into account when SGVs are derived. SGVs are not 

intended for use to assess acute exposure scenarios but instead are regarded as tolerable soil 

exposure levels over an extended exposure period. Exceeding a SGV is not a sufficient 

standalone piece of evidence to conclude that significant harm to human health will occur 

and it is not intended as a remediation trigger value (EA, 2009a; Nathanail, 2006). 

Regulators would require supplementary evidence obtained thorough further site specific 

investigations to assist in making a contaminated land determination and identify 

contaminant linkages (DEFRA, 2012).
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SGVs are calculated using the contaminated land exposure assessment (CLEA) model which 

is provided by the EA in an Excel based software platform (EA, 2009c; EA, 2009<f). The 

CLEA model uses a number of default settings that make generic assumptions about factors 

such as exposure durations, land use scenarios, receptor sensitivity, and contaminant 

properties (Table 2.1). The CLEA model also assumes 100% bioavailability of 

contaminants, an aspect of particular interest to this research as contaminant uptake is rarely 

100% of contaminant intake, explained further in Section 2.2. Assumptions made using 

default CLEA settings can impose limitations on the accuracy of CLEA-derived SGVs. If 

required during the risk assessment process, simple or detailed adjustments can be made to 

the CLEA model to suit a variety of different site specific exposure scenarios (EA, 2009(f). 

Detailed adjustment of the CLEA model, however, relies heavily upon specialist knowledge 

and the attainment of additional data through extensive desk research and site investigations 

(EA, 2009a).

Table 2.1 Summary of default settings used in CLEA model (EA, 2009(f) to derive SGVs 
for chronic soil contaminant exposure in common land use scenarios (EA, 2009c)

Parameter Assumption
Receptor Female Child < 6yrs'

Soil Type Sandy Loam

Soil Organic Content 6%

Dwelling Type Small Terrace House2

Bioavailability 100%

Chemical Dynamics At equilibrium

Exposure Duration 6-49 years3

Contaminant Depth At surface

Chemical Species Most toxic
'in a residential and allotment land use scenarios. Adult assumed to be the most sensitive receptor in a commercial setting 
Residential land use scenario
36 years for most sensitive child receptor in residential and allotment setting, 49 years for working adult in commercial setting

SGVs for residential, commercial and allotment land use are currently available for four 

commonly occurring metal(loid)s known to pose significant human health risks—As, Cd, Ni 

and mercury (Hg) (EA, 2009c, e-g). Recognising the limitations of this narrow suite of 

available SGVs, further generic soil assessment criteria (GAC) were released by Nathanail et 

al. in 2009 to supplement existing EA criteria and included GAC for Cr, copper (Cu), V and 

zinc (Zn). However, any generic screening criteria must be used with care, with particular 

attention paid to the derivation of such guideline values. A comparison of Northern Ireland 

PTE concentrations in soil against GAC and SGVs is provided in Chapter 4.
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Arsenic provides an example of a PTE whose SGV should be cautiously applied. HCVs for 

As were predominantly obtained from observing the health effects of exposure to soluble 

forms of As in drinking water rather than from exposure via As in soil (EA, 2009e; EA, 

200%). Considering that HCVs are used to derive SGVs, it is arguable that the resulting soil 

screening value would not be suitable for use in a soil exposure scenario. EA advice on 

using SGVs does state that, due to the generic nature of SGV derivation, SGVs may not be 

appropriate for ensuring human health is protected on every contaminated site. If site 

specific conditions do not match the generic assumptions used in SGV derivation, health 

risks could be either over or under-estimated (EA, 2009a). Such challenges regarding the 

accurate characterization of risks associated with soil-borne trace element exposure highlight 

the need for employing more detailed risk assessment techniques. Oral bioaccessibility 

testing, for example, helps to more precisely quantify the fraction of a soil contaminant that 

may be capable of inducing toxic health effects.

While SGVs and GAC provide guideline values for tolerable long term exposure to 

contaminants in soil, provisional Category 4 screening levels (pC4SL) were released in 

2013, inclusive of values for the metal(loid)s As, Cd, Cr(VI) and Pb (Harries et al., 2013). 

The use of C4SLs is described by the authors as a more pragmatic approach to making a 

contaminated land determination, eventually replacing the use of SGVs during the risk 

assessment process. C4SLs would provide a means of identifying whether a Category 4 

contaminated land determination can be made (eg. no significant possibility of significant 

harm). Whilst the pC4SLs published to date are not final screening values, the report 

provides suggested approaches to deriving final C4SLs, devises a framework for calculating 

low levels of toxicological concern, and explores different approaches to exposure 

modelling. The authors go a step beyond the EA SGVs by calculating pC4SLs for 

recreational land use in addition to providing provisional values for the familiar residential, 

commercial and allotment land use categories. The 2013 release of the pC4SL report by 

Harries et al. is a promising step in the direction towards providing unambiguous guidance to 

local authorities and practitioners to assist in conducting risk assessments that are 

sufficiently protective of human health while reducing the burden of expensive and 

unnecessary remediation efforts.

Generic soil screening criteria assume that 100% of the measured concentration of a 

contaminant will be bioavailable, or able to cause harm. Professional institutes in the UK 

such as the British Standards Institute (BSI) and the Chartered Institute of Environmental 

Health (CIEH) acknowledge that failing to take bioavailability into account during the risk
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assessment process may overestimate risk (BSI, 2011; CIEH, 2009). Nathanail (2006) also 

describes how striking a balance between human health protection efforts that are neither 

over- nor under-protective is a challenging but important task. Over estimating risk could 

lead to classifying land as contaminated that should not be regarded as such, impeding land 

use options or necessitating economically costly and environmentally unsustainable soil 

remediation work. On the other hand, underestimating risk can endanger human health. In 

between these decisions also lies the complication of obtaining site specific information to 

more accurately characterise risk through a detailed quantitative risk assessment (DQRA). 

Associated site investigations, specialist consultancy fees and laboratory analysis can be time 

consuming and costly (Rothstein et ai, 2006). However, the benefits of conducting a DQRA 

may outweigh the costs, as social and economic losses associated with soil remediation 

projects can sometimes be avoided. As the global human population continues to grow at an 

exponential rate, we cannot afford to sacrifice land use flexibility on the basis of risk 

assessment criteria that were too generic or not appropriate for the site to which it was 

applied.

2.2 Refining the Risk Assessment Process through In Vitro Oral 
Bioaccessibility Testing

2.2.1 Case Studies Demonstrating the Benefits of Bioaccessibility Testing

Informed contaminated land management practices can save local councils, land owners, and 

property developers substantial sums in remediation costs while also preserving natural soil 

resources. Additionally, contaminated land management supported by informed decision 

making permits accurate risk communication that may put stakeholder health concerns at 

ease (Nathanail, 2006; Rothstein et ai, 2006). Oral bioaccessibility data can be used to 

supplement a lines-of-evidence approach to more accurately characterize human health risk 

where oral soil exposure is a relevant risk pathway (DEFRA, 2012; Okorie et ai, 2011; 

CIEH, 2009; Nathanail & McCaffrey, 2003; Ruby et ai, 1996). It is important to note that 

bioaccessibility data are not intended for use in isolation to assess risk but instead must be 

interpreted alongside all relevant exposure information and available site specific data.

Bioaccessibility data are particularly useful if the cost of in vitro testing will be less than the 

cost of site remediation. For example, Latawiec et al. (2010) suggest that oral
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bioaccessibility testing may have the greatest merits when applied to sites where an area of 

land prohibitively large to be subject to remediation efforts is classified as contaminated, for 

instance, in the case of widespread natural or diffuse anthropogenic contamination. 

However, oral bioaccessibility data can also supplement cost effective in situ remedial 

strategies on smaller sites or can provide the justification for re-use of excavated material off 

site (BSI, 2011).

In a case study provided by the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC, 2012) it was 

reported that an estimated £3.75 million in remediation costs were avoided during the 

redevelopment of a contaminated former coal mining site by employing oral bioaccessibility 

testing during the risk assessment process. In vitro soil tests showed that As and 

hydrocarbons present on the site were not highly bioaccessible, supporting the conclusion 

that significant risk was not present and eliminating the need for a complex remediation 

strategy. In addition to avoiding extensive remediation, the emission of 105 tonnes of 

carbon dioxide was prevented by avoiding more than three thousand soil transfers which 

would have occurred during the remediation process. On a housing development project 

also profiled in the same NERC case study document, oral bioaccessibility testing supported 

the conclusion that future residents would not encounter significant health risks from soil 

contaminant exposure. This conclusion resulted in an estimated minimum savings of £7 

million in remediation costs previously recommended by consultants in the absence of 

bioaccessibility data. Equally as important from a wider economic standpoint, further delay 

to the development plans was avoided.

The benefits of using bioaccessibility data during a DQRA are not exclusive to NERC case 

studies. On residential sites hosting elevated geogenic As in garden soils, DQRAs conducted 

by Nathanail et al. (2006) and Nathanail & Smith (2007) were able to conclude that no 

significant risk of harm was present to local residents from such As exposure. The 2006 

study found that, although soil As levels at the site were up to nine times higher than the 

generic As SGV, As oral bioaccessibility was less than 2% of total concentrations. These 

data contributed to a more accurate quantification of As exposure, reaching the conclusion 

that tolerable daily exposure limits for chronic As exposure were not being exceeded. This 

negated the residents’ fears over potential health risks from As exposure in their garden. 

Applying site specific risk assessment criteria and undertaking a DQRA with bioaccessibility 

data may be more costly in the short term when compared to using generic soil screening 

values. However, it is a worthwhile compromise by comparison to the greater social and
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economic costs of non-essential land remediation while also providing greater land use 

flexibility over the long term (Rothstein et ai, 2006).

2.2.2 Informing Human Health Risk Assessment with Oral Bioaccessibility Testing

The presence of a contaminant in soil does not automatically affirm the presence of a health 

risk (Latawiec et ai, 2010) and Scheckel et al. (2009) describe the approach of relying on 

total measured soil contaminant concentrations as an “outdated endeavour.” Furthermore, 

such an approach does not favour the preferred method of identifying source-pathway- 

receptor linkages to determine if significant harm to health is probable.

The oral bioaccessible fraction of a soil contaminant is the portion that is solubilised in the 

human digestive system and potentially available to cause adverse health effects. 

Bioaccessibility is different from bioavailability. For a contaminant to be bioavailable when 

ingested, it must cross the intestinal epithelium, be metabolised by the body, and enter the 

blood stream after it is solubilised and rendered bioaccessible in the gastro-intestinal tract. 

Bioaccessibility is therefore the limiting step to bioavailability, as an ingested contaminant 

must first be bioaccessible before it can be bioavailable (Cave et al., 2011; Caboche, 2009; 

Ruby et al., 1999). Oral bioaccessibility testing assists in the identification of pollutant 

linkages between the contaminant source and the receptor. While risk assessors are 

accustomed to identifying contaminant linkages in the external environment, such linkages 

must also exist inside the human body for health risks to be present. An internal pathway 

(across the intestinal epithelium) only exists between contaminant source (the soil particles) 

and receptor (human organs and tissues) if soil contamination is rendered bioaccessible in 

the digestive system (Figure 2.1).

Source
Solubilised 

ingested soil 
contaminant

Pathway
Digestive and 

metabolic systems 
to bloodstream

Receptor
Organs and other 

tissues

Consequence
Acute or chronic 

toxic health 
effects

Figure 2.1 In vitro oral bioaccessibility measurement favours the source-pathway-receptor 
model for human health risk assessment from oral exposure to land contamination as 
bioaccessibility limits the internal metabolic pathway to toxic health effects from ingested 
soil contaminants
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It is important to note that risk estimation based on the bioaccessible fraction may slightly 

overestimate health risks compared to the use of bioavailability data because all soluble 

contaminants in the digestive system will not necessarily be bioavailable. Some solubilised 

toxins may still be excreted by the body unabsorbed (Figure 2.2). However, using 

bioaccessibility data still provides a more accurate basis for risk assessment when compared 

to the use of total soil concentrations and supports the application of a precautionary 

principle to CLRA.

INGESTED CONTAMINANT 

-------------------!-------------------

EXCRETA

LIVER

BLOODSTREAM

TISSUE STORAGE

URINARY TRACT

Figure 2.2 Simplified toxicokinetic model of pathways an ingested contaminant could 
follow in the body. Toxic health effects will occur when a toxin is metabolised, indicated by 
solid lines in the diagram. Renal toxicity is still possible following contaminant excretion.

While oral bioaccessibility soil extractions can be conducted in a matter of hours without the 

use of animal subjects, bioavailability estimation requires more extensive animal studies. 

Oral bioaccessibility is measured in a controlled laboratory setting with methods designed to 

mimic the conditions of the human digestive system in vitro. This provides a number of 

financial, ethical and scientific benefits. Compared to in vivo animal bioavailability studies, 

in vitro testing is less expensive, can be completed in a shorter time frame with a variety of 

solid matrices and eliminates the ethical concerns of using live animals in research (Cave et 

a/., 2011; Oomen etal., 2003; Ruby etal., 1999; Minekus et ai, 1995).
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Validation of an in vitro bioaccessibility method for accuracy should initially be 

supplemented by in vivo animal data to verify that an in vitro method is sufficiently 

representative of bioavailability (Wragg et ai, 2011; Wragg et al, 2009). Beyond this 

validation process, however, animal studies should not be required. In vitro methods are 

designed to accurately reflect the biochemistry of the human digestive system, compensating 

for the fact that toxicology data in the literature is rarely obtained through the use of human 

subjects. Instead, toxicology studies and the development of HCVs rely primarily on animal 

studies involving species that may not adequately represent human physiology or 

toxicokinetics (USEPA, 2012a; Wragg et ai, 2011; EA, 2009/; Johnson, 1977). By 

comparison, in vitro bioaccessibility measurement offers an alternative method for 

estimating contaminant bioavailability as it is possible to model the unique conditions of the 

human digestive system in a controlled setting (Wragg & Cave, 2003).

The Importance of Adopting a Unified Method

A number of different in vitro bioaccessibility methods are used in research efforts globally 

and Table 2.2 summarises some of the key physiologically based methods in use by the 

scientific community. The development and refinement of new and existing methods is 

ongoing and other non-physiological sequential and simple extraction methods are also used 

to estimate bioavailability such as the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

procedure (USEPA, 2012T>). However, such approaches will only measure the soluble 

fraction rather than provide a measure of what would be bioaccessible under the 

physiological conditions of the human digestive system. The variety of enzymes and 

reagents used, pH specifications, fed or fasted state modelling, extraction duration times and 

laboratory apparatuses vary across the different physiological methods (Table 2.2; Van de 

Weile et ai, 2007; Wragg & Cave, 2003). In addition to the extraction methods summarised 

in Table 2.2, some researchers employ methods that attempt to simulate the physical 

absorption process of digested fluids crossing the epithelial layers of the small intestine 

(Vasiluk et ai, 2011; Chan et ai, 2007). A researcher’s chosen method often depends upon 

their host institution and geography, and also upon the chosen methods of their predecessors, 

such as in the case of this research.

Over the past two decades, extensive effort has been invested across the international 

scientific community in researching, developing and validating suitable standardised 

extraction methods for estimating human oral contaminant bioaccessibility in vitro (Table
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2.2; e.g. Denys et al, 2012; NERC, 2012; BSI, 2011; Wragg et ai, 2011; Caboche, 2009; 

Wragg et ai, 2009; Van de Welle et al., 2007; Oomen et al., 2003; Wragg & Cave, 2003; 

Rodriguez et ai, 1999; Ruby et al., 1999; Ruby et al., 1996; Minekus et ai, 1995). The 

Bioaccessibility Research Group of Europe (BARGE) is a research network that was formed 

with the primary aim of providing bioaccessibility data that can be used to inform policy and 

improve the risk assessment process through the development of a unified method.

As part of their efforts to develop a standardised in vitro method, BARGE identified five 

essential criteria that should be met by a particular method:

1. The method must be physiologically based, accurately mimicking the conditions 

of the human digestive system.

2. Results obtained should provide a conservative estimate of potential health risks 

by not underestimating bioaccessibility.

3. One set of standardised conditions should be applicable to all potentially toxic 

elements of interest.

4. The method should provide results that are comparable to in vivo bioavailability 

results.

5. Inter-laboratory results should be consistent and comparable (Wragg et al., 2011).

The ability to provide a close estimate of bioavailability, as noted in number four above, is 

critically important to the acceptance of a particular method where accurate risk estimation is 

concerned. As such, in vivo validation has formed the basis for a large proportion of 

published in vitro method research. For example, research by Basta et al. (2007) using the 

Ohio State University in vitro gastro-intestinal method (Rodriguez et ai, 1999) found that As 

bioaccessibility was an acceptable estimate of As bioavailability under both fed and fasted 

states. The Unified BARGE Method (UBM), followed for this PhD research, has undergone 

extensive research investment by the UK NERC and the British Geological Survey (BGS), 

including in vitro bioavailability validation (Denys et ai, 2012; Caboche, 2009) and global 

inter-laboratory trials (Wragg et ai, 2011; Wragg et ai, 2009; EA, 2001b).

In 2012 the results of an in vivo UBM validation study were published (Denys et ai, 2012), 

building on work conducted as part of a 2009 PhD thesis (Caboche, 2009). The work 

attempted to validate the suitability of using in vitro bioaccessibility data as an estimate of 

the in vivo bioavailability of As, Pb, Cd and antimony (Sb) using a juvenile swine model. 

Both Caboche and Denys et al. were able to conclude the UBM was an acceptable estimate 

of As, Pb and Cd bioavailability based on pre-defined validation criteria, but similar
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conclusions could not be made for Sb. The authors suggested that low soil Sb concentrations 

combined with low detectable concentrations of Sb in swine endpoints presented barriers to 

in vivo Sb validation. However, the results obtained for As, Pb and Cd by these and other 

studies (eg. Basta et ai, 2007) provide a promising basis for justifying the use of 

bioaccessibility data in exposure assessment models.

In addition to providing a close estimate of bioavailability, results obtained from a 

standardised in vitro method must be reproducible and the results of such UBM trials carried 

out by Wragg et al. were published in 2009 and 2011. In the more recent study, seven 

laboratories from Europe and North America participated in the study to assess the 

consistency of the UBM for As, Cd and Pb bioaccessibility measurement. Benchmark 

suitability criteria were met for As in both the gastric and intestinal digestion phases. Three 

of four criteria were met for Cd in the stomach phase and one in the intestinal phase. With 

respect to Pb, only two of four criteria were met in the stomach phase and none were met in 

the intestinal phase. The authors suggested that slight differences in how the UBM was 

applied between laboratories may have resulted in higher variability of Pb results based on 

the observation that within-lab repeatability was acceptable. It was suggested that tighter 

controls be implemented over in vitro pH conditions for the UBM (Wragg et ai, 2011), a 

change which has since been made to the published method (BARGE/INERIS, 2011). At 

the time of writing, however, an inter-laboratory trial had not been published to ascertain 

whether the change to pH specifications improved between-lab reproducibility.

Despite ongoing peer-reviewed scientific research efforts, official endorsement by the EA of 

a European or British standardised method for oral bioaccessibility measurement has yet to 

take place (EA, 2013). This lack of guidance on choosing the most appropriate in vitro 

bioaccessibility method hampers the uptake of the use of such data by local authorities 

during the CERA process (Latawiec et ai, 2010). In light of the inability of the global 

scientific community to unilaterally adopt a standardised bioaccessibility method, it is 

understandable why regulatory agencies such as the EA are reluctant to endorse a particular 

method or encourage the use of bioaccessibility data in the risk assessment process (EA, 

2013). However, it is also because of such variability that endorsing a particular method 

would be beneficial. The adoption of an official standard method would ensure that the use 

of bioaccessibility data in the risk assessment process could proceed in a robust and 

defensible way (Wragg et ai, 2011) with consistent validated procedures yielding 

reproducible results. Sometimes it is not a reprehensible thing to be told with no uncertainty 

how to proceed. In fact, it is a primary function of regulatory bodies to perform such a task.
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2.3 Factors Affecting the Oral Bioaccessibility of Contaminants in Soil

Contaminant oral bioaccessibility and the health risks associated with it depend upon 

numerous physico-chemical factors. Soil-solution ratios in the stomach, soil chemistry, 

contaminant sources or the nutritional status of an individual are examples of variables 

which all have a bearing over contaminant oral bioaccessibility and bioavailability. 

Although it is impossible to model all influential factors, an extraction procedure should aim 

to represent a precautionary worse-case scenario of higher contaminant bioavailability to 

ensure data obtained support CLRA conclusions that are sufficiently protective of human 

health risks.

2.3.1 Internal Factors: Human Habits, Physiology and the Laboratory

Oral bioaccessibility testing hinges on the assumption that the oral soil exposure pathway is 

a relevant contaminant linkage to address during a CLRA. To support this assumption, the 

scientific community has explored the questions of how often people ingest soil and whether 

quantities ingested are sufficient to cause significant harm to health. Research has found that 

soil may enter the digestive system either intentionally or incidentally, although it is 

recognised that children are more likely to ingest measurable quantities of soil than adults 

(EFSA, 2009; ATSDR, 2007; CCME, 1997). This is because children generally spend more 

time playing outside, coming directly in contact with soil. Younger children in particular 

have a greater prevalence for mouthing behaviour and may spend more time in close 

proximity to soil. Young children also lack that same awareness that adults would have 

concerning what is inappropriate to place in their mouths (Ljung et ai, 2006; Ryan et al., 

2004; Stanek et ai, 1998).

Exposure Frequency

Stanek et al. (1998) researched the prevalence of mouthing behaviour among 533 children 

aged one to six years of age from varying socio-economic backgrounds. Twenty eight 

different behaviours were identified as part of the study that may result in exposure to soil or 

dust through the ingestion pathway. The authors found that 71% of children played in sand 

or dirt at least weekly and 45% did so on a daily basis. Whilst babies (one year old or 

younger) were reported to exhibit mouthing behaviour on a more regular basis, children in
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the remaining age bracket (2-6 years old) spent more time playing outdoors. Frequency of 

pica behaviour, the intentional ingestion of large amounts of soil, was also evaluated as part 

of the study. Thirty eight per cent of parents reported monthly occurrences of intentional 

soil ingestion, 24% observed weekly pica behaviour and a reported 11% of children 

consumed soil on a daily basis. Although pica behaviour provides a route for contaminant 

exposure in some individuals, the BSI (2011) suggests that this should not be regarded as 

commonplace behaviour to factor into the CLRA process.

Common pathways to incidental soil ingestion in the general adult population are through the 

consumption of inadequately washed produce with attached soil, the ingestion of mucous 

containing contaminated dust captured by the lungs, or through exposure to traces of soil that 

remain on the hands after washing (Juhasz et ai, 2011a; Sheppard & Evenden, 1994). 

Although such exposure only occurs at trace levels, chronic lifetime exposure through these 

pathways could still account for cumulative long term toxic health effects. In consideration 

of this, oral bioaccessibility testing would be of particular use in refining oral exposure risks 

for those elements whose SGV or GAC derivation has included ingestion as a relevant risk 

pathway.

Nutrition and Fed versus Fasted States

The presence of food in the digestive tract can have variable impacts over in vitro trace 

element bioaccessibility and in vivo bioavailability by stimulating the release of hydrochloric 

acid (HC1) and digestive enzymes, in turn altering the pH of the upper digestive system 

(Walker & Wood, 2003; Johnson, 1977). Such pH changes and the presence of reactive 

enzymes in turn will influence trace element solubility in the stomach and intestine (Cave et 

ai, 2011). Most extraction methods are designed to model a fasted state and do not account 

for changes in digestion system chemistry in the presence of food (Van de Weile et ai, 

2007). However, extraction systems can be adapted to mimic fed states depending upon the 

desired risk scenario to be investigated (Table 2.2). Mimicking fed states can provide 

complications to the extraction process, however, by destabilising solution pH and reducing 

the reproducibility of results.

Dosing vehicles provide a medium for administering a toxin during bioavailability studies 

and are sometimes used to research the effects of food over PTE bioavailability. Dosing 

vehicles may be limited in their capabilities to model the effects of food in an in vitro setting,
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however, as the mechanisms by which food alter bioavailability are largely linked to nutrient 

and toxin absorption through the upper intestine, a process which is not simulated by many 

in vitro extraction systems. Phytic acid, for example, is capable of forming insoluble 

complexes with some metals in the digestive system, inhibiting their transport across the 

intestinal epithelium (Basta et al, 2007; Turecki et ai, 1994). Basta et al. (2007) found that 

As bioaccessibility increased in the presence of a dosing vehicle designed to simulate a fed 

state in both the stomach and the intestinal extraction phases, although this varied depending 

upon the soil type. Unlike As, Pb bioavailability has been observed to decrease in the 

presence of food as a result of dissolved organic matter providing opportunities for Pb 

complexation (Scheckel et ai, 2009; Tahiri et al., 2000). Such complexes hinder active 

transport across the intestinal epithelium, limiting bioavailability (Cave et ai, 2011).

The nutritional state of an individual will also influence the propensity for metal absorption 

(Johnson, 1977). For example, individuals who are iron (Fe) or calcium (Ca) deficient are 

more likely to absorb higher amounts of potentially toxic elements such as Cd or Pb (Walker 

& Wood, 2003). Cave et al. (2011) additionally describe how this may be exacerbated by 

the high solubility of divalent metals such as Cd, Cu and Zn in the upper intestine. However, 

the bioavailability of some metals such as Pb may decrease when high concentrations of 

other metals are present in the blood stream. If the blood stream is already saturated with a 

metal, passive transport of metal ions across the intestinal epithelium is inhibited, 

particularly in the case of Pb (Ryan et al., 2004; Ruby et al., 1999; Ruby et al., 1996). While 

this attribute of the upper intestine is intended to regulate trace element absorption for 

nutritional purposes, it can result in more toxic health effects if an individual is inadequately 

nourished when exposed to a PTE such as Pb. Variables such as these are difficult to 

account for in an in vitro setting.

The presence of food or soil will also alter fluid ratios in the digestive system. A study using 

only synthetic gastric juice concluded that varying solid to liquid ratios did not affect the 

bioaccessibility of the metal(loid)s As, Ni, Cr and Cd (Hamel et al., 1998). However, a 

study by Yang et al. (2003) using a more intricate physiologically based extraction technique 

(PBET) concluded that lower soil to solution ratios resulted in higher As and Pb 

bioaccessibility. A more recent study specifically exploring the UBM found that As 

bioaccessibility decreased during the gastric digestion phase when more soil was 

incorporated into the extraction procedure (Juhasz et al., 20\\b). A similar trend was 

observed by Ljung et al. (2007), where modelling the effects of pica behaviour in vitro 

resulted in a decrease in bioaccessibility for As, Cd, Cr, Ni and Pb. These latter authors
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specify, however, that soil pH, clay content and metal sources will have a more significant 

impact on oral bioaccessibility than would varying solid to liquid ratios. Furthermore, 

attempting to model such dynamic digestive scenarios in the laboratory as a matter of course 

would defeat the purpose of following a static, standardised extraction model and may also 

compromise reproducibility of results from a quality perspective.

2.3.2 External Factors in the Soil Environment

Outside of the body, soil physico-chemical conditions will influence oral bioaccessibility and 

toxicity by altering PTE mobility and speciation. Such soil geochemical factors identified 

from the primary literature are summarised below and have in part directed the focus of this 

PhD research. While some bioavailability research relates to plant bioavailability in 

terrestrial ecosystems, conditions conducive to higher bioavailability in the soil environment 

can also be related to higher solubility and mobility. As a result, similar factors are 

sometimes also linked to increased oral bioaccessibility in the human digestive system. In 

general, factors relating to higher PTE mobility in the environment are expected to relate to 

an increase in in vitro oral bioaccessibility.

1. Soil pH is described as the most important factor controlling chemical behaviour 

in the soil environment and, resultantly, also affects bioavailability (Alloway, 2013a; 

BSI, 2011; Hursthouse, 2001). In vitro bioaccessibility testing may mask this 

external chemical effect, however, due to the strictly controlled pH conditions of the 

extraction procedure (Appleton et ai, 2013; Pelfrene et al., 2012).

2. Soil organic matter influences the mobility and availability of soil elements by 

adsorbing cations and forming both soluble and insoluble chelates (Naidu, 2008; 

Dobran & Zagury, 2006). The organic soil horizon can also act as a retention sink 

for the deposition of pollutants such as Pb, Ni and Cd (EESA, 2010; EA, 2009y, 

2009k).

3. The presence of clay minerals is an indication of extensive rock weathering which 

may result in higher concentrations of available trace elements released from parent 

material to soil (CCME, 1997; Nesbitt & Marcovics, 1997; Nesbitt et ai, 1980). 

Negatively charged clay minerals are also capable of strongly adsorbing cations, 

however, reducing mobility in the environment and acting as trace element sinks in a 

similar manner to organic compounds (Poggio et ai, 2009; Theng, 1974).
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4. Reactive hydrous oxides of elements such as Fe, Mn and aluminium (Al) are 

capable of forming insoluble precipitates with trace elements in soil and their 

presence is often associated either with reduced PTE bioaccessibility or a decrease in 

soil element mobility in the literature (Frei & Polat, 2013; EA, 2009e; Fischer et al., 

2009; Wragg etai, 2007; Sparks, 1995).

5. Soil carbonate content influences soil chemistry by raising pH and binding cations 

(Selinus et al., 2013; Silberberg, 2000). Carbonate minerals are also sometimes 

associated with higher in vitro bioaccessibility due to their degradation under acidic 

stomach conditions, releasing metallic cations adsorbed from the external soil 

environment (Denys et al., 2007; Finzgar et al., 2007; Ljung et al., 2007).

6. Redox conditions, determined by soil moisture and oxygen content, will govern 

the dominant chemical species present in soil as well as have an influence over 

precipitate formation and element solubility (Alloway, 2013&; Candeias et al., 2011; 

ATSDR, 2007; Ma et al., 2007; Silberberg, 2000).

7. Alloway (2013a) and Sparks (1995) further describe adsorption and desorption 

mechanisms in soil such as ion exchange, co-precipitation, insoluble precipitate 

formation and organic complexation as controlling trace element mobility. Many of 

these mechanisms will be directly influenced by the previous six factors.

Relationships between Oral Bioaccessibility and Soil Geochemistry

Research exploring the effects of soil-geochemical factors over oral bioaccessibility has 

employed a range of analytical and statistical approaches. Correlation, regression, factor 

analysis, mineralogy, crystallography, and chemometric studies have sought to develop 

models for PTE oral bioaccessibility prediction and to identify factors that explain variation 

in oral bioaccessibility across different locations and soil types (Palmer et al., 2014a; Wragg 

et al., 2014; Appleton et al., 2013; Cox et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2013a; Appleton et al., 

2012a, 2012b; Pelfrene et al., 2012; Cave et al., 2007; Finzgar et al., 2007; Wragg et al., 

2007; Cave et al., 2003). A common trend arising from much of this research is that factors 

which control oral PTE bioaccessibility are not universal but rather are unique depending 

upon the soil attributes of the site or region in question.

Soil organic matter (SOM) has a dynamic effect over PTE behaviour in the soil environment. 

The large charged surfaces of SOM relative to other soil constituents give organic soil 

particles a high cation exchange capacity (CEC) (Sparks, 1995). As a result of its high CEC,
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SOM is effective at adsorbing trace element ions, subsequently acting both as a sink for 

those elements and also as a vehicle for element mobility if in a soluble form (Selinus et al., 

2013; Naidu, 2008; Dobran & Zagury, 2006; Oliva et al., 1999). Poggio et al. (2009) and 

Palmer et al. (2013a) both found that SOM was positively correlated with higher measured 

oral bioaccessibility of several trace metals such as Pb, Ni, V and Cr. Garrett (2013) 

furthermore describes that increased metal mobility in soil following soluble organic chelate 

formation could be a primary mechanism accounting for this trend. The presence of SOM 

can also influence PTE speciation, as demonstrated by Dobran & Zagury (2006) who 

concluded that the presence of SOM was related to the occurrence of higher proportions of 

the more toxic arsenite (As(III)) species.

Unlike organic matter, major element oxides generally reduce trace element bioaccessibility 

through the formation of insoluble complexes. Fe oxides are capable of forming stable 

complexes with trace elements in soil to such a degree that their presence has been 

associated with essential trace element deficiencies in plants and livestock (Garrett, 2013). 

In a study by Wragg et al. (2007) investigating the bioaccessibility and solid phase 

distribution of geogenic As in ironstone soils in the UK, the authors concluded that 

crystalline Fe oxides were not a significant source of bioaccessible As. Amorphous Fe 

oxides, however, were associated with mobile As fractions which were also more 

bioaccessible. A study by Appleton et al. (20126) found that the presence of Fe oxides 

exerted a negative effect over As bioaccessibility, although only 3% of total variance in As 

bioaccessibility was associated with the presence of Fe oxides during regression modelling. 

Fe, magnesium (Mg), Mn and Al oxides have also been associated with reduced 

bioaccessibility of Ni, V, Zn and Cr in soils in Northern Ireland (Cox et al., 2013; Palmer et 

al., 2013a).

Depending on underlying geology and soil mineralogy, the presence of different forms of Ca 

can have variable impacts over trace element bioaccessibility. Research carried out by 

Denys et al. (2007) investigated Pb bioaccessibility in high carbonate soils where Pb 

occurred in the mineral form cerussite. The authors concluded that cerussite was a 

significant source of bioaccessible soil Pb due to complete dissolution of Ca carbonate-rich 

cerussite during the gastric phase of in vitro digestion, although Pb bioaccessibility 

decreased in the intestinal phase of digestion. Palmer et al. (2013a, 2014a) found that the 

presence of Ca in soils in Northern Ireland was associated with increased bioaccessibility in 

soils overlying mudstone bedrock types but resulted in decreased Ni, V and Cr 

bioaccessibility in soils overlying basalt bedrock. These conflicting findings were likely due
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to the presence of Ca minerals of varying recalcitrance associated with the different 

underlying lithologies.

Soil redox conditions control the valence state of metals and in turn, valence state determines 

element toxicity and mobility. Soils with high reducing potential are often acidic and water 

logged while oxidised soils experience dryer conditions that are conducive to crystalline 

oxide formation. While major element oxides are frequently associated with reduced 

bioaccessibility, Wragg et al. (2007) noted that reducing conditions are capable of dissolving 

Fe oxides, releasing trace elements such as As into solution and rendering them more 

bioaccessible. Similar trends were identified by Candeias et al. (2011) and Dobran & 

Zagury (2006) who concluded that reducing conditions encouraged the formation of the 

more toxic form of As, As(III). Reducing conditions are not always associated with 

increased toxicity, however, as observed for Cr by Elzinga & Cimro (2010) and by Guo et al. 

(1997) with regard to Cd and Zn. Under reducing conditions the less toxic forms of these 

three elements were present. In Northern Ireland, Palmer et al. (2013a) found relationships 

between increased trace element bioaccessibility and factors associated with peat soils which 

are generally anoxic and reducing. Regardless of speciation, the general trend is towards 

that of increasing mobility and bioaccessibility under reducing conditions (Selinus et al., 

2013).

Given adequate information about the soil in a particular study area, certain soil properties 

may be used as predictors to model trace element bioaccessibility. Cave et al. (2007) 

concluded it was possible to apply a global regression model for As bioaccessibility in 

Jurassic ironstone soils using clay content, total As and fine grained Fe-oxyhydroxides as 

predictor variables. Appleton et al. (2012a, 2012&) applied multiple linear regression 

modelling to predict Pb and As bioaccessibility in the UK. Total Pb was found to be the 

only significant predictor variable for bioaccessible Pb (Appleton et al., 2012a). Total As 

also accounted for the highest proportion of variance in As bioaccessibility, although 

additional significant predictor variables were pH, iron oxide (Fe203), loss on ignition (FOI), 

phosphorous (P), Mg and Ca (Appleton et al., 20\2b). Models for predicting trace element 

bioaccessibility should be used with care, however, as they can only be applied in areas 

where the soil properties match those of the site for which the model was developed.

In addition to chemical dynamics in the surrounding soil environment, trace element sources 

can also influence PTE oral bioaccessibility. For example, related research suggests that 

toxic elements from geogenic sources may be less bioaccessible than those associated with
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anthropogenic contamination due to the solid phases in which they exist (Wragg et ai, 2014; 

Appleton et ai, 2012b; Barsby et ai, 2012; Cave et ai, 2007; Ljung et ai, 2007; Cave et al., 

2003). Furthermore, elevated soil Pb concentrations attributable to urban anthropogenic 

sources in Northern Ireland have been linked to higher levels of oral bioaccessibility 

compared to Pb in rural source domains (Palmer et ai, 2015).

Despite high observed concentrations of some PTEs in Northern Irish soils (Chapter 4), 

bioaccessibility research in this area suggests that oral bioaccessibility is not primarily a 

function of total trace element concentrations in soil (Palmer et ai, 2013a; Cox et ai, 2013; 

Barsby et al, 2012), particularly where PTEs are from geogenic sources. The findings of 

Barsby et al. (2012) concluded that the oral bioaccessibility of PTEs was unique across 

individual geologic formations within the study area, uncovering a wider scope of 

investigation for determining in more detail the mechanisms governing this variability. 

Following from these findings, specific geochemical factors accounting for the variability in 

trace element bioaccessibility requires further investigation. The objectives of this PhD 

research as described in Chapter 1 have therefore been formulated to assist in such 

investigations.

2.4 Summary

Northern Irish contaminated land policy and associated guidance requires official enactment 

and further development. While the English and Welsh contaminated land management 

framework provides an acceptable basis for carrying out human health risk assessments in 

other jurisdictions outside of England and Wales (DEFRA, 2012; DEFRA & EA, 2004), Part 

2A of the EPA 1990 is not strictly enforceable in Northern Ireland. There currently exists 

the opportunity to conduct scientific research that may assist in refining the human health 

risk assessment process to inform future policy and guidance for Northern Ireland. Such 

findings could also be applied to other jurisdictions in a similar position to Northern Ireland 

with respect to having opportunities for CERA policy and guidance development.

Assessing risks to human health from PTEs in soil often relies on referring to total soil PTE 

concentrations. However, such an approach will often over estimate health risks as total soil 

concentrations are not an indication of the bioavailable fraction and it is bioavailability that 

underpins risk. Where oral exposure is a relevant risk pathway from land contamination, in
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vitro oral bioaccessibility testing provides a cost effective means of estimating oral 

bioavailability. Such tests can prevent the overestimation of human health risks and case 

studies have projected that millions of pounds in remediation costs could be or already have 

been avoided by employing oral bioaccessibility testing as part of a DQRA. Informed land 

management decisions not only save money, but also have social and environmental 

benefits, supporting sustainable approaches to planning and development.

Although Northern Ireland soils host widespread elevated concentrations of a number of 

PTEs, the health risks from moderately elevated background exposure to these elements is 

not thoroughly understood. This research therefore seeks to measure the health risks from 

the oral exposure pathway through in vitro bioaccessibility testing and also to identify 

geochemical factors accounting for variation in PTE bioaccessibility.
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3.0 Introduction

Northern Ireland Tellus Survey1 geochemistry data were obtained from the Geological 

Survey of Northern Ireland (GSNI) under license. Soil sample locations for oral 

bioaccessibility testing were selected to represent a range of rock and soil types in the study 

area and to provide a relatively even spatial coverage for interpolation methods. Oral 

bioaccessibility soil extractions were conducted at BGS following the UBM to simulate the 

conditions of the human digestive system; this resulting bioaccessibility data set was 

combined with a pre-existing Northern Ireland bioaccessibility data set (Barsby et ai, 2012). 

The aim of joining the two data sets was to improve the spatial resolutions of interpolated 

PTE oral bioaccessibility maps and to statistically strengthen the results of further data 

exploration.

Further exploration to identify controlling geochemical factors over trace element 

bioaccessibility included correlation analysis, PCA and multiple linear regression (MLR). 

These analyses placed oral bioaccessibility data as a function of selected geochemical 

parameters from the Northern Ireland Tellus Survey data with the aim of determining which 

variables had significant influences over PTE bioaccessibility. Geochemical parameters 

expected to influence oral PTE bioaccessibility were selected based on a review of the 

primary scientific literature as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 and included eight major 

element oxides, soil acidity and LOI as an estimate of soil organic carbon content.

3.1 National Geochemistry Surveys

The Northern Ireland Tellus Survey (Tellus Survey), conducted between 2004 and 2007, 

consisted of a comprehensive analytical survey of stream sediments, stream waters, urban 

and rural soils as well as an airborne geophysical survey. The full details of field and 

analytical methods employed during the Tellus Survey can be found in Smyth (2007). 

Recognising that geology and geochemistry do not maintain political boundaries, the 

Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) was commissioned by BGS and GSNI to undertake the 

Tellus Border Geochemical Survey2 (Tellus Border) with similar aims and analytical 

approaches to the Tellus Survey (Knights & Glennon, 2013). Tellus Border soil samples

The Tellus Survey was funded by the Northern Ireland Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment and by the Rural 
Development Programme through the Northern Ireland Programme for Building Sustainable Prosperity.
2 The Tellus Border Survey was a €5 million cross-border project funded by EU INTERREG IVA to map the environment and 
natural resources in the border region of Ireland and continue the analysis of data in the border counties of Northern Ireland.
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were collected on a 4 knr grid within the counties in the Republic of Ireland (ROI) sharing a 

border with Northern Ireland (Figure 3.2). The Tellus Surveys have provided businesses, 

government and researchers with highly comprehensive geochemical data sets to support 

economic development and scientific research efforts. Additionally, the geochemical 

databases and archived soils from both Surveys provide ongoing opportunities for scientific 

research. The Tellus Surveys have located areas of precious and rare earth metals 

abundance, have highlighted where essential agricultural nutrients may be deficient, and 

have also illustrated where PTEs may exceed human health criteria values. Access to such 

information can support more sustainable approaches to economic growth, policy 

development and health protection.

This research focused primarily on the rural Northern Ireland Tellus Survey samples with 

supplementary bioaccessibility testing carried out on a small number (n = 20) of Tellus 

Border soil samples. Due to higher resolution sampling densities, the availability of both 

deep and shallow soils data, and the wider variety of analytical techniques employed during 

the Tellus Survey (Table 3.1), the results presented in this thesis concentrate primarily on the 

region of Northern Ireland.

3.1.1 Tellus Survey Soil Sampling and Analysis Overview

During the Northern Ireland Tellus Survey composite rural soil samples were collected on a 

2 km2 grid from two different depths: 5-20 cm below ground level (shallow ‘A’ samples) and 

35-50 cm depth (deep ‘S’ samples) at 6862 locations across the country. ‘A’ samples as 

referred to by the Tellus Survey correspond with the A soil profile while ‘S’ Tellus Survey 

samples are synonymous with the B soil profile in common soil science terminology (Figure 

3.1). The Tellus Survey terminology (‘A’ and ‘S’) is used throughout this thesis when 

referring to either shallow or deep soil samples. Composite ‘A’ and ‘S’ samples each 

consisted of five separate hand auger flights from the comers and the centre of a 20cm 

square which were combined to create one sample weighing approximately 750g. Samples 

were air dried at ambient temperature at field bases prior to shipment to the GSNI sample 

store where additional oven drying at 30 C took place over a 2-3 day period. Soils were 

stored in paper bags following collection.

Shallow samples were analysed for 55 elements of interest by either inductively coupled 

plasma optical or atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-O/AES) or ICP-MS (mass
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spectrometry) following an aqua regia digest. Shallow soils were additionally analysed for 

eleven major element oxides and 41 trace elements by pressed pellet x-ray fluorescence 

spectrometry (XRFS). Deep soil samples were analysed for elements of interest by ICP 

spectrometry followed by both an aqua regia digestion and a multi-acid digestion (Smyth, 

2007).

Shallow Tellus Survey 
‘A’ samples collected 
from this horizon 
5-20cm depth

Deep Tellus Survey 'S' 
samples collected from 
this horizon 
35-50cm depth

O Horizon - topmost layer of non-decomposed 
organic matter such as plant litter and other 
organic detritus

A Horizon - organic matter rich surface soil with 
additional mineral components hosting abundance 
of soil biota

B Horizon - subsoil rich in physically or chemically 
altered mineral deposits from weathered soil 
minerals and lacking in organic matter

C Horizon - un-weathered soil parent material 
consisting of sedimentary deposits or unbroken 
rocks

R Horizon - bedrock comprising continuous 
foundation layer of rock beneath soil profile

Figure 3.1 Typical soil profile horizons and their common constituents illustrating Tellus 
Survey ‘A’ samples were gathered from the A soil horizon and Tellus Survey ‘S’ samples 
were gathered from the B soil horizon

ICP data obtained following aqua regia digestion are regarded as providing partial 

concentration data as such analytical methods only provide an indication of what elements 

are solubilised during the digestion process. A multi-acid digestion mobilises trace elements 

further than an aqua regia digestion would; data obtained from the multi-acid technique are 

therefore regarded as providing near-total concentrations. Dry pressed pellet XRFS data 

provide total trace element concentrations as the XRFS method additionally detects insoluble 

forms of trace elements that would not necessarily have been mobilised during either aqua 

regia or multi-acid digestions (BSI, 2011; Delgado et ai, 2011; Smyth, 2007).

LOI (%) and pH were also recorded for shallow soil samples. According to the standard 

method of the analytical laboratory contracted by GSNI, soil pH was measured on the 

<2mm unmilled soil fraction with a calibrated glass electrode pH meter using a calcium 

chloride (CaCl2) slurry at a soil-solution ratio of 1:2.5 (Knights & Glennon, 2013). The
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CaCl2 method has been shown to introduce less error into regional soil pH measurement 

when compared to the 1:1 soil-water method (Miller & Kissel, 2010). LOI, used as an 

estimate of soil organic carbon (SOC), was determined by calculating sample weight loss 

after oven drying at 105 C for 4 hours followed by 4 hours in a 450 C furnace. While the 

LOI method is not a means of determining the precise carbon content of soils, it is 

recognised as a suitable, cost-effective approach to estimating regional trends in SOC and 

has been applied in other published research (Salehi et al., 2011; Elzinga & Cirmo, 2010; 

Konen et al,. 2002; Ball, 1964). High temperatures used during the LOI method can result in 

structural water loss from clay soil minerals, however, and data obtained from this method 

must therefore be interpreted with caution if SOC is the desired information to be estimated.

Table 3.1 Overview of analytical testing carried out on shallow ‘A’ soils during Northern 
Ireland Tellus Survey; only compounds and elements of interest to this research shown 
(Smyth, 2007); LLP denotes lower limit of detection__________________

Analyte Method LED 
(mg kg1)

Analyte Method LLD
(%)

As XRFS 0.9 ai2o3 XRFS 0.2
ICP-MS 0.1

Cd XRFS 0.5 CaO XRFS 0.3
ICP-MS 0.01

Cr XRFS 3.0 Fe203 XRFS 0.05
ICP-OES 1.0

Ni XRFS 1.4 MgO XRFS 0.30
ICP-MS 0.5

Pb XRFS 1.3 MnO XRFS 0.01
ICP-MS 0.2

V XRFS 2.9 P2O5 XRFS 0.05
ICP-OES 1.0

Si02 XRFS 0.1

S03 XRFS 0.5

3.2 Study Area and Sample Selection

A total of 95 of soil samples were selected from the Tellus Survey and Tellus Border soil 

archives for oral bioaccessibility testing (Figure 3.2). This included 54 shallow Tellus 

Survey samples in Northern Ireland and 20 shallow Tellus Border soil samples. The 20 

Tellus Border soils were targeted due to previously observed high soil concentrations of 

some PTEs near this border region in Northern Ireland between the counties of Enniskillen 

and Armagh. Additionally, 21 deep ‘S’ samples overlying basalt bedrock were selected in 

Northern Ireland to coincide with 2009 bioaccessibility data for the same ‘A’ soil sample 

locations (Barsby et al., 2012). The rationale for analysing 'S’ soil samples was to compare
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oral trace element bioaccessibility between the deep and shallow soils, potentially 

differentiating between geogenic and anthropogenic sources of contamination.

As part of the 2013 Tellus Border Contract for Services research project (Palmer et ai, 

2013&), total PTE concentrations were also measured by XRFS for the 21 ‘S’ soils following 

the same analytical methods employed by the Northern Ireland Tellus Survey (Smyth, 2007). 

This permitted calculation of PTE BAFs using total concentration data and facilitated 

comparison of total concentrations between deep and shallow soil profiles. Previously only 

partial and near-total data concentration data were available for Tellus Survey ‘S’ profile soil 

samples.

The Northern Ireland UBM data obtained from this research were joined with the results of 

91 Northern Ireland UBM observations from 2009 (Figure 3.2; Barsby et ai, 2012). The 

aim of this was to improve the resolution of interpolated spatial outputs, facilitating the 

development of spatial PTE bioaccessibility models for the study area. The joined data sets 

were furthermore representative of a more comprehensive range of soil and rock types in the 

study area. Although focusing on one geologic formation would permit closer investigation 

of PTE bioaccessibility for a specific rock type, choosing a broader sample coverage across 

Northern Ireland permits more effective illustration of regional variability. Einax & Soldi 

(1999) note that spatial patterns will not be detected in a data set if the sample coverage is 

either too small or too homogeneous. However, a possible drawback to a national-scale 

approach is that overpowering sources of spatial variance can mask less prominent but 

equally important sources of geochemical variability when interpolating data over larger 

spatial scales.

3.3 Data Handling and Exploratory Analysis

Exploratory geochemistry data analysis (EDA) was conducted in MS Excel 2010, IBM SPSS 

Statistics v.19 and ArcMap v.10 using the Northern Ireland Tellus geochemistry data. Initial 

explorations were aimed at identifying spatial and statistical trends in PTE concentrations 

across the study area and these findings are presented as introductory material in Chapter 4. 

Tests for normal distribution of trace elements were also conducted in the early stages of 

EDA. During later more detailed analyses and spatial interpolation, data were either divided
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into discrete lithological populations or log-transformed to increase tendency towards a 

normal distribution if necessary (described further below and in Section 3.6).

3.3.1 Dealing with Non-Normal Frequency Distributions and Data Closure in 
Geochemical Data Sets

Normal Data Distribution in Geochemistry

The appropriate statistical treatment of geochemistry data has long provided ground for 

debate among geochemists. Traditional parametric statistics are often deemed inappropriate 

for making inferences about geochemical data due to the prevalence of non-normal 

frequency distributions in element concentration values. Non-parametric statistical methods 

are available as an alternative in some instances; however, such techniques are less robust 

than parametric methods (Reimann & Filzmoser, 1999).

In 1954, L.H. Ahrens published his controversial “law” concerning the lognormal 

distribution of the elements (Ahrens, 1954a). In this paper Ahrens acknowledges that a 

normal distribution in geochemical data is rare, but log-transformed geochemical data 

generally show an improved tendency towards a normal distribution. This “fundamental law 

of geochemistry” regarding a lognormal distribution was extensively debated and sometimes 

refuted by other geochemists (Miller & Goldberg, 1955; Ahrens, 1954(7; Aubrey, 1954; 

Chayes, 1954). What these and other present-day geochemists often overlook is the scope of 

Ahrens’s “law” which was stated to be applicable to a limited suite of trace elements in a 

specific type of igneous rock (Ahrens, 1957; Ahrens, 1954a; Ahrens 19547>). Such debate 

and ongoing oversight highlights the folly that lies in expecting analytical data to conform to 

any particular type of distribution (Ahrens, 1957). Notably, such problems are not limited to 

the field of geochemistry and extend to all sciences which rely on parametric statistical 

analyses.

Philip & Watson (1987) described geology as a science that should be studied through direct 

observation due to the static nature of geology and geochemistry relative to human time 

scales. Whilst biological systems can better conform to the assumptions of basic statistical 

principles over a short period of human observation due to their dynamic nature, geologic 

parameters are not governed by the same mathematical principles or time scales. The 

authors therefore suggested that applying inferential statistics to earth sciences data may be
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inappropriate. However, entirely ruling out the use of inferential statistics would be 

crippling to most scientists, not excluding geochemists.

As a compromise it is possible to recognise the assumptions and limitations of a chosen 

statistical technique. The inferential and dimension-reducing power of newer statistical 

methods such as PCA, for example, is simply too tantalising for any geochemist with a data 

set approaching 7000 observations to ignore. Furthermore, any statistical confidence that is 

lost through a non-parametric frequency distribution is regained through such large sample 

numbers as are available in the Tellus Survey data. Whether a frequency distribution in any 

data set is observed to be normal, lognormal or otherwise, such distributions and the 

statistical methods upon which they rely are nonetheless a human invention which no 

scientist should expect data gathered from any chaotic natural system to precisely conform to 

(Philip & Watson, 1987; Ahrens 1954a; Ahrens, 19546), living or otherwise.

Irrespective of conformity to a particular data distribution, other approaches may be used to 

reduce sources of variance in a data set while retaining statistical robustness. For example, 

several authors have noted the benefit of segregating geochemistry data into discrete 

lithological or pedological classifications to reduce variance and improve the strength of 

conclusions from statistical analyses (Palmer et ai, 2013a; Jordan et ai, 2007; Zhang et ai, 

2007). This approach is particularly useful where the aim of an analysis is to identify factors 

or sources of variability in a data set, as the same factor in a different soil or rock type may 

have a different influence over a given parameter. For example. Palmer et al. (2014a, 

2013a) found calcium oxide (CaO) was related to higher trace element bioaccessibility in 

calcareous soils but was associated with lower bioaccessibility in basaltic soils. Jordan et al. 

(2001) did not find that any trace elements across Northern Ireland approached a normal 

distribution either before or after log-transformation during the production of the Soil 

Geochemical Atlas for the region. These findings suggest that the log-transformation 

approach is not a magic fix to improve the reliability of inferential statistical outcomes.

Data Closure in Compositional Data Sets

Some geochemistry data act as a compositional data set, where a group of measured 

variables are reported as a collective percentage of a whole. This type of data is also 

sometimes referred to as closed data. Problems with interpretation of inferential statistics 

can sometimes arise with compositional data because induced correlations will be present
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within the data set (Reimann et ai, 2009). For example, analysing the relationship between 

total PTE concentrations (mg kg'1) and PTE bioaccessible fractions (BAF; expressed as a per 

cent of total PTE concentrations) may be fruitless statistically as the BAF value was derived 

using the concentration value—detecting a statistical relationship is therefore unavoidable. 

A more commonly observed example occurs during the reporting of major element oxide 

compounds where each element is reported as a percentage of the total oxygen present in the 

sample. Each compound is composed of the same whole, in this case one measure of 

oxygen, and therefore all variables are compositionally correlated to each other. Such 

correlations will influence the outcome of an inferential statistical analysis.

Several different approaches are available for transforming a compositional data set to 

overcome problems with data closure and induced correlations. Additive, centred and 

isometric log-ratio transformations are described by Reimann et al. (2009) and Filzmoser et 

al. (2009) as methods that may be used to open closed data sets prior to analysis by 

techniques such as PCA. Each technique poses its own benefits and limitations and the 

choice of transformation is a matter of scientific discretion for the researcher and is 

dependent upon how each transformation influences the outcome of the analysis (Reimann, 

2014). Transformations undertaken specifically as part of this research are outlined in detail 

in Section 3.6.

3.4 Spatial Interpolation Methods

Ordinary kriging (OK) was used for generating total PTE concentration maps (Chapter 4) 

and for mapping principal components and factors (Chapter 6). Measured (Chapter 5) and 

predicted (Chapter 7) bioaccessible PTE concentrations were mapped using inverse distance 

weighting (IDW). OK is a geostatistical technique that yields increasingly accurate outputs 

with greater sample numbers (Lloyd, 2010) and was therefore suitable for mapping Chapter 

4 and 6 outputs where a high sampling resolution was available using the Tellus Survey data 

{n = 6,862). The reduced sample numbers present in the Northern Ireland UBM shallow 

soils study set (n = 145) favoured an exact approach to interpolating, with more accurate 

values obtained using IDW as presented in Chapters 5 and 7. Interpolation and illustrative 

mapping was conducted in ArcMap v.10.0 (ESRI, 2010).
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3.4.1 Ordinary Kriging and the Theory of Regionalised Variables

Reimann et al. (2009) describe the omission of a spatial level analysis as a serious 

shortcoming of any research using environmental data. Spatial interpolation methods and 

geostatistics can identify patterns and relationships within a data set in a similar manner to 

that of conventional statistics. The chief difference lies in the dimensionality of the 

analysis—spatial interpolation provides a dimension to the statistical output not realised by 

one dimensional inferential statistics alone. Thus, a more in-depth interpretation of the 

relationships among variables with respect to their sample locations can take place.

Theory

The Theory of Regionalised Variables, upon which OK methods were founded, was 

developed by Georges Matheron (Matheron, 1965, 1963). The Theory relies upon the 

assumption that data observations closer to each other spatially will have a greater influence 

or weighting over estimated (interpolated) values than would data points further away from 

each other. As the distance between paired data points increases, so decreases the weighting 

of further points on interpolated values.

Equations A and B, their founding principles and their applications are described in more 

detail by several authors including Clarke (2001), Webster & Oliver (2007) and Lloyd 

(2010). Equation A demonstrates the relationship of the difference in measured values 

between pairs of data points with respect to the distance between such paired loci:

m(h) = ^-'Z[g(x) - g(x + h)]

(Equation A),

where m(h) is the mean difference (m) in values (g) between data points with a given 

separation distance (h) from the sample location x and n is the number of pairs of data points. 

Further to this, the variance of the difference in values between paired data points, 2y, is 

calculated as follows:

2y(/i) = - g(x + h)]2

(Equation B).

When such variance is calculated, one can produce a semi-variogram, y{h), to extract 

geostatistical information about the interpolated variable. Semi-variogram parameters such 

as the sill (C/), range {a) and nugget variance (C0) give an indication of the spatial structure
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that exists within a data set (Figure 3.3, Appendix A). The semi-variogram sill represents 

the maximum variance that exists between measured sample values within the range of 

spatial correlation (a). Beyond the distance a, samples are no longer spatially correlated 

(Clarke, 2001; Gringarten & Deutsch, 2001). The nugget variance (Co) is attributable to 

micro-scale variance not detectable by sampling resolutions.

Range of InfluenceDistance (/»)

Figure 3.3 Sample experimental semi-variogram showing a normal distribution spherical 
model where the maximum range of influence between paired points is less than or equal to 
the distance a where the semi-variance between points reaches the model sill, Ct

Method

Total PTE total concentration maps in Chapter 4 were interpolated using the spatial model 

which yielded the best fit semi-variograms. Semi-variograms were fitted in ArcMap 10.0 

using the following approach:

1. A visual goodness of fit inspection was carried out for the semi-variogram 

automatically generated in ArcMap.

2. Where a better visual fit was obtained, total concentration data were log- 

transformed. Concentration data for As, Cd and Pb required such a transformation 

whilst other variables displayed sufficiently normal (spherical) statistical behaviour 

and good spatial structure to not require such a transformation. As described in 

Figure 3.3, data conforming to the spherical distribution model are synonymous with 

a normal distribution in geostatistics (Clarke, 2001).

3. A single-sector search neighbourhood ranging from 8 to 12 neighbours was selected 

that was most representative of the scale of environmental factors assumed to be 

dominating PTE concentrations. Such assumptions were based on prior EDA of the 

Tellus Survey data. For example, where a contaminant was known to be geogenic, a
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larger search neighbourhood was selected. Where contaminants were more likely to 

be from anthropogenic sources such as Pb, a smaller search neighbourhood was used 

(Imrie et al., 2008; Dobermann et ai, 1995).

4. Using Cross Validation for comparing predicted versus measured concentration 

values in the Geostatistical Wizard, prediction error statistics were noted for the 

initial model.

5. A second goodness of fit inspection was carried out before finalising models. 

During this second inspection, model parameters were manually adjusted where 

possible to determine if a better model with reduced error could be developed.

6. The final best fit model yielding a mean prediction error closer to zero was selected 

for interpolating final element concentration maps. Nested models were used for 

some elements to obtain the best fit semi-variogram.

Semi-variogram parameters obtained for total PTE concentrations, major element oxides, pH 

and LOI are provided in Appendix A.

3.4.2 Inverse Distance Weighting

Due to the lower sample numbers represented by the study set compared to those provided 

by the full Tellus Survey data set, observed (Chapter 5) and predicted (Chapter 7) 

bioaccessible PTE concentrations were interpolated using IDW with a maximum search 

neighbourhood of five neighbouring sample locations. IDW assigns predicted values which 

are identical to the observed values at given sampling locations. As described by Lloyd 

(2010), IDW follows similar principles to OK, where the weighting assigned to measured 

values is inversely proportional to the distance from a paired measurement point as 

calculated by Equation C below:
V4 . 7 \M- ■

=

(Equation C),

where zl is the locally weighted mean at location /, w^- is distance weighting between a pair 

of observations, i and j, and z;- is the observed value at location j. Interpolated values are 

predicted by IDW as follows:

YJl=1z(Xi) x diok

(Equation D),
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where the predicted value at location x0 is a function of a pre-determined number, n, of 

nearest neighbouring observations, z{x), k identifies the weight assigned to each observation, 

and dl0 is the distance the separates the location of the predicted value, xo, from the location 

of the known value, x,.

3.5 Laboratory Methods

The UBM simulates oral contaminant exposure scenarios in soil or other solid matrices by in 

vitro replication of the conditions of the human stomach and upper intestine. The freely 

available UBM procedures, downloadable from the BARGE web site, were referred to for 

guidance in structuring laboratory methods and preparation of reagents (BARGE/INERIS, 

2011). Laboratory work was conducted at BGS headquarters in Key worth, Nottingham with 

support and training from key staff involved in method research and development.

3.5.1 Preparatory 

Soil Sub-Sampling

Bulk stored excess soils from the Tellus Surveys soil archives were retrieved from the GSNI 

core store in Belfast and GSI in Dublin prior to shipment to BGS in Keyworth via a private 

courier. Upon receipt soil samples were entered into the BGS inventory system and assigned 

unique identification numbers. Excess bulk soils from the Northern Ireland Tellus and 

Tellus Border surveys were stored at room temperature in polythene bags in cardboard 

boxes.

Using facilities at BGS, bulk excess soils were sub-sampled by coning and quartering to 

ensure representative material was obtained from stored bulk soils for the UBM extraction 

procedure. After gentle redistribution of contents that may have settled inside polythene 

storage bags, approximately half of the volume of stored soil was removed from each bag. 

Removed soil was consolidated into a cone shaped mound and the mound subsequently 

divided into quarters with a clean stainless steel spatula. Opposing quarters were discarded 

and the two remaining quarters were re-consolidated to repeat this process until the desired 

sub-sample was obtained. Approximately 0.6 g of sub-sample was weighed directly into 

clean 60 ml polycarbonate centrifuge tubes with screw top caps on the day prior to extraction
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and weights were recorded to two decimal places. Sub-sampling was carried out under an 

extraction hood on a clean sheet of paper for each sample to prevent cross contamination.

Digestion Fluid Preparation

Fresh extraction fluids were prepared on a daily basis as outlined in Table 3.2 one day prior 

to use to allow enzymes and pH to stabilise. Inorganic and organic solutions for each fluid 

were prepared separately in 500 ml glass volumetric flasks prior to combining in two litre 

(2L) non-reactive screw top Nalgene bottles to create the final digestive fluid. Additional 

solid reagents were weighed directly into the 2L Nalgene bottle prior to adding the inorganic 

and organic solutions.

On the morning of commencing the extraction procedure, prepared saliva, gastric, duodenal 

and bile fluids were immersed in the same 37 C water bath used for the extractions for at 

least one hour. The pH of each solution was checked and adjusted to the specifications 

outlined in Table 3.2 as required using either 37% HC1 or 1M sodium hydroxide (NaOH).

3.5.2 Extraction Procedure

The general steps involved in the gastric (G) and gastro-intestinal (G-I) extractions are 

outlined below and can be viewed in more detail on the BARGE web site (BARGE/INERIS, 

2011). Any deviations from the standard procedure were followed in accordance with 

specific methods adopted by the BGS Analytical Geochemistry Facility as individual 

analytical facilities may develop their own procedural details within method specifications.

It may be possible to conduct the following procedure no more than twice in one day for the 

G digestion phase and once per day for the G-l digestion. The rotating paddle housed in the 

water bath at the BGS facility accommodated 20 centrifuge tubes. Incorporating the 

necessary quality analysis (QA) and quality control (QC) samples into the extraction 

procedure (Section 3.5.4), a maximum of 14 unknown samples could be extracted per run. 

Each extraction run was assigned a unique alphabetical batch number according to standard 

BGS operating procedures. Each batch was allocated a separate MS Excel template file for 

recording soil sub-sample weights, pH readings and non-conformances to method 

specifications and additional HC1 or NaOH fluid volumes as necessary.
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Table 3.2 Reagent quantities and concentrations for preparation of digestive fluids of 
specified pH used in the UBM procedure; reagents were sourced by BGS staff from Merck,
Sigma, Baker and Carl Roth

Final Final Final
Fluid Inorganic Cone. Grams Organic Cone. Grams Addl. Cone. Grams

Reagents (mg/1) in Reagents (mg/1) in Solids (mg/1) in
500 ml 500 ml 1000ml

Saliva KC1 1792 0.8960 Urea 400 0.2000 Amylase 145 0.1450
pH: 6.5 NaHiPO-t 1776 0.8880 Mucin 50 0.0500
+/- 0.5 KSCN 400 0.2000 Uric Acid 15 0.0150

Na2S04 1140 0.5700
NaCl 596 0.2980
1.0M
NaOH 144 1.80ml

Bovine
Gastric Serum
pH: 1.0 NaCl 5504 2.7520 Glucose 1300 0.6500 Albumin 1000 1.0000
+/-0.1

NaH2P04 533 0.2660
Glucuronic
acid 40 0.0200 Mucin 3000 3.0000

KCI 1649 0.8240 Urea
Glucosamine-

170 0.0850 Pepsin 1000 1.0000

CaCl2 799 0.4000 hydrochloride 660 0.3300
NH4C1 612 0.3060
37% HC1 0.31% 8.3ml

Duodenal NaCl 14024 7.0120 Urea 200 0.1000 CaCl2 200 0.2000
pH: 7.4 Bovine
+/- 0.2

NaHCOj 11214 5.6070
Serum
Albumin 1000 1.0000

KIPPOj 160 0.0800 Pancreatin 3000 3.0000
KCI 1129 0.5640 Lipase 500 0.5000
MgCl2 100 0.0500
37% HCI 0.01% 180pl

Bile NaCl 10518 5.2590 Urea 500 0.2500 CaCl2 222 0.2220
pH: 8.0 Bovine
+/- 0.2

NaHCOi 11570 5.7850
Serum
Albumin 1800 1.8000

KCI 753 0.3760 Bile 6000 6.0000
37% HCI 0.01% ISOpl

Gastric Digestion Phase

1. Add 0.6g of soil to a 60mL polycarbonate centrifuge tube with screw top lid.

2. Add 9.0mL of prepared saliva solution by pipette.

3. Cap the centrifuge tube and shake by hand for 10 seconds.

4. Add 13.5mL of prepared gastric fluid.

5. Adjust pH as required to 1.2 +/- 0.05 using 1M NaOH or 37% HC1, recording the 

volumes of acid or base additions in the daily batch spread sheet.

6. Secure tube in end over end rotating paddle immersed in 37 C water bath while 

steps 2-5 are repeated for all samples to maintain stable temperature of individual 

samples.

7. When the pH of all samples is adjusted to method specifications and secured in 

rotator, commence end over end mixing in water bath for one hour.

8. After one hour of rotation, check the pH of each sample and record. If a sample pH 

exceeds 1.5, it must be discarded and re-extracted at a later date.
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9. For all samples with pH less than 1.5, centrifuge for 15 minutes at 4500g.

10. Extract 10 mL of supernatant by pipette to 15 mL Sarstedt polystyrene screw top 

centrifuge vials pre-labelled with corresponding BGS sample inventory and batch 

numbers.

11. Add by pipette 0.2 mL 67% HN03 for preservation prior to analysis by ICP-MS.

Gastro-Intestinal Digestion Phase

All G extractions were carried out over a period of four consecutive days. Once complete, 

the G-I extractions were conducted as per the steps outlined below. Separating the G and G- 

I extractions in time allowed for a streamlined laboratory process and yielded a complete G 

data set which could be analysed independent of the anticipated G-I data.

1. Follow steps 1-8 as per G digestion.

2. If sample pH is 1.5 or less, add by pipette 27 mL of prepared duodenal fluid.

3. Add by pipette 9 mL of prepared bile fluid.

4. Adjust the pH of the combined fluids in the centrifuge tube to 6.3 +/- 0.5 using 1M 

NaOH or 37% HC1, recording fluid additions.

5. To maintain stable temperature of individual samples, secure tube in end over end 

rotating paddle immersed in 37 C water bath while steps 2-4 are repeated for all 

remaining samples.

6. When digestive fluids are added to all tubes and pH adjusted according to 

specifications, commence end over end rotation in 37 C water bath for four hours.

7. After four hours, stop G-I sample rotation and record the final pH. No constraints 

are prescribed on this final pH reading.

8. Centrifuge tubes for 15 minutes at 4500g.

9. Extract 10 mL of supernatant by pipette and store in appropriate labelled screw top 

vials.

10. Add 0.2 mL of 67% HN03 for preservation prior to analysis by ICP-MS.

3.5.3 Extract Analysis

UBM digestates were analysed by ICP-MS at the Analytical Geochemistry Facility by BGS 

staff. Instrument specification, calibration methods, and data quality measures are 

summarised in Appendix B. Daily instrument detection limits (DDL) were calculated for 

each analytical run and these are summarised according to extraction batch in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 ICP-MS DDLs (|ig l1) for five groups of analytical runs; UBM extractions were 
assigned lettered batch identifications on a daily basis and multiple batches were grouped in 
consolidated ICP-MS runs depending on UBM batch size___________________

PTE V Cr Ni As Cd Pb

Batch DL

AAL 15 2 2 2 0.6 6

AAM 5 8 1 1 0.6 4

AAN 22 0.6 2 2 0.4 9

AAO, AAQ, AAR, BAT, BAU 27 0.9 1 2 0.4 4

BBN, BBO, BBP, BBQ 14 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.4 5

As described in Appendix B, UBM results from ICP-MS analysis were provided in pg 1"' 

with a dilution factor of 100 applied. Data were back calculated to mg kg'1 of soil using 

Equation E, taking into account recorded soil sub-sample weights to two decimal places and 

total fluid volumes inclusive of HC1 or NaOH additions used for pH adjustments during the 

extraction procedure.

C [mg/kg] = {C [gg/L] * + 1000

(Equation E),

where

C = analyte concentration in units specified 

V = total extraction fluid volume (mL)

W = total soil weight (g).

Archived bulk soils were pre-dried as described in Smyth (2007) and 100% solids were 

therefore assumed for the purposes of calculating final trace element concentrations in mg 

kg"1. Trace element concentrations detected at or below the DDL were reported as half the 

DDL. Where trace elements were detected in blanks at or above the DDL, such detected 

concentrations were subtracted from all corresponding trace element concentration values in 

unknowns for that respective batch of samples. For detailed QA results, please refer to 

Chapter 5, Section 5.1.7.

Using total and partial PTE concentration data and UBM bioaccessible concentrations, the 

following equation was used to calculate bioaccessible fractions (BAF):
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BAF [%] =
Cb[mgkg x] 
Ct[mg kg-1]

x 100

(Equation F),

where Cb is the trace element concentration of the UBM digestate and Ct is the total or partial 

soil trace element concentration as measured by XRFS or ICP-MS, respectively.

3.5.4 Quality Control & Quality Analysis

Laboratory Quality Control

The BGS Analytical Geochemistry Facility is a United Kingdom Accreditation Scheme 

(UKAS) certified laboratory and QC procedures were followed in accordance with national 

scheme requirements for the Facility. Pipettes and balances were checked daily for accuracy 

to four decimal places as per BGS routine protocol and calibration specifications were 

maintained for all instruments by BGS staff on a quarterly basis. Training in the UBM 

extraction method was delivered by BGS commercial staff and supervised by the laboratory 

manager. Additional support was provided directly from key BGS personnel involved in 

research and development of the method from its inception.

Bulk soils and preserved UBM supernatants were stored at room temperature in the sample 

storage room of the BGS Analytical Geochemistry Facility prior to extraction and analysis. 

An exclusive job number was created for the UBM extractions relating to this research 

(13164) and bulk soil samples were assigned unique BGS reference numbers (0001-0095). 

Additionally, an alphabetical extraction code was assigned daily to each batch of UBM 

extractions for QC purposes (Table 3.3).

A calibrated glass electrode pH meter was used for monitoring the pH of extracts and 

prepared digestive fluids. Calibrations were carried out on this instrument on a daily basis 

prior to commencing UBM extractions using two standard solutions at pH 4.00 and 7.00 to a 

maximum error tolerance of 3%. During the UBM procedure, the probe was rinsed with 

deionised water and dried with a clean laboratory grade tissue between each pH 

measurement to ensure accuracy of pH readings and prevent cross contamination of samples. 

One blank was analysed with every seven unknown samples to check for potential sources of 

laboratory contamination.
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Data Quality Analysis

One certified reference soil (BGS 102; Wragg, 2009) and one duplicate unknown soil sample 

was extracted and analysed for every seven unknown soil sample extractions to evaluate 

method accuracy and precision. Accuracy is a measure of performance of analytical results 

against a known value and precision measures analytical reproducibility (Silberberg, 2000). 

Method precision was determined using the measure of relative percent difference (RPD). 

RPD was calculated according to Equation G below:

(Equation G),

where S is the measured unknown sample concentration and D is the duplicate unknown 

sample concentration. An acceptable RPD limit range for G extraction data was 10-15%. A 

wider tolerance was allowed in G-I data, with a RPD of less than 20% regarded as 

favourable (Cave, 2013; Wragg, 2013).

Method precision was further evaluated by comparing the differences in PTE concentrations 

measured across BGS 102 standard reference material in each laboratory batch. The 

standard deviation (.y) from the mean recorded BGS 102 value, calculated by Equation H 

below, was used as an indication of variability in results.

(Equation H),

where

£ = the sum of all values, 

x = the measured concentration value, 

x = the mean of all measured concentration values and 

n = the number of observations.

After calculating the standard deviation, s, for individual PTEs in each laboratory batch, the 

total number of observations falling within one, two or three standard deviations (SD) from 

the mean observed BGS 102 concentration was recorded for each PTE. Acceptable limits 

were within two SDs of the mean (Wragg, 2013). Lastly, method accuracy was checked by 

comparing mean measured G-I As and G Pb concentrations against the certified BGS 102 

values (Wragg, 2009). The QA results for these measures compared against desired 

tolerances are summarised in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.7.
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3.6 Inferential Statistical Analyses

Three statistical analysis approaches were used to explore potential geochemical controls 

over PTE bioaccessibility. Correlation analysis was firstly applied to investigate 

relationships between selected Northern Ireland Tellus Survey geochemistry variables and 

shallow soils UBM data (n = 145). Selected variables from the full (n = 6862) Northern 

Ireland Tellus Survey data set were then subjected to PCA to identify primary factors 

accounting for geochemical variance in the study area. Lastly, multiple linear regression was 

used to model the relationships between geochemistry variables and PTE bioaccessible 

concentrations.

Sixteen geochemistry variables selected from the Northern Ireland Tellus Survey shallow 

soils data included eight major element oxides (%), pH, LOI (%), and total XRFS PTE 

concentrations (mg kg"1)- The major oxide compounds included magnesium oxide (MgO), 

aluminium trioxide (ALO,), silicon dioxide (Si02), phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5), sulphur 

trioxide (S03), CaO, manganese oxide (MnO) and Fe203 expressed as per cent (%) total 

oxygen of the sample. Some common minerals associated with the major elements present 

in these compounds are listed in Appendix C to assist in later interpretation of statistical 

results. UBM bioaccessibility variables included in analyses were comprised of both 

bioaccessible PTE concentrations (mg kg'1) and BAFs expressed as a percent of total PTE 

concentrations. Bioaccessible concentrations provide an indication of actual health risk from 

the oral exposure pathway while normalised BAF data permit comparison of relative levels 

of bioaccessibility between different sample groups.

3.6.1 Correlation Analysis

To improve the tendency towards a normal distribution, geochemical and bioaccessibility 

data were separated into discrete generic bedrock groups (as per Figure 4.1, Chapter 4) prior 

to correlation analysis. No further transformations were applied to the data at this stage of 

analysis. Such grouping facilitated the identification of sources of geochemical variability 

attributable to underlying bedrock types. Furthermore, grouping data according to generic 

bedrock types ensured that sample sizes remain sufficiently robust during analysis, as 

defining discrete minor geologic formations present in Northern Ireland would reduce 

sample sizes to a prohibitively narrow range of statistical significance. Due to their geologic
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similarities, the lithic arenite and sandstone sample groups were combined for the purposes 

of correlation analysis.

Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated in SPSS v. 19.0 using the Bivariate 

Correlations function. Correlations were identified across a total of 40 soil geochemistry and 

UBM extraction variables to test for either negative or positive correlations using a two- 

tailed significance test (Triola, 1998). Significant correlation coefficients to both the 95% 

and 99% confidence levels (p < 0.05 or 0.01) were noted in results tables (Chapter 6, Section 

6.1).

3.6.2 Dimension Reduction: Principal Component Analysis

PCA is an ordination method that is useful for dimension reduction in multivariate data with 

a large sample size. A general rule of thumb for a robust PCA sample size, n, \s n > p2 + 3p 

+ 1 where p is the number of variables (Reimann et ai, 2009). During a PCA data are 

transposed onto a three dimensional axis where the distance between data points is calculated 

in each direction. Similar to a one-dimensional linear regression, a line of best fit is 

calculated accounting for maximum variance among the data points in three-dimensional 

space. This vector is identified as the first principal component (PCI). The second principal 

component (PC2) is the vector which lies perpendicular to PCI. Data are rotated in three 

dimensional space to repeat this process for all permutations of variables to derive 

subsequent components.

Eigenvalues calculated from a PCA represent the proportion of factor variance accounted for 

by a particular component, providing a similar level of information as an R2 value in a simple 

linear regression. The term factor is synonymous with the term variable for the purposes of 

a PCA. In addition to factor eigenvalues, each data sample location is assigned a unique site 

score, providing the opportunity for adding a spatial dimension to a PCA. Site scores give 

an indication of their relative weightings along component vectors in three dimensional 

space. A higher site score or a higher eigenvalue indicates more sample or factor variance, 

respectively, is accounted for by a prescribed component (Oksanen et ai, 2013; ESRI, 2010; 

Reimann et ai, 2009).

PCA was conducted in R using the vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2013) and factor loading 

plots were drawn manually in MS Excel 2010. PCA R scripts are provided in Appendix D.
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Much akin to a linear regression, PCA benefits from a linear response model and a normal 

data distribution to retain its statistical robustness. PCA results can also be affected by data 

closure. Data were therefore additive log-ratio (ALR) transformed prior to ordination using 

titanium dioxide (Ti02), with the exception of pH values. The mathematics of an ALR are 

shown in Equation I where x is a given variable in a closed data set and sr is the rationing 

variable that is sacrificed from the same data set to normalise all other variables.

x — loglO(x/sr)

(Equation I).

PCI

Ni • Fe203

Cr _ MnO

PH.

CaO
f . MgO

v--'

P205 Cd 
* LOI

Pb* 503

A12G3

* Si02

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
PCI

Figure 3.4 PCA loading plot for a log-10 data transformation (top) and an ALR 
transformation (bottom); relationships among factors do not significantly change due to the 
large sample size, but the wider spread of eigenvectors obtained after the ALR 
transformation aids in results interpretation

A log-10 transformation was initially applied to data prior to choosing an ALR 

transformation. Due to the large sample size of the data sets used for PCA, general trends in 

PCA results were not significantly different between the two transformation methods. The
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main benefit of the ALR transformation was an opening of eigenvectors in loading plots, 

aiding in results interpretation (Figure 3.4). The effect is also described by Reimann et al. 

(2009) and Filzmoser et al. (2009). Values for the sixteen geochemistry factors from 6862 

sample locations were analysed by PCA using scaled Northern Ireland Tellus shallow soils 

XRFS data. Scaling data corrects for variability in the magnitude of values that will be 

present in a data set with multiple factors (Oksanen et al., 2013; Reimann et al., 2009). A 

second PCA was conducted using XRFS and UBM data corresponding only with the 145 

UBM soil sample locations.

PCA site scores were mapped in ArcMap v.10 using the Principal Components tool in the 

Multivariate toolbox. Spatial PCA applies similar ordination methods as described 

previously, but additionally generates raster outputs of unique site scores against each 

principal component to facilitate interpolation of a site score map by OK. Final kriged 

outputs illustrate sample location variance accounted for by the specified principal 

component (Candeias et al., 2011; ESRI, 2010).

3.6.3 Regression Analysis 

Theory

Linear regression is a method that seeks to develop models to predict an unknown value y 

using known values forx, explained by Equation J below:

y = + m2X2 + rn^Xj, + ... + mnxn + b

(Equation J),

where y is the unknown value of a dependent variable predicted by the modelled values of 

coefficients mn multiplied by the respective known values of independent variables xn with an 

added coefficient b, also commonly referred to as the y-axis intercept.

The degree (+/-) of a modelled coefficient m indicates the relationship between the 

independent variable x and the dependent variable y. For example, where a coefficient is 

negative, y will decrease as x increases. The magnitude of m is directly related to the 

magnitude of this relationship between the two x and y variables, with larger m denoting a 

stronger effect over the variance in the predicted value y. The statistical robustness of a 

model is ordinarily verified using the R2 coefficient, a value which explains the proportion of 

variance in y that was captured by the linear model. Additionally, individual model
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coefficients receive significance levels (p values) which should fall within prescribed 

statistical tolerances determined appropriate for the sample size of the regression analysis.

Model error can be measured using residual error, the standard error of residuals and also 

with standardised residuals. Residual error is the difference between a modelled value y as 

predicted by the model and the actual measurement y, calculated as y (Equation K). The 

residua] standard error, se, is the mathematical equivalent of the standard deviation presented 

previously in Equation H and is calculated as follows:

(Equation L),

where n is the total number of samples used to develop the regression model. Residual 

standard error is also sometimes referred to as the standard error of the model. Lastly, 

standardised residuals are calculated by normalising residual error (Equation K) by the 

standard error (Equation L), giving an indication of the ratio between sample prediction error 

and modelled population error. Error values closer to zero indicate a better model fit.

Method

Regression was carried out using a stepwise MLR with backwards variable selection in R (R 

Core Team, 2013). Bioaccessible PTE concentrations measured across Northern Ireland 

were modelled as functions of the sixteen selected geochemical variables used in correlation 

analysis and PCA, inclusive of total XRFS PTE concentrations. Bioaccessible fractions and 

partial ICP-MS PTE concentrations were also entered into preliminary MLR models but 

more robust results were obtained following the inclusion of the former bioaccessible and 

total concentration variables. The results of these varying approaches are summarised in 

Chapter 7. Under the backwards variable selection approach, all sixteen geochemical 

variables were included as predictor variables in the potential model in the first instance. 

Those variables not yielding significant coefficients (p >0.10) were eliminated from the R 

script until a model was obtained with all coefficients meeting or exceeding the 90% 

confidence level. MLR R scripts can be found in Appendix E.

To ensure geochemical data were optimally conditioned prior to finalising regression 

models, two different data transformations were applied to the data during preliminary 

modelling—a simple log-10 transformation and an ALR transformation with TiCb. As
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discussed previously, induced correlations may be present in closed compositional 

geochemical data and Reimann et al. (2009) advise opening data by means of a log-ratio 

transformation. The authors also advise, however, that a regression analysis can be 

performed with either closed or opened data and a final decision made regarding the 

preferred approach after diagnosing the overall quality of the regression model. A simple 

log-10 transformation was chosen after evaluating MLR results from both log-10 and ALR 

transformations. The rationale for this is discussed in more detail in the context of Chapter 7 

results, inclusive of more detailed regression diagnostics used for assessing model 

robustness.

Building on the final MLR models, spatial regression was conducted in ArcMap 10.0 using 

the Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) tool (ESRI, 2010). The mathematics and 

theory of GWR are identical the that applied during ordinary regression although, similar to 

geographic weighting used during interpolation (eg. Equation C), a greater weight is 

assigned to sample locations closer to the location being predicted. Where a GWR R2 

improves in GWR compared to the MLR, this suggests the inclusion of spatial weighting has 

improved the robustness of the model (Lloyd, 2010).

Significant predictor variables from the MLR models developed in R were manually entered 

into the GWR function to predict G PTE concentrations (or G-I concentrations in the case of 

As). Through the GWR tool, a predicted G concentration value was calculated for each 

UBM soil sample location based on the assigned predictor variables. Interpolated surfaces 

were subsequently generated for the study area by IDW using these predicted values. Lastly, 

predicted bioaccessible concentration maps (Chapter 7) were compared against actual 

bioaccessible concentration maps (Chapter 5) to assess the ability of geographic regression 

models to accurately predict G PTE bioaccessibility.
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4.0 Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of the geology and soil geochemistry of Northern Ireland, 

satisfying research Objective 1. Although initial EDA provides some analytical results such 

as kriged total PTE concentration maps, this chapter should be largely regarded as providing 

background information to this research. Illustrating elevated PTE concentrations across the 

study area is pivotal to demonstrating the rationale for conducting further human health risk 

evaluation through oral bioaccessibility testing (Chapter 5). Six PTEs present at elevated 

concentrations in soils in the study area are described in terms of their spatial distributions 

and their total concentrations relative to available human health screening criteria. 

Throughout this chapter, the most conservative published soil screening ^value derived by 

including oral exposure as a relevant pathway is considered as a basis for comparison. 

However, SGVs and GAC vary in the literature depending upon land use activity, receptor 

sensitivity and other non-oral exposure pathways.

4.1 A Brief Geologic History of Northern Ireland

Northern Ireland hosts a wide diversity of geologic formations relative to its small area of 

just over 13,800 km2 (Mitchell, 2004; Figure 4.1) and most rock types present throughout 

earth are found in some form within the region (Jordan et at., 2007; Wilson, 1972). For 

simplicity, eleven generic bedrock types in the country are described by Smyth (2007) and 

these are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Geologic formations encountered in Northern Ireland 

extend stratigraphically into the ROI and other parts of the UK across the Irish Sea (Figure 

3.2), giving relevance to this research in terms of its applications outside the range of the 

study area. In general, bioaccessibility research in such a setting provides the opportunity to 

increase the global understanding of the relationships between geochemistry and human 

health within both the scientific and regulatory communities.

The basement rocks of Northern Ireland are composed largely of three intersecting terranes: 

the Grampian Terrane in the northwest, the Midland Valley Terrane in the central region, 

and the Southern Uplands-Down-Longford Terrane in the southeast. Terranes are blocks of 

the earth’s crust with unique geologic histories and distinct fault boundaries (Tarbuck &
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Lutgens, 1999). The fault lines of these three terranes run in an approximate southwest to 

northeast direction (Figure 4.1).

As described by Mitchell (2004) and Wilson (1972), the Grampian Terrane and associated 

geologic formations in the northwest represent the oldest rocks in the country, with their 

metamorphic igneous and sedimentary origins spanning the Proterozoic Era. Psammites and 

semi-pelites of the Sperrin Mountain range are part of this terrane, with minor sandstone and 

conglomerate formations also present in the area (Figures 3.2, 4.1). Following from the 

Proterozoic to the Devonian Era, the Midland Valley Terrane hosts Palaeozoic igneous 

formations and Late Devonian to Early Carboniferous sedimentary rocks. Red sandstones, 

limestone and mudstones comprise the majority of geologic formations with a minor 

conglomerate component. Large portions of the Midland Valley and Grampian basement 

rocks in the northeast of Northern Ireland are covered by a plateau of igneous Palaeogene 

basalts. Lava-derived sedimentary clays are also found in this area, originating from within 

the Permian to Cretaceous systems to a depth of up to 800 meters. With the exception of this 

large basalt plateau in County (Co.) Antrim, the majority of basement rocks in Northern 

Ireland are uncovered by other rock deposits. Finally, granitic igneous intrusives and marine 

sedimentary rocks representing the Lower Palaeozoic Ordovician and Silurian systems are 

found in the Southern Uplands-Down-Longford Terrane in the southeast. Lithic arenites and 

sandstones are the dominant generic bedrock types in this part of the country. The intrusive 

granitic Mourne Mountains and Newry Igneous Complex are also located within this south 

eastern terrane near the Northern Ireland-ROI border in Co. Down (Figure 3.2).

In contrast to the diverse range of underlying rock types, superficial deposits are dominated 

by glacial till, mixed sand and gravel and peat. Gleyed and peaty topsoils fall within a 

relatively narrow acidic pH range of 5 - 6 (Jordan et ai, 2001). Although over 80% of 

bedrock in Northern Ireland is covered by superficial deposits (Barsby et ai, 2012), 

underlying rock types account for the greatest levels of variability in Northern Irish soil 

geochemistry (Palmer et ai, 2014a; Jordan et ai, 2007). The historic effects of glaciation in 

Northern Ireland have caused scouring of superficial deposits, shifting soil materials beyond 

the spatial ranges of their respective underlying parent rock materials. This scouring effect 

can introduce challenges when attempting to associate soil-geochemical variability to 

distinct soil parent materials or underlying bedrock groups (Jordan et ai, 2001).
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4.2 The Distributions and Potential Toxic Effects of Six Trace Elements

Six PTEs present at elevated levels in Northern Ireland have been selected for further 

investigation as part of this research: As, Cd, Cr, Pb, Ni and V. When total concentration 

data for these elements are regarded in the context of available generic soil assessment 

criteria, it may initially appear that chronic exposure to soil in some parts of Northern Ireland 

could pose a risk to human health or that some areas may be classified as contaminated land. 

These six elements were therefore chosen due to their elevated concentrations in soil and on 

the basis of their potential for inducing toxic health effects when ingested. This rationale 

ensured the oral exposure pathway and in vitro oral bioaccessibility testing provided a 

relevant research focus. Furthermore, the UBM has been in vivo validated for As, Cd and Pb 

(Denys et ai, 2012), whilst the remaining elements performed robustly from a QA 

perspective (Chapters 3 & 5).

Table 4.1 Overview of average total PTE concentrations (mg kg ') in Earth’s crust, the UK 
and in Northern Ireland soils

Element Crustal
Avg1

UK
Avg2

NI
Avg3

As 2-3.4 10.9 10.5

Cd 0.1-0.2 0.39 0.57

Cr 100-110 34.4 131.0

Pb 12-13 52.6 41.7

Ni 75-89 21.1 46.2

V 150 45.4 99.7

'Sources: Alloway (20136), Garrett (2013), ATSDR (2007a), Lee &Yao (1970), Taylor (1964)
"includes England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland based on the UK Soil and Herbage Pollutant Survey (EA, 2007a) 
"Northern Ireland data based on observed Tellus Survey total concentration data in shallow soils; speciation not identified 
during Tellus Survey analyses and toxic effects are often species-dependent.

Elements such as Cr, Ni, V and As show spatial patterns indicative of geogenic source 

appointment while the spatial distributions of Pb and Cd in soil are less clearly associated 

spatially with natural geologic sources. However, the majority of elevated soil PTE 

concentrations in Northern Ireland are from non-anthropogenic sources such as underlying 

parent bedrock and natural mineralisation deposits (Mcllwaine et ai, 2014; Coulter & 

Stinson, 2013; Jordan et ai, 2007; Jordan et ai, 2001). Trends in the distributions of these
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six PTEs across the study area will be presented below with a summary of their known toxic 

effects, common sources, behaviour in the soil environment, relevant risk exposure pathways 

and their SGVs or GAC.

4.2.1 Arsenic

Arsenic is an extensively researched compound in terms of its bioavailability, toxic effects, 

and behaviour in the environment. A Group 5A(15) element in the periodic table, As is 

classed as a semi-metal or metalloid rather than a heavy metal. It prefers to form covalent 

bonds, sharing electrons with other elements to form stable compounds. Its most common 

valence states are +5 (As(V), arsenate) and +3 (As(III), arsenite), with the latter being the 

more toxic form (Silberberg, 2000). A known toxin capable of altering chromosomes and 

DNA, soluble inorganic forms of this element have been conclusively linked to the 

occurrence of cancers in exposed populations (Bencko & Finkelman, 2012; EFSA, 2009; 

ATSDR, 2007a; Gebel, 1997).

Sources and Behaviour in the Soil Environment

With two common oxidation states, relatively high electronegativity and the ability to form 

covalent networks, As performs dynamically in natural systems. The weathering of parent 

bedrock enriched with As is the primary source of natural As in soil and water (EA, 2009c; 

Fischer et ai, 2009; CCME, 1997). Sedimentary rocks in particular such as shales, 

mudstones, clays and slate contain higher amounts of As relative to other rock types, with 

normal concentrations reaching up to 900 mg kg'1 in sedimentary deposits (Garrett, 2013; 

EA, 2009e; EFSA, 2009). Natural As can also enter the wider environment through wind

blown dust, volcanic eruptions, and hydrological processes such as runoff and leaching 

(ATSDR, 2007a).

Anthropogenic activities also contribute to elevated As concentrations in the environment. 

Such sources of As pollution include the historic use of insecticides on crops and in wood 

preservatives, coal fuel combustion, mining and smelting activity, applications of sewage to 

land, and some types of metal smelting (Bencko & Finkelman, 2012; EA, 2009<?). The 

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR, 2007a) estimates that 90% of 

anthropogenic inorganic As in the environment is from wood treatment. In addition, the
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application of chemical fertilizers containing phosphates and nitrates in agriculture is 

suspected to mobilise geogenic As in soil and groundwater (Nriagu, 2012). The specific 

mechanism governing this effect is the desorption by phosphate of As from Fe, A1 and Mn 

oxide minerals in soil (Basta et ai, 2007; Jackson & Miller, 2000; Manning & Goldberg, 

1996). Nitrogen (N) and P are also Group 5A(15) elements; as a result, their chemical 

similarities with As make them avid competitors for soil sorption sites (Yanshan et ai, 2010; 

Silberberg, 2000; CCME, 1997).

Fe and AI oxides, clays and organic matter readily sorb both As(III) and As(V) under acid 

soil conditions, with evidence suggesting that Fe oxides are the most influential where As 

adsorption is concerned (EA, 2009c; Gances et ai, 2008; ATSDR, 2007a; Palumbo-Roe & 

Klinck, 2007). Whilst sorption to metal oxides and clay will immobilise As in soil, sorption 

to soluble organic compounds can have the opposite effect of increasing trace element 

mobility (EFSA, 2009; ATSDR, 2007a; Dobran & Zagury, 2006). Although low soil 

mobility will inhibit PTE solubility and reduce oral bioaccessibility, immobile contaminants 

will also persist for longer time periods in soil, increasing exposure likelihood over time 

compared to mobile elements.

Soil redox potential is another important factor affecting the mobilisation of As from less 

soluble mineral forms. Generally, aerobic soil conditions favour the presence of As(V), 

whereas reducing anaerobic conditions favour the release of the more mobile and more toxic 

As(III) from solid phases (EA, 2009c; ATSDR, 2007a; Gal et ai, 2007; Dobran & Zagury, 

2006; CCME, 1997). Guo et al. (1997) found that under extreme reducing conditions, 

however, As formed insoluble precipitates in solution, resulting in decreased mobility. 

Although reducing conditions encourage the dissolution of As from some parent minerals, 

this effect may be counteracted by the low pH often associated with anaerobic soils. Unlike 

many other trace elements, As mobility decreases under acidic soil conditions. Instead, 

alkaline conditions have been consistently correlated both with increased As mobility in soil 

and higher measured oral bioaccessibility (Denys et ai, 2012; Meunier et ai, 2010; EA, 

2009/?; Palumbo-Roe & Klinck, 2007; Subacz et ai, 2007).

In terms of in vitro oral bioaccessibility, soil conditions favouring As mobility are expected 

to result in higher levels of measured bioaccessibility. In general, lower oral bioaccessibility 

and decreased human health risk should be observed in the presence of acidic soil pH, the 

presence of major element oxides and aerobic soil conditions.
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Human Health Effects and Exposure Likelihood

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC, 2012a) has classified inorganic As 

as a confirmed (Group 1) human carcinogen by both the oral and inhalation exposure 

pathways. Acute oral exposure to soluble inorganic forms of As at high concentrations can 

cause death, while chronic exposure to low concentrations is linked to gastro-intestinal 

irritation, decreased red and white blood cell counts, and skin cancer, with skin being the 

primary target organ from oral exposure (ATSDR, 2007a; Ahsan et ai, 2006; Biswas et al, 

1998; Ahmad er a/., 1997; Civantos er a/., 1995; Armstrong ef a/., 1984; Zaldivar & Guillier, 

1977). Toxic effects from oral As exposure are highly dependent on the As species 

encountered, however, in addition to its solubility in the environment and the human 

digestive system. Solubility will in turn influence bioavailability (EFSA, 2009; CCME, 

1997) and in vitro bioaccessibility.

Organic forms of As are less toxic than inorganic forms (EA, 2009e). For example, organic 

forms such as arsenobetaine commonly found in shellfish do not pose the same magnitude of 

health risk as inorganic species (EFSA, 2009; ATSDR, 2007a). A primary mechanism for 

inorganic As toxicity in the human body is through the affinity of As to thiol groups, 

essential for the proper functioning of enzymes which help repair cellular damage 

(Carbonell-Barrachina et ai, 1999; Gebel, 1997). In addition, when inorganic As is 

metabolised, sequential reduction and methylation in the body result in the formation of by

products which chiefly contribute to the toxicity and carcinogenic effects of inorganic As 

exposure (Csanaky et al., 2003). By contrast, organic forms of As are not metabolised by 

the body by the same mechanism and instead are excreted directly through the renal system. 

Damaging by-products are therefore not formed, although organic As exposure is still 

capable of causing urinary tract and kidney damage (EFSA, 2009; ATSDR, 2007a; CCME, 

1997).

In their 2009 report on the scientific opinion on As in food, the European Food Standards 

Authority (EFSA) stressed that failure to take into account As speciation will often lead to 

overestimation of health risks, as most As present in foodstuffs contributing to background 

exposure is in the less toxic organic form. However, the EFSA also acknowledged that 

exposure to soils containing elevated levels of As may present a substantial risk of inorganic 

As exposure, particularly where children are concerned. Exposure to more toxic forms of As 

in the human population commonly occurs via drinking water consumption, although dust
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inhalation, food and incidental soil ingestion are also probable routes of environmental 

background exposure to As for both adults and children (ATSDR, 2007).

Statutory Guideline Values

The UK EA (2009e) provides SGVs for inorganic As of 32, 43 and 640 mg kg"1 for 

residential, allotment and commercial land uses, respectively (Table 4.2). However, the 

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME, 1997) provides a single more 

conservative As soil quality guideline (SQG) of 12 mg kg"1. This SQG is intended to be 

protective of human health for all land uses and assumes ingestion is the limiting risk 

pathway.

For residential land use, the UK SGV was derived assuming ingestion of soil and indoor dust 

accounts for 79.9% of potential inorganic As exposure followed by an additional 7.5% by 

ingestion of home grown produce with attached soil. In the allotment scenario for the EA 

SGV, ingestion of home grown produce and soil attached to produce comprises a majority of 

the exposure pathway (67.1%), while outdoor dermal contact of contaminated soil is deemed 

negligible in an allotment setting at 4.3%. A higher exposure probability is instead assumed 

from direct ingestion of soil and indoor dust (28.6%). Dermal contact with soil containing 

inorganic As was not expected to directly result in significant health effects.

Table 4.2 Total As concentrations (mg kg'1) in Northern Ireland soils compared against 
available health criteria and most conservative generic screening value for inorganic As
Element NI

Avg1
NI

Max
Oral

HCV2
EA SGVJ pC4SL4 EU

limit5
IARC

Group6
Essential 
for Life7

As 10.5 271.2 0.3 32 32 — 1 No

'Northern Ireland data based on observed Tellus Survey total concentrations in shallow soils. Speciation not identified during 
Tellus Survey analyses and toxic effects from As are species-dependent.
2HCV units in pg/kg body weight/day and based on tolerable daily intake values for chronic oral exposure (EA, 2009e; EA,
2009/t; ATSDR, 2007a).
Tor residential land use. Lowest available UK criteria reported in mg kg'1 where ingestion pathway considered relevant 
assuming chronic exposure (EA, 2009e).
4Based on lowest published pC4SL in mg kg 1 as calculated by Harries et at. (2013), residential land use applies.
"■Element not included in council directive 86/278/EEC which is under review (European Commission, 2014)
6Group 1 = carcinogenic based on IARC (2012a) classifications. Oral exposure pathway applies.
7Either plant, animal or microbial (Alloway, 20136; Garrett, 2013).

A cautionary note with regard to the use and derivation of As SGVs lies in the fact that As 

HCVs were obtained primarily by using data from exposure to soluble forms of As in 

drinking water (EA, 2009/?). In soil. As speciation, solubility, and resulting bioavailability is 

likely to vary substantially when compared to As in water, with health risks from soil
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exposure anticipated to be lower than that found in water due to the comparative low 

solubility of As in soil (Cave et al, 2003; Ruby et ai, 1996). Such a shortfall in the 

derivation of the As SGV supports the merits of oral bioaccessibility testing to more 

accurately characterise human health risks from soil As exposure.

Arsenic in Northern Irish Soils

Total soil As concentrations in the study area range from below instrument detection limits 

to a maximum of 271 mg kg"1 (Table 4.2). Elevated As concentrations occur in soils 

overlying sedimentary rock types such as lithic arenite, mudstone, limestone, sandstone and 

additionally over psammite and semi-pelite. Soils overlying igneous formations host lower 

concentrations of As (Figures 4.2, 4.3). It is not clear from the available data whether 

agricultural activities in the region such as phosphate fertilizer use have increased the 

solubility of geogenic As, although previous research in the study area found that As 

solubility was generally high across Northern Ireland (Palmer et al., 2013fc).

Total As 
mg kg-1

| 7.59-11.39 

| 11.4 - 16 48 

| 16 49 -2538 

I 25 39 - 66

Kitometers
0 5 10 20 30 40

Figure 4.2 Total surface soil As concentrations interpolated by ordinary kriging; data log- 
transformed
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Aligning with the geographic extent of elevated As concentrations shown in Figure 4.3, total 

As concentrations in surface soils exceed the most conservative EA SGV (residential land 

use) for inorganic As at 116 Tellus Survey soil sample locations (Table 4.2, Figure 4.4). Of 

the 116 sample locations where this SGV is exceeded, thirty-three host total As 

concentrations which are at least twice the residential SGV, although As speciation is not 

known.

Figure 4.3 Box plot comparison of total As concentrations across generic bedrock groups 
(Smyth, 2007); error bars indicate IV2 times the upper (75%ile) or lower (25%ile) quartile 
limits; for illustrative purposes outliers beyond these ranges are not shown

4.2.2 Cadmium

Cd is a Group 2B( 12) metallic element in the periodic table with a large atomic mass relative 

to the other five PTEs studied, second only to Pb (Silberberg, 2000). It occurs naturally in 

the Earth’s crust at very trace levels, present at the lowest average crustal concentrations 

compared to As, Cr, Ni, V or Pb (Table 4.1). Cd is understood to cause renal toxicity and is 

a Group 1 carcinogen by the inhalation pathway (IARC, 20126). Toxic exposure effects 

from the oral pathway are possible although the effects are less severe than other PTEs such 

as As. Agricultural activities known to disperse Cd in topsoil such as slurry spreading and 

inorganic fertilizer applications are widespread in the study area, providing a justification for 

including Cd in this research. Anthropogenic sources of Cd are often more mobile in soil 

(EA, 20096), leading to higher Cd bioavailability and oral bioaccessibility.
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Total As > Lowest SGV

Kilometers
0 5 10

Figure 4.4 Shallow Tellus Survey soil sample locations in Northern leland where total As 
exceeds the residential SGV of 32 mg kg'1 for inorganic As in surface shls; « = 116

Sources and Behaviour in the Soil Environment

Cd in the environment originates both from human activities and rom natural sources 

including volcanic release, forest fires, coal combustion and variou: industrial processes 

(EA, 2009k\ Nathanail et ai, 2009). Compared to other trace elemens, Cd has a relatively 

low average concentration in the earth’s crust (EA, 2009b, 2009k). Selnus et al. (2013) note 

an average Cd crustal concentration of 0.1 mg kg'1 with a range of 0.01 to 5 mg kg'1 reported 

by Nathanail et al. (2009). Sedimentary rocks such as shale, often host higher 

concentrations of naturally occurring Cd, and the weathering of such naterial accounts for 

the presence of Cd in overlying soil (Tuttle et al., 2009). However, anhropogenic activities 

are also believed to contribute to elevated Cd concentrations in the s>il environment (EA, 

2009Z?; EA, 2009A).

Cd co-occurs with Zn and P in rocks, has a high affinity for sulphur (S. and readily binds to 

organic matter (Fuge, 2013; EA, 2009b; Nathanail et al., 2009; McBrice, 1994). As a result
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of its co-occurrence with Zn, Zn mining is a potenal anthropogenic source of Cd 

enrichment to the environment (EA, 200%). Phosphate frtilizers are also recognised as one 

of the largest contributors to elevated anthropogenic Cd iithe environment, containing up to 

79 mg of Cd per kg of P (Smolders & Mertens, 2013). htton & Symon estimated in 1986 

that 4.3 grams of Cd per hectare have been annually adde to agricultural soils in the UK as 

a result of phosphate fertilizer applications. Sludge nd manure wastes also contain 

concentrated levels of PTEs such as Cd through food chai accumulation and Cd enrichment 

in agricultural areas is noted by several authors as a resit of manure applications to land 

(Bourenanne et ai, 2010; EA, 20096; Nathanail et al, 209; Lado et ai, 2008). Such Cd 

enrichment is exacerbated by the affinity of Cd to bindvith organic matter (EA, 20096), 

which will be present at higher levels both in manure and i agricultural topsoil.

Cd forms mobile complexes with humic and fulvic acid although these can be relatively 

unstable over time (Kabata-Pendias & Mukherjee, 207). Cd also forms insoluble 

precipitates with phosphates and carbonates in soil and ’ill be more strongly adsorbed to 

soil particles at alkaline pH (ATSDR, 2008a). Acid soil cnditions therefore will result in an 

increase in the uptake of this element by plants and increse its overall mobility in the soil 

environment (Alloway, 20136; EA, 20096, 20096).

Human Health Effects and Exposure Likelihood

Cd is classified as a Group 1 carcinogen if inhaled (IAIC, 20126), with some evidence 

suggesting oral exposure may also be linked to certain :>rms of cancers (CalEPA, 2006; 

Waalkes & Rehm, 1994, 1992). Cd is genotoxic, muigenic and exposure may cause 

developmental toxicity (Selinus et ai, 2013; EA, 20096, 3096). Whilst acute exposure has 

been shown to cause adverse health effects, the greatest rks are believed to arise from low 

level chronic exposure, making long term (>50 years) eposure during adulthood a more 

significant risk than acute childhood exposure (EA, 2009620096).

In addition to suspected carcinogenicity, more common >ral Cd exposure effects include 

renal toxicity and disruption to vitamin D metabolism resiling in bone disease (Nordberg & 

Cherian, 2013; EA, 20096; Nathanail et ai, 2009). Althugh not an essential element for 

plant nutrition, Cd is highly bioavailable to some plants nd is therefore easily assimilated 

into the above ground parts of plant tissue, explaining ts prevalence in the food chain 

(Alloway, 2013a; EA, 20096; Chan et ai, 2007). Howt/er, some evidence suggests that
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metabolic absorption of Cd via the human digestive tract may be relatively low, ranging 

from 5-20% depending upon the nutritional status of an individual (Waisberg et ai, 2005; 

Reeves & Chaney, 2004). This low intestinal absorption may in part explain the high renal 

toxicity of Cd, as any non-metabolised elements are directly excreted by the body (Figure 

2.2).

Despite instances of low observed intestinal absorption, background dietary exposure to Cd 

is high in the general population, contributing to potential cumulative chronic exposure 

effects. Other forms of non-soil Cd exposure risks could arise from occupational exposure, 

drinking water ingestion or cigarette smoking (Nordberg & Cherian, 2013; Nathanial et ai, 

2009; CalEPA, 2006). Probable soil Cd exposure routes include inhalation or ingestion of 

soil dust, ingestion of produce with accumulated Cd in plant tissues or produce with attached 

soil. Soluble forms of Cd in soil could also enter drinking water sources through infiltration 

or runoff.

Statutory Guideline Values

Generic soil screening criteria for assessing risks from soil Cd exposure have been published 

by two different organisations in the UK. The most conservative EA SGV (1.8 mg kg'1 for 

allotment land use; EA, 20096) was derived assuming that ingestion of home grown produce 

and attached soil accounted for the largest proportion (49.7%) of Cd exposure. Background 

oral exposure levels were assumed to contribute to half (50%) of total cumulative Cd 

exposure, highlighting the importance of Cd exposure in the general population through 

daily food ingestion.

Land Quality Management (LQM) and the CIEH GAC for Cd is notably more conservative 

compared to the EA SGV (Nathanail et ai, 2009; Table 4.3). When deriving assessment 

criteria for Cd, inhalation and oral health criteria were considered separately and the lowest 

calculated GAC was used as the default soil screening criterion for all land uses. This differs 

from EA SGV derivation which did not consider inhalation in isolation from the oral and 

dermal pathways but rather calculated the SGV using combined HCV for all exposure 

pathways (EA, 20096). Because inhalation health effects are regarded as more severe than 

health effects from oral Cd exposure, a more conservative LQM & CIEH GAC was obtained 

compared to the EA SGV.
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Table 4.3 Total Cd concentrations (mg kg ') in Northern Ireland soils compared against 
available Cd health criteria and generic screening values 
Element NI

Avg1
NI

Max
Oral
HCV2

GAC3 pC4SL4 EU
limit5

IARC
Group6

Essential 
for Life7

Cd

ivr.—r~r

0.57 63.3 0.36 0.53 3.0 1-3 I No

'Northern Ireland data based on observed Tellus Survey total concentrations in shallow soils.
2HCV units in ng/kg body weight/day and based on tolerable daily intake values for chronic oral exposure. (EA, 20096; EA,
2009k).
''For allotment land use (Nathanail el at, 2009). Lowest available criteria reported across EA and LQM/CIEH publications. 
"Based on lowest published pC4SL in mg kg'1 as calculated by Harries el at. (2013) in an allotment land use scenario.
5EU limits based on council directive 86/278/EEC for concentrations in agricultural soils with a pH range of 6-7 where sewage 
sludge is applied; directive currently under review with lowering of limits anticipated (European Commission, 2014)
6Group 1 = carcinogenic based on IARC (20126) classifications by inhalation exposure pathway.
7Either plant, animal or microbial (Alloway, 20136; Garrett, 2013).

Cadmium in Northern Irish Soils

Total Cd concentrations in Northern Ireland range from below instrument detection limits to 

a maximum of 63.3 mg kg"1 (Table 4.3). Elevated concentrations are observed generally in 

soils overlying sedimentary rock types in the southwest and also sometimes occur in 

association with areas of peat deposits rich in organic matter (Figure 4.5). With the 

exception of elevated Cd concentrations near the Northern Ireland-ROI border associated 

with mineralisation (Coulter & Stinson, 2013), the regional spatial trend for Cd does not 

clearly conform to a geogenic distribution, a trend which was also observed previously by 

Jordan et al. (2001). Instead, the spatial variability in soil Cd concentrations occurs over a 

smaller spatial scale suggestive of anthropogenic activity (Palmer et al., 2014/?; Einax & 

Soldi, 1998; Dobermann et al., 1995; Appendix A).

As shown by Figure 4.6, average Cd concentrations across the generic bedrock groups do not 

show the same levels of variability as compared to other known geogenic elements such as 

Cr (Section 4.2.3) or Ni (Section 4.2.5). This observed trend may have also been influenced 

by total Cd concentrations residing close to the instrument DL, however. Brief inspection of 

the Tellus Survey data sets for differences between Cd and P concentrations (not shown) in 

both shallow and deep soils found that each exhibited concentrations which were 

approximately 40% higher in the surface horizon. If elevated Cd concentrations are the 

result of agricultural or other human activities, higher observed Cd concentrations would be 

expected in the shallow soils data. This concept is explored further in Chapter 5.

With respect to agricultural activity, EU legislation prescribes a maximum Cd soil level 

ranging from 1-3 mg kg1 for agricultural soils receiving sewage sludge applications
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(86/278/EEC). Less than 5% of total measured Cd observations (n = 336) from the Tellus 

Survey exceed these legislative limits, although the sewage sludge directive is currently 

under review with the objective to decide whether the guideline limits are sufficiently 

protective of human and environmental health (European Commission, 2014).

The most conservative EA SGV (for allotment land use) was exceeded at 34 soil sampling 

sites. However, when total Cd concentrations are compared against the LQM & CIEH 

allotment criterion, 43% of Tellus Survey soil sample locations exceed the GAC (Table 4.3, 

Figure 4.7).

*7

Total Cd 
mg kg-1
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0.6-0 79

0 8 -1.39

1.4-2.54

2.55-4.06

Kilometers
0 5 10

Figure 4.5 Total surface soil Cd concentrations interpolated by ordinary kriging, data log- 
transformed
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Figure 4.6 Box plot comparison of total Cd concentrations across generic bedrock groups 
(Smyth, 2007); error bars indicate Wi times the upper (75%ile) or lower (25%ile) quartile 
limits; for illustrative purposes outliers beyond these ranges are not shown

Total Cd > Lowest SGV / 

Total Cd > Lowest GAC
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Figure 4.7 Shallow Tellus Survey soil sample locations where total Cd concentrations 
exceed lowest published SGV (EA, 2009&; n = 34) and most conservative GAC (Nathanail 
et ai, 2009; n - 2956); both criteria are applicable to an allotment land use scenario
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Geochemical surveys provide a static snapshot of total Cd concentrations in soils in Northern 

Ireland. Previous Northern Ireland geochemical surveys (Jordan et ah, 2001) show that soil 

Cd concentrations have increased only slightly on average over the past twenty years (mean 

= 0.50 mg kg'1 versus 0.57 mg kg'1 measured by the more recent Tellus Survey), a result 

which could be wholly attributable to improvements in analytical instrumentation. However, 

in light of the potential for modern intensive forms of agricultural activity to contribute to an 

accumulating Cd soil burden, it would be beneficial to continue monitoring trends in soil Cd 

concentrations, particularly in the context of upcoming revisions to EU directive 

86/278/EEC.

4.2.3 Chromium

Cr is a Group 6B(6) transition metal in the periodic table with three common valence states, 

+2, +3 and +6 (Silberberg, 2000). The latter two, Cr(III) and Cr(VI), are the most common 

species found in soils. Cr(VI) is toxic and carcinogenic when inhaled but Cr(III) is an 

essential trace element for human nutrition, toxic only at very high exposure levels. Cr 

commonly occurs naturally in its Fe oxide form (chromite, FeC^Ch) which is used in the 

manufacture of alloys, chrome plating and stainless steel. In Northern Ireland soils mean 

total Cr concentrations exceed recorded averages for the rest of the UK (EA, 2001a).

Sources and Behaviour in the Soil Environment

Cr is the seventh most abundant element in the Earth’s crust and is found at high 

concentrations in igneous rock types (Gonnelli & Renella, 2013). It commonly resides in 

stable oxide mineral forms and, as a result, it is generally immobile in soils and resistant to 

weathering, particularly in basalt (Cox et ai, 2013; Nesbitt & Wilson, 1992). Research by 

Frei & Polat (2013) concluded that Cr was more stable in the Earth’s crust until 2.45 gya 

(gigayears ago, 109) when the increase of oxygen in the atmosphere accelerated the rate of 

oxidation of Cr(III) to the more mobile Cr(VI). During this oxidation process, catalysed by 

the presence of Mn oxides, Cr(VI) was mobilised through leaching and runoff processes, 

leaving Cr(III) behind at higher concentrations in soils. However, Frei & Polat (2013) also 

concluded that instantaneous co-precipitation between Cr(VI) and Fe oxyhydroxides likely 

occurred at this stage, immobilising remaining Cr(VI).
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A number of human activities have increased anthropogenic Cr emissions to the 

environment. These include metals processing, waste products associated with textiles and 

dyes, the use of wood preservatives, and sewage applications to agricultural soils (Gonnelli 

& Renella, 2013; Nriagu, 1989). The ecological and human health implications of some Cr 

wastes can change with time, however. Elzinga & Cimro (2010) found that, with increasing 

time, anthropogenic Cr wastes from chromite ore processing increased in stability and 

decreased in solubility in soil. Although human health risks may decrease as a result of 

lower solubility, the authors suggested seasonal variations in soil moisture and redox 

potential could result in further changes to Cr solubility and speciation, implicating that 

related health risks may be equally as dynamic. Similar to the 2013 findings of Frei & Polat, 

Elzinga & Cimro concluded that weathering over a 40 year period mobilised Cr(VI) which 

leached into the soil profile and was subsequently either reduced to Cr(III) or formed 

insoluble complexes with Fe oxides and organic matter.

As described above, Cr exhibits complex chemical behaviour in the soil environment despite 

its tendency to reside in minerals of high stability and recalcitrance. Although Cr(VI) is the 

more toxic Cr species, its high reactivity favours rapid reduction to Cr(III) in the soil 

environment, particularly in the presence of organic matter (McGrath, 1995). Cr oxidation is 

inhibited by low pH and reducing conditions, which also favour Cr(III) solubility (Elzinga & 

Cimro, 2010). Conversely, oxidising neutral to alkaline conditions favour the hexavalent 

species and its respective mobility (Frei & Polat, 2013; Nathanail et ai, 2009). The dynamic 

chemical interactions to which Cr is subjected in the environment provide challenges for 

accurately assessing human health risks from total Cr concentrations in soil if speciation is 

unknown.

Human Health Effects and Exposure Likelihood

Cr poses the greatest risks to human health via the inhalation pathway and such exposure is 

most likely to occur in an occupational setting (Selinus et ai, 2013; Nathanail et ai, 2009). 

In consideration of this, it is questionable whether soil oral bioaccessibility testing is highly 

relevant for this element where human health risk assessment is concerned (Broadway et ai, 

2010). Although Cr(VI) is the only Cr species classified as a Group 1 carcinogen by the 

inhalation pathway (IARC, 2012c), chronic Cr exposure toxicity studies have concluded that 

toxic health effects are also possible through the ingestion pathway.
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Because Cr(III) is an essential trace element for human nutrition, studies showing evidence 

of toxic effects from chronic Cr(III) ingestion are limited. Cr(VI), however, is absorbed to 

the bloodstream at high levels through lung tissue, the skin and is also orally bioavailable via 

the digestive system (HPA, 2007). Chronic oral exposure to Cr(VI) has been observed to 

cause adverse gastrointestinal effects in humans and laboratory animals ranging from 

abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhoea to ulcers and cellular changes in the stomach and 

intestine including changes leading to stomach cancers (Davies et ai, 2013; ATSDR, 

20087>; RIVM, 2001). Elevated human exposure to Cr(III) in nutritional supplements 

(documented at > 600 pg per day for six weeks or longer) has been associated with renal 

failure, anaemia, and liver dysfunction (HPA, 2007). However, studies using laboratory 

animals have been inconclusive at demonstrating the chronic oral toxicity of Cr(III) (ESA, 

2003; USEPA, 1998). Documented health effects from oral Cr(III) exposure are limited to 

reproductive toxicity (ATSDR, 20087?), while oral exposure to Cr(VI) has been associated 

with developmental toxicity in animal studies (HPA, 2007). In vitro cellular studies have 

also concluded that Cr(VI) is capable of inducing genotoxic and mutagenic cellular effects 

(ATSDR, 20087?; HPA, 2007).

Humans are orally exposed to Cr through normal dietary intake and also, less commonly, 

from nutritional supplements containing Cr. This latter source of Cr does not represent a 

normal intake scenario for the general population. Dietary exposure is estimated to account 

for an average daily Cr intake of 117 pg whilst nutritional supplements could contain up to 

0.6 mg of Cr (COT, 2008; DEFRA & EA, 20027?). DEFRA and the EA (20 027?) estimated 

that approximately 90% of total dietary Cr exposure will be in the less toxic trivalent form. 

Additional Cr exposure may also occur in small amounts through drinking water, ambient 

air, and tobacco smoke (COT, 2008; DEFRA, 2008; DEFRA & EA, 20 027?).

Statutory Guideline Values

LQM and the CIEH have issued soil GAC for both Cr(III) and Cr(VI) (Nathanail et ai, 

2009; Table 4.4). There is currently no EA SGV for this element. The Cr GAC were 

calculated in a similar manner to the Cd criteria where inhalation and combined oral and 

dermal pathways were regarded in isolation. The default final guideline value for all land 

uses was published according to the most conservative criteria derived by these separate 

exposure pathways. As the Cr(III) GAC is not exceeded at any location in Northern Ireland 

for any land use scenario (Table 4.4), only the Cr(VI) GAC is considered here.
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Table 4.4 Total Cr concentrations (mg kg ') in Northern Ireland soils compared against 
available health criteria and generic screening values and for Cr(III) and Cr(VI)
Element NI

Avg1
NI

Max
Oral

HCV2 GAC3 pC4SLJ EU
limit5

IARC
Group6

Essential 
for Life7

Cr
lx. ... »

131.0 1228.8
Cr(IIl) Cr(VI) Cr(III) Cr(VI) 6.1 Pending 1 Yes

150 1 3000 2.1 (Cr[Vl]) (Cr[VI]) (Crtlllp
'Northern Ireland data based on observed Tellus Survey total concentration data in shallow soils. Speciation not identified
during Tellus Survey analyses and toxic effects from Cr are species-dependent.
:HCV units in pg/kg body weight/day and based on tolerable daily intake values for chronic oral exposure (Nathanail et al.
2009).
"For allotment land use. Lowest published LQM/CIEH criteria reported in mg kg*1 where ingestion pathway considered 
relevant assuming chronic exposure (Nathanail, et at, 2009).
4Based on lowest published pC4SL in mg kg'1 as calculated by Harries et al. (2013).
586/278/EEC states that value for Cr would be issued within one year of issuing the directive. This time period has since lapsed 
but no value for Cr was yet issued at the time of writing.
6Group 1 = carcinogenic based on IARC (2012c) classifications through the inhalation pathway only.
7Either plant, animal or microbial (Alloway, 2013b; Garrett, 2013).

The Cr(VI) GAC most protective of human health where oral exposure is concerned resulted 

from an allotment land use scenario. Consumption of home grown produce and attached soil 

comprised the majority of oral exposure (61.9%) followed by oral background exposure 

(37.7%). Inhalation was not included in the Cr(VI) GAC derivation in an allotment setting 

(Nathanail et al.} 2009).

Chromium in Northern Irish Soils

Total Cr concentrations in surface soils in Northern Ireland range from 4.1 to greater than 

1200 mg kg ' (Table 4.4). As a result, the allotment GAC for Cr(VI) is exceeded at each 

rural Tellus Survey soil sample location across Northern Ireland. A figure showing locations 

where this GAC is exceeded is therefore not shown. However, speciation investigations 

would better constrain actual human health risks from soil-borne Cr exposure, particularly in 

soils overlying the basalt plateau in the northeast (Figures 4.8, 4.9).

As shown in Figure 4.8, elevated Cr concentrations in soils are spatially controlled by 

underlying basalts as previously noted in The Soil Geochemical Atlas of Northern Ireland 

(Jordan et al., 2001). Intermediate Cr concentrations can be observed over lithic arenite in 

Co. Down in the southeast and also align in general with the spatial extent of sedimentary 

rock types in the study area.
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Figure 4.8 Total surface soil Cr concentrations interpolated by ordinary kriging, data not 
log-transformed

S 400

Figure 4.9 Box plot comparison of total Cr concentrations across generic bedrock groups 
(Smyth, 2007); error bars indicate I'/z times the upper (75%ile) or lower (25%ile) quartile 
limits; for illustrative purposes outliers beyond these ranges are not shown
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Sedimentary rocks can provide a significant source of Cr to overlying soils, as commonly 

noted in the literature (Fischer et ai, 2009; Tuttle et ai, 2009; Zhang, 2006). Low Cr 

concentrations are associated with granitic rocks found in the Mourne Mountains and 

psammite and semi-pelites of the Sperrin Mountains (Figure 4.9). This may be the result of 

upland peat soil overlying these rock types, as Cr deficiencies can also be linked spatially 

with the distribution of acidic upland peat soils throughout the country (Figure 4.8).

4.2.4 Lead

Pb is a main-group metal (4A[14]) in the periodic table (Silberberg, 2000) that has been the 

subject of extensive human health research. Its neurotoxic effects from the oral exposure 

pathway, particularly in children, are well documented (EFSA, 2010; ATSDR, 20076; 

CCME, 1999; Rosen, 1995). Whilst many known toxins have quantifiable threshold 

exposure levels, above which toxic health effects are likely to occur, Pb is currently 

classified as a non-threshold toxin. Partly as a result of this classification, no SGV is 

currently available for Pb in the UK following the removal of the 2002 DEFRA & EA SGV 

from the public domain (DEFRA & EA, 2002c). The USEPA has also refrained from 

supporting the use of generic assessment criteria for Pb in soil due to its widely recognised 

non-threshold toxicity (USEPA, 1998).

Sources and Behaviour in the Soil Environment

Elevated Pb in the environment is primarily attributed to human activity. Various industrial 

processes, coal and historical automobile fuel combustion, mining activity, agricultural 

practices such as slurry spreading, and the incineration of municipal wastes are examples of 

human activities that have contributed to increased levels of Pb in the environment 

(Alloway, 20136; Nriagu & Pacyna, 1989). Normal background concentrations of Pb in soil 

vary, with the USEPA suggesting natural Pb levels in soil could range from 50 - 400 mg kg'1 

(USEPA, 2013). The CCME (1999) reported a mean range of 12 - 25 mg kg'1 in Canadian 

soils, while the reported average natural abundance of Pb in the earth’s crust ranges from 12 

- 14 mg kg"1 (Rose et ai, 1979; Lee & Yao, 1970; Krauskopf, 1967; Taylor, 1964).

Although Pb concentrations in the wider environment have declined since the removal of Pb 

from petrol in the last century, its ubiquitous anthropogenic presence still persists in soils, 

particularly around urban centres (Harries et ai, 2013; Appleton et ai, 2012a).
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Accumulated Pb can remain for long time periods in soil and inorganic forms of Pb in 

particular do not readily leach down the soil profile (EPSA, 2010). Acid soil conditions 

generally increase Pb solubility, but Pb mobility is inhibited by association with Fe oxide 

rich minerals, organic matter and carbonates under alkaline conditions (Denys et ai, 2007; 

Finzgar et ai, 2007; Glover et ai, 2002).

In terms of human oral bioaccessibility, carbonate forms of Pb such as cerrusite have been 

found to host significant quantities of bioaccessible Pb (Denys et ai, 2007). In a 2006 study 

of Pb bioavailability in earthworms by Bradham et ai, pH was identified as the most 

important factor associated with earthworm mortality. Acid pH was related to higher 

earthworm mortality, an increase in Pb bioavailability and a reduction in earthworm 

reproduction rates. Such relationships illustrate the importance of soil conditions on the 

toxicity of heavy metals such as Pb.

Human Health Effects and Exposure Likelihood

A minimal risk level has not been determined for Pb, lending it to classification as a non

threshold toxin. Toxic health effects could therefore potentially occur at any blood Pb level, 

meaning no amount of Pb exposure can be regarded as safe based on available research to 

date (FA, 2009/; ATSDR, 2007/?; USEPA, 1988). Neurotoxicity is the most widely 

documented health risk from Pb exposure and the receptors most at risk are children 

(Lanphear et ai, 2005; Ryan et ai, 2004). Due to their nutritive demands children absorb Pb 

through their digestive systems more rapidly than adults, although any individuals who are 

deficient in Fe or Ca will also easily absorb ingested Pb. Pregnant women therefore are also 

more susceptible to Pb toxicity compared to the general population (EFSA, 2010).

Health risks from Pb are not limited to neurotoxicity. Pb exposure in humans and laboratory 

animals has also been observed to induce cardiovascular, renal, haematological, genotoxic 

and carcinogenic effects (EFSA, 2010; Mpller & Kristensen, 1992; Staessen et ai, 1992). 

The IARC has classified Pb as a Group 2A carcinogen, indicating it is probably carcinogenic 

(IARC, 2006a). Although children may be placed at risk from short term Pb exposure either 

in soil or food, chronic low-level Pb exposure is considered to pose the greatest health risk to 

the general population. Background dietary exposure contributes to a substantial portion of 

the adult tolerable daily intake, although dust and soil ingestion are considered to account for 

a more significant proportion of Pb exposure in children (EFSA, 2010).
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Once ingested, health risks from Pb are dependent on bioavailability which is influenced by 

a number of factors. Pb absorption reduces in the presence of food in the human digestive 

system (EPSA, 2010; Ruby et ai, 1996) and in vitro oral bioaccessibility studies have found 

that soil Pb bioaccessibility decreases substantially in the alkaline intestinal phase of 

digestion. Insoluble Pb precipitate formation under higher pH is believed to explain reduced 

Pb solubility in the intestinal digestion phase of the UBM (Farmer et ai, 2011; Denys et ai, 

2007), although it is important to note that the UBM assumes a fasted state model. The 

effects of the presence of food will therefore not be accounted for during in vitro UBM 

extractions. Furthermore, soil characteristics including the mineral form and Pb source will 

determine bioavailability. For example, the presence of carbonates, clay and oxides such as 

Mn oxide are all highly influential over Pb oral bioaccessibility and bioavailability (Farmer 

et ai, 20W; Ruby et al., 1999; Ruby et ai, 1996).

Statutory Guideline Values

Prior to the revocation of the 2002 FA SGVs, former screening values for Pb in soil were 

450 mg kg"1 for residential and allotment use and 750 mg kg"1 for commercial land use 

(DEFRA & FA, 2002a). In a statement by the EFSA, it was concluded that adverse effects 

from Pb could occur in young children at blood levels sufficiently low to determine that no 

threshold exists beneath which Pb exposure can be deemed as devoid of health risks (EFSA, 

2010). Following from this conclusion, no Pb SGV or related guidance is currently available 

in the UK. This cautionary approach was also supported by the USEPA whose Integrated 

Risk Information System web site states that it is considered “inappropriate” to develop an 

oral reference dose for Pb exposure (USEPA, 1988).

The availability of alternative Pb soil screening values to assist in the contaminated land risk 

assessment process in the UK is limited. As outlined in Table 4.5, EU legislation prescribes 

a maximum Pb soil level ranging from 50-300 mg kg"1 for agricultural soils receiving sewage 

sludge applications (86/278/EEC). The 2013 pC4SLs apply two different modelled exposure 

parameters for residential, allotment, commercial and recreational land use, inclusive also of 

three different HCVs for each of child and adult Pb blood levels, resulting in the derivation 

of thirty six different pC4SLs (Harries et al., 2013). The values range from as low as 30 mg 

kg'1 for a child in an allotment setting (Table 4.5) to as high as 6000 mg kg 1 for an adult in a 

commercial setting. By limiting the screening values to applicability in a residential land use 

scenario without home grown food, the pC4SF ranges from 130 to 330 mg kg'1. Bearing in
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mind that these are provisional values rather than final, such a variety of screening values 

has yet to simplify the task of assessing health risks from soil-borne Pb exposure.

Table 4.5 Total Pb concentrations (mg kg ') in Northern Ireland soils compared against 
available health criteria and generic screening values for Pb

Element NI
Avg1 NI Max Oral

HCV2
EA

SGV3 pC4SL4 EU
limit5

IARC
Group6

Essential 
for Life7

Pb 41.7 18,756.8 (0.6) (450) 30 50-
300

2A
(inorganic)

No

'Northern Ireland data based on observed Tellus Survey total concentration data in shallow soils.
2HCV units in ug/kg body weight/day. HCV based on estimates for low level of toxicological concern used for pC4SL 
derivation (Harries et at, 2013). Pb exhibits non-threshold toxicity and no safe level of exposure has been determined from 
research to date.
’Historic residential and allotment land use SGV provided for reference only.
4For allotment land use with child as most sensitive receptor. Based on lowest published pC4SL as calculated by Harries et at, 
(2013).
5EU limits based on council directive 86/278/EEC for concentrations in agricultural soils with a pH range of 6-7 where sewage 
sludge is applied; directive currently under review with lowering of limits anticipated (European Commission, 2014)
6Group 2A = probably carcinogenic according to 1ARC (2006a) classifications.
’Either plant, animal or microbial; sources: Alloway (2013b), Garrett (2013)

Lead in Northern Irish Soils

In Northern Ireland, Jordan et al. (2001) reported a mean total Pb soil concentration of 23.2 

mg kg '. More recently, the Tellus Geochemical Survey of Northern Ireland measured an 

average total Pb concentration of 41.6 mg kg'1 and a maximum recorded total Pb 

concentration exceeding 18,000 mg kg'1 in shallow soil (Table 4.5). Pb concentrations in 

deep Tellus Survey soil samples are substantially lower than those in the shallow horizon, 

with average concentrations of 24.2 mg kg'1 and a maximum concentration of 4150 mg kg '. 

This observation is explored further in Chapter 5.

Previous research of Northern Ireland geochemistry has highlighted areas of elevated soil Pb 

concentrations outside of areas where observed geogenic associations are known to exist 

(Barsby et al., 2012; Jordan et al., 2007). Such findings, combined with the observation that 

Pb concentrations vary between shallow and deep soils, suggest that anthropogenic activities 

have elevated soil Pb concentrations beyond normal background levels. This is also 

supported by the observation that Pb is found in highest total and extractable concentrations 

around the Belfast urban area and former mining areas, with highest soluble Pb measured in 

peaty upland areas (Palmer et al., 2015; Jordan et al., 2001). This latter occurrence may be 

accounted for by atmospheric Pb deposition through rainfall, as precipitation is the primary 

moisture source to upland peat soils.
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Total Pb 
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Figure 4.10 Total surface soil Pb concentrations interpolated by ordinary kriging; data log- 
transformed

Total Pb concentrations in shallow soils in Northern Ireland are illustrated in Figure 4.10. 

Granite and psammite & semi pelite generally host higher Pb concentrations compared to 

other bedrock types (Figure 4.11), although the latter observation is likely due in part to the 

upland peat superficial coverage of the metamorphic Sperrin Mountain ranges rather than 

indicating the presence of a geogenic Pb source. The granitic Mourne Mountains, however, 

host naturally elevated concentrations of Pb originating from the local geology (Palmer et 

ai, 2015). Higher observed concentrations of Pb in the lithic arenite bedrock group (Figure 

4.11) are a result of a mineralisation area at the ROI border in Co. Armagh (Coulter & 

Stinson, 2013).

As a point of reference, Figure 4.12 shows Tellus Survey soil sample locations where total 

Pb concentrations exceed the pC4SL for a child receptor in an allotment setting, also 

described in Table 4.5. As illustrated, this screening value is exceeded at over 2900 rural 

soil sample locations. Published research by Palmer et al. (2015) concluded that elevated Pb 

in these soils was from urban, geogenic, peat and mineralisation sources, with Pb in peat 

potentially arising from anthropogenic atmospheric deposition.
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M 100

Figure 4.11 Box plot comparison of total Pb concentrations across generic bedrock groups 
(Smyth, 2007); error bars indicate W2 times the upper (75%ile) or lower (25%ile) quartile 
limits; for illustrative purposes outliers beyond these ranges are not shown

Figure 4.12 Locations in Northern Ireland where total Pb exceeds the allotment pC4SL (30 
mg kg'1) for the most sensitive receptor in surface (‘A’) soils from the Tellus Survey; n =
2943
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4.2.5 Nickel

Ni is a Group 8B(10) transition metal that occurs predominantly in sulphide form in the 

Earth’s crust. Industrially it is used in armours, alloys, and plating and is also a useful 

catalyst for some industrial chemical reactions (Silberberg, 2000). Ni can have carcinogenic 

effects when inhaled and is a Group 1 carcinogen (IARC, 2012c). Because it is an essential 

trace element for human nutrition, Ni is also easily absorbed when solubilised in the 

digestive system (EA, 2009/). Ni shows similar spatial distributions in Northern Ireland to 

Cr and V, although factors controlling its oral bioaccessibility and distribution in soils vary 

from these latter two elements (Palmer et al., 2014a).

Sources and Behaviour in the Soil Environment

Elemental Ni is rare in nature; instead it more commonly associates with Fe and S in the soil 

environment (Gonnelli & Renella, 2013). Weathering of both igneous and sedimentary 

rocks types can account for naturally elevated Ni concentrations in soils (Tuttle et al., 2009; 

Zhang, 2006; Jordan et al., 2001; Nesbitt & Marcoviks, 1997). Ni is regarded as relatively 

mobile in soil compared to other trace elements such as Cr, with exposure to weathering 

believed to cause mobile forms of Ni to leach downward into the soil profile (Kabata- 

Pendias & Mukherjee, 2007; Hill, 2000; McGrath, 1995; Nesbitt & Wilson, 1992). Ni has a 

high affinity for organic matter which can further increase Ni mobility in soil through 

soluble chelate formation (Kabata-Pendias & Mukherjee, 2007). In addition, pH is an 

important factor controlling Ni behaviour in soil, with acid conditions favouring higher Ni 

solubility (Tye et al., 2004).

Elevated Ni concentrations occur in the environment through anthropogenic activities such 

as sludge and ash applications to soil and also by atmospheric deposition from fossil fuel 

combustion. Industrially it is used in alloys, metal plating, batteries and chemical catalysts 

and is also sometimes used in jewellery and clothing fastenings (Gonnelli & Renella, 2013). 

Such anthropogenic forms of Ni may be more soluble and less stable in the environment, 

exhibiting higher bioavailability than naturally occurring Ni species (Gonnelli & Renella, 

2013; EA, 2009/; Kabata-Pendias & Pendias, 2001). Such occurrences of higher Ni 

solubility could also result in higher human bioavailability in the digestive system and higher 

measured in vitro oral bioaccessibility.
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Human Health Effects and Exposure Likelihood

Ni is an essential trace element for plants, bacteria and animals although, like most essential 

trace elements, exposure to Ni at high concentrations can lead to toxic health effects in 

humans (Kasprzak & Salnikow, 2007). For individuals with Ni sensitivity, minor dermal 

irritation may occur after contact with jewellery, zippers or fastenings containing Ni, but 

dermal irritation has also been documented as a toxic effect after oral exposure (EA, 2009/). 

Other observed toxic side effects from Ni ingestion have included mild to severe gastro

intestinal upset, kidney toxicity, shortness of breath, headache and heart failure (Sunderman 

et ai, 1988). However, these toxic effects from oral Ni exposure were not related to Ni 

chemical species commonly found in soil. Soluble forms of Ni are easily absorbed by the 

body by both the inhalation and ingestion pathways, but oral Ni bioavailability decreases 

when food is present in the digestive system (EA, 2009/; EU & Danish EPA, 2008). Plants 

also readily absorb Ni from the soil environment (Kabata-Pendias & Pendias, 2001) and as a 

result, human background exposure levels through normal dietary exposure are sufficiently 

high to eliminate possible concerns over Ni deficiency (EA 2009/; EA, 2009/).

Ni is a suspect neurotoxin and dust containing Ni compounds can be genotoxic and 

carcinogenic via the inhalation pathway. The IARC (2012c) has classified Ni as a Group 1 

carcinogen by this exposure route (Table 4.6). Inhalation of Ni can also cause irritation of 

the skin and respiratory tract, but carcinogenic effects have not been documented for other 

exposure pathways such as ingestion (Gonnelli & Renella, 2013; EA, 2009/; EA, 2009/). 

Some debate exists over whether any level of inhalation exposure to Ni from ambient air is 

acceptable, and the EU Scientific Committee for Toxicity, Ecotoxicity and the Environment 

have suggested that Ni should be classed as a non-threshold toxin by the inhalation pathway 

because of its genotoxic and carcinogenic effects (EA, 2009/; CSTEE, 2001).

Although health criteria and associated generic soil guideline values for Ni in soil are not 

species-specific, Henderson et ai, (2012) found that organic forms of Ni were up to three 

times more bioaccessible in vitro than inorganic forms. Specifically, low-solubility Ni 

hydroxides, oxides, sulphides and sub-sulphides exhibited lower gastric bioaccessibility after 

two hours of in vitro digestion compared to the organic Ni compounds (approximately 25- 

30% bioaccessible versus up to 90%). This aligns with findings by Palmer et al. (2013a) 

where Ni oral bioaccessibility increased in line with the presence of organic matter in soil.
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Northern Ireland-specific bioaccessibility research found that in vitro Ni oral bioaccessibility 

was relatively low compared to total soil Ni concentrations (Barsby et ai, 2012). The 

authors measured average gastric Ni bioaccessibility at 12%, decreasing to 5.5% in the 

intestinal phase of digestion. Although this suggested that geogenic Ni may not be capable 

of causing significant health risks when ingested, Ni oral bioaccessibility is still generally 

higher than other geographically co-occurring PTEs such as Cr due to associations with Ni to 

carbonates and organic matter in soil (Palmer et ai, 2014a; Cox et ai, 2013; Palmer et ai, 

2013a).

Statutory Guideline Values

In consideration of the greater health risks posed by inhalation exposure to Ni, the EA 

calculated SGVs for Ni using the inhalation HCV in isolation from combined oral and 

dermal exposure scenarios (EA, 2009/; EA, 2009/). Similar to the approach taken by LQM 

& the CIEH for other PTEs, the most conservative SGV derived from either exposure 

scenario was used as the default screening value. Although the more protective SGV was 

derived assuming a residential land use scenario (130 mg kg"1), oral exposure was not 

included in the derivation of this EA SGV. When the ingestion HCV was included in the 

residential Ni SGV calculation, a less conservative SGV of 530 mg kg'1 was obtained. In an 

allotment land use scenario, however, background oral Ni exposure (50%) and consumption 

of home grown produce with attached soil (46.1%) yielded a more protective SGV of 230 

mg kg'1 where ingestion was a relevant exposure pathway. Compared to the EA SGV, EU 

legislation prescribes a maximum permissible soil Ni level for agricultural soils receiving 

sewage sludge applications of 30-75 mg kg"1 (86/278/EEC; Table 4.6), depending upon soil 

acidity.

Table 4.6 Total Ni concentrations (mg kg' ) in Northern Ireland soils compared against 
available health criteria and generic screening values for Ni
Element NI

Avg1
NI

Max
Oral

HCV2
EA SGVJ pC4SL4 EU 

limit5
IARC

Group6
Essential 
for Life7

Ni

U'r 2.TT- - - - TTT

46.2 333.6 12 230 30-75 1 Yes

2HCV units in |tg/kg body weight/day and based on tolerable daily intake values for chronic oral exposure (EA, 2009/).
’For allotment land use. Lowest available UK criteria reported in mg kg'1 where ingestion pathway considered relevant 
assuming chronic exposure (EA, 2009/).
4Not available.
5EU limits based on council directive 86/278/EEC for concentrations in agricultural soils with a pH range of 6-7 where sewage 
sludge is applied; directive currently under review with lowering of limits anticipated (European Commission, 2014)
6Group 1 = carcinogenic based on 1ARC (2012c) classification. Inhalation exposure pathway applies.
’Either plant, animal or microbial (Alloway, 2013h; Garrett, 2013).
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Nickel in Northern Irish Soils

The majority of elevated Ni concentrations in Northern Ireland soils is attributable to 

geogenic sources, with little apparent evidence of anthropogenic Ni contamination in the 

study area (Mcllwaine et ai, 2014; Jordan et ai, 2001). According to the Tellus Survey 

data, total Ni concentrations in the shallow soil profile range from 1.4 to 333.6 mg kg'1, with 

a mean total concentration of 46.2 mg kg'1. This is more than double the reported average 

soil Ni concentration across the rest of the UK (21.1 mg kg'1; EA, 2007a; Table 4.1).

The spatial distribution of Ni in Northern Ireland soils is significantly controlled by 

underlying basalt bedrock in the northeast of the country (Figure 4.13). Intermediate Ni 

concentrations are associated with soils over sedimentary rock types such as sandstone in the 

southeast and mudstone in the southwest. Soil samples spatially aligned with acidic upland 

peat soils, overlying psammite & semi-pelite rock types, exhibit some of the lowest total Ni 

concentrations across the region (Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.13 Total surface soil Ni concentrations interpolated by ordinary kriging; data not 
log-transformed
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W 250
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Figure 4.14 Box plot comparison of total Ni concentrations across generic bedrock groups 
(Smyth, 2007); error bars indicate IVi times the upper (75%ile) or lower (25%ile) quartile 
limits; for illustrative purposes outliers beyond these ranges are not shown

Total Ni > Lowest Oral SGV

Total Ni > Lowest Inhalation SGV|

Kilometers
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Figure 4.15 Shallow soil sample locations where Ni exceeds lowest available SGV (EA, 
2009/) where oral pathway is considered (allotment scenario, n = 46) and where only the 
inhalation pathway is considered (residential scenario, n = 561)
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For the purposes of this research, the allotment SGV of 230 mg kg'1 is regarded as the most 

relevant and conservative criteria to consider as a basis for comparison against total Ni 

concentrations in Northern Ireland soils (Figure 4.15). In line with the lithological trends in 

Ni soil concentrations, exceedances in the Ni SGV are constrained by the geographical 

distribution of basalt bedrock (Figures 4.13, 4.14). Ni exceeds its lowest SGV for oral 

exposure at fewer locations across the study area by comparison to the other five elements 

studied. For illustrative purposes, exceedances in the inhalation SGV are also shown in 

Figure 4.15 to demonstrate how performance with respect to this residential SGV is also 

strongly controlled by underlying basalt bedrock.

4.2.6 Vanadium

V is a Group 5B(5) transition metal in the periodic table and has the lowest atomic weight of 

the six PTEs. It most commonly occurs in oxide form in the Earth’s crust and its industrial 

applications include steel and alloy production (Silberberg, 2000). There are a wide variety 

of different known V minerals in nature (Madejon, 2013), but the pentoxide species of V is 

classified as a possible (Group 2B) carcinogen (IARC, 2006ft). Despite its lower 

carcinogenic health risks relative to the previous five elements, V soil concentrations in 

Northern Ireland extensively exceed published soil screening values, warranting further 

detailed investigations into the potential health risks from oral soil-borne V exposure.

Sources and Environmental Occurrence

V does not commonly occur in elemental form in nature, but instead is found in over sixty 

different minerals, has four main oxidation states, and is second only to carbon in terms of its 

affinity for forming compounds (Madejon, 2013; IPGS, 1988). Weathering of parent rock is 

the primary source of V in soil, although some anthropogenic activities have also released 

forms of V pollution into the environment (Nathanail et ai, 2009). Research on the 

chemical weathering of basalts by Nesbitt & Wilson (1992) concluded that V was conserved 

in the weathering profile, residing in stable mineral oxide forms that were resistant to 

weathering forces. Natural sources of V in the environment that come from the Earth’s crust 

include Fe and petroleum deposits (IPGS, 1988). As a result, anthropogenic activities such 

as the processing of metal ores or fossil fuel combustion can contribute to atmospheric V 

emissions (Madejon, 2013).
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V reacts dynamically in soil systems and participates in substitution reactions, competing 

with other metals in soil mineral structures such as Fe, Ti and Al. Compounds containing V 

in soil are relatively insoluble and stable over time. However, Mn oxides, clay minerals and 

soluble organic acids can host forms of V that are highly mobile and soluble in soil (EA, 

2007a). V readily adsorbs to organic matter in soil and is abundant in organic-rich geologic 

deposits such as shale (Nriagu, 1998; IPCS, 1988). V associated with these factors in soil is 

expected to exhibit higher measured in vitro oral bioaccessibility. In Northern Ireland, V 

oral bioaccessibility was found to increase in soils in line with increasing organic content 

(Palmer et al., 2013a). At low pH, V mobility decreases in soil (Nathanail et al., 2009), 

suggesting that alkaline soils that will host higher proportions of bioaccessible V.

Human Health Effects and Exposure Likelihood

Through the inhalation pathway V can possibly act as a carcinogen (Nathanail et al., 2009; 

IARC, 2006b). V is understood to be poorly absorbed from the digestive tract and evidence 

of acute oral exposure effects is therefore limited. Despite this, sub-acute and sub-chronic 

oral exposure studies of humans and laboratory animals have observed adverse 

gastrointestinal effects, weight loss, and cellular changes to organs including the kidneys, 

lungs and spleen (WHO, 2001; ATSDR, 1992). International health agencies refer to only a 

limited suite of studies where adverse reproductive or developmental effects were observed 

(Nathanail et al., 2009), but a number of in vitro studies have concluded that genotoxic 

effects were possible following pentavalent V exposure (WHO, 2001; RIVM, 1998; 

ATSDR, 1992; IPCS, 1988).

Most inhalation exposure to V is expected to occur occupationally, but cigarette smoke also 

provides a further source of V exposure by the inhalation pathway (ESA, 2003; Adachi et al., 

1998). Trace amounts of V may be consumed through the daily diet, in drinking water, and 

less commonly in certain nutritional supplements (EFSA, 2008). It is expected that soils 

hosting elevated concentrations of V could be a source of household dust inhalation and 

ingestion.

Statutory Guideline Values

The EA has not issued a SGV for this element. GAC calculated by Nathanail et al. (2009) 

indicated concentrations at or below 75 mg kg'1 for residential land use and 18 mg kg'1 for
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allotment land use should not pose significant health risks after long-term V exposure. 

Despite a lack of breadth of empirical evidence surrounding potential adverse health effects 

from oral V exposure, the more conservative allotment GAC for this element (Table 4.7) was 

calculated assuming ingestion of soil, dust, home grown produce and attached soil accounted 

for over 55% of soil V exposure risk. A further 43.2% from oral background intake 

accounted for the remaining exposure fraction for the purposes of GAC derivation.

Table 4.7 Total V concentrations (mg kg'1) in Northern Ireland soils compared against 
available health criteria and generic screening values for V
Element NI

Avg1
NI

Max
Oral

HCV2
GAC3 pC4SL4 EU

limit5
IARC

Group6
Essential 
for Life7

V 99.7 401.6 3 18 2B
(pentoxide)

Yes

'Northern Ireland data based on observed Tellus Survey total concentration data in shallow soils.
2HCV units in ng/kg body weight/day and based on tolerable daily intake values for chronic oral exposure (Nathanail et at.
2009)
Tor allotment land use. Lowest published LQM/CIEH criteria reported in mg kg 1 where ingestion pathway considered 
relevant assuming chronic exposure (Nathanail et at, 2009).
4,5Not published or included in legislation.
6Oroup 2B = possibly carcinogenic by inhalation pathway based on IARC (2006b) classifications.
’Either plant, animal or microbial (Alloway, 2013b; Garrett, 2013).

Vanadium in Northern Irish Soils

Total V concentrations range from 5.90 to 401.6 mg kg'1 across Northern Ireland, with a 

mean concentration of 99.66 mg kg1. Although V concentrations are markedly elevated in 

soils overlying the basalt plateau, soils overlying sandstone, lithic arenite and mudstone also 

host moderately elevated levels of V across the region (Figures 4.16, 4.17). Both igneous 

and sedimentary rock types are known to generally host elevated levels of V (Fischer et ai, 

2009; Tuttle et ai, 2009; Zhang, 2006; Nesbitt & Marcovics, 1997).

Total V concentrations exceed the LQM & CIEH allotment GAC at 92% of Tellus Survey 

soil sample locations. A map of these locations is therefore not shown as the high frequency 

of GAC exceedance does not permit useful illustration. It is important to note, however, that 

allotment land use will not necessarily occur at all soil sample locations and V speciation— 

which underpins toxicity—has not been identified.
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Figure 4.16 Total surface soil V concentrations interpolated by ordinary kriging; data not 
log transformed

450

X?3 <-,1 sy sy>* y ./
^  ̂  ̂ ^ V^’

Y c,°‘ V

Figure 4.17 Box plot comparison of total V concentrations across generic bedrock groups 
(Smyth, 2007); error bars indicate W2 times the upper (75%ile) or lower (25%ile) quartile 
limits; for illustrative purposes outliers beyond these ranges are not shown
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Oral bioaccessibility testing therefore provides a useful means for more accurately 

characterising risk from oral V exposure, particularly in the context of a GAC that assumes 

oral exposure comprises the majority of the risk pathway.

4.3 Summary

Northern Ireland hosts a diverse geology that is largely responsible for providing soil parent 

material that is rich in geogenic trace elements. As a result, the spatial distribution trends of 

As, Cr, Ni and V in soils in the study area are strongly controlled by underlying bedrock 

formations. On the other hand, soil concentrations of Pb and Cd are not as clearly associated 

with the local geology. Regardless of their respective sources, all of these PTEs are present 

at concentrations in Northern Irish soils that are suggestive of the presence of possible 

human health risks. In addition, all six PTEs have been classified as carcinogens to varying 

degrees. The potential for such severe adverse health effects is dependent upon exposure 

pathways and chemical species, however, and the oral pathway has been concretely 

associated with carcinogenic effects from inorganic As exposure only. However, other non- 

carcinogenic toxic health effects are still possible from oral exposure to all of the trace 

elements presented in this chapter.

Comparison of As, Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb and V total soil concentrations against generic soil 

screening criteria for human health protection suggests that all of these trace elements are 

present at concentrations that could pose potential health risks in Northern Ireland. To 

ensure oral bioaccessibility testing was a relevant experimental method for health risk 

estimation in the study area, the most conservative published generic assessment criteria 

were presented where the oral pathway was assumed to significantly contribute to risk 

exposure during SGV or GAC derivation. Human health risks are not dependent upon total 

soil concentrations, however, but instead are determined by the bioavailable fraction of a 

contaminant after ingestion. Measuring the oral bioaccessible fractions of As, Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb 

and V in vitro therefore provides the opportunity to more accurately characterise human 

health risks that may be present from oral exposure to soil borne PTEs in Northern Ireland.
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5.0 Introduction

A summary of UBM results inclusive of data from 54 ‘A’ profile Northern Ireland Tellus 

Survey soil samples and 20 ‘A’ profile Tellus Border soil samples is presented in Section 

5.1. QA results associated with all data are presented in Section 5.1.7. The results presented 

in this chapter address research Objectives 2 & 3.

In Section 5.2, results from 21 ‘S’ profile UBM extractions are compared against pre

existing 2009 ‘A’ profile results at the same Tellus Survey soil sample locations. These soil 

samples were located in the northeast of the study area overlying basalt bedrock (Figures 3.2, 

4.1). From these data inferences can be made regarding contaminant sources, as diffuse 

anthropogenic contamination will accumulate in the ‘A’ horizon. Where oral 

bioaccessibility varies between the ‘A’ and ‘S’ profiles, risk exposure likelihood can also be 

projected, as people come into contact with shallow soils more frequently than deep soils. 

PTEs can also become enriched in different parts of the soil profile after weathering 

exposure, providing further insight into mechanisms that may have historically affected PTE 

mobility and bioaccessibility.

To support the aim of identifying regional trends in bioaccessibility data across the study 

area (Objective 3), a summary of the combined 2009 and 2013 Northern Ireland UBM 

extraction results is provided in Section 5.3. The joined data set is explored through a 

presentation of summary statistics and by separating results according to underlying bedrock 

formations to facilitate comparison of PTE bioaccessibility between the bedrock groups. 

Finally, regional maps of the combined UBM results are presented.

5.1 Oral Bioaccessibility Testing Results in Shallow Soils

Tables 5.1 - 5.6 summarise PTE bioaccessibility statistics for 74 shallow soils extractions. 

Results are expressed as bioaccessible concentrations (mg kg'1) and as fractions of both total 

XRFS and partial ICP-MS concentrations (%). Where there is a greater discrepancy between 

XRFS and ICP-MS BAFs, this indicates that a large proportion of a PTE is in an insoluble 

form due to the ability of XRFS to detect total concentrations (BSI, 2011; Delgado et at., 

2011). Where there is a negligible difference between the two BAFs, this indicates more of
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the PTE is in an easily mobilised form, with ICP-MS partial concentrations comparable to 

XRFS total concentrations. Previous related work found that lower PTE solubility and 

higher XRFS BAFs are commonly observed in geogenic PTEs such as Cr and V whereas 

higher PTE solubility and a low discrepancy between ICP-MS BAFs and XRFS BAFs are 

commonly observed in PTEs from anthropogenic sources (Palmer et ai, 2015; Palmer et ai, 

2013/?; Barsby et ai, 2012).

The highest oral bioaccessible concentrations for all PTEs occurred in the G extraction phase 

with the exception of As, which commonly exhibits higher G-I bioaccessibility under 

alkaline intestinal conditions (Wragg, 2009). In terms of proportionate bioaccessibility, Cd 

displayed the highest mean BAFs in both digestion phases while Cr bioaccessibility was the 

lowest overall relative to its total soil concentrations (mean range 1.0 - 3.6%).

5.1.1 Arsenic

Table 5.1 Statistical summary of bioaccessible G and G-I As concentrations (mg kg'1) and 
fractions (%) of total (XRF) and partial (ICP) concentrations in surface soils from the 
Northern Ireland Tellus and Tellus Border survey areas

Northern Ireland ROI, Border Region
n = 54

<NII

G G-I G G-I G G-I G G-l G G-I G G-I

As mg/kg mg/kg XRF XRF ICP ICP mg/kg mg/kg XRF XRF ICP ICP
% % % % % % % %

Min 0.19 0.20 2.58 3.35 3.31 5.44 0.45 0.58 3.38 4.02 5.11 6.09

Max 2.90 3.41 19.13 21.48 82.20 67.80 2.31 2.21 27.19 27.08 44.65 44.46

Mean 0.91 111 8.69 10.59 20.50 24.10 1.26 1.28 12.35 12.55 19.65 20.24

Median 0.67 0.86 8.28 10.13 18.30 22.90 111 1.16 11.77 10.55 17.13 16.46

StdDev 0.66 0.78 3.94 4.84 13.80 13.50 0.55 0.56 5.34 5.38 9.88 10.95

Min 0.19

All 2013 ‘A’ Profile Data 
n = 74

0.20 2.58 3.35 3.31 5.44

Max 2.90 3.41 27.19 27.08 82.20 67.80

Mean 1.01 1.16 9.68 11.12 20.30 23.00

Median 0.84 0.93 8.90 10.41 18.00 19.40

StdDev 0.65 0.73 4.65 5.07 12.90 13.00

Within the full study set {n = 74), mean and median As bioaccessibility was only marginally 

higher in the alkaline G-I digestion phase. The maximum observed concentration of 

bioaccessible As was measured in Northern Ireland (maximum G-I = 3.41 versus 2.21 mg 

kg'1 in ROI). On average, approximately 1 mg kg'1 of As was solubilised by UBM extraction
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within the Northern Ireland-ROI study set, with a median of 10.4% of total concentrations 

measured as bioaccessible in the G-I digestion phase (Table 5.1).

Although the maximum measured G BAF exceeded 80% when calculated by partial ICP-MS 

concentrations, this decreased to less than one-third of total As when calculated as a fraction 

of XRFS concentrations. Mean ICP-MS BAFs were also approximately double the mean 

XRFS fraction, demonstrating that a large proportion of As was insoluble in study area soils, 

despite the finding reported by Palmer et al. (2013Z?) that high As solubility was measured 

across Northern Ireland based on comparison of ICP and XRFS Tellus Survey data. This 

suggests weaker UBM digestion conditions were not sufficiently acidic to mobilise large 

proportions of As in study area soils.

5.1.2 Cadmium

Table 5.2 Statistical summary of bioaccessible G and G-I Cd concentrations (mg kg'1) and 
fractions (%) of total (XRF) and partial (ICP) concentrations in surface soils from the 
Northern Ireland Tellus and Tellus Border survey areas

Northern Ireland ROI, Border Region
n =54 n= 20

Cd

G
mg/kg

G-I
mg/kg

G
XRF
%

G-I
XRF
%

G
ICP
%

G-I
ICP
%

G
mg/kg

G-I
mg/kg

G
XRF
%

G-I
XRF
%

G
ICP
%

G-I
ICP
%

Min 0.03 0.00 7.38 0.04 42.15 0.14 0.05 0.02 21.09 6.45 36.68 8.35

Max 0.55 0.28 95.40 68.77 92.60 85.96 0.83 0.39 94.00 50.84 79.00 34.55

Mean 0.21 0.07 39.20 14.70 66.70 24.20 0.30 0.12 69.60 27.30 62.30 23.41

Median 0.18 0.06 36.70 12.10 65.60 24.30 0.26 0.10 71.60 27.30 63.75 23.63

StdDev 0.13 0.05 19.40 11.90 10.70 14.10 0.17 0.08 18.80 12.20 9.29 7.42

Min 0.03

All 2013 ‘A’
n =

0.0002 7.38

Profile Data
74

0.04 36.68 0.14

Max 0.83 0.39 95.40 68.77 92.60 85.96

Mean 0.23 0.08 47.00 18.00 65.50 24.00

Median 0.20 0.07 42.20 15.00 65.50 24.30

StdDev 0.15 0.07 23.40 13.20 10.50 12.60

Measured Cd oral bioaccessibility was the highest of the six PTEs studied, with the 

maximum G BAF exceeding 90%. Although average bioaccessible Cd concentrations are 

relatively low across the study area (0.23 mg kg'1), this value is near normal average crustal 

concentrations, demonstrating how total soil Cd concentrations in the study area exceed both 

reported natural levels and the UK average (Table 4.1). Proportionately, the average G BAF 

approached 70% of total Cd concentrations in the ROI border region. In Northern Ireland
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the mean G BAF was approximately 39% of total Cd concentrations. Measured 

bioaccessibility was lower in the intestinal phase of digestion, with median G-I BAFs 

calculated at 15% of total and 24% of extractable Cd concentrations within the full study set 

(Table 5.2).

5.1.3 Chromium

Chromium bioaccessibility was the lowest on average across the study area. The maximum 

G bioaccessible concentration in Northern Ireland was approximately twice the maximum 

concentration measured in the ROI Border region due to the presence of soils overlying 

basalt bedrock in the northeast which host high soil Cr concentrations (maximum G 

concentration = 5.12 versus 2.14 mg kg’1). However, the maximum Cr BAF was less than 

3% of total Cr concentrations throughout study area, with mean G and G-I BAFs near 1% of 

total concentrations (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3 Statistical summary of bioaccessible G and G-I Cr concentrations (mg kg ') and 
fractions (%) of total (XRF) and partial (ICP) concentrations in surface soils from the 
Northern Ireland Tellus and Tellus Border survey areas________________________________

Northern Ireland ROI, Border Region
n=54 n =20

Cr
G
mg/kg

G-I
mg/kg

G
XRF
%

G-I
XRF
%

G
ICP
%

G-I
ICP
%

G
mg/kg

G-I
mg/kg

G
XRF
%

G-I
XRF
%

G
ICP
%

G-I
ICP
%

Min 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.20 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.44 0.01 0.85 0.01

Max 5.12 3.45 2.23 2.97 7.51 19.84 2.14 1.79 2.12 1.53 4.76 4.29

Mean 1.01 0.95 0.98 1.05 3.38 4.06 1.00 0.85 1.08 0.90 2.74 2.32

Median 0.68 0.74 1.01 1.02 3.15 3.56 0.87 0.79 0.98 0.90 2.90 2.37

StdDev 1.09 0.79 0.46 0.53 1.60 3.11 0.58 0.47 0.48 0.38 1.04 0.93

Min 0.00

All 2013 ‘A’ Profile Data 
n = 74

0.00 0.04 0.00 0.20 0.01

Max 5.12 3.45 2.23 2.97 7.51 19.84

Mean 1.01 0.92 1.01 1.01 3.21 3.59

Median 0.79 0.77 1.01 1.01 3.01 3.05

StdDev 0.98 0.72 0.47 0.50 1.49 2.81

Comparison of XRFS BAFs to ICP-MS BAFs shows that mean ICP BAFs were

approximately three times higher than mean XRFS fractions, illustrating the insolubility and 

geogenic source appointment of Cr. Although the discrepancy is most apparent in Northern 

Ireland data where basaltic soils host the highest geogenic Cr concentrations, sedimentary 

rock types from the Southern Uplands-Down-Longford Terrane in the southeast of Northern
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Ireland extend over the border into ROI, providing an additional source of geogenic Cr to 

soils. As shown by the ROI results in Table 5.3, mean ICP BAFs are more than double the 

average XRFS BAFs.

5.1.4 Nickel

Mean G and G-I bioaccessible Ni concentrations across the study set were 2.7 mg kg 1 and 

1.6 mg kg"1, respectively. As a result of higher average total Ni concentrations residing in 

soils overlying basalt in the northeast of the study area, the maximum G bioaccessible 

concentration was measured in Northern Ireland (15.7 mg kg l). In this area maximum G 

BAFs were equivalent to 46% of total and 52% of partial Ni soil concentrations. Maximum 

G bioaccessibility was slightly lower in the Tellus Border soil samples, measured at 7.5 mg 

kg'1 and representing 38% of total Ni concentrations. Across the full Northern Ireland and 

Tellus Border study set, the median G BAF was less than 10% of total concentrations, 

decreasing to 5.8% in the intestinal phase of digestion (Table 5.4). Although elevated Ni 

concentrations in the study area are attributable to geogenic sources, a low discrepancy 

between ICP-MS and XRFS BAFs indicates that a high proportion of geogenic Ni is soluble.

Table 5.4 Statistical summary of bioaccessible G and G-I Ni concentrations (mg kg'1) and 
fractions (%) of total (XRF) and partial (ICP) concentrations in surface soils from the 
Northern Ireland Tellus and Tellus Border survey areas

Northern Ireland 
n = 54

ROI, Border Region 
n = 20

G G-I G G-I G G-I G G-I G G-I G G-I
Ni mg/kg mg/kg XRF XRF ICP ICP mg/kg mg/kg XRF XRF ICP ICP

% % % % % % % %
Min 0.33 0.07 2.65 1.88 3.95 2.59 0.40 0.17 3.76 1.57 4.44 2.41

Max 15.66 6.31 46.30 16.02 52.31 18.11 7.51 5.81 38.23 12.40 39.55 15.65

Mean 2.58 1.43 12.88 6.00 16.93 7.64 2.92 1.97 11.40 6.64 12.96 7.67

Median 1.64 1.04 10.04 5.81 12.10 7.24 2.75 1.93 9.02 5.73 10.55 6.42

StdDev 2.65 1.39 8.40 2.66 12.18 3.60 1.63 1.21 7.68 2.83 7.88 3.36

All 2013 ‘A’ Profile Data
n = 74

Min 0.33 0.07 2.65 1.57 3.95 2.41

Max 15.66 6.31 46.30 16.02 52.31 18.11

Mean 2.67 1.57 12.48 6.18 15.86 7.65

Median 2.10 1.23 9.69 5.80 11.85 6.85

StdDev 2.42 1.37 8.24 2.72 11.32 3.54
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5.1.5 Lead

Pb exhibited high levels of bioaccessibility relative to the other PTEs studied, with mean and 

median G BAFs in the study area seconded only by Cd. The maximum G Pb BAF, 

measured in a soil sample in the Tellus Border region, was calculated at 60% of partial 

concentrations and 53% of total concentrations. In general XRFS and ICP-MS BAFs were 

closely comparable, demonstrating the high solubility of Pb across the study area.

In Northern Ireland soil samples, average BAFs and concentrations were slightly lower than 

Tellus Border samples in both G and G-I digestion phases while minimum observed values 

for the same variables were also markedly lower north of the ROI border. These observed 

trends in the data may be the result of the targeted narrower geographic sample selection in 

the Tellus Border region, chosen specifically for the purpose of investigating the 

bioaccessibility of known elevated PTE concentrations in soils across the Northern Ireland 

border. Within the full study set, average G Pb concentrations were 13 mg kg'1, decreasing 

to 6 mg kg'1 under the alkaline conditions of the intestinal digestion phase. Overall, mean, 

median and maximum G-I Pb bioaccessibility decreased to nearly half of measured G 

bioaccessibility (Table 5.5).

Table 5.5 Statistical summary of bioaccessible G and G-I Pb concentrations (mg kg"1) and 
fractions (%) of total (XRF) and partial (ICP) concentrations in surface soils from the 
Northern Ireland Tellus and Tellus Border survey areas

Northern Ireland 
n = 54

ROI, Border Region 
n = 20

G G-I G G-I G G-I G G-I G G-I G G-I
Pb mg/kg mg/kg XRF XRF ICP ICP mg/kg mg/kg XRF XRF ICP ICP

% % % % % % % %
Min 1.80 0.03 9.80 0.17 9.69 0.29 5.82 3.23 24.51 14.37 28.16 16.04

Max 51.77 25.98 51.82 30.08 59.99 38.08 49.99 25.47 53.08 30.00 60.00 31.20

Mean 12.75 5.86 32.37 15.15 37.91 17.78 13.84 7.01 39.17 19.87 44.08 22.35

Median 7.91 3.92 33.17 15.54 37.57 17.42 10.87 5.09 39.38 19.10 43.57 21.75

StdDev 12.68 5.88 10.00 5.93 11.80 7.26 9.93 5.02 6.93 3.85 7.59 4.12

All 2013 ‘A’ Profile Data

a II

Min 1.80 0.03 9.80 0.17 9.69 0.29

Max 51.77 25.98 53.08 30.08 60.00 38.08

Mean 13.05 6.17 34.21 16.42 39.58 19.02

Median 8.63 4.13 36.18 16.50 41.00 18.85

StdDev 12.01 5.68 9.75 5.83 11.17 6.87
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5.1.6 Vanadium

Average V BAFs in the full study set were less than 10% and 5% of total concentrations in G 

and G-I digestion phases, respectively. The average G bioaccessible concentration in 

Northern Ireland was 5 mg kg ', decreasing to 3 mg kg 1 following the G-I phase of 

extraction. Similar values were recorded for mean G and G-I concentrations in soils south of 

the ROI border. Within the full study set, maximum measured G bioaccessible 

concentrations were 23.6 mg kg'1 and 14.3 mg kg'1 after G-I extraction (Table 5.6). Both of 

these values were observed in Northern Ireland soil as a result of high total V concentrations 

in soils overlying basalt bedrock.

In line with observed trends in As and Cr BAFs, higher measured V ICP-MS fractions 

compared to XRFS fractions demonstrates a large proportion of insoluble total V was 

detected by XRFS analysis. Overall, maximum and mean XRFS BAFs were less than half 

the measured ICP fractions.

Table 5.6 Statistical summary of bioaccessible G and G-I V concentrations (mg kg ') and 
fractions (%) of total (XRF) and partial (ICP) concentrations in surface soils from the 
Northern Ireland Tellus and Tellus Border survey areas

Northern Ireland ROI, Border Region
n=54 n =20

V
G
mg/kg

G-I
mg/kg

G
XRF
%

G-l
XRF
%

G
ICP
%

G-I
ICP
%

G
mg/kg

G-I
mg/kg

G
XRF
%

G-I
XRF
%

G
ICP
%

G-I
ICP
%

Min 0.60 0.01 1.43 0.15 2.99 0.68 0.87 0.45 0.80 0.42 2.55 1.33

Max 23.60 14.31 23.09 21.95 48.88 44.70 15.12 7.34 31.80 12.17 35.41 15.95

Mean 5.06 3.08 7.62 4.57 17.69 10.20 4.95 2.83 8.16 4.43 14.38 8.03

Median 3.50 2.49 6.48 3.77 14.12 8.53 3.73 2.04 5.76 3.22 11.23 7.05

StdDev 4.91 2.91 4.36 3.48 10.70 7.89 3.60 1.95 6.78 2.83 7.99 3.89

All 2013 ‘A’ Profile Data
n = 74

Min 0.60 0.01 0.80 0.15 2.55 0.68

Max 23.60 14.31 31.80 21.95 48.88 44.70

Mean 5.03 3.02 7.77 4.53 16.80 9.61

Median 3.57 2.45 6.35 3.58 13.26 7.94

StdDev 4.59 2.69 5.13 3.32 10.15 7.11
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5.1.7 QA Summary of UBM Extraction Data

UBM extractions were conducted over a cumulative fourteen day period at the BGS 

Analytical Geochemistry Facility. All G extractions and a portion of G-I extractions were 

completed in June 2013. During a final August-September visit the remaining G-I 

extractions were completed. UBM data QA was conducted according to guidelines provided 

during meetings and correspondence with BGS staff involved in method development, Mark 

Cave and Joanna Wragg, in 2013.

Method Precision: Relative Percent Difference Results

As part of BGS internal QC procedures, unique batch numbers were assigned to groups of 

samples. QA was applied to individual elements across all batches and also to individual 

batches across all elements. The overall mean RPD (Table 5.7) was calculated from the 

average of inter-batch and inter-element mean RPD values. Due to the shorter one hour 

extraction period and more strictly controlled pH specifications of the G digestion phase, 

UBM results generally had better reproducibility (e.g. lower RPD) in this phase of digestion 

compared to the G-I phase. Insoluble precipitates may also form during the four hour G-I 

digestion due to an increase in solution pH, reducing the precision of results between 

duplicate samples (Wragg et ai, 2011). As a result, RPD tolerances are higher for G-I data 

(Cave, 2013).

As shown by Table 5.7, most RPD values were within or close to desired tolerances. Cd, 

however, consistently yielded the least favourable RPD values in all digestion phases and 

batches, particularly during the Aug-Sept G-I extractions. Elements such as Cd whose 

normal concentrations lie close to instrument detection limits can present difficulty in terms 

of data quality outcomes. Cd is also suspected to precipitate out of solution at the higher G-I 

pH (Wragg et ai, 2011). To account for these effects, G-I QA was also conducted without 

the inclusion of Cd data to better assess the performance of the remaining five PTEs. From 

an elemental perspective, V, Ni and Pb yielded the most favourable precision in the G data. 

The mean batch RPD in G samples for all PTEs was 10%. As expected, G-I QA provided 

more variable outcomes across batches and across PTEs, although overall mean RPD values 

met the tolerance criteria.
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Judging the quality of extraction results does not rely upon one statistic. For example, where 

the RPD for one element such as Cd does not meet prescribed tolerance criteria, this does not 

automatically necessitate re-extraction of an entire batch of samples. Instead, other methods 

can supplement the QA process such as the evaluation of performance of other analytes and 

the use standard reference materials (Wragg, 2013).

Results of Standard Reference Material Precision & Accuracy

The standard BGS reference material, BGS 102, was used to assess UBM accuracy and was 

also used as an additional measure of precision, synonymous with reproducibility. Accuracy 

was judged by comparing BGS 102 analytical results for G Pb and G-I As against certified 

UBM reference values (Wragg, 2009). As described in Chapter 3, the number of SDs from 

mean recorded BGS 102 values was used to measure UBM precision. A summary of this 

performance is provided in Table 5.8.

Table 5.7 Inter-batch and inter-element method precision from duplicate UBM extraction 
analyses; one duplicate was included for every seven samples in a batch, n = number of 
samples extracted during period indicated, nh = number of unknowns in batch
Extraction Mean RPD (%)

Details
By Element, all batches

V Cr Ni As Cd Pb Mean

Gastric 6.0 11.2 8.7 16.4 17.3 8.0 11.3

June 
n = 97

By Batch, all elements

AAL AAM AAN 
nh=39 nh=\4 nh=2\

AAO
nh=l7

BAU
nh=6 Mean Overall Mean RPD Desired

Tolerance
11.1 14.4 13.0 8.0 6.9 10.7 11% <10-15%

By Element, all batches

V Cr Ni As Cd Pb Mean
Gastro

intestinal
June

21.3 6.1 18.3 7.3 26.9 8.1 14.7

By Batch, all elements

n = 42 AAQ AAR BAT 
nh=\4 nh=\4 nh=\A Mean Overall Mean RPD Desired

Tolerance
13.5 9.1 21.4 14.7 14.7% <20%

By Element, all batches

V Cr Ni As Cd Pb Mean Mean Exl. Cd
4.5 16.3 23.6 17.7 71.1 20.1 25.5 16.4

Gastro
intestinal 
Aug-Sept 

n = 55

By Batch, all elements

BBN BBO* BBP 
n/,= 14 nb=\3 ttfc=14

BBQ
nh=\4 Mean

Mean
Exl.
Cd

from
BBO

Overall
Mean
RPD

Overall
Mean
RPD 

Exl. Cd

Desired
Tolerance

4.0 51.9 25.8 20.4 25.5 19.3 25.5% 17.8% <20%

*Where Cd results excluded from batch RPD calculations RPD of BBO = 27%
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Sixty-nine percent of BGS 102 G samples extracted and analysed in June were within one 

SD of mean measured values. A further 26% were within two SDs from mean BGS 102 G 

concentrations. One hundred percent of G-I extracts analysed in June were no more than 2 

SDs from mean concentrations. During the second phase of G-I extractions, 54% of 

observed BGS 102 concentrations were within one SD from the mean with an additional 

42% within two. No single measured PTE concentration in the standard reference material 

was more than three SDs from the mean concentration, and exceeding 2 SDs rarely occurred, 

indicating UBM precision was of an acceptable standard throughout the period of 

extractions.

Table 5.8 Deviation from mean PTE concentrations (mg kg'1) as measured in BGS 102 
expressed in number of standard deviations (SD) and comparison of method accuracy 
against certified UBM reference values for G-I As and G-Pb. “Qty” indicates total number 
of analytical results across the six trace elements of interest; nr = number of reference 
material samples analysed. Ideal tolerance is within two SD from the mean (Wragg, 2013).
Extraction

Details BGS102 Performance

V Cr Ni As Cd Pb
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Gastric
June

6.2 1.0 36.6 2.3 12.7 1.1 3.8 0.3 0.2 0.02 16.4 3.5
All Elements

nr= 13 +/- 1 SD +/- 2 SD +/- 3 SD
Qty % Qty % Qty %
54 69 20 26 4 5

V Cr Ni As Cd Pb
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Gastro- 2.8 0.2 15.8 1.2 11.2 0.9 3.0 0.1 0.1 0.03 2.3 0.5
Intestinal 

June 
nr= 5

All Elements

+/- 1 SD +/- 2 SD +/- 3 SD
Qty % Qty % Qty %
17 57 13 43 0 -

V Cr Ni As Cd Pb
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Gastro- 2.9 0.6 13.8 1.1 10.5 0.8 3.2 0.2 0.09 0.02 1.8 0.6

Value
(Wragg,

2009)

Intestinal All Elements

nr = 8 +/- 1 SD +/- 2 SD +/- 3 SD
Qty % Qty % Qty %
26 54 20 42 2 4

Certified As Pb
UBM (G-I) (G)
Mean 5.4+/- 13+/-

Reference 2.4 6.0
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The mean measured G-I As and G Pb values for comparison against certified reference 

values are indicated in boldface type in Table 5.8. In all instances, G Pb and G-I As 

concentrations were within the desired tolerances for the certified values (Wragg, 2009), 

indicating UBM accuracy was acceptable according to the available criteria.

5.2 Comparison of Oral Bioaccessibility in ‘A’ and ‘S’ Soil Profiles

As described in Chapter 3, in 2009 ninety-one ‘A’ profile Northern Ireland Tellus Survey 

soil samples covering a range of soil and underlying bedrock types were extracted by the 

UBM (Barsby et ai, 2012). Twenty-one of these samples were located in soils overlying 

basalt bedrock in Co. Antrim in the northeast of the study area (Figures 3.2, 4.1). In 2013, 

‘S’ profile soil samples from the same locations in Co. Antrim were selected from the 

Northern Ireland Tellus Survey archive for further UBM testing.

As illustrated in Chapter 4, basalt bedrock is a known source of elevated PTEs in soil in 

Northern Ireland, although no adverse human health effects have been clearly associated 

with exposure to such PTEs. Soils in this area therefore provide the opportunity to 

investigate in more detail the possible toxic health effects (or give insights into explanations 

for the lack thereof) from oral exposure to elevated concentrations of soil borne PTEs. 

Sources of variability from underlying geology are also well controlled for in this area due to 

the widespread homogenous extent of these basalts.

Comparing the differences in oral bioaccessibility between the deep and shallow soil 

samples can provide a basis for further discussion into geochemical differences between 

deep and shallow soils. For example, the effects of exposure to weathering forces will vary 

in deep and shallow soils. Also, different PTE sources may be apparent when comparing 

results obtained from ‘A’ and ‘S’ profiles. For example, some forms of anthropogenic 

contamination may be elevated in the shallow profile while geogenic variability will be more 

apparent in samples obtained from deeper in the soil profile (Bourennane et ai, 2010; 

Dobermann et ai, 1995). Health risk exposure likelihood will also vary between deep and 

shallow soils—if oral bioaccessibility is higher in the shallow profile, greater health risk 

from oral exposure may be present, whilst higher measured bioaccessibility in the deep 

profile poses less of a potential health risk due to a lower likelihood of oral exposure to 

PTEs.
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The following results illustrate differences in total and bioaccessible PTE concentrations 

between ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock. Values for both bioaccessible 

concentrations (mg kg'1) and BAF (%) are illustrated. Bioaccessible concentrations give an 

indication of a quantifiable health risk from oral PTE exposure whilst BAFs provide a useful 

basis for comparing normalised bioaccessibility measurements between the two soil profiles.

5.2.1 Arsenic

Total As A

Total As S ^........I

T-------------------------------------------- 1-------------------------------------------- 1-------------------------------------------- 1

0 5 10 15
mg kg'1

Figure 5.1 Total As concentrations as measured by XRFS in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soil profiles 
overlying basalt bedrock showing higher total concentrations in the ‘A’ profile. Error bars 
indicate minimum and maximum measured concentrations.

2.5

1.5
a<!
60
E

1

0.5

G-As A G-As S GI-As A GI-As S

Figure 5.2 G and G-I bioaccessible As concentrations in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt 
bedrock. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum oral bioaccessibility in mg kg’1.

As illustrated in Chapter 4, soils overlying basalt bedrock host some of the lowest 

concentrations of As in the study area. However, some As is present in these soils at low
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concentrations, ranging from 0.45 to 7.9 mg kg"1 in the ‘S’ profile with slightly higher 

concentrations ranging from 2.5 to 13.6 in the ‘A’ profile (Figure 5.1). In line with higher 

total concentrations, ‘A’ soils also host higher concentrations of G and G-I As (Figure 5.2).

Maximum bioaccessible As concentrations in shallow soils approach 2 mg kg"1 in both 

digestion phases. In deep soils, this reduces to 0.7 mg kg'1 and 0.9 mg kg"1 in G and G-I 

phases, respectively. Although maximum bioaccessible concentrations in ‘A’ soils were 

twice the observed bioaccessible concentrations in ‘S’ soils, there was a smaller magnitude 

of difference in BAFs between the two profiles (Figure 5.2). Approximately 10% of total As 

was measured as bioaccessible in shallow soils versus 9% on average in deep soils. 

Compared to mean BAFs, as shown by Figure 5.3 there was a larger discrepancy in median 

As BAFs between the two soil profiles. When normalised by total concentrations. As 

bioaccessibility remained higher overall in shallow soils.

6

4 -

2 ■

0 ---------------------- 1---------------------- 1---------------------- \---------------------- 1

G-As A G-As S GI-As A GI-As S

Figure 5.3 G and G-I As BAF in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock expressed as 
fractions of total XRFS concentrations. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum BAF.

5.2.2 Cadmium

As shown in Chapter 4, the regional spatial distributions of Cd concentrations in shallow 

soils are not strongly linked to underlying geologic formations. Flowever, soils overlying 

basalt host slightly elevated Cd concentrations compared to other parts of the study area. 

The observed non-normality in the statistical distribution of Cd concentrations in ‘S’ profile 

soils (Figure 5.4) could be the result of Cd total concentrations being near or below XRFS
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instrument DLs (Table 3.1). However, Cd was more frequently measured above the XRFS 

DL in ‘A’ profile soils. This trend suggests Cd in deeper soils is geogenic, as concentrations 

are close to reported crustal averages (Table 4.1). It may be inferred as a result of this 

observation that elevated Cd concentrations in shallow soils have arisen from anthropogenic 

activity.

Total Cd A

Total Cd S

---------- 1----------1----------1---------- 1--------- 1---------- 1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
mg kg'1

Figure 5.4 Total Cd concentrations as measured by XRFS in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soil profiles 
overlying basalt bedrock showing higher total concentrations in the ‘A’ profile. Error bars 
indicate minimum and maximum measured concentrations.

0.6

0.5

0.4

0
G-Cd A G-Cd S Gl-Cd A Gl-Cd S

Figure 5.5 G and G-I bioaccessible Cd concentrations in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt 
bedrock. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum oral bioaccessibility in mg kg '.

The highest observed bioaccessible Cd concentrations occurred in ‘A’ soils following G 

extraction (max = 0.52 mg kg ', 76%). Cd bioaccessibility showed a marked decrease after
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G-I extraction, however, in both ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils (Figures 5.5, 5.6). On average, G 

bioaccessibility was 43% in the shallow profile and 29% in the deep profile, although 

median BAFs were lower than mean values, as shown in Figure 5.6. The higher observed G 

bioaccessibility of Cd in ‘A’ soil samples suggests that anthropogenic Cd sources in shallow 

soils could present greater oral exposure health risks than naturally occurring Cd of lower 

solubility deeper in the soil profile.
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G-Cd A G-Cd S Gl-Cd A Gl-Cd S

Figure 5.6 G and G-I Cd BAF in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock expressed as 
fractions of total XRFS concentrations. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum BAF.

5.2.3 Chromium

Total Cr A

Total Cr S r

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
mg kg-'

Figure 5.7 Total Cr concentrations as measured by XRFS in ‘A’ and ‘S’ profile soils 
overlying basalt bedrock showing higher Cr concentrations in the ‘S’ profile. Error bars 
indicate minimum and maximum measured concentrations.
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Cr concentrations display an irregular frequency distribution in ‘S’ soils characteristic of 

geogenic trace elements originating from igneous rock types (Ahrens, 1954a; Figure 5.7). 

Although total Cr in shallow soils approaches a more regular statistical distribution, 

maximum and mean Cr concentrations vary only slightly between the two soil profiles (mean 

‘A’ = 207 mg kg"1; mean ‘S’ = 278 mg kg"1).

20

18 y

16

14 -

12 -

G-Cr A G-Cr S Gl-Cr A Gl-Cr S

Figure 5.8 G and G-I bioaccessible Cr concentrations in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt 
bedrock. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum oral bioaccessibility in mg kg '.
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Figure 5.9 G and G-I Cr BAF in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock expressed as 
fractions of total XRFS concentrations. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum BAF.
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In line with slightly higher total Cr concentrations in ‘S’ soils, more bioaccessible Cr was 

also present deeper in the soil profile, a largely unique trend compared to the other PTEs 

studied, which also extended to the normalised bioaccessibility results (Figures 5.8, 5.9). 

This may indicate the presence of Cr(VI) which is more soluble than Cr(III). However, 

overall Cr bioaccessibility was very low, with an average BAF of only 1.1% and a maximum 

BAF of 3.4% in the ‘S’ profile. In concentration terms, 5.2 mg kg'1 was measured as 

bioaccessible on average in the ‘S’ soils, reaching a maximum G concentration of 18.2 mg 

kg"1. In shallow soils, which present the greatest likelihood of human exposure, an average 

of 3.1 mg of Cr per kg of soil was bioaccessible after G digestion (mean ‘A’ G BAF = 1.3%).

5.2.4 Nickel

Following a trend similar to Cr, Ni total concentrations were higher in the ‘S’ profile (Figure 

5.10), illustrating how deeper soils bear geochemical signatures more strongly related to 

underlying parent bedrock. Unlike Cr, however, higher measured Ni oral bioaccessibility 

occurs in the shallow profile (Figure 5.11), reaching a maximum G concentration of 15.2 mg 

kg"1. Average G-I bioaccessible concentrations showed a negligible difference between ‘A’ 

and ‘S’ profiles, measured at 2.5 and 2.6 mg kg"1, respectively. Maximum G BAFs were 

higher than G-I BAFs in both soil profiles, with the highest measured G BAF approaching 

44% in shallow soil (Figure 5.12).

Total Ni A ■H

Total Ni S r----

---------------------------------------- !-------------------------------------- 1-------------------------------------- 1

0 100 200 300
mg kg'1

Figure 5.10 Total Ni concentrations as measured by XRFS in ‘A’ and ‘S’ profile soils 
overlying basalt bedrock showing higher Ni concentrations in the ‘S’ profile. Error bars 
indicate minimum and maximum measured concentrations.
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Figure 5.11 G and G-I bioaccessible Ni concentrations in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt 
bedrock. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum oral bioaccessibility in mg kg '.
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Figure 5.12 G and G-I Ni BAF in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock expressed as 
fractions of total XRFS concentrations. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum BAF.

The median G BAF in ‘A’ soils (8.6%) was approximately twice the median G BAF in ‘S’ 

soils (4.0%), with a similar relationship observed in the G-I phase of digestion. The 

accumulation of more mobile and bioaccessible Ni in the shallow soil profile may be 

demonstrative of its affinity to form mobile chelates with organic matter (FA, 2009/) which 

will be present in higher proportions in shallow soils.
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5.2.5 Lead

Average Pb concentrations are higher in ‘A’ soils when compared to total Pb concentrations 

in ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock (Figure 5.13). Mean soil Pb concentrations in shallow 

soils are more than twice the average Pb concentrations in deep soils (35.2 mg kg'1 versus 

13.3 mg kg'1) while the maximum measured Pb concentration in ‘A’ soils was approximately 

five times higher than that measured in ‘S’ soils (138.2 mg kg'1 versus 28.2 mg kg '). Such 

observed trends are suggestive of anthropogenic pollution sources to surface soils. For 

example, elevated Pb concentrations are spatially aligned with mining activity that occurs 

along the northeast coast (Figure 4.11; GSNI, 2014).

Total Pb A ■H

Total Pb S I- - -

0
—,--------------------------------------------------- ,------------------------------------------------------- 1

50 100 150
mg kg'1

Figure 5.13 Total Pb concentrations as measured by XRFS in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soil profiles 
overlying basalt bedrock showing higher total concentrations in the ‘A’ profile. Error bars 
indicate minimum and maximum measured concentrations.
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Figure 5.14 G and G-I bioaccessible Pb concentrations in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt 
bedrock. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum oral bioaccessibility in mg kg1.
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An average of 29% of total Pb in the ‘A’ profile was bioaccessible in the G digestion phase, 

equivalent to 13 mg kg"' of bioaccessible Pb. Only small amounts of Pb were bioaccessible 

under the alkaline G-I extraction in both soil profiles (Figure 5.14) and the measured 

quantity of bioaccessible Pb was negligible in deeper soils (mean G Pb = 2.6 mg kg ', mean 

G-I Pb = 0.7 mg kg"1). Overall Pb BAFs were higher in the G digestion phase (Figure 5.15), 

a trend commonly observed for many PTEs. The highest observed G BAF occurred in ‘S’ 

soils (max = 92%), although the higher median Pb BAF in the G phase was measured in 

shallow soils (median = 21%), an observation which is likely attributable to the relative high 

levels of Pb solubility in shallow soils across the study area (Table 5.5; Palmer et ai, 2015).

100
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70

G-Pb A G-Pb S Gl-Pb A Gl-Pb S

Figure 5.15 G and G-I Pb BAF in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock expressed as 
fractions of total XRFS concentrations. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum BAF.

5.2.6 Vanadium

Total soil V concentrations show similar distribution trends through the soil profile to the co

occurring geogenic PTEs Ni and Cr, with higher total V concentrations observed in deep 

soils (Figure 5.16). Scarce apparent differences can be observed in the bioaccessible 

concentrations of V between the ‘A’ and ‘S’ soil profiles (Figure 5.17), suggestive of a PTE 

that has arisen from a single geogenic source.

The median total V concentration in ‘A’ soils was 139 mg kg'1 although the median G 

bioaccessible concentration was only 11 mg kg’1. In ‘S’ soils, the median V concentration 

was 222 mg kg’1 with a G bioaccessible concentration comparable to that measured in ‘A’ 

soils (12.5 mg kg '). In line with the higher observed V total concentrations in the deep soil
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profile, both the maximum G and G-I bioaccessible concentrations and maximum G and G-l 

BAFs occurred in deep soils (Figures 5.17, 5.18).

Total V A

Total V S

i------------------ 1------------------ 1------------------ 1------------------ 1------------------ 1------------------ 1------------------ 1

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
mg kg'1

Figure 5.16 Total V concentrations as measured by XRFS in ‘A’ and ‘S’ profile soils 
overlying basalt bedrock showing higher V concentrations in the ‘S’ profile. Error bars 
indicate minimum and maximum measured concentrations.
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Figure 5.17 G and G-I bioaccessible V concentrations in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt 
bedrock. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum oral bioaccessibility in mg kg'1.
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Figure 5.18 G and G-I V BAF in ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils overlying basalt bedrock expressed as 
fractions of total XRFS concentrations. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum BAF.

5.3 Regional Trends in Oral Trace Element Bioaccessibility

Tabular statistics for the combined 2013 and 2009 Northern Ireland shallow soils UBM 

results are provided in Table 5.9. The combined data set was also divided into generic 

bedrock classifications to explore trends in PTE bioaccessibility across soils overlying 

different lithologies. Finally, mapped spatial patterns in PTE bioaccessibility are illustrated 

Northern Irish soils. Due to the differences in analytical and sampling methods between the 

Northern Ireland Tellus and Tellus Border Surveys, UBM results obtained from ROI soils 

are not included in these results.

5.3.1 Summary Statistics

Within the combined Northern Ireland UBM data set, Cr had the highest mean total 

concentration of the six PTEs but exhibited the lowest bioaccessibility in normalised BAF 

terms. The highest average measured oral bioaccessibility was observed for Cd followed by 

Pb. Higher measured Pb bioaccessibility in particular was attributable to high observed Pb 

solubility in soil (mean XRFS G BAF = 32.8 mg kg"1 versus mean ICP G BAF = 38.0 mg kg' 

‘). Despite high total concentrations of Ni and V in soil, each had comparatively low BAFs. 

Although As concentrations were low on average within the study set, some As was
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solubilised during UBM extraction. This observation may warrant further risk evaluation on 

a site specific basis given the strong links between cancer and oral As exposure.

5.3.2 Lithological and Geographical Trends in Oral Bioaccessibility

Comparative differences in trace element bioaccessibility across the eight generic bedrock 

classifications represented by the study set are presented in this section. The 25th to 75th 

percentile ranges of total element concentrations are compared against the same ranges for G 

and G-I PTE concentrations. Table 5.10 provides a supplementary overview of the more 

detailed characteristics of the generic bedrock types. Geographical trends are illustrated 

using IDW maps and graduated symbol representation.

Data from the G digestion phase are illustrated for Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb and V in accordance with 

best practice to ensure human health risks are not underestimated. This adheres to the 

precautionary principle encouraged by the UK CLRA framework and guidance (DEFRA, 

2012; DEFRA & EA, 2004). Although G As concentrations were not significantly different 

from G-I concentrations in these particular results, QA of As bioaccessibility data relies 

upon the certified reference values from the G-I phase of extraction as G-I As is commonly 

observed to be higher than G As (Wragg et ai, 2011; Wragg, 2009). G-I data are therefore 

illustrated for As in lieu of G data.

Arsenic

Soils overlying sedimentary rock types such as Silurian lithic arenite and Carboniferous 

mudstones, sandstones and limestones host higher concentrations of total and bioaccessible 

As compared to igneous rock types such as basalt (Figure 5.19). However, although median 

total As concentrations in soils overlying igneous granite are generally lower than those in 

the sedimentary groups, median bioaccessible concentrations in soils overlying granite are 

similar to levels observed in the sedimentary groups. Maximum As concentrations hosted by 

soils overlying the lithic arenite bedrock group are specifically accounted for by an area of 

mineralisation present at the Northern Ireland-ROI border in the central south eastern half of 

the study area (Coulter & Stinson 2013; Lusty et ai, 2012).
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Table 5.10 Key to bedrock classification abbreviations used in box plot figures, overview of 
associated geologic time periods and major geologic formations; information extracted from 
Northern Ireland Tellus Survey data issued under license____________________________

Abbreviation Generic Lithological 
Class

Period Included Major Local
Formations

Bas Basalt Palaeogene Upper and Lower Basalts,
Causeway Tholeiite

Congl Conglomerate Devonian
Carboniferous

Gortfmbar, Derryloran,
Iniscam

Gran Granite Palaeogene
Devonian

Moume Mountains,
Newry Igneous Complex

Lmst Limestone Carboniferous Ballyshannon, Clougher,
Maydown

LithA Lithic Arenite Silurian Gala, Hawick
Sandstones

Mudst Mudstone Carboniferous Benbulben, Bundoran
Shales, Lough Neagh Clays, Ballinamallard

Psam Psammite & 
Semi-Pelite

Neoproterozoic/ 
Precambrian Era

Ballykelly, Claudy. Glenelly, 
Mullaghcam

Sdst Sandstone Devonian,
Carboniferous

Shanmullagh, Sherwood, Mullaghmore, 
Owenkillew, Omagh

G1 Sdst 
G Sdst 

Tot Sdst 
GI Psam 
G Psam 

Tot Psam 
GI Mdst 
G Mdst 

Tot Mdst 
GI L itliA 
GLithA 

Tot L itliA 
GI Lmst 
G Lmst 

T ot Lmst 
GI Gran 
G Gran 

T ot Gran 
GI Congl 
G Congl 

Tot Congl 
GI Bas 
G Bas 

Tot Bas

0 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
As mg kg'1

Figure 5.19 Bioaccessible As concentrations (mg kg') compared against total As 
concentrations in soils overlying the eight different generic bedrock classifications 
represented by study set, box plots show 25th to 75th percentile ranges and outliers have been 
removed for illustrative purposes
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Figures 5.20 and 5.21 illustrate that higher levels of As bioaccessibility in general coincide 

geographically with geologic formations from earlier time periods (Figure 4.1). Precambrian 

psammites & semi-pelites in particular, which are the oldest rocks in the study area, also 

account for quantities of bioaccessible As comparable to those observed in soils 

geographically associated with the younger Silurian-Carboniferous sedimentary rocks 

(Figure 5.19).

As BAF

% of XRF Total
* 3.35-9.87
+ 9.88-15.99
+ 16.00-27.41
+ 27.42-49.35

Kilometers
0 5 10 20 30 40

Figure 5.20 G-I As BAF across the study area expressed as per cent of total As

Perceived health risks from oral As exposure may be higher in Co. Armagh at the ROI 

border where maximum levels of oral As bioaccessibility are observed. In addition, 

moderate G-I As concentrations illustrated in Figure 5.21 suggest risks from oral As 

exposure may exist in the northeast of Co. Antrim and throughout parts of the southern half 

of the study area, aligning with the extent of the Midland Valley and Southern Uplands- 

Down-Longford Terranes (Figure 4.1).
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‘HZ
As Gl
mg kg-1
| 10.2-0.73
| 10.74-0.95

0.96 -1.48
1.49-2.84
2.85-6.29
6.3- 15.03
15.04-37.16

Kilometers
0 5 10

Figure 5.21 As G-I concentrations in mg kg ' across study area mapped by IDW

Cadmium

Trends in Cd bioaccessibility between bedrock groups are not highly discernible, although 

this is not unexpected for a PTE whose total soil concentrations show weak geogenic 

associations spatially (Section 4.2.2, Figure 4.6). Sedimentary mudstones, lithic arenite and 

limestones host higher median concentrations of G Cd (Figure 5.22). Higher Cd BAFs in 

soil appear to align geographically with the occurrence of underlying limestone and other 

Carboniferous formations (Figure 5.23), although the highest observed bioaccessible Cd 

concentrations are observed in the mineralisation domain at the ROI border (Figure 5.24). 

When normalised by total concentrations (Figure 5.23), however, Cd bioaccessibility in the 

mineralisation area appears lower than would be suggested by Figure 5.24.
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Tot Bas
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Cd mg kg-1

1

Figure 5.22 Bioaccessible Cd concentrations (mg kg ') compared against total Cd 
concentrations in soils overlying the eight different generic bedrock classifications 
represented by study set, box plots show 25lh to 75lh percentile ranges and outliers have been 
removed for illustrative purposes

Cd BAF
of XRF Total

* 7.38-31.95
+ 31.96-51.25
+ 51.26-76.07
+ 76.08 -100.01

Kilometers

Figure 5.23 Cd G BAF across the study area expressed as per cent of total Cd
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Figure 5.24 Cd G concentrations in mg kg’1 across study area mapped by IDW

In general, higher observed bioaccessible Cd concentrations occur in the northeast and the 

southern half of the study area, whilst soils associated with Precambrian and Paleogene 

lithology show comparatively lower levels of measured bioaccessible Cd concentrations 

(Figures 5.22, 5.24). Although median total Cd concentrations appear moderately high in the 

basalt bedrock group in particular, associated BAFs are low. This may be characteristic of 

lower solubility geogenic source appointment, a trend which can also be observed in the 

spatial distribution of total Cd concentrations in Figure 4.6.

Chromium

Bioaccessible Cr concentrations were low compared to total concentrations, particularly in 

soils overlying basalt bedrock (Figure 5.25). Figure 5.26 shows that in other parts of the 

study area, however, Cr BAFs were higher compared to BAFs measured in the northeast, 

illustrating how soils associated with older sedimentary rock types host slightly higher Cr 

BAFs despite accounting for intermediate total Cr concentrations.
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Figure 5.25 Bioaccessible Cr concentrations (mg kg') compared against total Cr 
concentrations in soils overlying the eight different generic bedrock classifications 
represented by study set, box plots show 25th to 75th percentile ranges and outliers have been 
removed for illustrative purposes
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Figure 5.26 Cr G BAF across the study area expressed as per cent of total Cr
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Figure 5.27 Cr G concentrations in mg kg ' across study area mapped by IDW

Maximum Cr bioaccessible concentrations approached 10 mg kg'1 in soils overlying basalt 

(Figure 5.27). In the context of available soil screening criteria, this could be regarded as a 

potential health risk if Cr(VI) was the main chemical species present, although a complete 

exposure assessment would be necessary to evaluate the likelihood of such risks being 

encountered. Cr is the only PTE studied which does not exhibit high total or bioaccessible 

concentrations along the central south eastern Northern Ireland-ROI border.

Nickel

Although Ni in soil shares common geogenic origins with Cr, Ni displays more variability in 

terms of its bioaccessible concentrations in soils overlying other bedrock groups. Whilst the 

highest median total Ni concentrations occur in soils overlying basalt, soils geographically 

associated with sedimentary rock types also host moderate total Ni concentrations (Figure 

5.28). Soils overlying mudstones and limestones in particular account for G bioaccessible Ni 

concentrations comparable with those found in the basalt group.
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Higher BAFs do not show the same bedrock associations as are observed for high total Ni 

concentrations, with moderately high BAFs overlying basalts, psammites & semi pelites, 

limestones, mudstones, and sandstones alike (Figure 5.29). This suggests that on a 

proportionate basis Ni bioaccessibility in soil is not exclusively controlled by total Ni 

concentrations.

Interpolated bioaccessible Ni concentrations show that, apart from soils in the northeast, high 

amounts of bioaccessible Ni are present south of Lough Neagh extending to the Northern 

Ireland-ROI border (Figure 5.30). Higher bioaccessible Ni concentrations at the border 

coincide spatially with a mineralisation zone while higher interpolated G Ni concentrations 

south of Lough Neagh spatially coincide with underlying mudstone bedrock (Figure 4.1). A 

small mudstone formation is also present in the central northern portion of Co. Antrim where 

further high G Ni concentrations were measured.
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Figure 5.28 Bioaccessible Ni concentrations (mg kg'1) compared against total Ni 
concentrations in soils overlying the eight different generic bedrock classifications 
represented by study set, box plots represent 25th to 75th percentile ranges and outliers have 
been removed for illustrative purposes
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Figure 5.29 Ni G BAF across the study area expressed as per cent of total Ni
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Lead

Different trends in bioaccessible Pb concentrations are largely indistinct between bedrock 

groups, alluding to its anthropogenic origins in surface soils. In addition to industrial and 

automotive Pb emissions to air which are eventually deposited to soil through precipitation, 

historic use of Pb pipework, paint and other building materials containing Pb residues could 

contribute to elevated Pb in the environment. Illegal landfilling of such materials also occurs 

in private rural areas in Northern Ireland, though much of this activity remains outside the 

scope of official documentation. Higher total and bioaccessible Pb concentrations do occur 

in the granite and lithic arenite bedrock groups (Figure 5.31), attributable to geogenic and 

mineralisation source domains, respectively (Section 4.2.4).
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Figure 5.31 Bioaccessible Pb concentrations (mg kg1) compared against total Pb 
concentrations in soils overlying the eight different generic bedrock classifications 
represented by study set

Pb BAFs are moderate to high throughout the study area with no apparent geogenic spatial 

controls (Figure 5.32). This may be linked to the relative high levels of Pb solubility 

throughout the study area (Tables 5.5, 5.9). Figure 5.33 shows predicted Pb G 

bioaccessibility is highest in soils along the northeast coast, surrounding the greater Belfast 

metropolitan area, south of Lough Neagh and also along the extent of the ROI border region. 

Mining activity also occurs along the northeast coast where some elevated G Pb 

concentrations are observed (GSNI, 2014).
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Figure 5.32 Pb G BAF across the study area expressed as per cent of total Pb

Figure 5.33 Pb G concentrations in mg kg ' across study area mapped by IDW
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Vanadium

In line with the presence of high total V concentrations, higher G V concentrations are also 

associated with soils overlying basalt bedrock. Second to basalt, soils overlying sedimentary 

mudstone, lithic arenite and sandstone rock types also host higher median G concentrations 

of V compared to the remaining bedrock groups (Figure 5.34). In proportional terms, higher 

V BAFs are common in soils overlying basalt bedrock and it is in this area where the 

maximum G BAF occurs (Figure 5.35). Moderate G BAFs were also measured in soils 

overlying sedimentary rock types.

As shown in Figure 5.36, higher G V concentrations are observed in the northeast and 

southeast of the study area. A small basalt intrusion at the southeast ROI border accounts for 

a G V hotspot in this area. Lower interpolated G concentrations were measured in the 

northwest, along the southwest border, and also in the southeast of the study area facing the 

Irish Sea. These trends in G V concentrations are roughly in agreement with the total soil V 

concentrations illustrated by Figure 4.17.
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Figure 5.34 Bioaccessible V concentrations (mg kg1) compared against total V 
concentrations in soils overlying the eight different generic bedrock classifications 
represented by study set, box plots represent 25th to 75th percentile ranges and outliers have 
been removed for illustrative purposes
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Figure 5.35 V G BAF across the study area expressed as per cent of total V
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Figure 5.36 V G concentrations in mg kg"1 across study area mapped by IDW
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5.4 Summary

Spatial variability in PTE bioaccessibility in Northern Ireland soil sometimes aligns with 

changes in the spatial distribution of underlying bedrock types. Outside of geogenic origins, 

other element sources also appear to control PTE bioaccessibility, with observed total and 

bioaccessible concentrations of suspected anthropogenic PTEs such as Pb bearing weaker 

spatial associations with the underlying lithology and having higher calculated BAFs than 

the geogenic elements.

Bioaccessible PTE concentrations were higher after G digestion when compared to G-I 

concentrations with the exception of As. In the case of As, however, G-I concentrations 

were only slightly higher than G bioaccessible concentrations. In general, those elements 

with known geogenic origins had lower measured BAFs while suspected anthropogenic 

PTEs such as Pb and Cd had higher median and maximum BAFs by comparison. Cd in 

particular displayed the highest measured oral BAFs of all PTEs while Cr bioaccessibility 

was the lowest overall.

Comparison of bioaccessible and total PTE concentrations in shallow ‘A’ profile soils 

against deeper ‘S’ profile soils overlying basalt bedrock provided further insight into 

suspected contaminant sources and related human health risks from oral exposure. 

Generally, As, Cd, and Pb G bioaccessible and total concentrations were higher in ‘A’ soils. 

Observed higher total and bioaccessible concentrations in surface soils supports the 

assumption that PTEs such as Cd and Pb are from anthropogenic sources and also could 

present a greater risk exposure likelihood. In line with the observation that Ni in soil is 

largely of geogenic origin, total Ni concentrations were higher in ‘S’ soils. However, G Ni 

concentrations and BAFs were higher in ‘A’ soils. Geogenic V and Cr were both also 

present at higher total concentrations in ‘S’ soils, although Cr bioaccessibility was higher in 

‘S’ soils while differences between ‘A’ and ‘S’ soils for V bioaccessibility were less distinct.

From a regional and lithological perspective, some common trends emerged in PTE 

bioaccessibility across the study area. In general, soils overlying sedimentary rock types 

from earlier geologic time periods hosted PTEs with higher measured BAFs. In addition, 

higher bioaccessible concentrations of As, Pb and V and also higher Cr BAFs were observed 

in soils near granitic formations in the southeast. Soils overlying basalt in the northeast were 

unique in that bioaccessible concentrations appeared to be governed by total concentrations
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and, as a result, higher G Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb and V concentrations were measured in this area. 

However, calculated BAFs were generally low in this area due to normalisation by the high 

measured total PTE concentrations. Some of the highest measured PTE BAFs and 

bioaccessible concentrations occurred along the central Northern Ireland-ROI border in an 

area of known mineralisation. In particular, As, Cd, Ni and Pb bioaccessibility reached their 

respective maximum levels in this distinct bioaccessibility hotspot.

Although patterns in soil PTE bioaccessibility can be generally associated with underlying 

lithology and linked to suspected anthropogenic or geogenic sources, the specific 

mechanisms that control oral bioaccessibility are more complex. For example, observed 

bioaccessibility trends over granite or psammites & semi pelites may be linked to the 

mountainous higher elevation, geochemical acidity, superficial geology, soil type or soil 

moisture levels.

Higher measured PTE bioaccessibility in soils overlying mudstone, for example, may be a 

function of the organic content of associated soil types. Similar mechanisms may explain the 

higher observed oral bioaccessibility of some PTEs in the organic-matter rich ‘A’ soil 

horizon compared to the ‘S’ horizon. Exposure to weathering forces may also have 

contributed to the variable mobility and accumulation patterns of geogenic PTEs through the 

soil profile. Furthermore, higher BAFs in carboniferous soils of limestone parentage may be 

associated with the rapid dissolution of carbonates under acid digestion conditions. 

Recognising that such complex mechanisms will govern bioaccessibility, Chapter 6 seeks to 

explore some of these possible controlling factors in more detail.
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6.0 Introduction

This chapter explores statistical relationships between geochemical factors and PTE oral 

bioaccessibility (Objective 4). Correlation analysis was used to initially identify potential 

relationships between soil-geochemical variables, acting as a starting point for further 

statistical analyses. Correlation results were obtained for the full Northern Ireland UBM 

study set and also after separating these data into sub-sets of generic bedrock classifications. 

As described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.1), dividing the data into different bedrock groups 

helped to reduce latent sources of geogenic variance in the data sub-sets.

Wider sources of soil-geochemical variance in Northern Ireland geochemistry were 

subsequently characterised through PCA, a technique that seeks to identify commonalities 

among groups of sample variables. For the purposes of PCA, the term variable is 

synonymous with the iexm factor. Three components were identified in the Northern Ireland 

Tellus Survey geochemical data accounting for the majority of variance in the data set. 

When UBM results were included in the PCA, a total of five components were identified 

accounting for 81% of cumulative variance in the data. Interpretation of identified 

components was supported by spatial mapping of factors and also by PC mapping. By 

linking identified components and associated factors (variables) back to the initial correlation 

analyses, it was possible to draw conclusions surrounding the effects of soil-geochemistry 

over PTE bioaccessibility.

6.1 Correlation Analysis

Pearson’s correlation coefficients for G and G-I PTE concentrations, total PTE 

concentrations (mg kg'1), eight major element oxides (% oxygen), pH and LOI (%) are 

presented in tabular format for the full UBM study set and for individual lithological sample 

groupings (Tables 6.1-6.16). As a space saving measure, major element oxides are listed in 

tables without their respective oxide components included in their chemical formulae. 

Coefficients for PTE BAFs are presented separately from bioaccessible PTE concentrations 

in order to avoid redundant correlations as BAFs will inherently be a function of their 

bioaccessible concentrations. Relationships among major element oxides and also between 

total PTE concentrations and BAF results should be regarded with care as induced
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correlations may be present among compositional (%) data and no transformations were 

applied to the data in these early stages of analysis.

Strong correlation statistics observed in the basalt bedrock group initially suggest a majority 

of variance in Northern Ireland geochemistry and PTE bioaccessibility is accounted for by 

the local geology. Such variance is easily detected due to the relative homogeneity of the 

basalt formation. Fewer statistically significant correlations in the other bedrock groups 

indicate a high degree of soil geochemical heterogeneity exists in these areas, introducing 

more variance into results and weakening correlations.

Those bedrock groups with higher sample numbers generally hosted a greater number of 

significant correlations as larger sample size permits greater statistical confidence. These 

included the basalt (n = 29), psammite & semi pelite (n = 22), mudstone (n = 23) and 

limestone (n = 19) groups. Due to their lithological similarities, the sandstone and lithic 

arenite bedrock groups (comprised of Gala and Hawick Sandstones, Table 5.10) were 

combined to gain a sub-sample size of thirty-eight. The granite (n = 7) and conglomerate (n 

= 6) groups contained the lowest sample numbers and, resultantly, fewer statistically 

significant correlations were observed. The gabbro bedrock type, having the smallest spatial 

extent of any other lithology, was not included in this analysis as only one soil sample was 

spatially aligned with gabbro in the UBM study set.

6.1.1 Full Study Set Results

Vanadium

Both G and G-I V concentrations were positively correlated with oxides of Mg, Al, Ca and 

Fe to the 0.01 significance level. In addition, a significant positive correlation was observed 

between pH and bioaccessible V, suggesting alkaline pH was associated with higher 

bioaccessible V concentrations. A weak positive correlation was also present between G and 

G-I V and P while Mn had a weak significant statistical relationship with G V concentrations 

only. Bioaccessible V was furthermore related to total concentrations of Ni and Cr (Table 

6.1), an observation that was likely due to the geochemical co-occurrence of these three 

elements rather than indicating Ni or Cr had a direct influence over V bioaccessibility.
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BAF correlations in Table 6.2 highlighted different geochemical controls over V 

bioaccessibility. Although geochemical co-occurrence resulted in positive correlations 

between bioaccessible V concentrations and other variables, inverse relationships were 

observed among many of the same variables within the BAF results (Table 6.2). Lower G 

BAFs were associated with increasing percentages of Mg, Al, Si, Mn and Fe oxides {p < 

0.01) and inverse correlations were also observed between G-I proportions and total Ni, Cr 

and V. Flowever, increasing total Pb concentrations were weakly correlated with higher G 

BAFs {r = 0.190, p < 0.05).

Positive correlations were present between S and both G and G-I BAFs, while higher 

measured LOI was associated with increased G BAFs only. Organic carbon estimated by 

LOI and SO3 were identified previously as having a positive relationship with V 

bioaccessibility (Palmer et al., 2013a) and V is known to have an affinity for organic matter 

(FA, 2007a; Nriagu, 1998; 1PCS, 1988). This could cause increased V solubility in soil and 

result in higher measured oral bioaccessibility. The majority of V in the study area is 

anticipated to reside in insoluble and immobile forms, however (Barsby et al., 2012). Large 

discrepancies between XRFS and ICP-MS BAFs (Table 5.6) and significant positive 

correlations with total and bioaccessible V with Fe oxides support the conclusion that V has 

co-precipitated with and been retained by insoluble minerals after weathering exposure, a 

trend observed by other authors including Fischer et al. (2009), Hill (2000) and Nesbitt & 

Wilson (1992).

Nickel

Both G and G-I Ni concentrations were positively correlated with Fe, Ca, S, P and Mg 

oxides and alkaline pH was also associated with an increase in measured bioaccessible Ni. 

In addition, significant positive correlations were observed between bioaccessible G and G-I 

Ni concentrations and total V, Ni, Cr, Cd and Pb (Table 6.1). Excluding the correlations 

identified between total concentrations of other PTEs and bioaccessible Ni, the strongest 

correlation across both digestion phases was observed with Ca (r = 0.44 with G Ni, r = 0.48 

with G-I Ni, p < 0.01).

Relationships among Ni BAFs differed, with increasing total concentrations of co-occurring 

geogenic PTEs (V, Cr, Ni) associated with a decrease in bioaccessible Ni proportions whilst 

increasing concentrations of suspected anthropogenic PTEs (Cd, Pb) were correlated with
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higher Ni BAFs. The presence of Mg, Al, Mn, Fe and acid soil pH was related to a decrease 

in Ni BAFs unlike LOI which was associated with higher G Ni BAFs (Table 6.2). As 

described in Chapter 4, Ni has a high affinity for organic matter and forms organic chelates 

in soil, increasing its mobility and measured oral bioaccessibility. Such an effect has also 

been noted previously during similar statistical investigations carried out by Palmer et al. 

(2013a).

Chromium

Bioaccessible Cr concentrations displayed the strongest positive correlations with total 

concentrations of other geogenic PTEs (G r values > 0.80, G-I r values > 0.70, p < 0.01), 

demonstrating its geogenic origins in the study area. Generally, the correlations measured 

between total Cr and other variables were mirrored in bioaccessible Cr, including the weak 

negative associations observed between LOI and both total and bioaccessible Cr 

concentrations (Table 6.1).

Fewer significant correlations occurred when bioaccessible Cr was analysed as a fraction of 

its total concentrations, although weak but significant positive relationships were observed 

for G Cr BAFs and Mg, Al, P, Ca and Fe oxides. Conversely, increasing proportions of SO3 

and LOI were weakly associated with decreasing G Cr BAFs (Table 6.2), hinting at its 

separation from the shallow soil horizon (Figures 5.7 - 5.9), instead having a greater 

tendency to accumulate deeper in the soil profile in insoluble deposits after weathering 

exposure (Frei & Polat, 2013; Elzinga & Cimro, 2010; Ma et al., 2007). Previous research 

by Palmer et al. (2014a) concluded S and LOI factors were linked to a soil component in 

Northern Ireland that did not include Cr. Correlations in the BAF results were similar to 

those observed in the bioaccessible concentration data (Table 6.2).

Arsenic

Few statistically significant relationships were apparent between bioaccessible As 

concentrations and other variables in the UBM study set. Three variables, total As, Cd and 

Pb concentrations, displayed significant correlations with G and G-I As concentrations (p < 

0.01; Table 6.1). Different relationships were apparent in the As BAF data, however. 

Higher total As, Cd, and Pb concentrations were correlated with an increase in both G and 

G-I As BAFs. Additionally, the presence of Si, P and alkaline soil pH was positively
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correlated with G As BAFs but an inverse correlation was observed with LOI. Furthermore, 

increases in total V, Ni and Cr and higher proportions of Mn and Fe oxides were 

significantly linked to a decrease in G-I As BAFs {p < 0.01; Table 6.2).

Cadmium

Few statistically significant correlations were detected between bioaccessible Cd 

concentrations and geochemical variables of interest. Observed relationships were limited to 

total Cd and Pb which were both positively correlated with G and G-I Cd concentrations (p < 

0.01) while S also showed a positive statistical relationship with bioaccessible Cd to a lesser 

degree (Table 6.1). When Cd bioaccessibility results were regarded as fractions of total 

concentrations, additional correlations were observed, as shown in Table 6.2. Weak positive 

correlations existed between G Cd BAFs and total As and Pb, while P showed a slight 

positive correlation with both G and G-I Cd BAFs. Further relationships with G-I data 

included weak positive correlations with oxides of Al, Si, Mn and Fe and an inverse 

relationship between G-I BAFs and S and LOI. Finally, alkaline pH was associated with a 

small increase in Cd BAFs in both digestion phases.

Lead

In both G and G-I Pb concentration data, significant correlations were identified with total 

Cd, total Pb, oxides of Al, Si, and S and also with LOI (Table 6.1). Total Pb and Cd, S and 

LOI were positively correlated with bioaccessible Pb concentrations while the presence Al 

and Si appeared to have a negative effect over Pb bioaccessibility. Additionally, total As 

showed a weak but significant (p < 0.05) positive correlation with G Pb concentrations.

The degree of correlation between Pb bioaccessible concentrations and other variables did 

not change when Pb results were analysed using BAF data, although a larger number of 

significant correlations were identified in Table 6.2. Total V, Ni and Cr were negatively 

correlated with Pb BAFs in both digestion phases to the 99% confidence level. Oxides of 

Mg, Al, P, Ca, Mn and Fe and alkaline pH were also negatively correlated with G and G-I Pb 

BAFs. Such observations suggest bioaccessible Pb shows a strong separation from a 

geogenic component previously identified by Palmer et al. (2014<r) that was related to some 

of these variables.
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Similar to the relationships observed in Pb bioaccessible concentration data in Table 6.1, 

total Cd and Pb, S and LOI were statistically associated with higher Pb BAFs across the full 

Northern Ireland UBM study set.

6.1.2 Conglomerate Sample Group

Conglomerate is not a widespread lithology in the study area with only six samples in the 

study set overlying this bedrock type. As a result, few significant correlations were 

identified due to the narrow window of statistical significance that is available with smaller 

sample sizes (Tables 6.3, 6.4). However, G-I Cd concentrations were observed to be 

strongly correlated with LOI (r = 0.84, p < 0.05) and an increase in both G-I As and G-I Ni 

concentrations were significantly associated with the presence of Ca in soils overlying 

conglomerate bedrock. Negative correlations were observed between G Cr and A1 and 

increasing proportions of Fe oxide were associated with a reduction in both G-I As and Ni 

concentrations. In terms of proportionate bioaccessibility (Table 6.4), noteworthy 

observations included another strong positive correlation between Ca and G-I As, negative 

correlations between Fe and both G and G-I As BAFs, and a distinct correlation between 

alkaline soil pH and higher Cd BAFs in both digestion phases.

6.1.3 Granite Sample Group

Although only seven soil samples in the study set were associated with granite bedrock, a 

greater number of statistically significant correlations were observed in this sub-set 

compared to the conglomerate sample group (Tables 6.5, 6.6). Observed correlations were 

also stronger for some variables, indicating sources of geochemical variance were effectively 

reduced by analysing this sub-set in isolation. Granite bedrock included in this sample group 

is also relatively homogenous in the study area. Strong positive correlations were observed 

for both G and G-I V concentrations with oxides of Mg, Ca and Fe in addition to total V, Ni 

and Cr concentrations {r > 0.80). Mg was furthermore positively correlated with G and G-I 

Cr concentrations but was associated with a reduction in G-I As and G Pb concentrations. A1 

and Si were also negatively correlated with G and G-I Pb, while a high degree of variance in 

bioaccessible Pb concentrations was attributable to S and LOI to the 99% confidence level (r 

> 0.90) in soils overlying granite. An increase in both G and G-I Cr concentrations was 

associated with the presence of Mg, Ca, Mn and Fe oxides. Some similar statistical 

relationships were observed among BAF results as shown in Table 6.6.
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Chapter 6. Factors Related to Trace Element Oral Bioaccessibility

6.1.4 Limestone Sample Group

Although a total of 19 soil samples were included in the limestone bedrock group, significant 

correlations were weaker on average compared to the previous granite bedrock group 

(Tables 6.7, 6.8). This may be the result of the heterogeneous nature of mixed limestone 

formations across the study area, contributing to additional sources of variance that could not 

be controlled for by the existing approach to sample grouping. The presence of Ca was 

significantly correlated both to total and bioaccessible Ni and Cd concentrations. Similar 

statistical outcomes were not observed in BAF data, however (Table 6.8). Relationships 

were also apparent between both bioaccessible PTE concentrations and fractions and the 

oxides of Mg, Al, Mn and Fe. Of particular note was the observation that bioaccessible and 

total Cd concentrations were strongly associated with P (r > 0.60, p < 0.01), suggesting the 

presence of anthropogenic Cd inputs to soil from phosphate fertilizer applications. However, 

other naturally occurring Cd sources could explain this outcome due to the common 

mineralogical co-occurrence of Cd with P.

6.1.5 Psammite & Semi-Pelite Sample Group

Among the six PTEs studied, both Cr and Pb bioaccessible concentrations expressed higher 

numbers of significant correlations with other soil-geochemical variables in the psammite & 

semi-pelite bedrock group. Mg, Al, Si, and Ca were all associated with increased G and G-I 

Cr concentrations; the inverse relationship was observed for S and LOI (Table 6.9). Unlike 

the statistical relationships observed for bioaccessible Cr, Al and Si were negatively 

correlated with G and G-I Pb whilst S and LOI were associated with an increase in G and G- 

I concentrations.

Of particular note in this group was the observed positive correlations between bioaccessible 

As concentrations and the presence of P measured in oxide form, although no statistical 

relationship was observed between total As and P (see also Table 6.1). The same trend was 

present in As BAF data, with an apparent increase in bioaccessible As in line with increasing 

P (Table 6.10). Such an observation for As may suggest that, although phosphate fertilizer 

applications are not a direct source of As to soil, the presence of additional P from 

agricultural activities may assist in the mobilisation of geogenic As in soil, resulting in 

higher measured oral bioaccessibility (Nriagu, 2012).
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Chapter 6. Factors Related to Trace Element Oral Bioaccessibility

6.1.6 Mudstone Sample Group

In this group of 23 soil samples, bioaccessible V and Ni shared similar relationships with 

other soil-geochemical parameters, demonstrating their common sedimentary origins in soil. 

Specifically, Si was negatively correlated with G and G-I concentrations of these two PTEs 

while the presence of S and Ca oxides appeared to result in higher measured G and G-I 

concentrations of Ni and V. Furthermore, Mg and Fe oxides were each positively correlated 

with G V and G-I Ni (Table 6.11). Strong significant correlations were observed for G and 

G-I Cr concentrations with Mg, Al, Mn and Fe (all p < 0.01). These oxides were also 

positively associated with total Cr concentrations in this group. Statistical trends were 

weaker in the BAF results for the mudstone sample group, although S and FOI were linked 

to significantly higher Ni BAFs while Al accounted for reduced V, Ni and As 

bioaccessibility relative to their total concentrations (Table 6.12).

6.1.7 Basalt Sample Group

Due to the widespread homogeneity of basalt bedrock in the study area, substantial amounts 

of variance were controlled for in this sample sub-set, demonstrated by the large number of 

significant statistical correlations among variables in both Tables 6.13 and 6.14. Reduced 

bioaccessible Pb concentrations and fractions in both UBM digestion phases were associated 

with the presence of Mg, Al, Si, P, Ca, Mn and Fe oxides. The remaining S and FOI 

variables as well as acidic pH significantly accounted for an increase in measured Pb oral 

bioaccessibility. Mg, Al, Mn and Fe also were negatively correlated with V and Ni BAFs (p 

< 0.01). Few significant relationships were identified in Cr BAF data (Table 6.14), although 

bioaccessible Cr concentrations showed positive correlations with Mg, Al, P, Ca, Mn and Fe, 

all of which were similarly correlated with geochemically co-occurring total Cr (Table 6.13).

6.1.8 Sandstone & Lithic Arenite Sample Group

This bedrock sample group hosts an area of mineralisation, previously discussed in Chapter 

5. Strong sources of variance isolated to samples overlying this area therefore may have 

contributed to the low number of significant correlations presented in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 

across the 38 samples represented by this group. A variety of sandstone rock types from 

different geologic time periods are also represented, reducing sample homogeneity.
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Chapter 6. Factors Related to Trace Element Oral Bioaccessibility

In the sandstone & lithic arenite bedrock group, significant positive correlations were 

observed with S and Cd in Pb bioaccessible concentrations for both digestion phases. Total 

Pb and Cd concentrations were furthermore correlated to each other to a high degree (r = 

0.92, p < 0.01) and Pb and Cd bioaccessible concentrations were also each strongly 

associated with total Pb and Cd (Table 6.15). G and G-I Cr concentrations displayed a 

variety of relationships across geochemical variables of interest, but in BAF data more 

significant correlations were observed for V and Ni. S was consistently associated with 

higher Ni BAFs and bioaccessible concentrations in this bedrock group, a relationship 

previously observed by Palmer et al. (2013a).

6.2 Principal Components Analysis

PCA is a form of data ordination that seeks to identify common sources of variance among a 

set of variables, also referred to as factors for the purposes of a PCA. PCA can provide 

additional insight into the statistical relationships observed during initial correlation 

analyses. PCA was carried out on data corresponding with several different combinations of 

Northern Ireland Tellus soil sample locations to ensure potential sources of geochemical 

variance were adequately detected by the PCA and not suppressed by stronger sources of 

variance in the study area. Induced correlations from the inclusion of closed compositional 

(%) data can also affect the outcome of a PCA and appropriate data transformation measures 

were taken to overcome this prior to analysis (Section 3.6.2; Appendix D).

The results of the PCA using Northern Ireland Tellus XRFS soil data (n = 6862) and also 

from analysis of the same variables coinciding only with UBM study set locations (n = 145) 

are presented in this section. Variables (factors) of interest included total concentrations of 

the six PTEs, eight major element oxides, pH and EOF The purpose of analysing these first 

two groups of data was to identify the main geochemical components controlling trace and 

major element distributions in soils across the study area.

Basalt in the study area boasts a widespread geographic coverage and is one of the most 

extensive homogenous rock types in Northern Ireland. To ensure soils overlying basalt were 

not skewing PCA results, additional analyses were conducted. The results of these two 

additional PCAs, one exclusive of soils overlying basalt bedrock and one inclusive of only 

basalt soils, are provided in Appendix F. The findings of these additional analyses did not
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suggest variance from soils overlying basalt was significantly masking important 

geochemical components in other parts of the study area. A PCA was lastly conducted on 

the UBM data set inclusive of G and G-I bioaccessible PTE concentrations. The aim of this 

analysis was to explore how bioaccessible PTE concentrations were related to geochemical 

components in the study area.

Gaining meaningful results from a PCA relies on the existence of common sources of 

variance among a set of given factors. When PCA was carried out on the full Northern 

Ireland Tellus data set, no common sources of variance could be identified between As total 

concentrations and remaining factors. This also occurred when PCA was re-calculated 

exclusive of data from soils overlying basalt bedrock. In addition, common sources of 

variance between MnO and other variables were not detected in the UBM study set analyses. 

Where such a lack of commonality was observed, As and MnO were excluded from the 

PCA. The R scripts written for each PCA are included in Appendix D. A spatial exploration 

of factors is presented in Section 6.3.

6.2.1 Full Northern Ireland Tellus Soils Data Set

Three significant components were identified by PCA as accounting for 79% of cumulative 

variance in the Northern Ireland shallow soils data set (Table 6.17). It is common practice to 

regard components whose eigenvalues are equal to or greater than one as most significant 

(Reimann et ai, 2009) and such a default setting is maintained by some software packages 

(eg. SPSS v.19.0).

Table 6.17 Principal component eigenvalues explaining proportion of variance in Northern 
Ireland shallow soils geochemistry data for six PTEs, eight major element oxides, pH and 
LOI (n = 6862) __________________________________________

Component
No.

Eigenvalue Variance
%

Cumulative
Variance

1 7.15 48 48%
2 3.35 22 70%
3 1.33 9 79%

As shown in Table 6.18, PC2 was associated with PTEs whose total concentrations are 

elevated in soils overlying basalt bedrock as well as with major element oxides such as Mg 

and Fe that are associated with minerals of high hardness commonly found in igneous or 

metamorphic rock types. Factors most strongly weighted towards PCI included the oxides 

of Al, P and S and also LOI. Mg, Si, Ca and pH showed a secondary weighting towards this
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component, although the majority of variance in Si02 and pH was accounted for by PC3 

while CaO was dominated by PC2. Silica is a common element in many minerals and soil 

types and its widespread occurrence is demonstrated by its strong to moderate cross

component weightings observed in all three PCs. Both Si and Ca may be related to a number 

of minerals of varying degrees of hardness. For reference, Appendix C outlines some 

commonly occurring minerals, their hardness and related elemental components explored in 

this research.

Variance in Pb and Cd total concentrations was accounted for by the same component as 

LOI, alluding to the affinity of these trace elements for soil organic matter. This may also be 

demonstrative of an anthropogenic contribution to elevated concentrations of these two PTEs 

as human sources of pollution generally are deposited to the organic matter rich surface soil 

horizon. Although the majority of variance in Cr concentrations is attributable to PCI, it is 

negatively correlated to other variables in this category, instead showing positive 

correlations with other basaltic variables in PC2. These relationships can be explored in 

more detail by extracting information from the factor loading plot in Figure 6.1.

Table 6.18 Eigenvalue factor loadings for identified principal components accounting for 
79% of cumulative variance in Northern Ireland soils. Bold values indicate factor is most 
strongly weighted to indicated component, underlined values show where a large amount of 
remaining factor variance is accounted for by a secondary component

Factor
Component No.

1 2 3

Ni -2.81 5.29 -1.14
V -3.53 4.41 -0.98
Cr -3.83 3.54 -1.18
Cd 4.67 2.07 -0.56
Pb 4.69 1.74 -0.06

MgO 3.36 3.87 0.10
ai203 4.78 0.35 3.00
Si02 3.91 -2.02 4.45
P2O5 3.75 2.15 3.18
S03 5.18 1.66 -1.18
CaO 2.68 4.23 -0.62
MnO -2.72 3.41 4.33
Fe203 -1.59 4.88 2.16

PH -3.55 0.39 4.36
LOI 4.75 2.06 -2.91

Eigenvectors, the arrows in Figure 6.1 and subsequent related figures, are used in PCA 

loading plots to illustrate the magnitude of correlation between factors. Acute angles 

between eigenvectors represent a positive correlation among associated factors with smaller
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angles indicating a stronger correlation. Obtuse angles illustrate that a negative correlation 

exists. On the rare occasion where a 90° angle is present, a zero correlation between factors 

is inferred. The length of a vector also provides important information about the amount of 

factor variance attributable to a component, with longer vectors demonstrating a stronger 

source of factor variance is attributable to the components represented on the figure axes 

(Reimann et ai, 2009).

P205 Cd

PCI
Figure 6.1 Factor loading plot for first two principal components accounting for 70% of 
cumulative factor variance in Northern Ireland soil samples

The relationship illustrated by the position of Si02 relative to AFOj suggests the presence of 

alumina-silicates or a clay soil component, although other minerals of higher hardness than 

clay may also be associated with these elements (Appendix C). Factors in the top left 

quadrant of the loading plot illustrate the geochemical co-occurrence of these variables, 

particularly in soils overlying basalt (Palmer et ai, 2014a). Total concentrations of PTEs 

that are elevated in soils overlying basalt are related to a Fe oxide factor which is anticipated 

to be associated with relatively insoluble soil components.

The close proximity of LOI with SO3 may be linked to a soil factor indicative of high 

moisture levels and high organic content such as peat (Palmer et ai, 2013a). LOI may 

additionally demonstrate the presence of clay if it is observed in the same component as AI 

or Si as some LOI methods at higher temperatures can result in structural water loss from 

clay minerals (Salehi et ai, 2011). Total Pb and total Cd are also closely situated to such
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peat and clay factors in the loading plot, illustrating either their affinity to organic matter or 

to a non-geologic surface soil component hosting their elevated concentrations in soil. A 

strong observed correlation between Ca and Mg oxides may suggest the presence of a 

sedimentary mineral component of low hardness such as dolomite (Appendix C).

6.2.2 Study Set Sample Locations

General trends observed following PCA were not largely different in the study sample set 

compared to those observed in the full Northern Ireland Tellus data set results. A total of 

three significant PCs were identified with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for a 

cumulative 77% of variance in the study set (Table 6.19). Total concentrations of the three 

PTEs observed to be elevated in soils overlying basalt bedrock, Ni, V and Cr, were more 

clearly weighted towards PC2 along with a Ca and Fe factor (Table 6.20).

Table 6.19 Principal component eigenvalues explaining proportion of variance in study set 
soils for six PTEs, eight major element oxides, pH and LOI (n - 145)

Component
No.

Eigenvalue Variance
%

Cumulative
Variance

1 6.74 45 45%
2 3.44 23 68%
3 1.40 9 77%

Unlike the full Northern Ireland Tellus data set, a common source of variance between As 

and other variables was detected within the smaller study set, with positive correlations 

observed between As, Cd, Pb, LOI and oxides of Mg, Al, P and S (Table 6.20). Soil pH and 

Si02 were linked to PC3, an observation which could be the result of the shared lack 

geographic variability in these two factors. Soil acidity has a narrow range across Northern 

Ireland and Si is a widespread and commonly occurring element in most soil and rock types. 

Common sources of variance were not detected between MnO and other factors within the 

study set and was therefore omitted.

The factor loading plot (Figure 6.2) generally shows similar relationships among variables as 

those that were illustrated by the previous PCA (Figure 6.1). This suggests that the study set 

has captured the main sources of geochemical variance present across the study area. A 

weaker correlation was detected for Cr with Ni and V, demonstrated by the eigenvectors in 

Figure 6.2 below. Ni and V instead appear to show closer relationships to sedimentary 

factors (MgO, CaO) compared to Cr.
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Table 6.20 Eigenvalue factor loadings for identified principal components accounting for 
77% of cumulative variance in study set soils. Bold values indicate factor is most strongly 
weighted to indicated component, underlined values show where a large amount of 
remaining factor variance is accounted for by a secondary component

Factor

Component No.

1 2 3

Ni 0.57 -2.26 0.12
V 0.85 -2.07 -0.44
Cr 1.06 -1.82 0.43
As -1.87 -0.09 0.37
Cd -1.68 -0.65 -0.31
Pb -1.81 -0.63 -0.03

MgO -1.42 -1.15 0.05
AFO, -1.88 0.20 1.04
sib2 -1.43 0.88 1.85
P205 -1.58 -0.52 1.22
so3 -2.02 -0.25 -0.68
CaO -1.12 -1.42 -0.36
Fe203 0.02 -1.83 0.30

PH 0.97 -0.88 2.09
LOI -1.75 -0.32 -1.59

Si02

A1203
Ar*—, •<

LOI _
Pb** P205 

Cd

MgO
CaO

0

-2

-3

•pH

Fe203
• V
Ni

Cr

-1 0
PCI

Figure 6.2 Factor loading plot for first two principal components accounting for 68% of 
cumulative factor variance in study set soils
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6.2.3 PCA of Bioaccessibility Data

Table 6.21 Principal component eigenvalues explaining proportion of variance in study set 
soils and UBM data for six total and bioaccessible PTE concentrations, eight major element 
oxides, pH and LOI (n = 145)____________________________________

Component
No.

Eigenvalue Variance
%

Cumulative
Variance

1 11.05 41 41%
2 5.91 22 63%
3 2.08 8 71%
4 1.61 6 77%
5 1.13 4 81%

Table 6.22 Eigenvalue factor loadings for identified principal components accounting for 
81% of cumulative variance in study set soils and UBM data. Bold values indicate factor is 
most strongly weighted to indicated component, underlined values show where a large 
amount of remaining factor variance is accounted for by a secondary component

Factor

Component No.

1 2 3 4 5

V XRF 0.50 -1.85 0.38 -0.06 0.73
G V -0.36 -1.45 0.76 1.74 -0.48
GI V -0.12 -1.20 -0.63 2.29 -0.61

Ni XRF 0.26 -1.97 0.29 -0.95 0.13
GNi -0.92 -1.65 0.51 0.02 -0.18
GI Ni -0.51 -1.78 -0.13 -0.31 -0.42

As XRF -1.7 0.25 -0.46 -0.20 0.63
G As -1.52 -0.04 -1.22 0.34 0.41
GI As -1.59 0.15 -1.18 0.39 0.43

Cr XRF 0.70 -1.78 -0.23 -0.42 0.12
GCr 1.06 -1.30 -0.93 0.44 0.50
GI Cr 0.69 -1.19 -1.10 0.73 0.53

Cd XRF -1.56 -0.32 0.54 -0.42 -0.10
GCd -1.56 -0.69 0.15 -0.46 0.12
GI Cd -1.00 -0.85 -0.83 -1.08 -0.16

Pb XRF -1.71 -0.26 -0.03 0.10 0.65
GPb -1.70 -0.07 -0.20 0.19 0.73
GI Pb -1.62 0.04 -0.52 0.54 0.69
MgO -1.25 -0.46 0.73 -1.03 -0.25
AI2O3 -1.62 0.44 -0.53 -0.35 -0.55
Si02 -1.19 0.79 -1.35 -0.03 -1.10
P2O5 -1.43 -0.24 -0.67 -0.11 -0.92
S03 -1.71 0.11 0.93 0.44 -0.25
CaO -0.97 -0.91 1.22 0.07 -1.35
Fe203 -0.19 -1.39 -0.31 -0.82 1.09

pH 0.69 -0.92 -1.18 -0.65 -1.75
FOI -1.47 0.06 1.53 0.59 0.30

A final PCA inclusive of UBM extraction data revealed five significant PCs accounting for a 

cumulative 81% of variance in the data set (Table 6.21). Two primary components
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explained the majority of variance in the data (63%) although an additional three 

components contributed to a small amount of further factor variance (18%). Mirroring the 

results from previous analyses, a shared source of variance was identified between total V, 

Cr and Ni concentrations (PC2, Table 6.22). However, bioaccessible V concentrations were 

not weighted most strongly towards this second component, unlike Cr and Ni, whose total 

concentrations shared more commonalities with their bioaccessible ones.

A strong common source of variance was shared across total and bioaccessible 

concentrations of As, Cd and Pb in PCI, which solely accounted for 41% of variance in the 

data (Tables 6.21, 6.22). Variance in bioaccessible V was isolated to PC4, sharing a strong 

commonality only with G-I Cd. However, G-I Cd also showed a secondary weighting 

towards PC 1.

1

0

-2

-3

-2-10 12
PCI

Figure 6.3 Factor loading plot for first two principal components accounting for 63% of 
cumulative factor variance including UBM data, eigenvectors omitted for illustrative clarity 
due to large number of variables

To reduce congestion in the loading plot, eigenvectors were not included in Figure 6.3 due to 

the larger number of factors illustrated. Bioaccessible V and Ni appeared to have stronger 

associations with a sedimentary mineral factor compared to their respective total 

concentrations. Bioaccessible Cr remained closely associated with total Cr concentrations 

and is distinctly separated from variables linked to calcareous geology, suspected 

anthropogenic PTEs and peat soil types. Furthermore, elements known to be highly toxic

#Si02
As •A1203 

• GI As
SD3* * •LOI
G Pbji pt£ As

I

Pb#°*

• NIg0 GI Cd pHG Cd \ •
CaO GIV• • GI Cr

•G Cr
• •f< 203

• GV
GNi • • • Cr

GINi • V
Ni
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Table 6.23 Sources of regional geochemical variance in total and bioaccessible PTE 
concentrations according to PCA interpretation; components interpreted with aid of loading 
plots (Figures 6.1, 6.3); (-) indicates variance was associated with component but an inverse 
correlation existed with other factors in same component, factors in brackets [ ] possess
seconc ary source of minor variance accounted for by associated component

PC Associated
Factors

Component Interpretation

Full Geochemistry Data Set, n=6862
PCI
(48%)

Total Cd, Pb & 
Cr(-)
Oxides of Al, P 
&S
LOI
[Total Ni & V 
(-); Mg, Ca, Si 
oxides; pH]

-Soil component linked to peat soils overlying psammite & semi pelite 
geology with weaker associations to calcareous rocks or soils containing 
minerals of low hardness resulting in higher PTE mobility and 
bioaccessibility from lack of weather- or acid-resistance 
-Negative correlations with total concentrations of geogenic PTEs 
-Commonalities between Si and Al infer a clay component

PC2
(22%)

Total Ni, V 
Oxides of Mg, 
Ca, Fe
[Total Cr, Mn 
oxide]

-Geologic component related to weather- and acid-resistant minerals of 
basaltic or other igneous origins.
-Minor sedimentary geology component also detected, linked to factors 
associated with higher PTE bioaccessibility.
-Ca factor represents minerals of both high and low hardness, suggested by 
associations with Mg

PC3
(9%)

Oxides of Si,
Mn
PH
[P oxide, Al,
LOI (-)l

-Component accounts for remaining minor variance in factors which are 
widespread across the study area. Si is one of the most common and 
widespread elements in many rock and soil types while pH shows low 
variability in Northern Ireland. Mn is also a ubiquitous element in soil.
-P shows a high change frequency spatially across the study area, with 
small scale sources of variance not attributable to soil or geologic scales 
-Some variance may be attributable to clay

Study Set with Added UBM Results, n=145
PCI
(41%)

Total, G, GI As 
Total & G Cd 
Total, G, GI Pb 
Oxides of Mg, 
Al, P, S 
[G Ni, G Cr(-), 
GI Cd, Si 
oxide, LOI]

-Sedimentary mineral and/or anthropogenic component linked to higher 
bioaccessibility. Higher As bioaccessibility compared to other geogenic 
elements may be explained by factors in this component.
-Pb is largely linked to anthropogenic sources in the study area, and 
commonalities with S03 may suggest an atmospheric deposition source 
from industrial emissions.
-High As, Cd and Pb total and bioaccessible concentrations are observed 
also in areas of mineralisation.

PC2
(22%)

Total V
Total, G, GI Ni 
Total, G, GI Cr 
Fe oxide 
[G & GI V]

PTEs found at high concentrations in basalt and sometimes associating 
with insoluble Fe oxide fractions in soil following weathering exposure.
This may result in lower bioaccessibility relative to total concentrations, 
particularly in the case of Cr and V.

PC3
(8%)

Si oxide
LOI(-)
[G & GI As, GI 
Cr, Ca oxide 
(-), pH]

Variance from minor acidic igneous component such as Si rich granite, 
psammite & semi pelite minerals or soils with a high sand content.
Although PTEs encapsulated in un-weathered Si minerals may have low 
bioaccessibility, sandy minerals related to older sedimentary formations 
may also contribute to higher PTE bioaccessibility relative to total 
concentrations.

PC4
(6%)

G & GI V(-)
GI Cd 
[Mg oxide]

Bioaccessible portions of V or Cd may be associated with Mg rich 
minerals of low hardness.

PCS
(4%)

Ca oxide
PH
[P oxide, Fe 
oxide(-)]

Minor non-recalcitrant component linked to low weather or acid 
resistance. Variance in PTE bioaccessible concentrations not strongly 
accounted for by this component, however.
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after oral exposure rest noticeably apart from insoluble geologic factors such as Fe oxides, 

instead showing stronger associations with variables linked to acid peat soil chemistry, clays 

and organic matter. Such factors are conducive to element mobility and also will encourage 

PTE accumulation in soil through weak adsorption mechanisms (Naidu, 2008; Sparks, 

1995).

Table 6.23 provides an overview of factors, related components and component 

interpretation. This table is supported by figures provided in the next section, where the 

spatial distribution of factors and PCs aids in results interpretation.

6.3 Soil Geochemical Factor and Component Mapping

Interpolated OK maps were used to geographically explore geochemical variables (factors) 

included in correlation analyses and PCA. OK maps are grouped according to the apparent 

geogenic, pedogenic or anthropogenic spatial patterns each factor followed, aiding in 

component interpretation (Table 6.23). Methods used to generate these images were 

described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.6.2. Interpolated maps of PCA site scores were also 

created to illustrate the geographic weighting of Northern Ireland Tellus Survey soil sample 

locations (n = 6862) against the first two PCs identified as accounting for the majority of 

variance in Northern Irish soil-geochemistry.

Six major element oxides, Fe203, MgO, AFOj, Si02, MnO and CaO, showed spatial 

distributions in soils that largely matched the extent of underlying bedrock formations. 

Three different factors, S03, LOI and pH, showed stronger spatial associations with upland 

and blanket peat soils. One remaining major element oxide, P2O5, showed a high frequency 

of change over short spatial scales suggestive of anthropogenic sources.

6.3.1 Spatial Trends in Geochemical Factors

Factors with Geogenic Patterns

Fe, Mg, Mn and Ca, measured in their oxide forms, are present in highest proportions in soils 

overlying basalt bedrock (Figures 6.4 - 6.7). These factors were often negatively correlated
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with PTE BAFs and were commonly observed in the same PC as PTEs that exhibited low 

bioaccessible concentrations relative to their total concentrations. Amphibole, olivine and 

pyroxene are some examples of minerals of relatively high hardness that commonly occur in 

igneous rock types and contain these elements (Appendix C). Soil overlying gala sandstones 

(generically classed as lithic arenite) in the southeast of the study area also host moderate 

levels of Fe and Mg (Figures 6.4, 6.5).

Although Ca measured as CaO is present in the highest proportions in soils overlying basalt, 

granite in the southeast and some soils overlying limestone in the southwest also host 

moderate amounts of CaO (Figure 6.7). Ca furthermore displayed cross-component 

behaviour during PCA, suggesting multiple mineralogical sources of Ca were present 

accounting for both higher and lower PTE bioaccessibility depending upon the Ca origin 

(Palmer et al., 2014cr). It is questionable whether the observed high frequency of spatial 

change in CaO proportions in some parts of the study area is the result of anthropogenic 

activity such as agricultural liming practices. In addition to harder igneous minerals 

previously mentioned, the presence of Ca in soil can be associated with softer minerals such 

as calcite and dolomite which are both reactive under weakly acidic conditions and would 

contribute to increased PTE bioaccessibility.

Figure 6.4 Iron expressed as per cent iron oxide with highest abundance in soils overlying 
basalt bedrock and moderate abundance in soils overlying sandstone rock types
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The spatial distributions of A1 and Si (Figures 6.8, 6.9) are comparable to each other and 

these two elements are known to commonly co-occur in moderately hard minerals such as 

feldspars and pyroxene and also in less recalcitrant clay minerals (Appendix C), yielding 

variable influences over PTE bioaccessibility as a result. Similar to the spatial patterns 

observed for other major element oxides, high proportions of AI2O3 are observed in the 

northeast of the study area. However, elevated A1 is additionally observed in soils associated 

with sedimentary sandstone and lithic arenite formations, while a marked A1 deficiency is 

apparent in peat soils (Figure 6.8).

A similar deficiency is observed in the spatial distribution of Si02 as shown in Figure 6.9. 

Furthermore, elevated levels of Si02 were measured in soils overlying silica rich sedimentary 

and metamorphic sandstone derived geology, including psammite & semi-pelite in the 

northwest, lithic arenite in the southeast, and other mixed sandstone formations west of 

Lough Neagh and near Upper and Lower Lough Erne. Moderate quantities of Si02 were 

measured in soils overlying other quartz rich granitic and igneous formations across the 

study area.

Figure 6.5 Magnesium as per cent magnesium oxide in soils across Northern Ireland 
showing elevated concentrations associated with underlying basalt and sandstone bedrock
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Figure 6.7 Calcium measured a per cent calcium oxide with highest abundance in soils 
overlying basalt and granite
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Figure 6.8 Aluminium expressed as per cent aluminium trioxide in sdls, areas of abundance 
overlie basalt and sandstone, deficiency observed in acidic upland and blanket peat soils

Figure 6.9 Silicon expressed as per cent silicon dioxide showing higiest abundance in soils 
overlying sand and quartz rich rock types
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Although quartz is one of the hardest minerals in soil and PTEs encapsulated in un

weathered Si minerals have low bioavailability (Ruby et ai, 1999), Si associated with 

secondary sand particles may not have the same encapsulating abilities due to longer periods 

of weathering exposure.

Factors with Anthropogenic Patterns

Spatial trends in the geographic distribution of P, measured as P2O5, suggests that 

anthropogenic activity has contributed to its presence in study area soils, although this 

element also displays geogenic spatial associations in the northeast (Figure 6.10). High 

change frequency over short spatial scales may be an indicator of the effects of small-scale 

human land use patterns such as agricultural fertilizer application (Appendix A).

**7

Figure 6.10 Phosphorous expressed as per cent phosphorous pentoxide displaying high 
frequency of change over short distances characteristic of human scale land use patterns

Inorganic P fertilizers are extracted from apatite, a common P containing mineral, and apatite 

is also present naturally as a secondary basalt mineral in the study area (Hill, 2000). Slight 

statistical commonalities between Ca and P during PCA (Tables 6.18, 6.20) may furthermore 

suggest either the presence of this mineral in natural geogenic or agriculturally applied 

anthropogenic form. For example, agricultural liming may also occur on land where 

fertilizers are applied, increasing Ca concentrations in soil. In addition, observed
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correlations between bioaccessible As and P suggest this factor may be related to an increase 

in As bioaccessibility (Tables 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.22).

An observed absence of P2O5 in areas corresponding with the spatial distribution of upland 

peat (discussed in following section) may be related to a lack of the intensive farming 

practices in waterlogged or upland soils rather than having a direct association with the soil- 

geochemistry of these areas. However, acidic soils will also effectively leach many 

elements, reducing their measured total concentrations.

Factors with Pedogenic Patterns

Through correlation analysis, factors such as pH, SO^and LOI associated spatially with peat 

soil types have been previously associated with higher PTE bioaccessibility (Palmer et ai, 

2013a). Water logged peat soils are generally acidic and mapping pH levels illustrates the 

distribution of this soil type in the study area (Figure 6.11). Despite the observed strong soil 

acidity spatially overlapping with the occurrence of peat superficial coverage, the pH of all 

soils across the extent of Northern Ireland rests within the acidic range (pH < 7).

0 5 10 20 30 40
■ ■ Kilometers

Figure 6.11 Soil pH across Northern Ireland showing most acidic conditions in upland and 
blanket peat soils
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Figure 6.12 Sulphur measured as sulphur trioxide with elevated proportions in upland areas 
including areas of upland and blanket peat cover

0 5 10 20 30 40
■ Kilometers

Figure 6.13 Per cent loss on ignition across Northern Ireland used as an estimate of regional 
trends in soil organic matter. Higher LOI corresponds with areas of peat coverage.
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The highest observed S proportions measured as S03 also occur in peat s< particularly in 

the western half of the country (Figure 6.12). This may be the result of;robial activity 

acting as a source of elevated S in waterlogged peat soils (Campbell, 199t could also be 

the result of upland parts of the study area intercepting sulphides in indial air pollution 

through rainfall (Palmer et ai, 2015; Met Office, 2012).

LOI, used as a regional estimate of per cent soil carbon content, also is spdy aligned with 

upland and blanket peat soils which generally have high organic matfontent (Figure 

6.13). However, moderate LOI levels aligning with clay soil types suggeae LOI method 

may have additionally resulted in some structural water loss from clay soiinerals. Clay 

minerals are known to exist in soils overlying basalt in the northeast (Par et ah, 2013Z?) 

and clay bedrock underlies soils south of Lough Neagh where moderatOI proportions 

were illustrated.

6.3.2 Mapping of Principal Component Analysis Site Scores

Interpolated PCA maps of the first two components accounting foie majority of 

cumulative variance in Northern Ireland Tellus Survey soil samples are pded in Figures 

6.14 and 6.15. Whilst PCA results from Section 6.2 relate to PC loadingsong individual 

factors, the following maps illustrate PC loadings across individual soilnple locations, 

sometimes referred to as site scores (Oksanen et ai, 2013). For pical purposes, 

interpolated maps provide a preferred means of visually presenting res for the 6862 

shallow Northern Ireland Tellus Survey soil sample location scores as opjd to X-Y axes 

loading plots.

As shown by Figure 6.14, soil samples taken in areas overlying basalt, srtone and lithic 

arenite rock types account for a primary source of spatial geochemical vace in the study 

area, suggesting PCI is controlled by a geologic component stronglssociated with 

homogeneous basalt. This component was previously found to be stafally related to 

lower PTE bioaccessibility in the region (Palmer et ai, 2014a). Basaltsparticular may 

provide soil parent material that is rich in weather- and acid-resistant mineiof moderate to 

high hardness. In general, it can be concluded that the spatial extent of urlying geology 

is the most significant aspect controlling the geochemical composition of samples across 

the region.
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*1

PC1
Sample Weighting 
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Figure 6.14 Northern Ireland Tellus soil sample location factor loadings against PCI, 
spatially illustrating the strongest sources of geochemical variance in Northern Irish soils

Figure 6.15 Northern Ireland Tellus soil sample location factor loadings against PC2, 
spatially illustrating a secondary source of geochemical variance in Northern Irish soils
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Soil sample locations with more variance attributable to PC2 are spatially aligned with the 

occurrence of peat soil types and granite from the Mourne Mountain range in the southeast 

with additional moderate weightings to this component at soil sample locations overlying 

limestone bedrock types (Figure 6.15). Opposite to PCI, higher PTE bioaccessibility will 

be related to this component through associations with organic matter, higher soil acidity and 

reducing conditions (Palmer et ai, 2014a). This component may be broadly linked to 

superficial geology and variability in soil types, with the spatial extent of peat soils in 

particular explaining a secondary source of variance in soil geochemistry across Northern 

Ireland.

6.4 Summary

Statistical exploration of geochemical and UBM extraction data suggests that underlying 

bedrock geology exerts significant controls over PTE bioaccessibility by providing soil 

parent materials rich in naturally elevated PTE concentrations and of varying degrees of 

recalcitrance. Despite the observed high total concentrations of some PTEs in soils 

overlying basalt bedrock, associations with minerals of moderate to high degrees of hardness 

may have resulted in low PTE bioaccessibility relative to total element concentrations.

The bioaccessible portions of trace elements such as Ni and V have stronger associations 

with a geochemical component linked to sedimentary geology and the organic rich ‘A’ soil 

horizon, despite their total soil concentrations being predominantly controlled by underlying 

igneous lithology. Closer associations with carbonates or calcareous minerals of low 

hardness outside of the basalt plateau appear to have contributed to observed higher Ni and 

V bioaccessibility compared to Cr, a finding which has been supported by previous related 

research in the study area (Palmer et ai, 2014a; Cox et ai, 2013).

Suspected anthropogenic PTEs, Pb and Cd, are closely associated with the organic-matter 

rich surface soil layer. This could be linked to anthropogenic land use patterns causing an 

accumulation of these elements in surface soils, although such effects will be exacerbated by 

the natural affinity of Pb and Cd for organic matter in soil. Ni may also be subject to such 

latter effects, and associations of trace elements with organic matter in soil often results in 

increased levels of mobility through mobile chelate formation, enhancing oral 

bioaccessibility. Acidic, reducing and organic matter-rich superficial coverage is present
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across the study area, largely in the form of peat, and the bioaccessibility of some PTEs is 

expected to be enhanced as a result of these prevailing soil conditions. Exposure risks in 

such areas is unclear, however, and dependent upon land use behaviour.

Finally, although its lack of widespread elevated concentrations in soils in the study area 

occasionally posed as a barrier to identifying common sources of variance with other factors, 

interesting trends were identified for As with respect to its potential for increased oral 

bioaccessibility in soil. Anthropogenic land use patterns in the form of agricultural 

phosphate fertilizer applications are understood to mobilise geogenic As in soil through the 

displacement of As molecules by P (Wenzel, 2013). The observed positive correlations 

between bioaccessible As concentrations and P2O5 combined with the anthropogenic scale 

patterns in P2O5 spatial distributions may imply a connection between higher As 

bioaccessibility and human activity. Such conclusions cannot be confirmed without more 

detailed investigations, however, such as soil mineralogical analysis to determine As and P 

sources and site-specific investigations in the context of actual land use behaviour.
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7.0 Introduction

Regression analysis is a useful tool for developing models to predict values for an unknown 

parameter. If such models could accurately predict soil trace element bioaccessibility, for 

example, much time and expense could be avoided in terms of laboratory analyses to 

supplement site specific risk assessment activities. Unfortunately, soil PTE bioaccessibility 

is dependent upon too great a number of factors for all sources of variability to be captured 

by a single regression model. Those that have been published in the peer reviewed literature 

are generally only applicable to a narrow range of specific contaminant sources and soil 

types (eg. Appleton et ai, 2012a; Cave et ai, 2007). Glover et at. (2002) describe the 

general task of PTE bioavailability modelling in natural systems as “elusive” due to the 

difficulty that lies in capturing the full scale of variety across dynamic environmental factors.

Whilst the regression models presented in this chapter often performed favourably in terms 

of depicting a large proportion of variance in bioaccessible PTE concentrations, an 

insufficient amount of variability was captured overall to confidently quantify health risks 

from oral exposure using a regional scale MLR model alone. It may occasionally be 

possible to develop bioaccessibility prediction models relating to one soil or parent bedrock 

type, but applying universal models for PTE bioaccessibility prediction across a region of 

high geologic variability such as is present in Northern Ireland is challenging.

Statistical outliers will influence the outcome of regression model development. In the case 

of geochemical data, however, outliers may represent different geologic formations or areas 

of higher element concentrations such as mineralisation hotspots. As a result, eliminating 

outliers from geochemical data can result in the loss of important information about 

geochemical variability in a study area (Reimann et ai, 2009). Furthermore, from a human 

health risk assessment perspective, outliers can also indicate the presence of higher or lower 

health risks, the former of which cannot be discarded in order to satisfy basic statistical 

outcomes. Where human health is concerned, relying on a global model to predict the 

magnitude of risks from oral contaminant exposure should never be substituted for a site 

specific evaluation, although such models may be a useful starting point in the early stages 

of risk assessment.
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The following results address Objective 5 of this research. Despite the challenges discussed, 

the regression models presented in this chapter provide a useful means for demonstrating 

how geochemical variables relate to the bioaccessible concentrations of Ni, V, Cr, Cd, Pb 

and As across the study area.

7.1 Multiple Linear Regression Results

For most PTEs, a larger proportion of variability in their bioaccessible concentrations was 

captured during regression when a simple base ten log transformation was applied by 

comparison to the ALR transformation used for PCA in Chapter 5. ALR transformation 

resulted in lower average model R1 values, suggesting the log-10 transformation retained 

more variability in the data set (Section 3.6.3). More robust models were also developed 

when bioaccessible PTE concentrations were used for the dependent variables as opposed to 

BAFs.

Average R: values for the models using these various approaches are summarised in Table 

7.1. Results obtained from the method resulting in the higher average R~ (log-10 

transformation using bioaccessible concentration data as the dependent variables) are 

presented in this chapter. Because pH measurements are recorded on a log scale, this 

variable was excluded from transformations. Significant variable coefficients entered into 

the models did not vary greatly between the log-10 and ALR transformations, suggesting 

that the effects of data closure did not significantly influence overall model outcomes. MLR 

modelling R scripts are provided in Appendix E.

Table 7.1 Mean adjusted R2 values for multiple linear regression modelling of six PTEs 
using two different data transformation approaches and two different forms of dependent
bioaccessibility variables_____________________________________________

Data Transformation Type
Mean Adjusted —. ..—;------------ —------77-7--------

r2 Additive Log- Base 10 Log
___________________Ratio______________________
Bioaccessible
Concentration 69% 74%

◄ 69%
Bioaccessible

Fraction 62% 39%

e u
-a -c c ^
Hi 'C 
Q.

Q ^
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Total XRFS PTE concentrations were included in the regression analysis as predictor 

variables. Although regression with partial ICP-MS concentration data frequently yielded a 

higher model R2, it was expected that variability in bioaccessible concentrations would be 

more strongly linked to the PTE fraction solubilised by aqua regia digestion. To avoid this 

intrinsic relationship and in order to explore the oral bioaccessibility of less soluble PTE 

fractions, XRFS total concentrations were included in modelling.

Different data transformations prior to regression present their own unique benefits and 

weaknesses, as also do different regression modelling methods. For example, a higher 

observed R2 value after log-10 transformation may indicate a high degree of collinearity is 

present between variables or could suggest that data closure has caused induced correlations. 

The step-wise multiple regression method chosen for these models has the benefit of 

retaining the identity of predictor variables to permit model coefficient interpretation. 

However, the results of this approach can be affected by collinearity or induced correlations 

among variables. Furthermore, linear regression assumes that linear relationships do exist 

among dependent and independent variables, although this may not precisely be the case for 

all natural systems. It is important to recognise the potential limitations of a chosen method 

in all modelling scenarios.

7.1.1 Vanadium

Gastric Model and Coefficients

As summarised in Table 7.2, four major element oxides, pH and total V, were included as 

significant variables affecting G V concentrations in the UBM study set. Negative major 

element coefficients included in the model were Mg, Fe and Mn. Lower G V concentrations 

attributable to Mg and Fe in the model may be related to basaltic minerals of relatively high 

hardness on a regional scale such as olivine or pyroxene. Whilst the positive total V 

coefficient accounted for a large amount of variance in G V concentrations, the strongest 

modelled coefficient was observed for Mn, although standard error was high for this 

variable. This oxide was observed in higher proportions in soils overlying basalt bedrock 

(Figure 6.6) and total V concentrations were previously found to be significantly correlated 

to MnO (Table 6.1). Oxides of Mn are capable of reducing heavy metal mobility in soil by 

adsorbing PTEs to soil particles (Sparks, 1995).
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A possible sulphide mineral component demonstrated by the significant S refficient was 

related to an increase in G V concentrations. Although S03 is spatially linkedo peat soils in 

Northern Ireland, this particular model may also have detected higher soluility sulphide 

minerals commonly found in sedimentary rock types where they co-occur wh V. A minor 

pH coefficient was included in the model, suggesting alkaline pH was relatecto an increase 

in G V concentrations. Overall, the model accounted for 75% of total vaance in G V, 

demonstrated by the adjusted R2 (Table 7.2).

Table 7.2 MLR model summary for G V concentrations in Northern Irelam Significance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg'1 as meas'-ed by XRFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Signbance Level

y-intercept -2.52 0.24 0.001
Total V 1.56 0.14 0.001

Mg -0.28 0.14 0.05
S 0.98 0.13 0.001
Fe -0.50 0.14 0.001
Mn -1.61 0.48 0.001
PH 0.09 0.02 0.001

Model Ln[G V(mg kg') = 1.56V - 0.28Mg + 0.98S - O.SOFe -■ 1.6IMn - 52] + 0.09pH

Model R2 0.75 Model Standard 0.17 Model 0.001
Error Significance Level

Additional Gastric Model Diagnostics

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 assist with assessing the robustness of the G V model byliagnosing the 

potential effects of statistical outliers over model error. Outliers should ory be removed 

from geochemical data in cases where an extreme amount of model error generated by 

such observations. As previously discussed, removing outliers in geoiemistry data 

introduces the risk of losing data that are representative of important sources f geochemical 

variability in a study area. As a result, the omission of outliers in geochemul data should 

be regarded with caution.

Figure 7.1 illustrates the effect of each G V observation over model error. Inhis figure, the 

relationship between the normal quantile distribution is plotted against tl standardised 

residual error resulting from each G V observation. Points resting on thelotted normal 

distribution line are regarded as not adversely affecting the model outcorr. Figure 7.1
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shows that some data points are outside the line of the normal distribution, although most 

log-10 transformed observations have conformed to a normal error distribution.

Normal Q-Q

OOO

o o

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(VG - VX + Mg + S + Fe + Mn + ph)

Figure 7.1 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G V model showing 
points 81, 101 and 133 may be regarded as outliers and have introduced some additional 
error into the model

Residuals vs Leverage

OO o
O o o°

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(VG ~ VX + Mg + S + Fe + Mn + ph)

Figure 7.2 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G V model error; points 90, 91 and 101 have leveraged error but only 
those points approaching a Cook’s distance of one or greater are regarded as significantly 
impacting model outcome

Figure 7.2 illustrates how individual G V observations have leveraged model error. Data 

points exceeding a Cook’s distance of 0.5 should be regarded with caution as these may be 

introducing a high amount of error into the model. Points approaching a Cook’s distance of 

1 or greater have a high degree of leverage that will unacceptably increase model error and
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reduce the model’s statistical significance (Reimann et ai, 2009)ased on Figure 7.2 

above, it can be concluded that data points with higher leverage did increase model error 

to an unacceptable level.

Gastro-Intestinal Model and Coefficients

As shown in Table 7.3, predictor variables included in the G-I V mile regression model 

changed slightly when compared to the G V model. A strong negaicoefficient was still 

observed for Mn as well as a weaker negative influence from Mg. Five coefficients were 

again observed for S and total V. Flowever, Si and P were included dditional significant 

predictor variables with positive coefficients. A Si factor accountinr an increase in G-I 

V concentrations may result from secondary sedimentary mineral Vrces in soils (Figure 

4.16). The presence of primary silicate minerals from igneous rock s would be inferred 

if a negative coefficient was observed as such soil components are e:ted to be associated 

with lower bioaccessibility due to their higher hardness (Appendix Cby et ai, 1999).

Table 7.3 MLR model summary for G-I V concentrations in Northeeland. Significance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg'1 neasured by XRFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error significance Level

y-intercept -4.02 0.45 <0.001
Total V 1.31 0.13 <0.001

Mg -0.63 0.21 0.003
Si 1.09 0.27 <0.001
S 1.58 0.34 <0.001

Mn -2.93 0.68 <0.001
P 0.39 0.15 0.01

Model Ln[G-I V(mg kg ') = 1.31V-0.63Mg + 1.09SI + 1.58S>3Mn +0.39P-4.02]

Model R2 0.64 Model Standard 0.25 Model <0.001
Error Significance Level

Overall, only 64% of variance in G-I V concentrations was capture! the model in Table 

7.3, with the model standard error increasing slightly when compare the G V model. A 

high negative coefficient for the y-intercept suggests data out or a non-normal 

distribution may have influenced the outcome of the model, altgh significant error 

reductions were not gained after conditioning the data, as described tv.
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Additional Gastro-Intestinal Model Diagnostics

Normal Q-Q

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(VGI ~ VX + Mg + Si + S + Mn + P)

Figure 7.3 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I V model showing 
points 25, 36 and 37 outside of the normal quantile distribution

Residuals vs Leverage

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(VGI - VX + Mg + Si + S + Mn + P)

Figure 7.4 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G-I V model error; removal of points 25, 36 and 37 did not improve 
overall model outcomes and were therefore retained in the final model

As shown by the theoretical quantile plot in Figure 7.3, the G-I V data conformed less to a 

normal distribution compared to the G results. However, this is expected from the G-I phase 

of UBM digestion for most PTEs where repeatability decreases under alkaline intestinal 

digestion conditions (as described in Section 5.1.7). The effects of outliers can be observed
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in Figure 7.4 where several data points approached a Cook’s distance of 0.5. These points 

were still within specified constraints for this diagnostic, however.

The effects of outliers 25, 36 and 37 (Figure 7.3) on the G-I V model were assessed by 

removing these points and re-diagnosing the model. Model error was slightly reduced, but 

the R2 value decreased to 60%. The gains from removing these data points were therefore 

deemed negligible and no changes were made to the final model presented in Table 7.3.

7.1.2 Nickel

Gastric Model and Coefficients

Seventy-six per cent of total variance in G Ni concentrations was modelled by the 

coefficients in Table 7.4 below. Positive coefficients included total Ni, Si and S; negative 

coefficients were Mg and Fe. The latter two variables are indicative of geogenic controls 

generally associated with lower PTE bioaccessibility (Palmer et al, 2014a) and could 

represent the presence of lower solubility crystalline or amorphous oxides or hydroxides. It 

is common to find minerals such as Ni within stable Fe oxide structures in soil (Sparks, 

1995) and such forms of Ni are expected to exhibit lower oral bioaccessibility.

Table 7.4 MLR model summary for G Ni concentrations in Northern Ireland. Significance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg 1 as measured by XRFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level
y-intercept -1.43 0.27 <0.001
Total Ni 1.17 0.08 <0.001

Mg -0.88 0.17 <0.001
Si 0.40 0.18 0.03
S 1.41 0.25 <0.001

Fe -0.26 0.10 0.01

Model Ln[G Ni(mg kg'1) = 1.17Ni - 0.88Mg + OAOSi + 1.41S -0.26Fe-1.43]

Model R2 0.76 Model Standard 0.18 Model <0.001
Error Significance Level
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The positive coefficients observed for Si and S are likelyo be relatecto the portions of Ni 

that are found in soils overlying sedimentary formations i the study rea, exhibiting higher 

levels of measured oral bioaccessibility as a result. S03 as also bee related to higher Ni 

BAFs during correlation analysis and in previous studiesTable 6.1; 'aimer et ai, 2013a). 

The weak positive coefficient observed for Si suggest multiple hneral forms of this 

ubiquitous element have provided diverse sources of varince that wekened the magnitude 

of the Si coefficient. This is an example of one possible cawback reslting from the use of 

a large study area with a high degree of geologic diversity.

Additional Gastric Model Diagnostics

Data points 111 and 119 do not strongly conform to tb normal qantile distribution as 

shown by Figure 7.5. Flowever, Figure 7.6 demonstrats that the ifluence of statistical 

outliers over G Ni model error was negligible. As a ;sult, no dta observations were 

removed from the final model.

Normal Q-Q

0111
0119

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(NiG - NiX + Mg + Si + S f e)

Figure 7.5 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residul errors fori Ni model
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Residuals vs Leverage

Leverage
lm(NiG ~ NiX + Mg + Si + S + Fe)

Figure 7.6 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustng the effect of 
statistical outliers on G Ni model error; points approaching Cook’s distano 1 are regarded 
as significantly leveraging model outcome

Gastro-lntestina! Model and Coefficients

Table 7.5 MLR model summary for G-I Ni concentrations in Northern Ired. Significance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg'1 as mtured by XRFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Sificance Level

y-intercept -2.44 0.25 <0.001
Total Ni 1.04 0.07 <0.001

Mg -0.80 0.16 <0.001
Si 0.80 0.18 <0.001
S 1.04 0.24 <0.001

Model Ln[G-I Nifmg kg1) = 1.04Ni - O.SOMg + O.SOSi + 1.0- 2.44]

Model R2 0.79 Model Standard 0.18 Model Significance <0.001
Error Level

With the exception of Fe, significant G-I model variables were identical tcose included in 

the G Ni model (Tables 7.4, 7.5). Increases in total Ni and S resulted in apparent increase 

in G-I Ni concentrations. The Si coefficient was strengthened in the I model when 

compared to the G Ni model, and Mg was still associated with reducedoaccessible Ni 

concentrations. Despite the fewer number of predictor variables in the ' model, the R2
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value increased by 3% against the G model, with 79% of variance in G-I Ni concentrations 

accounted for by the model presented in Table 7.5.

Additional Gastro-Intestinal Model Diagnostics

Normal Q-Q

0119

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(NIGI' NiX + Mg + Si + S)

Figure 7.7 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I Ni model; point 
119 could be regarded as introducing a high degree of model error

Residuals vs Leverage

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(NiGI - NiX + Mg + Si + S)

Figure 7.8 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G-I Ni model error; no points approach a Cook’s distance of 1 and have 
therefore not leveraged model error
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Additional G-I Ni model diagnostics are presented in Figures 7.7 and 78, with these results 

suggesting outliers did not influence overall model outcomes to a degre; that would warrant 

their removal. As illustrated in Figure 7.7, data point 119 may have amounted for a larger 

quantity of error in the G-I model, although the Cook’s distance was lot exceeded by this 

observation (Figure 7.8).

7.1.3 Arsenic

Gastric Model and Coefficients

Significant predictor variables included in the G As model were total A and oxides of Si, P, 

S and Mn (Table 7.6). By comparison to other variables, higher evels of error were 

introduced into the model from the y-intercept and Mn coefficients. Ovirall, model standard 

error was acceptable (0.18) and in excess of 70% of variance in G Asbioaccessibility was 
captured by the model.

Table 7.6 MLR model summary for G As concentrations in Northern leland. Significance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg'1 as measured by XRFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level

y-intercept -2.51 0.30 <0.001
Total As 1.04 0.07 <0.001

Si 0.93 0.19 <0.001
P 0.50 0.11 <0.001
S 0.90 0.24 <0.001

Mn -1.67 0.41 <0.001

Model LnfG Asfmg kg ') = 1.04 As + 0.93 Si + 0.50P + 0.90S - 1.67Mn - 2.51]

Model R2 0.71 Model Standard 0.18 Model <0.001
Error Significance Level

The negative Mn coefficient may be demonstrative of the high sorptioi capacity of MnO in 

soil, associated with lower levels of As bioaccessibility. The positive >i coefficient alludes 

to the presence of secondary sedimentary minerals such as clay. As previously observed 

during PCA, Si had strong correlations with A1 across the study area,suggestive of a clay 

component. Although some igneous and metamorphic minerals of hgh hardness such as 

pyroxene and amphibole contain both A1 and Si, As is known to exist at higher 

concentrations in soils overlying sedimentary rock types in the study ;rea (Figure 4.2) and
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bioaccessible portions of As are therefore less likely to be related to the harder silicate 

minerals.

Several factors could plausibly be related to the modelled positive S coefficient such as the 

co-occurrence of softer sulphate minerals with As in sedimentary soil parent material. The 

findings of this research, however, concluded the strongest associations with S in its oxide 

form were linked to LOI and the spatial distribution of peat soil types. In addition to 

associations with peat, moderate levels of S03 were also illustrated in soils overlying 

sandstone, mudstone and limestone formations in the western half of the study area (Figure 

6.12), spatially aligning with the elevated As concentrations illustrated in Chapter 4.

The influence of P over model results, measured as P2O5, could be related to the natural co

occurrence of As with P in soil minerals. Alternatively, it is possible that the modelled 

relationship is linked to anthropogenic land use practices such as phosphate fertilizer 

applications based on the observed anthropogenic-scale spatial distributions for P205 as 

illustrated in Figure 6.10. Furthermore, some positive correlations were found between 

bioaccessible As and P2O5 but there was a lack of a correlation between total soil As and the 

same variable (Table 6.1). This suggests that total soil As concentrations may arise from 

geogenic processes while the mobilised bioaccessible fraction is associated with different 

factors, although a common source of variance was identified during PCA across total and 

bioaccessible As and P2O5 (Table 6.22).

Additional Gastric Model Diagnostics

Error introduced into the As model from statistical outliers is illustrated by Figures 7.9 and 

7.10. One observation (point 51) leveraged model error to a Cook’s distance greater than 0.5 

(Figure 7.10). The effects of outliers 112, 59 and 51 (Figure 7.9) on the G As model were 

assessed by removing these points and re-diagnosing the model. The model standard error 

decreased by 0.1, the R2 increased by 1% and the same significant predictor variables were 

retained as were modelled prior to removing outliers. It was therefore not deemed 

imperative to remove these data points in order to improve the robustness of the model.
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Normal Q-Q

0112

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(AsG ~ AsX + Si + P + S + Mn)

Figure 7.9 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G As model 
illustrating points 51, 59 and 112 as influencing model error

Residuals vs Leverage

S"'—■

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(AsG - AsX + Si + P + S + Mn)

Figure 7.10 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G As model error; point 51 may be regarded as introducing a high 
degree of error into model although removing outlying points did not significantly improve 
model

Gastro-Intestinal Model and Coefficients

Demonstrating the similarities between measured G and G-I As bioaccessibility reported in 

Chapter 5 (Table 5.1), significant coefficients for the G-I As model were identical to those
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detected in the G model. An additional 7% of variance was captured by the G-I model with 

a reduced model standard error (Table 7.7). Mn accounted for the greatest amount of 

variability in G-I As concentrations, resulting in reduced As bioaccessibility. Total As also 

controlled G-I As concentrations to a relatively high degree and was linked to an increase in 

predicted G-I As concentrations. A total of 78% of variance in G-I As concentrations was 

captured by the model.

Table 7.7 MLR model summary for G-I As concentrations in Northern Ireland. 
Significance cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg’1 as measured by 
XRFS analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level

y-intercept -2.68 0.24 <0.001
Total As 1.05 0.06 <0.001

Si 0.92 0.15 <0.001
P 0.28 0.08 0.001
S 0.79 0.20 <0.001

Mn -1.79 0.32 <0.001

Model Ln[G-I As(mg kg'1) = 1.05 As + 0.92 Si + 0.28P + 0.79S - 1.79Mn-2.68]

Model R2 0.78 Model Standard 0.14 Model <0.001
Error Significance Level

Additional Gastro-Intestinal Model Diagnostics

Normal Q-Q

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(AsGI - AsX + Si + P + S + Mn)

Figure 7.11 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I As model; 
removal of points 50, 51 and 59 did not significantly improve model
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Overall, conclusions regarding the influence of outliers on the G-I As model were similar to 

those drawn from the G model. The effects of outlying data points 59, 51 and 50 (Figure 

7.11) on the G-I As model were assessed by removing these points and re-diagnosing the 

model. Mirroring G diagnostics, G-I model error decreased by 0.1 and the R2 value 

improved by 1% with the same significant predictor variables retained as prior to removing 

outliers. The effect of removing these data points was therefore negligible and such points 

were not eliminated from the model. A slight reduction in the standardised residual error of 

the G-I model compared to the G model is illustrated by the shift of data point 51 in Figure 

7.12 closer to a Cook’s distance of 0.5.

Residuals vs Leverage

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(AsGI - AsX + Si + P + S + Mn)

Figure 7.12 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G-I As model error; points approaching Cook’s distance of 0.5 may 
leverage model error, but such points were retained in the final model

7.1.4 Chromium

Gastric Model and Coefficients

A high R2 value (0.87) for the G Cr model shows that a substantial portion of variance in G 

Cr concentrations was captured by the model coefficients. Predictor variables resulting in an 

increase in G Cr concentrations were Si, total Cr, Fe, Ca and P, in decreasing order of 

coefficient strength. Higher MnO proportions accounted for a decrease in bioaccessible Cr 

concentrations (Table 7.8).
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Although a negative Fe oxide coefficient was observed in the Ni and V models, a pose Fe 

coefficient for the Cr model may be the result of an accumulation of high concentrais of 

Cr deposited in Fe encrustations through the soil profile following weathering pesses 

(Frei & Polat, 2013; Elzinga & Cimro, 2010).

A high Si coefficient may suggest that the lesser bioaccessible portions of Cr have assated 

with clay soil particles (Palmer et ai, 2014a; Cox et al., 2013), although the absei of a 

significant Al coefficient makes it difficult to reach this conclusion with certaint The 

remaining majority of Cr in soil is not highly bioaccessible, as demonstrated by tluwer 

total Cr coefficient compared to Si (Table 7.8) and low measured Cr bioaccessibilityerall 

(Table 5.3).

Table 7.8 MLR model summary for G Cr concentrations in Northern Ireland. Signance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg'1 as measured b)RFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance bl

y-intercept -3.22 0.30 <0.001
Total Cr 0.82 0.09 <0.001

Si 1.07 0.18 <0.001
P 0.26 0.13 0.05

Ca 0.53 0.13 <0.001
Fe 0.60 0.13 <0.001
PH -0.18 0.04 <0.001
Mn -1.90 0.55 0.001

Model Ln[G Crfmg kg'1) = 0.82Cr + I.07Si + 0.26P + 0.53Ca + 0.60Fe - 1,90Mn - ./ -
0.18pH

Model R2 0.87 Model Standard Error 0.21 Model
Significance

Level

<0.001

Acidic pH can be statistically linked to an increase in modelled G Cr concenions. 

Minerals containing P and Ca are frequently of a low to moderate hardness (Appex C), 

and the inclusion of these variables in the model may represent soil fractions that less 

resistant to environmental weathering or acidic UBM digestion conditions, provtg a 

minor source of mobilisable Cr to soil.
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Additional Gastric Model Diagnostics

Several outlying G Cr observations did not conform to a normal quantilelistribution, 

resulting in an increase in model error (Figure 7.13). The overall effects of thespoints were 

regarded as negligible, however, as no error from outlying G Cr observatics leveraged 

results beyond the specified maximum Cook’s distance of one (Figure 7.14).

Normal Q-Q

,ooo o

Theoretical Quantiles
ImfCrG ' CrX + Si + P + Ca + Fe + ph + Mn)

Figure 7.13 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G Cr mlel showing 
points 16, 27 and 104 not conforming to a normal quantile distribution

Residuals vs Leverage

0104

^ °opoo S O 'S’ o ° o

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(CrG ~ CrX + Si + P + Ca + Fe + ph + Mn)

Figure 7.14 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustratinjhe effect of 
statistical outliers on G Cr model error where points approaching Cook’s disnce > 1 are 
regarded as significantly leveraging model outcome
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To validate this conclusion, the influence of points 104, 27 and 16 (Fi.13) was 

assessed by removing these points and re-diagnosing the model. Model en reduced 

by 0.2 and no change was observed in the R2 value. The same significant pnvariables 

were retained as prior to removing outliers. It was concluded that removing Ma points 

did not therefore significantly improve model performance.

Gastro-Intestinal Model and Coefficients

Table 7.9 MLR model summary for G-I Cr concentrations in Northern Irelamificance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg"1 as measy XRFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Sipe Level

y- -2.17 0.38 01
intercept
Total Cr 0.86 0.10 01

■O Si 1.13 0.26 01
> P 0.48 0.18 1
1 Ca 0.60 0.18 )1

C/3
u>

PH -0.26 0.06 01

3o Model Ln[G-I Cr( mg kg') = 0.86Cr + l.lSSi + 0.48P + 0.60Ca - 2.26pH
O
Z Model Model

Model 0.70 Standard 0.30 Significance 0.001
R: Error Level

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error SigniLevel

y- -1.37 0.20
intercept 
Total Cr 0.93 0.05

D> P 0.28 0.12
o
E pH -0.08 0.03
ooc
C/3uo

Model Ln[G-I Cr(mg kg1) = 0.93Cr + 0.28P - 1.37] - O.Ot

3o Model Model
Model 0.76 Standard 0.19 Significance 0.001

R2 Error Level

A high degree of standard error was included in the unconditioned G-I modej 7.9). In 

an attempt to address this, a second model was formulated with two data removed 

which were identified as significantly leveraging model error (Figure 7.1.e second 

model yielded a higher R2 and reduced error, although fewer predictonles were 

included in the second equation. The loss of Ca and Si coefficients in thid model
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suggests outlying data points 29 and 36 may have contained important information about 

geochemical variability related to changes in predicted bioaccessible Cr concentrations.

In the first G-I Cr model prior to removing outliers, significant coefficients were identical to 

those identified in the G Cr model, with the exception of the loss of Fe as an independent 

variable. The removal of this variable may partly explain the reduction in the R2 value by 

more than 10% as total Cr concentrations are strongly related to Fe in study area soils (Table 

6.1). In the second model total Cr was the most influential variable over G-I Cr 

concentrations. Although error was reduced after this second modelling attempt, the 

reduction in the number of significant explanatory variables highlights the role of outliers in 

geochemical data and the important information they often contain about sources of 

geochemical variability.

Additional Gastro-Intestinal Model Diagnostics

Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show diagnostic plots for the unconditioned G-I Cr model where 

points 29 and 36 can be observed as introducing a high degree of standardised residual error 

into the model. After the omission of these observations, some additional statistical outliers 

remained in the data set but these did not leverage model error to an unacceptable level 

(Figures 7.17 and 7.18).

Normal Q-Q

ooo o

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(CrGI ~ CrX + Si + P + Ca + ph)

Figure 7.15 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I Cr model before 
removal of two outlying data points (29 and 36)
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Residuals vs Leverage

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(CrGI ~ CrX + Si + P + Ca + ph)

Figure 7.16 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G-I Cr model error before removal of two outlying data points (29 and 
36)

Normal Q-Q

o o

Theoretical Quantiles 
ImfCrGI - CrX + P + ph)

Figure 7.17 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I Cr model after 
removal of two outlying data points
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Residuals vs Leverage

Cook's distance

Leverage
ImfCrGI - CrX + P + ph)

Figure 7.18 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating reduced G-I 
Cr model error after removal of two outlying data points

7.1.5 Cadmium

Gastric Model and Coefficients

Attempts to model G Cd concentrations were unsuccessful from a statistical perspective. 

This was believed to be the result of low measured total and bioaccessible Cd concentrations 

across the study area. Regression was carried out using both conditioned and unconditioned 

G Cd data but overall R2 values were relatively low (0.55, 0.68) and a statistically significant 

y-intercept coefficient could not be achieved (Table 7.10).

Removal of an outlying data point that introduced a high degree of error into the 

unconditioned model did not improve the outcome of the conditioned model. The removal 

of data point 50 (Figures 7.19, 7.20) instead yielded a model with a lower R2 value, a less 

significant y-intercept coefficient and no reduction in model standard error.
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Table 7.10 MLR model summary for G Cd concentrations in Northern Ireland. Significance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10; values in bold/underline indicate unacceptable results

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level

-0.27 009 (U6

0.80 
0.54 
0.84 
-0.15 
0.07

Ln[G Cd(mg kg1) = O.SOCd + 0.54P + 0.84S - 0.15Ca - 0.27] + 0.07pH

Model Model
0.68 Standard 0.18 Significance <0.001

Error Level

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level

y-
intercept

0.01 0.07 0.91

Total Cd 0.64 0.08 <0.001
>O P 0.60 0.09 <0.001
E<Dcc

S 0.67 0.14 <0.001

C/3
Ln Model Ln[G Cd(mg kg'1) = 0.64Cd + 0.60P + 0.67S - 0.01]
3

O Model Model Model
R2 0.55 Standard

Error
0.18 Significance

Level
<0.001

0.06 <0.001
0.11 <0.001
0.17 <0.001
0.09 0.09
0.04 0.06

>o
Eu

y-
intercept 
Total Cd 

P 
S

Ca
pH

3
O
o
Z

Model

Model
R2

Additional Gastric Model Diagnostics

Normal Q-Q

oooo

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(CdG ' CdX + P + S + Ca + ph)

Figure 7.19 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G Cd model before 
removal of outlying data point (50)
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Residuals vs Leverage

0116

o o o
O o

o o °108 
Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(CdG - CdX + P + S + Ca + ph)

Figure 7.20 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G Cd model error before removal of outlying data point (50)

Normal Q-Q

6107 0830

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(CdG ' CdX + P + S)

Figure 7.21 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G Cd model after 
removal of outlying data point; data points are re-assigned identifying numbers after removal 
of an observation and data point 50 in this figure and in Figure 7.22 is not identical to data 
point 50 in Figures 7.19 and 7.20

Although most G Cd observations were near the line of normal distribution (Figure 7.19), 

Figure 7.20 identified a data point that introduced a high degree of error into the G Cd 

model. Removal of this observation did improve diagnostic performance with respect to a 

substantially reduced Cook’s distance within the desired tolerance of one (Figure 7.22).
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However, as discussed previously, difficulties were encountered in developing a G Cd model 

with statistically significant coefficients capable of accounting for a high degree of 

variability in G Cd concentrations.

Residuals vs Leverage

o °

Cook's distance

Leverage
ImfCdG ~ CdX + P + S)

Figure 7.22 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the reduced 
effect of statistical outliers on G Cd model error after removal of outlying data point

Gastro-Intestinal Model and Coefficients

Where many values in a data set are near instrument DLs, detecting sources of variability in 

the data becomes difficult. This effect may in part explain the observed results of the G-I Cd 

models in Table 7.11 below, where R2 values indicate less than half of variability in the G-I 

data was detected by the models. Both unconditioned and conditioned data were used to 

generate regression models and, while error was reduced and the R2 value increased after 

removing four outlying observations identified in Figures 1.2?< and 7.24, neither model could 

sufficiently predict G-I Cd concentrations.

Despite the poor overall model outcomes, a significant relationship was observed between 

G-I Cd concentrations and P in the conditioned model, where an increase in this variable was 

related to an increase in bioaccessible Cd. This variable was also a significant predictor in 

the G Cd models, alluding to associations between increased levels of bioaccessible Cd in 

soil in line with anthropogenic land management practices such as phosphate fertilizer 

applications.
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Table 7.11 MLR model summary for G-I Cd concentrations in Northern Ireland. 
Significance cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg’1 as measured by 
XRFS analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen; bold/underline values indicate 
unacceptable results__________________________________________________________

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level

y-intercept -2.16 0.21 <0.001
Total Cd 0.84 0.11 <0.001

>c
E

PH 0.26 0.04 <0.001

&
C/5 Model Ln[G-I Cd(mg kg ') = 0.84Cd - 2.16] + 0.26pH

3ow
O Model 0.38 Model 0.35 Model <0.001

R2 Standard Error Significance Level

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level

y-intercept -0.84 0.22 <0.001
Total Cd 0.51 0.09 <0.001

P 0.36 0.13 0.01
T3<u PH 0.08 0.03 0.01>o
E Mn 1.24 0.44 0.01
QJoc
C/5

t0) Model Ln[G-I Cd(mg kg'1) = O.SICd + 0.36P + 1.24 Mn -0.84] + 0.08pH

3
o

Model 0.42 Model 0.20 Model <0.001
R2 Standard Error Significance Level

Additional Gastro-Intestinal Model Diagnostics

Figures 7.23 and 7.24 illustrate the effects of four outlying data points in G-I Cd 

concentrations, with observations 28, 29, 50 and 92 strongly influencing model error. 

Figures 7.25 and 7.26 provide the same diagnostics with these four points removed. 

Although removal of these outlying points decreased model error (Table 7.11), insufficient 

variance was captured in G-I Cd concentrations to confidently validate either model.
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Normal Q-Q

OOCO

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(CdGI ' CdX + ph)

Figure 7.23 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I Cd model before 
removal of four outlying data points 28, 29 and 92 above and point 50 in Figure 7.24 below

Residuals vs Leverage

s'

--- Cook2! distance
__________ f________ /_________________

Leverage
lm(CdGI ~ CdX + ph)

Figure 7.24 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the effect of 
statistical outliers on G-I Cd model error prior to removal of four outlying data points
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Normal Q-Q

0141

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(CdGI - CdX + P + ph + Mn)

Figure 7.25 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I Cd model after 
removal of outlying data points

Residuals vs Leverage

'• 05

o o

— 0.5
Cook’s distance

Leverage
ImfCdGI - CdX + P + ph + Mn)

Figure 7.26 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating the reduced 
effect of statistical outliers on G-I Cd model error after removal of four outlying data points

7.1.6 Lead

Gastric Model and Coefficients

The G Pb model captured the highest amount of variability in G Pb concentrations by 

comparison to the other five PTEs, as summarised in Table 7.12. To address the known
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issue of outliers which exist in Pb concentration data due to mineralisation and mining 

activity in the study area, the model was formulated using both unconditioned data and data 

with two outlying data points removed. The results of both of these models have been 

retained for comparison. While neither model failed diagnostic criteria, the conditioned 

model benefitted from a small increase in its R2 value compared to the unconditioned model 

as well as a slight reduction in model error (-0.2).

Table 7.12 MLR model summary for G Pb concentrations in Northern Ireland. Significance 
cut-off for coefficients p < 0.10, total concentration in mg kg'1 as measured by XRFS 
analysis, major elements measured as per cent oxygen

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level
y-intercept -1.06 0.19 <0.001
Total Pb 1.25 0.05 <0.001

Al -0.50 0.12 <0.001TDD Si 0.43 0.14 0.002
Oc S 0.42 0.18 0.02c<DPC Ca -0.28 0.05 <0.001

.22
Model Ln[G Pb(mg kg1) = 1.25Pb - 0.50AI + 0.43Si + 0.42S - 0.28Ca- 1.06]

o
o
Z

Model 0.88 Model 0.13 Model <0.001
R2 Standard Error Significance Level

-a
0> Variable Coefficient Standard Significance Level>o Value Error
£
CD

PC
C/2

y-intercept -1.08 0.14 <0.001
Total Pb 1.37 0.04 <0.001

.22 Al -0.50 0.10 <0.001
3 Si 0.29 0.09 0.002O Ca -0.27 0.04 <0.001

Model Ln/G Pbfmg kg') = 1.37Pb -0.50Al + 0.29Si- 0.27Ca -1.08]

Model 0.91 Model 0.11 Model <0.001
R2 Standard Error Significance Level

A loss in the S predictor variable suggests the influence of extreme values in G Pb 

concentrations arising from mineralisation has been eliminated, as Pb ore exists in PbS form. 

It is debatable whether the small increase in model diagnostic performance is a worthwhile 

exchange for the loss of this geochemical information. It has been previously observed by 

Palmer et al. (2015) that areas of Pb mineralisation in Northern Ireland are a source of highly 

bioaccessible Pb fractions, illustrating the importance of retaining geochemical outliers from 

a human health perspective. Overall, total Pb was the most significant independent variable
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included in the models, an observation which may be linked to the high soity of Pb in 

soils across the study area (Table 5.5; Palmer et ai, 2015).

Additional Gastric Model Diagnostics

Normal Q-Q

oococt

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(PbG ' PbX + AI + Si + S + Ca)

Figure 7.27 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G Pidel prior to 
removal of outlying data points 48 and 109

Residuals vs Leverage

1090
0118

Cook’s distance

Leverage
lm(PbG ~ PbX + AI + Si + S + Ca)

Figure 7.28 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrathe effect of 
statistical outliers on G Pb model error prior to removal of two data points (4)9)
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Figures 7.27 - 7.30 illustrate diagnostic plots before and after removal of tutlying data 

points from the G Pb concentration data. As shown in Figures 7.27 and 'removal of 

outliers 48 and 109 improved the performance of the model against these^ostics but 

some information surrounding sources of variability in Pb bioaccessibility be lost by 

such an approach to data conditioning.

Normal Q-Q

Theoretical Quantiles 
ImfPbG - PbX + Al + Si + Ca)

Figure 7.29 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for Gmodel after 
removal of outlying data points; data point 109 differs from previous obition 109 in 
Figure 7.27

Residuals vs Leverage

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(PbG ~ PbX + Al + Si + Ca)

Figure 7.30 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrathe reduced 
effect of remaining statistical outliers on G Pb model error after removal of data points; 
data point 109 differs from previous observation 109 in Figure 7.28
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Gastro-Intestinal Model and Coefficients

Table 7.13 MLR model summary for G-I Pb concentrations in Northern Ireland. 
Bold/underline values indicate unfavourable results

Variable Coefficient Value Standard Error Significance Level

y- -3.90 0.62 <0.001
intercept 
Total Pb 1.25 0.08 <0.001

A1 -1.03 0.22 <0.001
■o Si 2.02 0.32 <0.001
>o S 1.27 0.34 <0.001
E Ca -0.41 0.09 <0.001

LOI 0.32 0.15 0.04
U.

Model
3n Ln[G-I Pb(mg kg1) =: 1.25Pb - I.03AI + 2.02SI + 1.27S - 0.4 ICa + 0.32LOI-
o
z

3.90]

Model Model Model
R- 0.77 Standard 0.22 Significance <0.001

Error Level

w ... Coefficient Standard ErrorVariable .. .Value
Significance Level

y-intercept ■3.71 0.50 <0.001
V> Total Pb 1.26 0.06 <0.001o
E Al •0.87 0.18 <0.001
0Jc£ Si 1.80 0.26 <0.001
C/3Vh S 1.07 0.28 <0.001

Ca •0.40 0.08 <0.001
3
C LOI 0.31 0.12 0.01

Model LnlG-l Pb(mg kg'1) =: 1.26Pb - 0.87Al + l.SOSi + 1.07S -OAOCa + 0.31 LOI-
3.71]

Model Model
Model 0.83 Standard 0.18 Significance <0.001

R2 Error Level

Similar to the G Pb model, total Pb, Si, S and LOI coefficients were related to an increase in 

modelled G-I Pb concentrations while the presence of A1 and Ca appeared to result in 

reduced G-I Pb concentrations. A high degree of variability in Pb bioaccessibility was 

captured by the G-I models, with removal of two outlying data points resulting in a 6% 

increase in the model R2. The conditioned model also retained all significant predictor 

variables as were included using the unconditioned data, and a reduction in model standard 

model error (-0.4) was observed (Table 7.13). However, removal of outlying data points did 

not substantially reduce error in the y-intercept coefficient and the high degree of model
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error introduced by this coefficient unacceptably influenced the statistical robustness of the 

model.

The effect of mineralised Pb sources over Pb bioaccessibility can be observed in both models 

through the strong S coefficients although, in combination with the positive LOI coefficient, 

this may also represent anthropogenic sources of Pb atmospherically deposited to upland 

peat soils with known higher levels of oral bioaccessibility (Palmer et ai, 2015). The 

negative coefficients observed for Al and Ca predictor variables may represent igneous soil 

minerals such as feldspars or pyroxene (Appendix C) co-occurring with less bioaccessible 

geogenic Pb sources. The positive Si coefficient could be related to more highly weathered 

secondary soil minerals such as clays, although this assumption conflicts with the negative 

Al coefficient.

Additional Gastro-Intestinal Mode! Diagnostics

Error leverage from non-normally distributed data observations highlighted in Figure 7.31 

conformed to the specified tolerance of a Cook’s distance of less than one (Figure 7.32). 

However, based on the statistical improvements in the G-I Pb model and the retention of 

significant coefficients following data conditioning, the conditioned model whose 

standardised residual errors more closely matched a normal distribution (Figure 7.33) was 

preferred.

Normal Q-Q

00

0123

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(PbGI - PbX + Al + Si + S + Ca + loi)

Figure 7.31 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for G-I Pb model prior 
to removal of outlying data points 48, 60 and 123
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Residuals vs Leverage

1090

Cootfl distance

Leverage
lm(PbGI - PbX + Al + Si + S + Ca + loi)

Figure 7.32 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustratin: effect of 
statistical outliers on G-I Pb model error prior to removal of three outlying datats

Normal Q-Q

O O °

Theoretical Quantiles 
lm(PbGI' PbX + Al + Si + S + Ca + loi)

Figure 7.33 Theoretical quantile plot of standardised residual errors for Pb model 
following removal of three outlying data points
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Residuals vs Leverage

0108

o oo.

O O o

o O O

Cook's distance

Leverage
lm(PbGI ~ PbX + Al + Si + S + Ca + loi)

Figure 7.34 Data point leverage against standardised residual errors illustrating a slightly 
reduced G-I Pb model error after removal of outlying data points

7.2 Geographically Weighted Regression Results

Five PTEs were chosen for GWR modelling to illustrate the ability of MLR model 

coefficients to predict spatial trends in PTE bioaccessibility. GWR models are presented for 

G V, Ni, Cr and Pb and for G-I As. Interpolated GWR maps can be compared against 

interpolated IDW bioaccessibility maps in Chapter 5 to judge model accuracy.

7.2.1 Predicted Vanadium

Total V, oxides of Mg, S, Fe, Mn, and pH were included in the GWR model for G V 

prediction, resulting in a model that accounted for 82% of variance in G V concentrations in 

Northern Ireland. Interpolated G V concentrations in Figure 7.35 show the highest predicted 

values occur near the south eastern ROI border, coinciding with the presence of a small 

basalt intrusion in the granitic Newry Igenous Complex. Additional areas of high predicted 

G V concentrations also spatially align with basalt bedrock in the northeast. Moderate G V 

concentrations were predicted in soils overlying sedimentary rock types across some parts of 

the western half of the study area.
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The spatial model is in reasonable agreement with the trends observed inured G V 

concentrations in Figure 5.36, although some variability in the western half study area 

has not been captured by the model. Additionally, error introduced by thel can be 

observed by negative concentration values in the lower end of the coition scale 

(Figure 7.35). Upper level G V concentrations are in close agreement witlured G V 

values (Table 5.9), although maximum G V concentrations have slightly 

underestimated by the spatial regression model.

Error introduced into the regression model at individual sample locations caisessed by 

Figure 7.36 where each soil sample location is expressed as a ratio of resicormalised 

by standard errors, also referred to as the standardised residual error. Soil ; locations 

with either extreme high or extreme low standardised residuals may yarded as 

introducing a significant degree of error into the spatial regression model;; closer to 

zero are preferable, demonstrating reduced error and a better model fit particular 

sample location. According to Figure 7.36, geographic sources of predictior are not 

discernible for G V concentrations, with an observed high level of variabilitmdardised 

residuals across the study area.

Predicted G V 
Rsq = 0.82 
| 1-2.1 -5.42
[[□5.43 -10.05 

10.06-15.84 
■■ 15.85- 25.87 
^■25 88- 46.9

ilometers
0 5 10

Figure 7.35 Interpolated G V concentrations (mg kg ') predicted by GWR udependent 
variables identified from MLR; Rsq is adjusted /?2 value for geographic mod
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G V Regression 
Residual / StdError 

* -3.39--1.19 
+ -118--0.33 
+ -0.32-0.43 
+ 0.44-1.49 
+ 1.50 -3.44 ,

0 5 10
Figure 7.36 Standardised residuals in predicted G V according to UBNsample locations

7.2.2 Predicted Nickel

The GWR model of predicted G Ni concentrations displayed the lower R2 value of the five 

modelled PTEs (R2 = 0.58), despite a high R2 using the same preditor variables for the 

simple MLR model (Tables 7.4, 7.5). This suggests geographic weightig of the sample data 

did not improve model outcomes.

Total Ni and oxides of Mg, Si, S and Fe accounted for just over half c spatial variability in 

predicted G Ni concentrations in the study area. Similar to the spatil trends observed in 

measured G Ni concentrations (Figure 5.30), higher G Ni concentratms were predicted in 

soils overlying basalt bedrock, with the highest concentrations precbted south of Lough 

Neagh and near the ROI border (Figure 7.37). Moderate concentratins were modelled in 

the western half of the study area in soils spatially aligned with sedirrntary mudstones and 

limestones.
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‘n!

0 5 10 20 30 40

Figure 7.37 Interpolated G Ni concentrations (mg kg ') predicted by GWR using 
independent variables identified from MLR; Rsq is adjusted R2 value for geographic model

G Ni Regression 
Residual / StdError 

* -3.14--1.64
+ -1.63--0.14 
+ -0.13-1.37 
+ 1.38-2.87 

+ 2.88 - 4.37

ilometers
0 5 10

Figure 7.38 Standardised residuals for predicted G Ni concentrations
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Minimum predicted G Ni concentrations reach negative values, illustrating a degree of 

model error likely arising from negative y-intercept coefficients (Table 7.4). Maximum G Ni 

concentrations are also underestimated by the model, with the measured maximum G Ni 

concentration approximately 10 mg kg'1 higher than the predicted value (Table 5.9). Sources 

of model error can be assessed on a sample location basis by Figure 7.38 where symbology 

illustrating standardised residual errors closer to zero indicates a better model fit at these 

sample locations.

7.2.3 Predicted Arsenic

0 5 10 20 30 40
Figure 7.39 Interpolated G-I As concentrations (mg kg'1) predicted by GWR using 
independent variables identified from MLR; Rsq is adjusted R2 value for geographic model

Using the significant independent variables from Table 7.7, over 90% of variability in the 

spatial distribution of G-I As concentrations was accounted for by the model illustrated in 

Figure 7.39. The maximum predicted G-I As concentration (36 mg kg"1) closely matched the 

measured maximum of 37 mg kg '. High predicted G-I As concentrations were modelled in 

soils in the southern half of the study area overlying sedimentary sandstone and mudstone 

rock types with the highest G-I As concentrations predicted along the ROI border in a 

mineralisation area. Some variability in low to moderate levels of G-I As concentrations
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may not have been adequately captured by the model, however, when compared to 

interpolated G-I concentrations in Figure 5.21.

As shown in Figure 7.40, standardised residuals display a balanced trend across the study 

area, although slightly higher error was observed near the ROI border in a mineralisation 

area. This suggests the geographic model was a good fit for the majority of soil samples 

across the study area, although high sources of error were attributable to some soil sample 

locations. The increase in the model R2 following GWR compared to MLR suggests 

geographic weighting for sample data was a better approach to As regression modelling.

Gl As Regression 
Residual / StdError 

. -6.62--3.89 
+ -3.88--1.16 
+ -1.15-1.58 
+ 1.59-4.31 
+ 4.32-7.04

ilometers
0 5 10

Figure 7.40 Standardised residuals for G-I As concentrations predicted by GWR

7.2.4 Predicted Chromium

Predicted G Cr concentrations were modelled using the significant coefficients identified in 

Table 7.8. This yielded a spatial model accounting for three quarters of variance in G Cr 

concentrations across Northern Ireland. In line with high observed total Cr concentrations, 

the highest G Cr concentrations were predicted in soils overlying basalt in the northeast of 

the study area with moderate Cr bioaccessibility modelled in the southeast.
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Figure 7.42 Standardised residuals for G Cr concentrations predicted by GWR

The maximum G Cr concentration was underestimated by the model by approximately 3 mg 

kg'1 although overall predicted spatial variability closely matched actual variability in G Cr
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concentrations as illustrated by Figure 5.27. Standardised residuals for individual soil 

sample locations suggest there are some soil sample locations with a high degree of error in 

the study area, particularly overlying igneous rock types (Figure 7.42).

7.2.5 Predicted Lead

0 5 10 20 30 40
Figure 7.43 Interpolated G Pb concentrations (mg kg ') predicted by GWR using 
independent variables identified from MLR; Rsq is adjusted Revalue for geographic model

Total Pb and oxides of Al, Si, S and Ca accounted for over 90% of modelled variability in 

the spatial distribution of G Pb concentrations, illustrated in Figure 7.43. While the model 

underestimated G Pb concentrations by comparison to measured concentrations (Table 5.9), 

general spatial trends adequately reflected those observed in Figure 5.33. Higher predicted 

and observed Pb bioaccessibility was illustrated around the Belfast urban area near Belfast 

Lough (Figure 3.2) while Pb associated with mining activity (northeast), mineralisation 

(central ROI border) and the Mourne Mountains (southeast) was modelled as having higher 

G bioaccessibility. Soils overlying sedimentary rock types in the southwest and soil samples 

spatially associated with peat soils (central-north west) are also expected to have higher 

concentrations of bioaccessible Pb (Palmer et al., 2015).
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G Pb Regression 
Residual /StdError 

♦ -5.34--2,50
+ -2.49-0.35
+ 0.36-3.19 
+ 3 20 -6 04 
+ 6.05-8.89 |

ilometers
0 5 10

Figure 7.44 Standardised residuals for G Pb concentrations predicted by GWR

7.3 Summary

The robust outcomes of some models, such as the MLR Pb models or the GWR As model, 

suggested that only small gaps existed in capturing the majority of variability in PTE 

bioaccessible concentrations with the existing selection of independent variables. Minor 

model adjustments or further data collection relating to additional independent variables 

could result in the development of highly robust regional regression models that could be 

used for oral bioaccessibility prediction.

A number of factors can affect oral toxin bioaccessibility and variables not included in the 

previous models can also account for changes in PTE oral bioaccessibility. Variability 

captured by the MLR models ranged from a low of 42% to a high of 91%, illustrating how 

the suite of variables selected were appropriate to different degrees for each PTE. 

Furthermore, finalised model standard errors ranged from 0.14 to 0.25, providing a measure 

of cumulative error introduced by the modelled coefficients. Overall, Pb performed the most 

favourably with respect to both its simple MLR results and the accuracy of its spatial model 

when compared to regional variability in measured G Pb concentrations. Problems with Cd
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models were apparent, possibly due to total Cd concentrations frequently residing at or near 

the instrument DL.

Most statistical approaches to analysing data rely on the assumption that the data conform to 

a normal distribution to minimise error in the results. This includes all of the approaches 

included in this thesis—correlation, PCA, regression and interpolation outputs are all more 

reliable when a normal distribution is observed in the data. Therefore it must be 

acknowledged that the reliability of results arising from certain statistical analyses may be 

diminished when using geochemical data covering more than one geologic formation or 

bedrock type.

Sometimes a data transformation can help data more adequately conform to the required 

normal distribution. However, geochemical data will rarely conform to a normal distribution 

and often a simple log-10 transformation does not sufficiently rectify this. In other cases 

dropping outlying values from a data set can improve the robustness of statistical 

observations. Unfortunately, removing outliers from a geochemical data set can result in the 

loss of important information such as the occurrence of different geologic formations, areas 

of mineralisation or the presence of higher potential human health risk. As a result, 

sometimes it is more appropriate to draw conclusions from a geochemical data set in its 

unadulterated entirety.
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8.0 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 4, high PTE concentrations are present in Northern Irish soils, with 

some concentrations exceeding available UK soil screening values derived for human health 

protection (Tables 4.2 - 4.7). However, previous investigations of the oral bioaccessibility 

of PTEs in the region found that the total soil concentrations of some elements were not key 

determinants for the magnitude of risk present from oral PTE exposure (Barsby et ai, 2012). 

As a result, a research gap was identified to explore factors accounting for sources of 

variability in oral PTE bioaccessibility. Using existing Tellus Survey geochemical data and 

augmenting a pre-existing UBM data set with new UBM data to cover a wider geographical 

area, the results presented in Chapters 5-7 have sought to meet the aim of identifying such 

factors.

The following sections provide an integrated interpretation of key results from Chapters 5 - 

7. The aim of these sections is to link observed spatial trends in PTE total and bioaccessible 

concentrations to statistical results, aiding in the identification of wider geochemical factors 

that are associated with variability in PTE bioaccessibility across the study area. Section 8.1 

draws from results directly related to this PhD research, citing published work to date where 

available. In Section 8.2, results are discussed in the context of the wider scientific 

literature.

8.1 Observed Spatial and Statistical Trends in PTE Bioaccessibility

8.1.1 Nickel

Initial explorations of total Ni concentrations in Northern Ireland showed elevated levels of 

this PTE in the northeast and southeast of the study area, with intermediate concentrations 

extending to the southwest (Figure 4.13). In the northeast, both inhalation and oral SGVs are 

exceeded for Ni (Figure 4.15), prompting concern over possible health risks from soil-borne 

Ni exposure. Despite high total Ni concentrations in soil coinciding with the spatial extent 

of underlying basalt bedrock, interpolated spatial trends in oral bioaccessible Ni 

concentrations did not fully align with elevated total Ni concentrations (Figure 5.30) and
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higher Ni BAFs were generally observed in soils over psammite & sente and limestone 

rock types (Figure 5.29). Through correlation, PC and regressioilyses higher Ni 

bioaccessibility was generally linked to the presence of alkaline soiditions, organic 

matter, and carboniferous sedimentary geology. Whilst total eioaccessible Ni 

concentrations were correlated with alkaline pH, higher Ni BAFs werted to acidic pH, 

demonstrating the presence of a calcareous Ni source which contd to higher Ni 

concentrations but that was not resistant to acidic UBM digestion condi

Table 8.1 Summary of observed spatial and statistical relationships bioaccessibility 
data; correlations are summarised by general trends in data althoesults may vary 
according to sample bedrock groupings, interpretation of components PCA provided in
Table 6.23

Total Soil Gastric Generalised
Concentration Bioaccessibility Correlations with :d Components

Ni Trends Trends BAFs
Highest over High concentrations Total Cd and Pb, Miance in total
basalt over mudstone, lithic S03, LOI with G ccations from

arenite & G-I BAF iggeology
Intermediate over 
lithic arenite, Intermediate to high Total As with G

ccent

mudstone, concentrations over BAF only Say source of
limestone basalt, limestone +

(CaO from
va from 
setary mineral

SGV exceeded Higher sedimentary rock atoil component
over basalt only concentrations in types or

shallow profile secondary Bssible
Higher minerals) ccations also
concentrations in Maximum BAF reo igneous geology
deep profile (46%) occurs over Total V, Ni and cent though closer

psammite & semi Cr, MgO, AbCh, ccon to sedimentary
pelite overlain by MnO, FejCF, oiomponent
peat with G & G-I

BAF
ap

Minimum BAF 
occurs over basalt SiCF, P30-i, pH

- with G BAF
BAF range 1.4 - only
46.3%

(CaO from
G concentration igneous rock
range 0.33 - 30.7 mg types or primary
kg' minerals)

The highest bioaccessible Ni concentrations (G, mg kg'1) were obsen soils overlying 

mudstone and lithic arenite bedrock types, with intermediate levebioaccessible Ni 

concentrations in soils overlying basalt and limestone (Figure 5.28). digning with the 

observed spatial trends in total or bioaccessible Ni concentrations, aximum G BAF 

occurred in the psammite & semi-pelite bedrock group in an area un by peat soil.
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Furthermore, the minimum observed G BAF occurred in the basalt bedrock group, contrary 

to the observed high total concentrations initially suggestive of potential human health risks.

These trends are partly explained by coefficients modelled in G Ni concentration prediction 

in Chapter 7, where increasing Si02, total Ni and S03 lead to an increase in G Ni unlike Mg 

and Fe oxides which were associated with a decrease in G Ni concentrations. Silicate 

compounds are abundant in the psammite & semi-pelite bedrock group (Figure 6.9) while Fe 

and Mg oxides are present at their highest levels in soils overlying basalt (Figures 6.4, 6.5). 

The positive Si02 coefficient in the G Ni MLR model (Table 7.4) differs from the observed 

negative correlation between this oxide and G Ni BAFs (Table 6.2). This may demonstrate 

the different statistical outcomes that arise when using bioaccessible concentration versus 

BAF data or may be suggestive of the ubiquitous presence of silica in several different 

mineral forms.

As summarised in Table 8.1, an increase in bioaccessible Ni proportions was commonly 

associated with S03 and LOI, variables which are spatially aligned with areas of upland and 

blanket peat (Palmer et ai, 2013a) and also to a lesser degree with clays and mudstones 

(Figures 4.1, 6.12, 6.13). Peat soils are prevalent in upland areas aligning with the 

psammites & semi-pelites of the Sperrin Mountains where the maximum Ni BAF was 

observed. Negative correlations were observed between Ni BAFs and variables associated 

with igneous or metamorphic minerals of a high degree of hardness (Appendix C). The 

presence of CaO resulted in different statistical relationships with Ni bioaccessibility, 

suggestive of the variable geochemical sources of this major oxide and of Ni. For example, 

in the mudstone bedrock group positive correlations were detected with Ni BAFs while 

negative correlations were present in the basalt bedrock group (Tables 6.12, 6.14).

Previously published research by Palmer et al. (2014a) exploring factors related to 

bioaccessible Ni in Northern Ireland concluded that low Ni BAFs in the basalt bedrock 

group were related to high levels of co-occurring geogenic major element oxides which are 

present at higher concentrations in soils overlying basalt compared to soils included in the 

other bedrock groups studied (Figures 6.4 - 6.8). Higher observed Ni bioaccessibility in 

soils included in the psammite & semi-pelite bedrock group were suggestive of a peat soil 

influence rather than a control from the underlying bedrock itself, as this bedrock group is 

covered largely by upland peat soil types in Northern Ireland (Palmer et al., 2014a). As 

shown by Figures 5.28, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.8 and 6.9 respectively, soils overlying psammite & 

semi pelite host lower average total Ni concentrations and lower proportions of Fe, Mg, Mn,
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A1 and Si oxides which were negatively correlated to Ni BAFs. The same soils also hosted 

relatively high measured proportions of S03 and LOI which were frequently related to 

increased Ni BAFs (Table 8.1).

8.1.2 Vanadium

In Chapter 4, it was shown that V is present at elevated concentrations throughout the study 

area, although the strongest geogenic associations occur in soils overlying basalt bedrock 

(Figure 4.16). Unlike other geogenic PTEs whose elevated concentrations and SGV or GAC 

exceedances are largely confined to the northeast of the study area, the occurrence of 

elevated V concentrations in soil was sufficiently endemic to not justify illustrating breaches 

in the V GAC. However, oral bioaccessibility testing found relatively low measured G V 

concentrations, with an average G BAF of 8.3% and a maximum of less than one quarter of 

total V in soil solubilised by G UBM digestion (Table 5.9, Figure 5.35). High fractions of 

bioaccessible V were observed in soils overlying basalt and sandstone bedrock, although 

discernible controls over V BAFs were not confined to a specific bedrock group.

Table 8.2 Summary of observed spatial and statistical relationships in V bioaccessibility 
data; correlations are summarised by general trends in data although results may vary 
according to sample bedrock groupings, interpretation of components from PCA provided in
Table 6.23

Total Soil 
Concentration

V Trends

Gastric Generalised
Bioaccessibility Correlations with

Trends BAFs
Related Components

Moderately High concentrations LOI with G Most variance in total
elevated across over basalt BAF concentrations from
extent of study 
area Intermediate SO3 with G &

igneous geology 
component

Highest over
concentrations over 
sedimentary formations

G-I BAF
Secondary source of

basalt (Alkaline pH variance from
Higher G sometimes sedimentary mineral

Higher concentrations in deep significant) and/or soil component
concentrations in 
deep profile

profile
Total V and Cr, Bioaccessible

Higher BAFs occur MgO, ALO3, concentrations have
Widespread over sedimentary and MnO, Fe203, different associations
occurrence of basalt bedrock, with with G & G-I from total concentrations
concentrations maximum G BAF BAF suggesting presence of
exceeding GAC (23%) over sandstone discrete mobile and

SiOi with G immobile fractions
BAF range 1.4-23.1%

Concentration range 0.6 
- 52.1 mg kg'1

BAF only
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Maximum interpolated G V concentrations in soil align spatially with underlying basalt 

bedrock. This can be observed in Figure 5.36 in the southeast of the study area, coinciding 

spatially with a small basalt intrusion in the granitic Newry Igneous Complex; this is 

therefore regarded as a localised basaltic V source. Sedimentary rock types also account for 

higher amounts of bioaccessible V in the study area, a relationship which is demonstrated by 

the positive correlations between V BAFs, S03 and LOI (Table 8.2). These latter two 

variables are suggestive of the presence of soils with high amounts of organic matter or 

weathered clay soil particles which are capable of storing mobile and soluble forms of PTEs 

(Madejon, 2013; Palmer et al., 2013a).

The observed negative correlations between a number of major element oxides, total V and 

Cr with V BAFs demonstrate the effect of basalt mineralogy over V bioaccessibility (Table 

6.14). Significant coefficients identified in G V concentration models in Chapter 7 also 

support the findings of other statistical analyses, with S03 and alkaline pH associated with a 

modelled increase in G V and the presence of Mn, Mg, and Fe oxides resulting in a decrease 

in bioaccessible V concentrations (Table 7.2).

The results of PCA suggest that two forms of V are present in the study area—one strongly 

geogenic residing in recalcitrant mineral forms and one more strongly pedogenic and bound 

to soil particles from secondary weathering processes. This is based on the observation that 

variance in bioaccessible V concentrations was dominated by a different component than 

total V concentrations, although a secondary source of variance in bioaccessible 

concentrations was shared by total V concentrations as identified by PC2 (Table 6.22). As 

illustrated by Figure 4.16, total V in soils is less constrained by basalts across the study area 

when compared to Ni or Cr, with moderate V concentrations observed in soils throughout the 

western half of the study area.

Broadly similar correlations occur among V BAFs as are observed for Ni BAFs. Based on 

such correlation statistics, wider geochemical factors relating to V bioaccessibility were 

expected to be similar to those identified for Ni. Although both elements have a high affinity 

for organic matter in soil, V is understood to be more mobile in alkaline conditions, unlike 

Ni (EA, 2009/; Nathanail et al, 2009). This is supported by the slight positive pH 

coefficient obtained during regression modelling, demonstrating the relationship between 

alkaline pH and higher G V concentrations (Table 7.2). In contrast to Ni, higher 

bioaccessible V concentrations were measured in deep basaltic soils compared to shallow
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soils (Figures 5.11, 5.17), demonstrating the differences in their respective chemical 

behaviours in the soil environment.

Published information regarding V bioaccessibility is limited, although factors linked to peat 

have been related to higher V BAFs while A1 and Fe oxides were found to be negatively 

correlated to V BAFs (Palmer et ai, 2013a; Table 6.2). Palmer et al. (2014a) furthermore 

reported higher median G V BAFs in soils overlying basalt bedrock and lower median BAFs 

in soils overlying limestone and lithic arenite, a general trend which is also illustrated by 

Figure 5.35. However, higher G V concentrations were mapped throughout the eastern half 

of the study area (Figure 5.36) in line with total V concentrations (Table 8.2).

8.1.3 Chromium

Table 8.3 Summary of observed spatial and statistical relationships in Cr bioaccessibility 
data; correlations are summarised by general trends in data although results may vary 
according to sample bedrock groupings, interpretation of components from PCA provided in 
Table 6.23

Cr

Total Soil 
Concentration 

Trends

Gastric
Bioaecessibility

Trends

Generalised 
Correlations with 

BAFs

Related
Components

Extremely elevated Higher concentrations Total V, A1203, Total concentrations
over basalt over basalt but low CaO, MgO, Fe203, show distinct

overall compared to P2O5, LOI with G separation
Moderate
concentrations over

total BAF from/negative 
relationship to

lithic arenite and Intermediate + Si02 with G & G-I pedogenic factors
sandstone concentrations over in psammite/semi-

Cr(VI) GAC
lithic arenite pelite group Bioaccessible 

concentrations not
exceeded at all rural Higher concentrations (Alkaline pH) separable from total
Tellus Survey 
locations though

in deep soil profile concentrations

speciation unknown Maximum G BAF 
(5%) over basalt but

S03 with G & G-I

Higher
concentrations in 
deep soil profile

other high BAFs over 
lithic arenite, granite, 
psammite & semi 
pelite

BAF range 0.04 - 
5.4%

Concentration range 
nil - 10.0 mg kg'1

(LOI)
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Chromium is a PTE of extremes in Northern Ireland, exhibiting the highest measured total 

soil concentrations but the lowest observed oral bioaccessibility, both in terms of its 

bioaccessible concentrations and fractions. Despite elevated total Cr concentrations in soil 

being largely confined by the distribution of underlying basalt, the Cr(VI) GAC is exceeded 

at each of the 6862 rural Northern Ireland Tellus Survey soil sample locations. However, 

speciation tests have not been conducted for Cr in the study area and a low level of measured 

Cr oral bioaccessibility suggests actual health risks from oral exposure to this PTE are low.

Previous research of Cr sources in the study area has confirmed the presence of high 

proportions of insoluble Cr (Cox et ai, 2013; Palmer et ai, 2013(f), in part explaining the 

occurrence of low bioaccessible Cr concentrations. Both total and bioaccessible Cr 

concentrations show strong associations to geologic factors, and although low Cr BAFs are 

common, some high bioaccessible concentrations are present as a result of extremely 

elevated Cr concentrations in soil. Although higher measured bioaccessible Cr 

concentrations occur in soils overlying basalt as a result of corresponding high total 

concentrations (Figure 5.27), proportionate Cr bioaccessibility is less constrained by 

underlying bedrock types across the study area (Figure 5.26, Table 8.3).

Positive correlations between Cr BAFs and a number of major oxides otherwise understood 

to result in reduced oral PTE bioaccessibility suggest that both total and bioaccessible Cr 

concentrations are controlled by a predominantly geogenic mineral component. 

Furthermore, variables such as S03 and LOI, factors linked to soil rather than lithological 

parameters, show negative associations with Cr BAFs (Table 8.3). This suggests Cr has 

strong associations with soil parent material from the underlying bedrock rather than with 

superficial deposits, an observation that was also supported by the higher observed total and 

bioaccessible Cr concentrations deeper in the soil profile (Figures 5.7 - 5.9). PCA findings 

also support the conclusion that a strong disassociation of Cr from pedogenic factors exists 

(Table 6.22, Figure 6.3). This may be the result of Cr enrichment and co-precipitation with 

major element oxides deeper in the soil profile after historic weathering exposure (Frei & 

Polat, 2013).

8.1.4 Cadmium

Total Cd soil concentrations are the least constrained by underlying geology in Northern 

Ireland, although elevated total concentrations somewhat align with the spatial extent of
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basalt, limestone and psammite & semi-pelite (Figure 4.5). In addition, a Cd hotspot was 

identified in an area of mineralisation at the ROI border. Depending upon the assessment 

criteria applied, Cd exceeds its EA SGV or LQM & CIEH GAC in either a limited or 

extensive number of locations, respectively (Figure 4.7).

The high frequency of change over short spatial scales observed in total Cd soil 

concentrations is suggestive of anthropogenic land use patterns (Appendix A), although this 

cannot be concluded with certainty based on spatial maps alone. Total Cd concentrations 

were frequently detected near XRFS instrument DLs (Table 3.1) which could have affected 

interpolated concentration patterns. Bioaccessible Cd concentrations, however, were above 

the ICP-MS DDL for all measurements. Despite DL concerns in the total concentration data, 

the higher total and bioaccessible Cd concentrations detected in shallow Tellus soils (Figures 

5.4 - 5.6) support the assumption that elevated Cd concentrations in Northern Ireland may 

arise from anthropogenic sources, as such deposition would be observed at surface level.

Table 8.4 Summary of observed spatial and statistical relationships in Cd bioaccessibility 
data; correlations are summarised by general trends in data although results may vary 
according to sample bedrock groupings, interpretation of components from PCA provided in 
Table 6.23

Total Soil Gastric Generalised
Concentration Bioaccessibility Correlations with Related Components

Cd Trends Trends BAFs
Higher mean Maximum G P205 Total concentrations
concentrations over concentration in ROI reside strongly in
basalt, limestone, acid mineralisation area Si02, AI2O3, organic matter or clay
volcanics

Moderate
Fe203 with G- 
I

soil component

Maximum observation concentrations over + Distinct separation
in ROI mineralisation most rock types Total As in from the geogenic
area

Geogenic associations
sedimentary
groups

PTEs

General trend towards with variability in G Bioaccessible
widespread elevation BAFs not discernible concentrations in
with weak geogenic same component as
associations Higher concentrations 

in shallow profile
total

LQM/CIEH GAC Total and
extensively exceeded, BAF range 7.4 - (S03 and LOI) bioaccessible
EA SGV less 100% - concentrations in
frequently

Concentration range
same component as P 
oxide

Higher concentrations 
in shallow soil profile

0.03 - 45.2 mg kg1

Natural Cd sources in study area soils are likely attributable to sedimentary geology (Table 

8.4) and PCA revealed that total and bioaccessible Cd, S03 and LOI shared a common
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source of variance along with clay factors and P2O5 (Table 6.22, Figure 6.3). P2O5 also 

showed spatial distributions in shallow soils that were indicative of anthropogenic land use 

patterns (Figure 6.10). Higher Cd BAFs were sometimes related to an increase in P2O5 

proportions, suggesting a possible inorganic fertilizer component may be contributing to 

elevated total and bioaccessible Cd concentrations (Tables 6.2, 6.10). PCA similarly 

detected common sources of variance between total and bioaccessible Cd and P (Tables 6.18, 

6.22). Discrete sources of variability in total and bioaccessible Cd concentrations were not 

detected following PCA, suggesting total and bioaccessible concentrations are strongly 

linked. MLR results were not highly effective at modelling such a relationship, however, 

although in the best available G and G-I models total Cd concentrations and P were included 

as significant predictors of bioaccessible Cd concentrations (Tables 7.10, 7.11).

8.1.5 Arsenic

Consistent relationships between total and bioaccessible As concentrations with other 

geochemical factors were challenging to identify. This may have been the result of relatively 

low As concentrations across the study area compared to other PTEs. Alternatively, the 

geochemical factors chosen for inclusion in the analyses may not have accounted for an 

adequate amount of variability in As soil concentrations. As shown in Figure 4.2, markedly 

lower As concentrations occur in soils overlying igneous formations while higher total 

concentrations align with the occurrence of underlying sedimentary and metamorphic 

formations (Table 8.5). From a human health perspective when compared to the available 

SGV, soils overlying psammite & semi-pelite contribute to the greatest potential risk from 

As exposure in addition to soils overlying the mineralisation area at the ROI border (Figure 

4.4). Furthermore, the highest measured G-I concentrations and BAFs also occur in or near 

this mineralisation zone (Figures 5.20, 5.21).

Positive correlations among As BAFs and AI2O3 and Si02 identified through PCA (Table 

6.22, Figure 6.3) may in part explain an increase in oral bioaccessibility in soils overlying 

sedimentary and metamorphic rock types as these variables allude to the presence of 

secondary clay minerals resulting from the weathering and erosion of parent rock. Negative 

correlations detected among variables associated with igneous rock types may be indicative 

of the relative low total and bioaccessible As concentrations observed in the northern portion 

of the study area. However, total As follows largely geogenic distribution patterns in soil 

(Figure 4.2) and negative correlations observed with As BAFs and major element oxides
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such as FeiOj support the conclusions of other authors who have found that geogenic As 

(and other PTEs) associated with crystalline forms of Fe oxides had lower oral 

bioaccessibility (Wragg et ai, 2014; Wragg et al, 2007).

Table 8.5 Summary of observed spatial and statistical relationships in As bioaccessibility 
data; correlations are summarised by general trends in data although results may vary 
according to sample bedrock groupings, interpretation of components from PCA provided in 
Table 6.23

As
Total Soil

Concentration Trends
Gastro-Intestinal
Bioaccessibility

Trends

Generalised 
Correlations with 

BAFs
Related

Components

Higher mean and Maximum Variance in As total
maximum concentration in ROI P2O51AI2O3, concentrations not
concentrations over mineralisation area Si02, alkaline detected by PCA in
lithic arenite resulting pH in full Tellus data
from ROI mineralisation Moderate psammite & analysis
hotspot concentrations semi-pelite

throughout southern group Study set analysis
Moderately high in soils extent of study area shows total As
over sedimentary rock Total As, Cd, closely related to clay
types Higher Pb with G & mineral component

concentrations in G-I
Higher concentrations shallow profile Bioaccessible As
over psammite & semi- correlated with P2O5

pelite which is inter- BAF range 3.4 - Total V, Ni, Cr and occupying same
bedded by limestone 58.6% with G-I component as total

As
Most SGV exceedances Concentration range MnO, FeiO},
occur over psammite & 0.2 - 37.2 mg kg'1 CaO, AI2O3,
semi-pelite or lithic MgO with G-I
arenite over basalt

Higher concentrations in 
shallow profile

Compared to initial significant correlations identified between As G-I BAFs and other 

geochemical variables in Table 6.2, a narrower range of significant MFR coefficients were 

identified in Table 7.7 relating to G-I As concentrations. Total As and oxides of Si, P and S 

were linked to an increase in G-I As while only MnO was included in the model as a 

negative coefficient. Previous work by Palmer et al. (20136) explored the solubility of As in 

soils in Northern Ireland and the surrounding border region and found that the southern half 

of the study area hosted higher proportions of soluble As compared to soils overlying 

igneous geology in the north. These same areas of higher solubility spatially align with areas 

of observed higher G-I concentrations as shown in Figure 5.21.
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8.1.6 Lead

As illustrated in Figure 4.10, elevated total Pb concentrations occur along the northeast 

coast, around Belfast Lough, in soils overlying granite and lithic arenite in the southeast, and 

also in the western half of the study area. Respectively, these areas spatially align with the 

occurrence of mining activity, the greater Belfast metropolitan area, the ROI border 

mineralisation zone, and with the spatial extent of peat soils. Although no SGV currently 

exists for Pb in the UK, the pC4SL is extensively exceeded for the most sensitive potential 

receptor in an allotment land use setting (Figure 4.12).

Recently published research by Palmer et al. (2015) identified urban, peat, granite and 

mineralisation Pb source domains in Northern Ireland. The measured bioaccessibility of Pb 

in the peat domain was of a similar magnitude to that observed in the urban domain, alluding 

to a common Pb source through atmospheric deposition. This was supported by the 

information that the peat-covered western upland regions intercept the majority of rainfall in 

the study area (Met Office, 2012) which may provide a source of anthropogenic atmospheric 

Pb deposition from global industrial emissions. Correlations with SO3, total and 

bioaccessible Pb throughout the study area also suggest that a possible atmospheric pollution 

component has contributed to higher Pb concentrations in soil (Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.9, 6.10 

etc.). Fligher levels of Pb oral bioaccessibility spatially align with higher measured total 

concentrations throughout Northern Ireland as a result of high observed levels of Pb 

solubility (Palmer et al., 2015; Table 5.5).

Relatively consistent correlations were observed between Pb BAFs and other geochemical 

factors across the individual bedrock groups, indicating a common source of variance exists 

in Pb concentrations across the study area that is not accounted for by the underlying 

geology. This is in contrast to other PTEs whose relationships between BAFs and other 

variables sometimes changed according to sample bedrock grouping. In particular, a 

consistent increase in Pb BAFs was observed in the presence of SO3 and LOI as well as 

acidic pH, indicative of the high Pb concentrations observed in upland peat soils. The effect 

of the mineralisation hotspot over Pb BAFs is demonstrated by strong correlations with As 

and Cd which spatially co-occur in this area. Interpretation of PC loading plots shows that 

sources of variance in both total and bioaccessible Pb are related to peat, As and Cd co

factors (Table 6.22, Figure 6.3).
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Conclusions regarding Pb toxicity from oral soil exposure can only be made on a site 

specific basis taking all exposure pathways and relevant land use scenarios into account. 

However, combining existing knowledge surrounding non-threshold toxicity with the 

findings that Pb in the study area displays moderate to high solubility and oral 

bioaccessibility (Table 8.6) warrants more detailed risk evaluation for this element. More 

detailed research findings relating to Pb have suggested that diffuse anthropogenic forms of 

pollution and the presence of natural geogenic contaminants should be considered more 

carefully in a human health risk context in Northern Ireland, particularly in the case of a non

threshold toxin such as Pb (Palmer et al., 2015).

Table 8.6 Summary of observed spatial and statistical relationships in Pb bioaccessibility 
data; correlations are summarised by general trends in data although results may vary 
according to sample bedrock groupings, interpretation of components from PCA provided in 
Table 6.23

Pb
Total Soil

Concentration Trends
Gastric

Bioaccessibility
Trends

Generalised 
Correlations 
with BAFs

Related Components

Highest concentrations Maximum Strong associations with
along northeast coast concentration in ROI Total As, peat soil component
and in mineralised mineralisation area Cd, Pb
border soils Separation from main

High to moderate S03, LOI geogenic component
Moderate concentrations although mineralisation
concentrations coincide directly align with Acid pH influence inferred from
with upland peat in west areas of elevated shared source of
and southeast and also total Pb variance with total Cd
with greater Belfast 
metropolitan area Higher

and As

concentrations in Total V, Ni, Total and bioaccessible
Bedrock spatial shallow profile Cr, MnO, concentrations closely
associations not Fe203, CaO, related
believed to be No clear geogenic ai2o3, p2o5,
indication of Pb sources trends, high BAFs MgO

occur across extent
Widespread exceedance 
of most conservative

of study area

pC4SL BAF range 8.2 - 
68.6%

Higher concentrations 
in shallow profile Concentration range

1.5- 199.8 mg kg'1
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8.2 Further Discussion of Results

8.2.1 Effectiveness and Limitations of Analyses

While correlation analysis and other statistical methods such as PCA and linear regression 

can assist in identifying factors that may influence trace element bioaccessibility, potential 

geogenic sources of variance in geochemistry data should be reduced before these 

relationships can be effectively explored. This is particularly important when researching a 

relatively large geographic area where high levels of geologic diversity exist such as those 

observed across Northern Ireland (Jordan et al.} 2007).

When UBM data were split according to generic bedrock types, the mean correlation 

coefficient increased in all groups by up to a maximum of 35% (observed in bioaccessible 

concentration data in granite group. Table 6.5) compared to the mean coefficients obtained 

for the full study set (mean r = 0.24, Table 6.1). Despite an increase in the average values of 

coefficients, the total number of significant coefficients decreased after division into bedrock 

classifications due to reduced sub-sample sizes. The exception to this was observed in the 

basalt group where the total number of significant correlations increased slightly when 

compared to the full study set (96 significant correlations in Table 6.13 versus 92 from 

bioaccessible concentration data in Table 6.1). This was likely due to the homogeneity and 

relatively large spatial extent of basalt bedrock underlying soils in this group. Such 

observations support the conclusion that geochemical variability present across the study 

area was reduced in sub-sample groups following classification by bedrock type, meeting the 

chief aim of dividing data into different categories.

Despite observed statistical improvements following this data handling approach, other 

sources of variability capable of weakening correlation statistics were still present within the 

data sub-sets. Soil type is a factor that was not specifically controlled for within the bedrock 

groups. At least eight different soil types are present within each of the basalt and mudstone 

sample groups, for example, while different shale-parentage soils are prevalent in the lithic 

arenite division. Despite the variety of soil types in the basalt group, the high correlation 

coefficients for most pairs of variables suggested that a dominant source of variance in the 

soils data stemmed from the underlying geology.
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Where lower r values or fewer significant r values were observed in sub-sample groups, this 

may have indicated that additional sources of variance were present in the data which were 

not detected using the generic bedrock classifications. For example, in the sandstone & 

lithic arenite group (Tables 6.15, 6.16), mean correlation coefficients were only marginally 

higher than those observed in the full study set. In addition, the fewest number of significant 

correlations were present in this group relative to its large sub-sample size. It is possible that 

combining the sandstone and lithic arenite bedrock types may not have been appropriate or 

that a high degree of soil-geochemical heterogeneity existed in this group. The effects of 

heterogeneity from smaller bedrock formations can be observed in the limestone group 

(Tables 6.7, 6.8) where, similar to sandstone, relationships between pairs of variables were 

only slightly improved following the applied data handling methods. Unlike the igneous 

granite and basalt groups, the generic sandstone and limestone bedrock groups are comprised 

of many discrete smaller geologic formations of mixed geochemical composition (Figure 

4.1).

It is important to note that no transformations were applied to the data before carrying out 

correlation analysis. Therefore, deviations from a normal frequency distribution or data 

closure (in particular where relationships among the oxides are concerned) may have 

reduced the robustness of results. Critically it should also be stressed that correlation does 

not necessarily imply causation (Triola, 1998). Despite such potential limitations, 

correlation analysis remains a useful tool for identifying relationships between pairs of 

variables and for forming hypotheses in the early stages of research. Such analyses can also 

provide a focus for later development of mathematical models to predict trace element 

bioaccessibility (Pelfrene et al. 2012; Abollino et al. 2011; Poggio et al. 2009; Cave et al. 

2007; Cave et al. 2003).

8.2.2 Wider Sources of Geochemical Variance

Many of the geochemistry variables explored in this research are micro-scale indicators of 

factors or processes bearing influence over trace element bioaccessibility on a wider 

environmental scale. For example, the presence of some oxides are common indicators of 

weathering processes which may be responsible for either mobilising or stabilising trace 

elements across large regional scales. Some variables may provide direct information about 

PTE sources; for example, as in the case of factors related to anthropogenic forms of 

pollution such as sulphates or phosphates (Nebel & Wright, 2000). Variation in soil
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chemistry including changes in pH, organic content, microbial activity, redox potential and 

cation exchange capacity will also significantly affect trace element bioaccessibility on 

different spatial and time scales, regardless of total element concentrations or sources 

(Abollino et ai, 2011; Finzgar et al., 2007; Ljung et ai, 2007; Hursthouse, 2001).

The time scales over which these factors can influence bioaccessibility are extremely 

variable, with half-life sorption of metals onto humic materials in peat capable of occurring 

within a time scale as short as five seconds (Sparks, 1995). Seasonal variations in soil 

moisture and resulting redox changes can also affect trace element bioaccessibility and 

mobility, exemplifying the dynamic factors of influence that occur outside of geologic time 

and spatial scales. In Chapter 2 several of these variables were discussed in relation to their 

impacts over PTE bioaccessibility. Drawing from the primary literature, the following 

sections discuss oral bioaccessibility research findings in the context of these factors.

Trace Element Total Concentrations and Their Sources

Total PTE concentrations were generally observed to be positively correlated with their 

respective bioaccessible concentrations, although this is not unexpected as a bioaccessible 

concentration will not be detected without the presence of a measurable total concentration. 

However, this does not immediately justify a total concentration based risk assessment 

framework. An inspection of statistical relationships between bioaccessibility data and other 

variables instead provides additional insight into the more complex effects of geochemistry 

over oral bioaccessibility.

The BAFs of geogenic elements such as Ni and V were often negatively correlated with their 

respective total concentrations whereas the BAFs of assumed anthropogenic elements such 

as Pb were more commonly observed to be positively correlated with their total 

concentrations (Table 6.2). Attempts by Appleton et al. (2012a) to develop models for Pb 

bioaccessibility prediction concluded that total Pb concentrations from urban sources were 

the only significant predictors of bioaccessible concentrations. The presence of strong 

negative correlations between total PTE concentrations and their BAFs may suggest that a 

large portion of the PTE resides in an insoluble form, with a lesser soluble component 

accounting for the bioaccessible portion (Palmer et ai, 2013a). Conversely, positive 

correlations between total PTE concentrations and their BAFs suggests that the majority of 

an element is in a more mobile and soluble form. Ultimately, an important observation is
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that the proportional oral bioaccessibility of suspected anthropogenic PTEs appears to be 

more dependent on total soil concentrations than the bioaccessibility of geogenic elements 

relative to their total concentrations.

In Northern Ireland parent geology is a significant contributor to elevated PTE 

concentrations in overlying soils. This is particularly apparent in the northeast where high 

Ni, V and Cr soil concentrations align with the spatial extent of basalt. Sedimentary bedrock 

types such as clays and shales, generically classed as mudstone, are also widely known to 

host higher concentrations of geogenic As, Cd, Pb, Cr and V (Alloway, 2013&; Garrett, 

2013; EA, 2009b; EFSA, 2009; Fischer et ai, 2009; Tuttle et ai, 2009). However, the 

distributions of PTEs in soils in Northern Ireland are not clearly confined by one particular 

bedrock type. For example, multiple soil parent rock types account for elevated 

concentrations of elements such as Ni and V. Physical processes such as glacial scour may 

have furthermore resulted in a widening of the spatial distribution of PTEs beyond their 

primary parent materials (Jordan et ai, 2001). On the basis of observed spatial distribution 

trends in the six PTEs, Ni, V, Cr and As appear to have discernible geogenic origins while 

spatial patterns in the soil concentrations of Cd and Pb are not as strongly linked to the 

underlying geology. While published evidence related to this research supports the 

observation that Pb is from anthropogenic pollution sources (Palmer et ai, 2015), similar 

evidence forCd in Northern Irish soils has thus far not been compiled.

Reaching conclusions about PTE sources is highly important in a contaminated land 

legislative context as clauses in the Part 2A guidance (DEFRA, 2012) state that widespread 

geogenic or diffuse anthropogenic contamination should not be classified as contaminated 

land for human health protection purposes without the attainment of robust scientific 

evidence and identification of contaminant linkages. However, it may be of concern that As, 

for example, is from widespread geogenic sources and if risk pathways to receptors do exist, 

so will significant human health risks. Research published in 2013 has already concluded 

that spatial relationships do exist between the occurrence of elevated PTE concentrations 

such as As and increased incidences of some types of cancers in Northern Ireland, namely 

skin and stomach cancers (McKinley et ai, 2013). Furthermore, diffuse Pb pollution from 

both anthropogenic and geogenic sources in Northern Ireland was found to have moderate to 

high levels of oral bioaccessibility, suggesting health risks may be present if pathways to 

receptors are present (Palmer et ai, 2015). This is particularly of interest in the context of 

the non-threshold toxicity classification that currently exists for Pb (EA, 2009/; ATSDR, 

2001b; USEPA, 1988).
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Major Element Oxides and Formation of Mineral Complexes

Across the full study set, oxides of Mg, Al, P, S, Ca, and Fe commonly accounted for an 

increase in bioaccessible PTE concentrations. This was likely due to soil-geochemical co

occurrence either through the formation of geogenic mineral complexes or soil sorption 

mechanisms. However, proportionate bioaccessibility was affected differently by the 

presence of these oxides, with Mg, Al, Si, Mn and Fe strongly accounting for reduced PTE 

BAFs while CaO and S03 were related to an increase in BAFs. Based on these observations, 

the former five oxides may have participated in the formation of insoluble mineral 

complexes with PTEs in soil, reducing their proportional bioaccessibility relative to total 

concentrations. Conversely, minerals related to the presence of the latter Ca and S, 

respectively, may participate in weaker sorption mechanisms and do not bind PTEs 

sufficiently to result in a significant reduction in PTE BAFs after UBM digestion.

Several authors have noted that oxides of Al, Fe and Mn actively participate in sorption and 

co-precipitation reactions capable of immobilising heavy metal cations in soils (Pelfrene et 

al., 2012; Laveuf et al., 2009; Cances et al., 2008; Cave et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2007; 

ATSDR, 2005; Flynn et al., 2003; Hursthouse, 2001; Ruby et al, 1999). In addition, the 

presence of major element oxides in co-occurrence with PTEs may provide an indication that 

trace elements are bound in insoluble solid mineral phases of geogenic origin (Wragg et al., 

2007; Jordan et al., 2001; Ruby et al., 1999). In a study of basalt weathering products in 

South China, Ma et al. (2007) concluded that Al and Fe oxides and trace elements were 

mobilised during the weathering process, but were subsequently immobilised deeper in the 

soil profile through the formation of insoluble co-precipitates which encapsulated and stored 

trace elements. This supports the observation that, while several major element oxides were 

positively correlated with total and bioaccessible concentrations of geogenic Ni, V and Cr in 

particular, proportional bioaccessibility decreased in the presence of the same variables.

In Northern Ireland, an analysis by Cox et al. (2013) of the solid phase distributions of Ni 

and Cr in basaltic soils found that soils containing greater proportions of carbonate soil 

phases hosted more bioaccessible Ni. Conversely, the same authors observed that soil 

samples containing higher proportions of Fe-oxides and clay held lower measured 

concentrations of bioaccessible Ni and Cr. Several other authors have also concluded that 

trace metals associated with high carbonate soil components derived from calcium-rich 

parent material are easily extracted when exposed to acid conditions, resulting in increased 

gastric bioaccessibility (Denys et al., 2007; Ljung et al., 2007; Cave & Wragg, 1997). This
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effect is generally more pronounced in calcareous soils overlying sedimentary rock types, 

however.

Both basalt and limestone bedrock types contribute to increased levels of Ca of varying 

mineralogical constituents in Northern Ireland soils (Jordan et al. 2001). Geogenic Ca in the 

basalt sample group may be in a less soluble form than Ca found in limestone parent 

material. Chesworth et al. (1981) found that the greatest proportion of calcium in basalt in 

Belbex, France was hosted by pyroxene and plagioclase minerals which were the least 

susceptible to degradation by weathering compared to other basalt minerals studied. This 

aligns with the finding by Cox et al. (2013), whose x-ray diffraction analysis of mineralogy 

of soils overlying basalt from County Antrim, Northern Ireland confirmed the presence of 

the same weather and acid resistant, calcium-rich minerals.

The results of statistical analyses carried out during this research supports the conclusion that 

Ca minerals of varying degrees of hardness are present across the study area: those of high 

recalcitrance relating to primary igneous minerals and lower PTE bioaccessibility, others of 

low acid- and weather-resistance relating to more aged secondary sedimentary minerals and 

higher PTE bioaccessibility. CaO displayed a variable statistical relationship with the 

bioaccessibility of some PTEs and PCA revealed that CaO displayed cross-component 

tendencies in terms of having multiple component sources of variance (Tables 6.18, 6.20, 

6.22; Palmer et al., 2014a). Across the study area, CaO was positively correlated with total 

V, Ni, and Cr and also with oxides of Mg, Al, P, S, Mn and Fe, alluding to the presence of a 

number of minerals of variable degrees of hardness such as amphibole, apatite, chlorite or 

dolomite (Appendix C). However, when analysed according to BAF data, apparent 

influences from the presence of this oxide were not as well-defined. Alkaline pH was also 

significantly related to the presence of Ca, probably due to the presence of calcium carbonate 

minerals in some soil samples (Tables 6.1, 6.7), although the relationships between PTE 

bioaccessibility and soil pH were difficult to discern through the statistical methods applied 

here.

Low pH conditions can discourage soil sorption mechanisms from taking place and metal 

oxide precipitates form more easily in soil under alkaline conditions (Nathanail et al. 2009; 

ATSDR 2005; CCME 1999). Although ionic sorption reactions have the ability to 

immobilise trace elements in natural soil systems, such bonding mechanisms at the soil 

solution-particle interface are driven by relatively weak forces (Sparks, 1995). As a result, 

these bonds may be easily broken by the acid conditions present in the human digestive
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system, re-mobilising ions for G-I uptake. Ljung et al. (2007) described how soluble metals 

may be released from other compounds in the stomach acid, but that higher pH conditions in 

the intestine may cause insoluble precipitates to form, reducing bioavailability prior to 

intestinal absorption. An overall lack of observed statistical relationships between PTE 

bioaccessibility and soil pH in Northern Ireland is likely due to the highly controlled pH 

environment of UBM laboratory methods which will override external pH factors in the soil 

environment (Pelfrene et al., 2012; BARGE/INERIS, 2010).

The presence of S03 could relate to an anthropogenic pollution component in the form of 

atmospheric deposition (Nebel & Wright, 2000). Sulphur compounds are common 

constituents of acid rain and, although anoxic microbial metabolism can also increase S 

levels in soils (Campbell, 1996), industrial and automotive emissions are a common source 

of S03 to the atmosphere and to soil following precipitation. As previously noted, upland 

peat soils intercept more rainfall than other parts of the study area; elevated S03 levels could 

therefore be an indication of atmospheric pollution deposition. Where PTEs such as Pb 

show strong spatial or statistical relationships with this oxide, it could be concluded that non- 

geogenic human pollution impacts have influenced soil PTE concentrations. However, in 

the case of Pb, statistical associations with S could also point towards the presence of Pb 

mineralisation (Appendix C).

Organic Matter and Redox Conditions

Soil carbon content was approximated by LOI in the study area. This variable was strongly 

correlated with S03 and acidic pH, indicating the presence of strong sources of variability 

arising from peat soil types (Figures 6.11 - 6.13; Palmer et al., 2013a). Independent of the 

latter two variables, a number of significant correlations were observed between LOI and 

both bioaccessible concentrations and BAFs of a number of PTEs across the generic bedrock 

groups. Elements such as Cd, Pb and Ni all have a strong affinity for organic matter in soil 

(Gonnelli & Rennella, 2013; EFSA, 2010; EA, 2009b). However, such affinity may be 

driven by weak sorption mechanisms capable of retaining PTEs under normal environmental 

conditions in soil but not under acidic UBM digestion conditions.

Several authors have previously described the importance of the organic content of soils in 

the context of trace element mobility and bioaccessibility. Poggio et al. (2009) found 

positive correlations between oral bioaccessible Ni and soil organic matter, and Nathanail et
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al. (2009) cite soil organic content as a key consideration when assessing risks to human 

health from soil-borne contaminant exposure. In contrast to these authors, Pelfrene et al. 

(2012) concluded that soil organic matter had a negative impact over the gastric 

bioaccessibility of Zn. In addition to the presence of organic matter, Ma et al. (2007) 

concluded that the absence of it deeper in the soil profile permitted the formation of 

insoluble and immobile Al and Fe co-precipitates with trace elements, while organic 

compounds present at the soil surface formed organic colloids that increased element 

mobility. The former mechanism may in part explain Cr enrichment deeper in the soil 

profile in basalt soils in Northern Ireland. Although the exact mechanisms by which organic 

matter increases element bioaccessibility cannot be determined from this study, it is apparent 

that the presence of organic matter results in dynamic PTE behaviour in soil systems.

Correlations between sulphur and carbon content in Northern Ireland soils have been 

explored previously by Jordan et al. (2001). Peat soils possess many of the chemical 

characteristics frequently associated with elevated trace element bioaccessibility. Acidic and 

water-logged, reducing conditions can break down soil parent material, mobilising trace and 

major elements into soluble ionic forms (Elzinga & Cirmo, 2010; Imrie et al., 2008; Finzgar, 

2007). Some elements may then either be leached out of the soil as a result, or retained by 

the high abundance of negatively charged organic matter (CCME, 1999; Guo et al., 1997). 

If this mobilising effect causes major elements to be subsequently leached, this renders them 

unavailable for participation in sorption reactions with trace elements, which may be the case 

where a low abundance of metal oxides was observed in acid soils (Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.8, 6.9, 

6.11). Further to this, the absence of oxygen under reducing conditions may prevent the 

formation of insoluble metal oxide complexes which would otherwise bind and stabilise 

ionic forms of PTEs (Wragg et al., 2007).

Another mechanism potentially accounting for decreased major element oxide 

concentrations in water logged soils involves the biological and chemical reduction of these 

oxides into insoluble sulphuric and organic precipitates (Guo et al., 1997), where elements 

are effectively removed from soil solution and prevented from engaging in further chemical 

reactions. This mechanism is exacerbated in humus-rich peat soils, as organic matter has 

been found to prevent the oxidative release of metals from other compounds (Hursthouse, 

2001). In addition, acid pH conditions increase negative charges on organic soil particles, 

more strongly retaining cations through sorption mechanisms and ligand exchange (ATSDR, 

2005; Hursthouse, 2001; Sparks, 1995). This allows peat soils to potentially act as a sink for 

storing more bioaccessible ionic forms of some PTEs.
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Several PTEs exhibit higher bioaccessibility in the presence of organic matter and are also 

actively mobilised under acid conditions (Nathanail et ai, 2009; Poggio et ai, 2009; Imrie et 

al., 2008). However, previous mapping of the spatial distributions of PTEs in Northern 

Ireland did not reveal higher trace element concentrations in areas of upland peat, but were 

instead spatially controlled by local geologic formations, particularly where basalt bedrock 

was present (Barsby et al., 2012). Research by Palmer et al. (2013a) concluded that PTE 

bioaccessibility was likely to be elevated in peat soil types because peat provides 

environmental conditions that are conducive to higher trace element mobility and 

bioaccessibility including acidic pH, high chemical reduction potential, elevated soil 

moisture and the presence of dissolved organic matter. Areas of peat soils may not present 

significant risk exposure scenarios, however, as water-logged areas are less likely to provide 

opportunities for development, recreational activity or agricultural use. Rather, dry 

(oxidized) soils are more hospitable to various forms of human land use activities and should 

therefore be given greater attention from a risk perspective.

Dietary background exposure to PTEs can provide a significant contribution to cumulative 

oral health risks and most food crops require well aerated agricultural land. In the case of 

elevated Cd concentrations, for example, oxidized soils may pose a greater health risk by 

enhancing plant Cd bioavailability, increasing dietary background exposure levels. 

Conversely, water logged reducing conditions will reduce Cd mobility and availability, 

limiting plant uptake (McBride, 1994). Redox conditions also can result in changes to PTE 

speciation, a factor which is a key driver for element toxicity. For example, oxidising 

conditions encourage the formation of the more toxic Cr(VI) whereas the presence of organic 

matter and reducing conditions are conducive to the presence of less toxic Cr(III) (Nathanail 

et ai, 2009; Guo et al., 1997). When this effect is regarded in an inhalation exposure 

scenario where dry soil dusts are more likely to contain the more toxic Cr species, health 

risks from soils hosting elevated Cr concentrations could become exacerbated.

Cr has a tendency to readily change speciation both in the environment and in the human 

body, and several studies have explored how Cr speciation changes over time and during 

different laboratory extraction procedures. In an investigation of chromium speciation and 

bioaccessibility in Glasgow soils contaminated by ore processing residues, speciation was 

found to change in the stomach phase of UBM digestion. Cr(VI) was reduced to Cr(III) in 

the stomach phase, suggesting the digestive system may be efficient at converting toxic Cr to 

its less toxic form once ingested. However, free radical production during Cr reduction 

could still cause cellular damage following exposure. The effect of organic matter was also
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investigated during the study and was found to support the reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) in 

the stomach digestion phase (Broadway et ai, 2010). The reducing effects of carbon in the 

live human G-I tract are difficult to predict using in vitro soil digestion methods, however.

Bedrock Weathering and Clay Minerals

Weathering of parent bedrock is the most significant contributor to elevated concentrations 

of geogenic PTEs such as Ni, Cr and As to soil (Wragg et ai, 2014). Different geochemical 

indices can be used to assess the relative influence of weathering over soils, but the presence 

of secondary clay minerals is also often an indicator that bedrock weathering has occurred 

over a long time period (Patino et ai, 2003; Eggleton et ai, 1987). PCA revealed a clay 

factor in the study area through the observed correlations between AEO, and Si02 (Figure 

6.1). Aluminium compounds are expected to be higher in soils associated with mudstone 

bedrock types due to the clay content of soils from these parent materials (Sparks, 1995; 

Theng, 1974) although higher proportions of A1203 in soil are also spatially correlated with 

basalt bedrock in the northeast of the region (Figure 6.8), providing a weathering signature in 

soil samples in this part of the study area.

A common theme in these research findings was that PTE BAFs were often higher in soil 

samples aligning with the extent of sedimentary rock types irrespective of elevated total PTE 

concentrations in other locations (Tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.5). Over a longer span of geologic time, 

sedimentary and metamorphic mudstones, sandstones and limestones in the study area have 

been exposed to more extensive weathering and erosion forces compared to local igneous 

intrusions (Mitchell, 2004), resulting in the release of stored PTEs to the soil and the wider 

environment and producing secondary clay soil minerals of lower hardness (Sparks, 1995; 

Nesbitt et ai, 1980). While some primary minerals have higher levels of harness capable of 

retaining PTEs in an insoluble form (Appendix C), secondary minerals have already 

succumbed to external environmental forces and are sometimes less recalcitrant as a result. 

The outcome of this is lower average total PTE concentrations in soil from leaching and 

runoff during weathering exposure, but the PTE concentrations that do remain may be in a 

more bioaccessible form. Such an effect is apparent in PCA results where both total and 

bioaccessible concentrations of several PTEs were strongly associated with clay geochemical 

factors (Figures 6.1, 6.3). However, weathering does not always result in increased PTE 

mobilisation and higher oral bioaccessibility, as shown by other published research.
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Research on the effects of weathering of Silurian and Lower Devonian black slates found 

that these rock types released trace elements such as V and Cr which were subsequently 

bound by Fe oxide and phosphate encrustations. The encrustations acted as significant sinks 

for storing immobilised PTEs. The authors also found that weathering depleted the organic 

matter and sulphide content of the shales (Fischer et ai, 2009). In Northern Ireland 

specifically, exposure to weathering has been linked to Cr soil enrichment as a result of Cr 

forming insoluble Fe precipitates after being released from parent basalt bedrock (Hill, 

2000). This may in part explain the low observed oral bioaccessibility of Cr in Northern 

Ireland. Cr is also known to accumulate deeper in the soil profile over time through co

precipitation with insoluble major element oxides following weathering exposure (Frei & 

Polat, 2013).

When studying the effects of weathering on element mobility in basalt in a different region, 

Chesworth et al. (1981) found that Al and Fe weathering products precipitated into 

crystalline mineral forms immediately after their release from parent rock. Crystallised 

compounds often co-precipitate with other trace elements, rendering them less soluble and 

less bioaccessible. In shale rock types, however, weathering was found to cause a reduction 

in Cr concentrations down the weathering profile, instead resulting in increased Cr 

concentrations in the overlying soil (Tuttle et al., 2009).

Cox et al. (2013) found portions of total Cr were hosted by Fe oxides in basalt and identified 

strong positive correlations between bioaccessible Cr concentrations and total Cr, MgO, 

ALO3, P2O5, CaO, MnO, and Fe203. Similar trends in Cr have been noted previously with 

respect to its affinity to Fe, Mn and Al oxides and also to clay minerals in the soil 

environment (Frei & Polat, 2013; Hursthouse, 2001). In general, PTE BAFs were found to 

be relatively low in soils overlying basalt bedrock and this may be linked to the relative age 

of the basalt formations, which are among the youngest and least weathered rocks in 

Northern Ireland (Mitchell, 2004).

Under the present temperate climate in Northern Ireland, weathering rates are expected to be 

slower than would be experienced in warmer climates. However, high amounts of rainfall in 

the study area may also hasten weathering and erosion processes, actively mobilising PTEs. 

For example, tropical climates are more conducive to persistent Ni enrichment in soil than 

temperate environments due to the combination of increased rates of weathering in tropical 

areas and the resultant formation of relatively stable oxide and silicate Ni compounds (EA, 

2009/). In terms of the geologic history of Northern Ireland, this land mass was also once
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exposed to tropical equatorial conditions (Mitchell, 2004; Chesworth et ai, 1981) which 

likely played some part in shaping the current PTE concentrations observed in soils here 

today.

8.3 Summary

Strong geogenic controls in Northern Ireland have influenced the spatial distributions and 

total concentrations of elements in soils. However, the oral bioaccessibility of PTEs present 

at elevated concentrations in the region is influenced by more complex soil-geochemistry 

interactions as well and human activities that are not fully accounted for by underlying 

geology or total trace element concentrations. In general the proportional bioaccessibility of 

geogenic PTEs related to igneous sources such as Ni, V and Cr was less dependent on total 

soil concentrations when compared to suspect anthropogenic PTEs such as Pb or Cd. This is 

demonstrated by a combination of observations such as the magnitude of correlation 

coefficients between total PTE concentrations and their respective BAFs, the magnitude and 

robustness of modelled total PTE coefficients resulting from MLR, and also draws from 

observed sources of variance relating to total versus bioaccessible PTE concentrations during 

PCA.

The distributions of some geogenic PTEs such as Ni and V were less constrained by one 

rock type. In these cases multiple sources of variability were identified in both their total 

and bioaccessible concentrations. This was assumed to be the result of more than one 

mineral form or species of a particular PTE, although such a conclusion would be 

strengthened by additional speciation or mineralogical studies.

On a regional level, spatial relationships to underlying sedimentary rock types in particular 

appeared to result in higher levels of oral bioaccessibility compared to total PTE 

concentrations. This is likely the result of the relative age of these rock types in the region, 

formed earlier in the geologic time scale than igneous intrusions. This has subjected these 

older rocks to more severe weathering forces over a longer time period, resulting in the 

release of more mobile forms of PTEs to overlying soils. Leaching and runoff results in 

lower total soil concentrations but the PTE concentrations that remain may be more 

bioaccessible. This could be of particular concern for As whose naturally elevated 

concentrations in sedimentary rock types could contribute to the local human disease burden,
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particularly when regarded in the context of globally long established links between oral As 

exposure and serious human health risks.

From a human health risk perspective, more attention should be given to oral exposure 

scenarios arising from anthropogenic sources of Pb. In addition, possible risks may be 

present in Northern Ireland from geogenic oral As exposure, particularly in the northwest 

and near the mineralisation area at the ROI border. Given the challenging statistical nature 

of Cd data, it can only be suggested based on observed oral bioaccessibility trends that this 

PTE should receive ongoing monitoring to ensure its concentrations do not continue to rise 

in Northern Irish soils. This is particularly important considering the observed higher 

bioaccessible Cd concentrations in shallow study area soils compared to deep soils as 

exposure to toxins in shallow soils is more probable from a land use perspective. Lastly, 

while oral Cr bioaccessibility is low relative to total concentrations, an investigation of the 

inhalation risk pathway in combination with Cr species identification would be beneficial.
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9.0 Sustainable Land Management

Effective natural resource management and the protection of human hern are cornerstones 

to sustainable development. Soil is one natural resource that illusttes the important 

dynamic that exists between the environment and human health. Wateinfiltrates through 

soil, collecting soluble compounds and elements along the way before it used for drinking 

water or crop irrigation. Plants absorb soluble minerals from water and >il, providing vital 

nutrients to the entire food chain. Schools, recreation areas, gardens ;d homes are built 

upon soil; in some civilisations homes are also built/ro/n it. Soil is anften under-valued 

yet vital interface linking the health of the global human populam to the natural 

environment. This synergy between people and soil resources can also irbour health risks 

if such soil contains toxins.

Accurately characterising potential health risks that may be present frorroil toxin exposure 

is critical to mitigating risk in a way that is protective both of human hilth and conserves 

valuable soil resources. Contaminant oral bioavailability is limited by al bioaccessibility 

and oral bioavailability is rarely 100% of total PTE concentrations Because of this 

constraint, reliance on total soil PTE concentrations during a CERA is the potential to 

overestimate health risks. Oral bioaccessibility testing supports the soun-pathway-receptor 

model where a toxin pathway to a receptor must be present, resulting in subsequent adverse 

health effect (Figure 2.1). As discussed in Chapter 2, oral bioaccessibty testing can cost 

effectively supplement a lines-of-evidence approach to the site specific CRA process if oral 

contaminant exposure has been identified as a probable risk pathway, is also a suitable 

estimator of the oral bioavailability of some PTEs such as Pb, producg data for the risk 

assessment process in a shorter time frame and at a lower cost tin would in vivo 

bioavailability studies. Oral bioaccessibility data will also be relevant f the site and soils 

of interest, providing a preferred approach over the use of generic datfrom the literature 

that would otherwise only apply to a limited range of soil types.

9.1 Identifying Oral Exposure Risks

Despite the widespread occurrence of high concentrations of PTEs aero the study area, in 

vitro oral bioaccessibility testing of Northern Ireland soil samples has wealed interesting
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geographic trends in potential health risks from oral PTE exposure. Such trends may aid in a 

more targeted approach to further investigating yet unrevealed sources of variance in local 

human disease burdens. Based on the low measured oral bioaccessibility of study area soils, 

the presence of high total concentrations of geogenic Ni, V and Cr in the northeast of 

Northern Ireland do not appear to present a significant health risk from the oral exposure 

pathway. However, other exposure pathways not explored as part of this research may still 

be worth investigating, particularly for Ni and Cr where inhalation of these PTEs is the most 

significant risk pathway. Geogenic As may present health risks from oral exposure and 

investigations such as those published by McKinley et al. (2013) should be expanded upon 

given the identified geographic links between oral As exposure and the occurrence of some 

forms of cancers in Northern Ireland. Such geographic areas overlap with those where the 

lowest available As SGV was exceeded (Figure 4.4) and where high oral bioaccessibility 

was identified in this research (Figure 5.21).

In addition to these findings regarding oral exposure to geogenic As, anthropogenic forms of 

pollution in the environment may cause harm if they are easily solubilised, resulting in 

increased bioavailability (Appleton et al., 20\2b; Cave et al. 2007; Ljung et al., 2007; Cave 

et al. 2003). In Northern Ireland, the high solubility of Pb in surface soils and lower Pb 

concentrations in deep soils suggests that a portion of elevated Pb concentrations is from 

diffuse anthropogenic pollution sources. However, Section 3.21 of Part IIA of EPA 1990 

specifies that low level pollution arising from common human activity should not be 

regarded as contaminated land. Unfortunately, this guidance appears contradictory to our 

knowledge of toxic health effects from oral Pb exposure, particularly with regard to its non

threshold toxicity. Gathering more evidence on the likely risk pathways for Pb exposure 

would help to answer some of the questions surrounding whether low level diffuse 

anthropogenic pollution should in fact not be prioritised as the legislative guidance 

recommends. From an oral risk exposure standpoint, the region identified as a 

mineralisation domain by Palmer et al. (2015) hosted the highest concentrations of G 

bioaccessible Pb while average Pb BAFs were highest in soils overlying the granite domain. 

These findings suggest that risk associated with geogenic sources of Pb should also be taken 

into consideration during the risk assessment process.
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9.2 Irish Contaminated Land Policy Development

Part IIA of the 1990 Environmental Protection Act (EPA 1990) outlines the statutory 

obligations in England, Wales and Scotland for risk assessing and, if required, remediating 

potentially contaminated areas of land. At the time of writing no cohesive contaminated land 

legislative framework has been officially adopted in Northern Ireland for assessing potential 

risks to human health from existing land contamination. Instead, mitigation of potential risks 

is addressed during the planning and development process if permission is sought to change 

land use, with English EA publications referred to as a guidance framework. The Irish 

Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) have developed a framework for managing 

contaminated land at the most polluted IEPA licensed facilities (EPA, 2012), but has not yet 

developed a specific contaminated land legislative framework for implementation during the 

normal planning and development process.

Given the geographically widespread nature of this research, the spatial models of PTE oral 

bioaccessibility in Northern Ireland as well as the raw data with X-Y coordinates could be a 

useful tool to guide desktop studies in the early stages of a contaminated land risk 

assessment. Geology, geochemistry and the transport of contaminants know no political 

boundaries. As a result, perhaps a collaborative approach to contaminated land management 

framework development between the IEPA and NIEA would be ideal for human health 

protection across the island of Ireland. This is particularly important in the context of the 

high total and bioaccessible PTE concentrations that were observed in Co. Armagh at the 

ROI border from mineralisation. This area may provide opportunities for mineral 

exploration but could also harbour health risks from PTE exposure.

9.3 Knowledge Gaps and Further Research

9.3.1 Other Risk Pathways

Oral exposure to toxins is only one possible risk pathway and some PTEs present more 

severe health risks when other pathways are present. For example, inhalation provides the 

most important risk pathway where exposure to Ni and Cr is concerned. Land use behaviour 

and receptor sensitivity was not evaluated at individual UBM soil sample locations and this
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will also determine what exposure pathways are probable for land users. Health risks are 

more likely to be present in residential or allotment and kitchen garden settings and such 

activity should be assessed on a site specific basis.

9.3.2 Source Identification

Evidence surrounding PTE speciation and source identification would help to confirm some 

of the findings of this research. While the methods used here focused on a wide 

geographical coverage using statistical analysis techniques, more detailed mineralogical 

analyses of soil samples would provide concrete supplementary evidence to back findings. 

Palmer et al. (2015) used statistical approaches to Pb source identification on a regional 

scale, highlighting peat, rural, urban and granite source domains. However, isotope analysis 

could further pinpoint whether Pb in peat was from an atmospheric pollution source. In 

addition, identifying the mineral form of Pb in granite would clarify why Pb from this source 

displayed high measured oral bioaccessibility. Such questions can be applied to all PTEs of 

interest included in this research, answered by more in depth studies of individual soil 

samples.

The proportional bioaccessibility of Cd was the highest of the six PTEs studied. However, 

because total Cd concentrations were close to the XRFS DL, it was not possible to determine 

how statistically robust these results were. More work on Cd source identification would 

assist with determining if the observed elevated concentrations in the shallow soil profile 

compared to the deep profile are the result of agricultural activity or from other sources.

Chemical species identification is a critical aspect underpinning health risks from oral 

exposure to PTEs but such information was not obtained during this research. In particular, 

determining whether the more toxic hexavalent Cr is present in Northern Irish soils would 

have significant implications for accurately underpinning potential health risks from elevated 

soil Cr exposure. In addition, further studies into whether inorganic or organic As species 

are present in soils or groundwater would also supplement a focused approach to 

categorising human health risks in the study area.
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Appendix A. Geostatistical summary of parameters modelled by OK from Chapters 
4 and 6

Table A1 Geostatistical summary of trace elements, oxides, pH and LOI. CA = maximum 
variance accounted for by spatial function, C0 = nugget variance not explicable within 
defined spatial range of function, a - maximum range of spatial dependence between sample 
locations in meters, Total Cx = C0+ C/ + C2. Large C0: Total Cvratios suggest micro-scale 
processes may influence spatial distributions (Einax & Soldi, 1999). Pb, Cd and As data log- 
transformed.

Variable Co c, C2 ai ^2 Total Cx Co/Total Cx(%)

Ni 262.1 756.3 1,885.7 9,037.7 76,595 2,904.0 9.0

V 697.8 1,257.2 3,014.0 13,816 74,193 4,969.0 14.0

Cr 2,223.2 11,604 3,063.8 86,790 7,038.5 16,891 13.2

Pb 0.19 0.10 — 32,863 - 0.29 65.5

Cd 0.14 0.09 - 18,506 - 0.23 60.9

As 0.09 0.15 - 18,905 - 0.24 37.5

MgO 0.02 0.12 0.02 1,028.6 1,872.3 0.16 12.5

AI2O3 3.5 3.4 1.9 45,354 6,719.8 8.8 39.8

Si02 30.6 82.0 132.4 80,301 9,926.7 245.0 12.5

P2O5 0.006 0.004 - 17,233 - 0.01 60.0

S03 0.04 0.02 - 36,438 - 0.06 66.7

CaO 0.32 0.51 - 177,902 - 0.83 38.5

MnO 0.06 0.03 - 31,404 - 0.09 66.7

FejO, 2.7 6.7 - 96,708 ~ 9.4 28.7

PH 0.27 0.09 0.29 176,782 21,738 0.65 41.5

LOI 155.9 105.1 379.6 33,006 7,886.4 640.6 24.3
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Appendix B. Method for analysis of UBM digestates by ICP-MS

Instrumentation

The determination of major and trace elements in UBM extractions was carried out using an 
Agilent 7500cx series (serial number JP51202387) quadrupole inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). This uses an octopole reaction system (ORS), in combination 
with a CETAC autosampler. Sample introduction from the autosampler to the ICP is coupled 
to a CETAC ASXpress plus (flow injection valve). The system is controlled by a PC through 
dedicated software (Agilent 7500 ICP-MS Chemstation B.03.06 (U300-0132)), which also 
controls the autosampler and ASXpress: A summary of typical instrument operating 
conditions for the analysis of aqueous solutions is shown in Table 1.

Table B1 Summary of ICP-MS instrumental and analytical parameters
Parameter Typical operating conditions
Forward power 1550 W

Reflected Power <20 W

Plasma Gas 15 L min'1

Auxiliary gas flow 0.9 L min'1

Nebuliser carrier gas flow 0.9 L min 1

Nebuliser make up gas flow 0.25 L min*1

Cooling water temperature 15-40°C

Cooling water minimum flow rate 5.0 L min'1

Cooling water inlet pressure 230-400 kPA

Exhaust duct extraction flow rate 4-6 m3 min 1

H2 Gas 4.5 ml min 1

He Gas 5.5 ml min 1

Environment Temperature 15-30 °C <2 °C change in 1 hr

Acquisition time 241 s

Dwell time 0.3 ms

Nebuliser Glass Expansion Concentric (0.4 ml min1)

Spray chamber Scott double-pass

Spray chamber temperature 12 °C

Sample uptake pump tubing Tygon tubing white/black 1.02 mm

Sample internal standard pump tubing Tygon tubing orange/red 0.19 mm

Spray chamber drain pump tubing PharMed tubing yellow/blue 1.52 mm

Mass range 6 - 260 amu

Mode of acquisition Peak jumping

Type of detector Simultaneous

Detector mode Pulse counting/Analogue

Sample stabilization time 70s

Theory

A quadrupole ICP-MS instrument consists of inductively coupled plasma, which provides a 
source of positively charged ions, linked by an interface to a quadrupole mass filter, and a 
detector which detects these ions. Liquid samples are pumped through a nebuliser, and the
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resulting sample aerosol and argon mixture passes through a water-cooled spray chamber. 
The larger droplets collide with the spray chamber wall and a pumped drain channel removes 
the excess solution, whilst the smaller aerosol droplets are injected into the central channel of 
the ICP torch. Energy transfer processes in the plasma result in rapid desolvation, 
atomisation and ionisation of the sample aerosol. The positively charged ions formed are 
extracted into the first vacuum chamber through a sampling cone with an orifice of 1.0 mm 
diameter. This is an expansion region evacuated by a rotary pump. The ions then pass 
through the skimmer cone with an orifice of 0.4 mm diameter, which acts as a differential 
aperture between the interface and intermediate vacuum stage. The ions are collimated by 
two conical extraction lenses before being focussed by the ion optics. The ion lenses focus 
the ion beam and prevents photons and neutral species produced in the plasma from reaching 
the detector by deflecting the beam approximately 5 mm off-axis into the front plate of the 
quadrupole mass filter. The photons and neutral species are not deflected so do not enter the 
quadrupole.

The octopole reaction system (ORS) is situated between the ion lens assembly and the 
quadrupole mass filter. This is an octopole ion guide contained within a stainless steel vessel 
that is lightly pressurised with helium or hydrogen or evacuated depending on the operating 
gas mode. The ORS eliminates interferences caused by the sample matrix, plasma or 
atmosphere. An octopole is used as the 8 rods in the octopole produces better transmission 
efficiency than a 6-rod hexapole or a 4-rod quadrupole. The quadrupole mass filter has DC 
and RF voltages applied to opposite pairs of the four rods. When the voltages are varied 
only ions of a given mass: charge ratio (ra/z) will have a stable path through the rods and 
emerge the other end. These voltages change rapidly and the mass spectrometer is able to 
scan across the mass range from 0 to 260 mass units in 100 milliseconds resulting spectra of 
mass versus intensity can be obtained for all elements virtually simultaneously.

Although the quadrupole mass filter has a relatively low resolving power (<400), it is 
sufficient to separate ion m/z from ion (ra/z) +1 but not from a polyatomic ion with a similar 
m/z. The ions leaving the quadrupole analyser are detected using a discrete dynode electron 
multiplier. Depending on the concentration of the analytes being measured, the detector 
operates in one of two modes; pulse counting for low sample concentrations and analogue 
for high sample concentrations. Counts for a particular mass are proportional to the 
concentration of the element in the aspirated solution. The response at any mass is calibrated 
against standards of known concentrations for the elements of interest.

Analytical Method

The instrument is calibrated at the beginning of every analytical run using at least three 
standards and a blank for each trace element and three standards and a blank for major 
elements. The calibration range is summarised in

A mixed internal standard solution containing Sc, Ge , Rh, In, Te and Ir was added to the 
samples in at a fixed ratio of approximately 1:10 via a T-piece. Any suppression of the 
instrument signal caused by the matrix was corrected by the software using the response of 
the internal standard. The choice of internal standard depends on mass and ionisation energy 
of the element.

Multi element quality control (QC) check standards, containing the trace elements of interest 
at 25 pgl 1 and a separate major elements QC at varying element concentration were analysed 
at the start and end of each run and after no more than every 25 samples. These were 
assessed against three times the standard deviation of a large dataset of such QC standards. 
Each analytical run was independently verified by a different analyst, including post 
processing of the data for drift, dilution and collation.
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Table B2 Calibration Range__________ __________ ________ ______
Element Units Top

Calibration
Std

Element Units Top
Calibration

Std
Li Pg 1 ' 100 Ag Pg ■ ' 100

Be Fg I"' 100 Cd Pg f' 100

Na mg r1 50 Sn Pg I'' 100

Mg mg r1 50 Sb Pg • ' 100

Al mg r‘ 50 Cs Pg 1 ‘ 100

Si mg r1 50 Ba Pg 1"' 1000

P mg r1 10 La Pg 1' 100

S mg r1 50 Ce Pg 1"' 100

K mg r1 50 Pr Pg I'' 100

Ca mg 1 1 50 Nd Pg l'1 100

Ti Hg 1' 5000 Sm Pg • ' 100

V bg 1' 100 Eu Pg 1 ' 100

Cr bg f' 100 Gd Pg •1 100

Mn pg 1 ' 1000 Dy Pg 1' 100

Fe mg r' 50 Ho Pg 1' 100

Co pg 11 100 Er Pg •' 100

Ni pg 1' 100 Tm Pg 1 ‘ 100

Cu pg 1' 100 Yb Pg f' 100

Zn pg 1' 100 Lu Pg 1' 100

Ga pg 11 100 Hf Pg I'' 100

As pg 1‘ 100 Ta Pg 100

Se pg 1' 100 W Pg f' 100

Rb pg l'1 100 Tl Pg 1 ‘ 100

Sr pg 11 1000 Pb Pgl ' 100

Y pgl1 100 Bi Pg f' 100

Zr pgl'1 1000 Th Pg 1' 100

Nb pg f1 100 U Pg l ' 100

Mo pg l1 100

Accuracy and precision is monitored by the collation of BGS102 reference material data. An 
ongoing statistical review of this data is in progress with the aim of producing suggested 
values for an expanded group of determinands.

Data Quality

Historically the UBM extracts were diluted at a ten-fold with 0.1M nitric acid at the end of 
the extraction procedure followed by a further ten times dilution on the day of ICP-MS 
analysis. During the first part of 2013 there was a review of the procedure and how to best 
ensure the stability and preservation of the solutions. It was decided to remove this dilution 
step at the end of the extraction process. The solution used for analysis by ICP-MS is now a 
hundred times dilution that is created the same day as analysis.
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Table B3 Isotopes reported for this analysis.
Element Isotope Element Isotope
Li 7 Ag 107

Be 9 Cd 111

Na 23 Sn 118

Mg 24 Sb 121

A1 27 Cs 133

Si 28 Ba 137

P 31 La 139

S 34 Ce 140

K 39 Pr 141

Ca 42 Nd 146

Ti 47 Sm 147

V 51 Eu 151

Cr 52 Tb 159

Mn 55 Gd 160

Fe 56 Dy 163

Co 59 Ho 165

Ni 60 Er 166

Cu 63 Tm 169

Zn 66 Yb 172

Ga 71 Lu 175

As 75 Hf 178

Se 78 Ta 181

Rb 85 W 184

Sr 88 Tl 205

Y 89 Pb 208

Zr 90 Bi 209

Nb 93 Th 232

Mo 95 U 238

Detection limits have been calculated as three times the standard deviation of the 1% nitric 
plus 0.5% hydrochloric acid blanks inserted at regular intervals during the analysis. These 
are given at the top of the sample data. A good general guide to the uncertainty associated 
with any measurement by ICP-MS away from the detection limit is ±15%. However, for, 
Na, Ca, Si, P, S, K, Fe, Zn, Sr and Ba, the overall uncertainty is of the order of ±20% For Li 
and A1 the overall uncertainty is of the order of ±25%
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Appendix D. R Script for Principal Component Analysis of Geochemistry and 
Bioaccessibility Data

#full XRF geochem file with final PTEs, oxides, pH, LOI, geology, n=6862
XRF<-read.csv(file="six_PTEs_Ti.csv", row.names=l)

#remove non-numeric columns to permit correlation analysis
XRF<-XRF[-c( 1,2,3)] 
round(cor(XRF),3)

#poor correlations for As, remove from data set for full and nobas analysis
XRF<-XRF[-c(4)j

#Ti02 in column 16
#additive log ratio transformation to open closed compositional data with exception of 
PH as this is already log scale data
library(robCompositions) 
add.LR<-addLR(XRF, 16) 
names(add.LR) 
add.LR$x.alr$pH<-XRF$pH 
names(add.LR$x.alr)

#start of PCA
library! vegan)

#PCA on FELL GEOCHEM, 6862 
#view eigenvalues for components
pca.fulk-rda(add.LR$x.alr, scale=TRUE) 
pca.full

#calc percent variance attributed to PC scores
pca.var<-pca.full$CA$eig/pca.full$tot.chi
pca.var

#display species (variable) loadings for specified components
scores(pca.full, scaling=3, display="species", choices=l :4) 
plot(pca.full, scaling=3, display="species", choices=c(l,2))

#PCA WITHOUT BASALT DATA following same PCA steps as above
nobas<-XRF[-c(88:1820),]

#addititive logratio transformation
library(robCompositions) 
nobas.LR<-addLR(nobas, 16) 
names(nobas.LR) 
nobas.LR$x.alr$pH<-nobas$pH 
names(nobas.LR$x.alr)

library(vegan)
pca.nobas<-rda(nobas.LR$x.alr, scale=TRUE) 
pca.nobas

#show component variance
nobas. var<-pca.nobas$CA$eig/pca.nobas$tot.chi
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Appendix D. R Script for Principal Component Analysis of Geochemistry and
Bioaccessibility Data
nobas.var

#show species factor component weightings
scores(pca.nobas, scaling=3, display="species", choices=l:4) 
plot(pca.nobas, scaling=3, display="species", choices=c(l,2))

#PCA with ONLY BASALT data
bas<-XRF[c(88:1820),]

library(robCompositions) 
bas.LR<-addLR(bas, 17) 
names(bas.LR) 
bas.LR$x.alr$pH<-bas$pH 
names(bas.LR$x.alr)

library! vegan)
pca.bas<-rda(bas .LR$x .air, scale=TRUE) 
pca.bas

#PC variance
bas.var<-pca.bas$CA$eig/pca.bas$tot.chi
bas.var

#factor PC scores
scores(pca.bas, scaling=3, display="species", choices=l:3) 
plot(pca.bas, scaling=3, display="species", choices=c(l,2))

#PCA with STUDY SET, NO UBM DATA
#non-numeric columns, UBM data and ICP totals removed, no variance from MnO so 
this rmeoved also
UBM<-read.csv(file="UBM_data_Ti.csv", row.names=l)
UBM<-UBM[-c( 1,2,3,4,5,6)]

noUBM<-UBM[-c(3:8,l 1:16,19:24,27:32,35:40,43:48,55)] 
noUBM<-noUBM[-c(2,4,6,8,10,12)]

library(robCompositions) 
nUBM.LR<-addLR(noUBM, 16) 
names(nUBM.LR) 
nUBM.LR$x.alr$pH<-noUBM$pH 
names(nUBM.LR$x.alr)

library(vegan)
pca.nUBM<-rda(nUBM.LR$x.alr, scale=TRUE) 
pca.nUBM

#proportion variance
nUBM.var<-pca.nUBM$CA$eig/pca.nUBM$tot.chi
nUBM.var

#factor component weightings
round!
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Appendix D. R Script for Principal Component Analysis of Geochemistry and 
Bioaccessibility Data
scores(pca.nUBM, scaling=3, display="species", choices=l:3),2) 

plot(pca.nUBM, scaling=3, display="species", choices=c(l,2))

#PCA with UBM DATA
#full NI shallow UBM data set with six PTEs
UBM<-read.csv(file="UBM_data_Ti.csv", row.names=l)

UBM<-UBM[-c( 1,2,3,4,5,6)] 
round(cor(UBM),3)

#reinove all ICP data and BAFs
UBM<-UBM[-c(2,5:8)]
UBM<-UBM[-c(5,8:11)]
UBM<-UBM[-c(8,11:14)]
UBM<-UBM[-c(l 1,14:17)]
UBM<-UBM[-c( 14,17:20)]
UBM<-UBM[-c(17,20:23)]

library(robCompositions)
UBM.LR<-addLR(UBM, 29) 
names(UBM.LR)
UBM.LR$x.alr$pH<-UBM$pH
names(UBM.LR$x.alr)

pca.ubm<-rda(UBM.LR$x.alr, scale^TRUE) 
pca.ubm

ubm.var<-pca.ubm$CA$eig/pca.ubm$tot.chi
ubm.var

round(
scores(pca.ubm, scaling=3, display="species", choices=l:6),2) 

plot(pca.ubm, scaling=3, display="species", choices=c(2,4))
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Appendix E. R Script for Multiple Linear Regression Analysis of UBM Data

UBM<-
read.csv(file="UBM_data_Ti.csv",
row.names=l)

#remove non-numeric columns
UBM<-UBM[-c(l,2,3,4,5,6)]

#examine relationships among 
variables
round(cor(UBM),2)

#METHOD1
#data are closed and non-normally 
distributed, treat as for PCA to deal 
with this, ALR trans with Ti02 
#Ti in 35 w/out BAFs, 59 w/BAFs
1 ibrary(robCompositions) 
UBM.LR<-addLR(UBM, 59) 
names(UBM.LR) 
UBM.LR$x.alr$pH<-UBM$pH 
names(UBM.LR$x.alr)

#check relationships among variables 
after ALR trans
round(cor(UBM.LR$x.alr),2)

#no corrs for MnO after ALR 
transformation

#extract variables and explore V 
relationships with scatter plots
VX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$V_XRFS
VC<-UBM.LR$x.alr$V_ICP
VG<-UBM.LR$x.alr$V_G
VGI<-UBM.LR$x.alr$V_G.I
Mg<-UBM.LR$x.alr$MgO
Al<-UBM.LR$x.alrSAI203
Si<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Si02
P<-UBM.LR$x.alr$P205
S<-UBM.LR$x.alr$S03
Ca<-UBM.LR$x.alr$CaO
Fe<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Fe203
ph<-UBM.LR$x.alr$pH
loi<-UBM.LR$x.alr$LOI

plot(VG,P)

#multiple regression starting with 
bioaccessible cones, as function of all 
variables (XRF or ICP) then 
eliminating non-significant ones until 
robust model obtained, only final 
variables included in script 
VGmod<-lm(VG~VX+ph+S+Fe+Mg)

summary) VGmod) 
plot(VGmod)

VGImod<-
lm(VGI~VX+Mg+S+Fe+ph+Ca) 
summary) VGImod) 
plot(VGImod)

#explore Ni relationships
NiX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Ni_XRFS
NiC<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Ni_ICP
NiG<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Ni_G
NiGI<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Ni_G.I

plot(NiG,Al)

NiGmod<-lm(NiG~NiX+Mg-i-S)
summary(NiGmod)
plot(NiGmod)

NiGImod<-lm(NiGI~NiX+Mg+Si+S)
summary(NiGImod)

#As
AsX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$As_XRFS
AsC<-UBM.LR$x.alr$As_ICP
AsG<-UBM.LR$x.alr$As_G
AsGI<-UBM.LR$x.alr$As_G.l

plot(AsG,Al)

#multiple regression
AsGmod<-lm(AsG~AsX+P+ph-i-Mg)
summary(AsGmod)
plot(AsGmod)

AsGImod<-lm(AsGI~AsX+Mg+P-i-ph)
summary(AsGImod)
plot(AsGImod)

#Cr
CrX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cr_XRFS
CrC<-UBM.LR$x.alr$CrJCP
CrG<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cr_G
CrGI<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cr_G.I

plot(CrG,Al)

#multiple regression
CrGmod<-lm(CrG~CrX+Mg+S+Fe)
summary(CrGmod)
plot(CrGmod)
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Appendix E. R Script for Multiple Linear Regression Analysis of UBM Data

CrGImod<-
1 m(CrGI~CrX+Mg+S+Ca+P+ph)
summary(CrGImod)
plot(CrGImod)

#Cd
CdX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cd_XRFS
CdC<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cd_ICP
CdG<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cd_G
CdGI<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cd_G.I

plot(CdG,Al)

#multiple regression
CdGmod<-
lm(CdG~CdX+Al+Si+P+Fe+Mg)
summary(CdGmod)
plot(CdGmod)

CdGImod<-lm(CdGI~CdX+Al+Fe)
summary(CdGImod)
plot(CdGImod)

#Pb
PbX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Pb_XRFS
PbC<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Pb_ICP
PbG<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Pb_G
PbGI<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Pb_G.I

plot(PbG,Al)

#multiple regression
PbGmod<-lm(PbG~PbX+Si+Ca)
summary(PbGmod)
plot(PbGmod)

PbGImod<-l m(PbGI~PbX+Si+Ca)
summary(PbGImod)
plot(PbGImod)

#METHOD2
#Does BAF analysis change anything? 
#V
VX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$V_XRFS
VGbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$V_GBAF_XRFS
VGIbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$V_G.IBAF_XRFS

VGmod<-lm(VGbaf~VX+Mg+Si+S+Fe)
summary (VGmod)
plot(VGmod)

VGImod<-
lm(VGIbaf~VX+Mg+Si+S+Fe+ph)
summary(VGImod)
plot(VGImod)

#Ni
NiX<-UBM.LR$x.alrSNi_XRFS
NiGbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Ni_GBAF_XRFS
NiGIbafc-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Ni_G.IBAF_XRFS

NiGmod<-
lm(NiGbaf~NiX+Mg+Si+S+loi)
summary(NiGmod)
plot(NiGmod)

NiGImod<-lm(NiGIbaf~Mg+Si+S)
summary(NiGImod)
plot(NiGImod)

#As
AsX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$As_XRFS
AsGbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$As_GBAF_XRFS
AsGIbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$As_G.IBAF_XRFS

AsGmod<-lm(AsGbaf~P+S) 
summary! AsGmod) 
plot(AsGmod)

AsGImod<-lm(AsGIbaf~Si+P+S)
summary(AsGImod)
plot(AsGImod)

#Cr
CrX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cr_XRFS
CrGbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Cr_GBAF_XRFS
CrGIbafc-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Cr_G.IBAF_XRFS

CrGmod<-
lm(CrGbaf~Mg+Si+Ca+Fe+ph)
summary(CrGmod)
plot(CrGmod)

CrGImod<-
lm(CrGIbaf~Mg+Si+P+Ca+ph)
summary(CrGImod)
plot(CrGImod)
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#Cd
CdX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Cd_XRFS
CdGbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Cd_GBAF_XRFS
CdGIbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Cd_G.IBAF_XRFS

CdGmod<-
lm(CdGbaf~CdX+Al+P+S+Fe)
summary(CdGmod)
plot(CdGmod)

CdGImod<-lm(CdGIbaf~Al+Fe)
summary(CdGImod)
plot(CdGImod)

#Pb
PbX<-UBM.LR$x.alr$Pb_XRFS
PbGbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Pb_GBAF_XRFS
PbGIbaf<-
UBM.LR$x.alr$Pb_G.IBAF_XRFS

PbGmod<-
lm(PbGbaf~PbX+Mg+Si+S+Ca)
summary(PbGmod)
plot(PbGmod)

PbGImodc-
lm(PbGIbaf~PbX+Al+Si+S+Ca)
summary(PbGImod)
plot(PbGImod)

#METHOD3
#check if regression with non-alr- 
transformed data yields more or less 
favourable results although basic loglO 
will be required

UBM. 10<-log 10( UBM) 
UBM.10$pH<-UBM$pH

#V
VX<-UBM.10$V_XRFS 
VC<-UBM. 10$V_ICP 
VG<-UBM.10$V_G 
VGI<-UBM.10$V_G.I 
Mg<-UBM. 10$MgO 
Mn<-UBM. 10$MnO 
A1<-UBM. 10$A12O3 
Si<-UBM.10$SiO2 
P<-UBM.10$P2O5 
S<-UBM. 10$SO3 
Ca<-UBM. 10$CaO

Fe<-UBM. 10$Fe2O3
ph<-UBM.10$pH
!oi<-UBM.10$LOI

plot(VG,Mn)
cor(UBM.lO)

VGmod<-
lm(VG~VX+Mg+S+Fe n+ph)
summary(VGmod)
plot(VGmod)

VGImod<-
Im(VGI~VX+Mg+Si+S!n+P)
summary(VGImod)
plot(VGImod)

#Ni
NiX<-UBM. 10$Ni_XR 
NiC<-UBM. 10$Ni_ICF 
NiG<-UBM. 10$Ni_G 
NiGI<-UBM.10$Ni_G.

NiGmod<-lm(NiG~Ni>lg+Si+S+Fe)
summary(NiGmod)
plot(NiGmod)

NiGImod<-lm(NiGI~NMg+Si+S)
summary(NiGImod)
plot(NiGImod)

#As
AsX<-UBM. 10$As_XF 
AsC<-UBM.10$As_IC]
AsG<-UBM. 10$As_G 
AsGI<-UBM. 10$As_G

AsGmod<-lm(AsG~AsSi+P+S+Mn)
summary(AsGmod)
plot(AsGmod)

AsGImod<-l m(AsGI~/+S i+P+S+Mn)
summary(AsGImod)
plot(AsGImod)

#Cr
CrX<-UBM. 10SCr_XP 
CrC<-UBM.10$Cr_ICl 
CrG<-UBM. 10$Cr_G 
CrGI<-UBM. 10$Cr_G

CrGmod<-
lm(CrG~CrX+Si+P+C;e+ph+Mn)
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summary(CrGmod)
plot(CrGmod)

CrGImod<-lm(CrGI~CrX+Si+P+Ca+ph)
summary(CrGImod)
plot(CrGImod)

#Cd
CdX<-UBM. 10$Cd_XRFS 
CdC<-UBM. 10$Cd_ICP 
CdG<-UBM.10$Cd_G 
CdGI<-UBM.10$Cd_G.I

CdGmod<-lm(CdG~CdX+P+S+Ca+ph)
summary(CdGmod)
plot(CdGmod)

CdGImod<-lm(CdGI~CdX+ph)
summary(CdGImod)
plot(CdGImod)

#Pb
PbX<-UBM. 10$Pb_XRFS 
PbC<-UBM.10$Pb_ICP 
PbG<-UBM. 10$Pb_G 
PbGI<-UBM. 10$Pb_G.I

PbGmod<-lm(PbG~PbX+Al+Si+S+Ca)
summary(PbGmod)
plot(PbGmod)

PbGImod<-
lm(PbGI~PbX+Al+Si+S+Ca+loi)
summary(PbGImod)
plot(PbGImod)

#METHOD4 
#BAF loglO MLR

#V
VX<-UBM.10$V_XRFS 
VGbaf<-UBM. 10$V_GBAF_XRFS 
VGIbaf<-UBM.10$V_G.IBAF_XRFS

VGmod<-
lm(VGbaf~VX+Mg+S+Fe+ph+Mn)
summary(VGmod)
plot(VGmod)

VGImod<-
lm(VGIbaf~VX+Mg+Si+P+S+Mn)
summary(VGImod)
plot(VGImod)

#Ni
NiX<-UBM. 10$Ni_XRFS
NiGbaf<-UBM.10$Ni_GBAF_XRFS
NiGIbaf<-UBM.10$Ni_G.lBAF_XRFS

NiGmod<-
lm(NiGbaf~NiX+Mg+Si+S+Ca+Fe+loi)
summary(NiGmod)
plot(NiGmod)

NiGImod<-lm(NiGIbaf~Mg+Si+S)
summary(NiGImod)
plot(NiGImod)

#As
AsX<-UBM. 10$As_XRFS 
AsGbaf<-UBM. 10$As_GBAF_XRFS 
AsGIbaf<-UBM.10$As_G.IBAF_XRFS

AsGmod<-lm(AsGbaf~Si+P+S+Mn)
summary(AsGmod)
plot(AsGmod)

AsGImod<-lm(AsGIbaf~Si+P+S+Mn)
summary(AsGImod)
plot(AsGImod)

#Cr
CrX<-UBM. 10$Cr_XRFS 
CrGbaf<-UBM. 10$Cr_GBAF_XRFS 
CrGIbaf<-UBM. 10$Cr_G.IBAF_XRFS

CrGmod<-
lm(CrGbaf~Si+P+Ca+Fe+ph+Mn)
summary(CrGmod)
plot(CrGmod)

CrGImod<-lm(CrGIbaf~Si+P+Ca+ph)
summary(CrGImod)
plot(CrGImod)

#Cd
CdX<-UBM. 10$Cd_XRFS 
CdGbaf<-UBM. 10$Cd_GBAF_XRFS 
CdGIbaf<-UBM. 10$Cd_G.IBAF_XRFS

CdGmod<-
lm(CdGbaf~CdX+P+S+Ca+ph)
summary(CdGmod)
plot(CdGmod)

CdGImod<-lm(CdGIbaf~ph)
summary(CdGImod)
plot(CdGImod)
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#Pb
PbX<-UBM. 10$Pb_XRFS 
PbGbaf<-UBM. 10$Pb_GBAF_XRFS 
PbGIbaf<-UBM.10$Pb_G.IBAF_XRFS

PbGmod<-
lm(PbGbaf~PbX+Al+Si+S+Ca)
summary(PbGmod)
plot(PbGmod)

PbGImod<-
lm(PbGIbaf~PbX+Al+Si+S+Ca+loi)
summary(PbGImod)
plot(PbGImod)

#METHOD 3 selected, tidying up of 
results as follows...
#some stat outliers ided as potentially 
influencing model error. Re-run Cr GI 
model without points 29 and 36 [35 in 
UBMsub after 29 removed]...

UBMsub<-UBM.10[-29,]
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-35,]
CrX<-UBMsub$Cr_XRFS
CrG<-UBMsub$Cr_G
CrGI<-UBMsub$Cr_G.I
Mg<-UBMsub$MgO
Mn<-UBMsub$MnO
Al<-UBMsub$A1203
Si<-UBMsub$Si02
P<-UBMsub$P205
S<-UBMsub$S03
Ca<-UBMsub$CaO
Fe<-UBMsub$Fe203
ph<-UBMsub$pH
loi<-UBMsub$LOI

CrGImod<-lm(CrGI~CrX+P-i-ph)
summary(CrGImod)
plot(CrGImod)

#some stat outliers ided as potentially 
influencing Cd model error.
#remove 50 for G model, 50, 29, 28 and 
92 for GI model
UBMsub<-UBM. 10[-92,]
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-50,]
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-29,]
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-28,]
CdX<-UBMsub$Cd_XRFS
CdG<-UBMsub$Cd_G
CdGI<-UBMsub$Cd_G.I

Mg<-UBMsub$MgO
Mn<-UBMsub$MnO
Al<-UBMsub$A1203
Si<-UBMsub$Si02
P<-UBMsub$P205
S<-UBMsub$S03
Ca<-UBMsub$CaO
Fe<-UBMsub$Fe203
ph<-UBMsub$pH
loi<-UBMsub$LOI

CdGmod<-lm(CdG~CdX+P+S)
summary(CdGmod)
plot(CdGmod)

CdGImod<-lm(CdGI~CdX+P+ph+Mn)
summary(CdGImod)
plot(CdGImod)

#check influence of point 48 and 109 on 
G Pb model, 123 and 48 on GI model
UBMsub<-UBM.10[-123,]
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-48,]

PbX<-UBMsub$Pb_XRFS
PbG<-UBMsub$Pb_G
PbGI<-UBMsub$Pb_G.I
Mg<-UBMsub$MgO
Mn<-UBMsub$MnO
Al<-UBMsub$A1203
Si<-UBMsub$SiG2
P<-UBMsub$P205
S<-UBMsub$S03
Ca<-UBMsub$CaO
Fe<-UBMsub$Fe203
ph<-UBMsub$pH
loi<-UBMsub$LOI

PbGmod<-lm(PbG~PbX+Al+Si+Ca)
summary(PbGmod)
plot(PbGmod)

PbGImod<-
lm(PbGI~PbX+Al+Si+S+Ca+loi)
summary(PbGImod)
plot(PbGImod)

#GI V outliers....
UBMsub<-UBM. 10[-37,] 
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-36,] 
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-25,]

VX<-UBMsub$V_XRFS
VG<-UBMsub$V_G
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VGI<-UBMsub$V_G.I Mg<-UBMsub$MgO
Mg<-UBMsub$MgO
Mn<-UBMsub$MnO
Al<-UBMsub$A1203
Si<-UBMsub$Si02
P<-UBMsub$P205
S<-UBMsub$S03
Ca<-UBMsub$CaO
Fe<-UBMsub$Fe2G3
ph<-UBMsub$pH
loi<-UBMsub$LOI

Mn<-UBMsub$MnO
Al<-UBMsub$A1203
Si<-UBMsub$Si02
P<-UBMsub$P2G5
S<-UBMsub$S03
Ca<-UBMsub$CaO
Fe<-UBMsub$Fe203
ph<-UBMsub$pH
loi<-UBMsub$LOI

CrGmod<-
VGImod<-
lm(VGI~VX+Mg+P+S+Fe+ph+Mn) 
summary! VGImod) 
plot(VGImod)

lm(CrG~CrX+Si+P+Ca+ph+Mn)
summary(CrGmod)
plot(CrGImod)

#G and GI As outliers, 112, 59, 51 for G
As, 59, 51, 50 for GI As
UBMsub<-UBM. 10[-59,] 
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-51,] 
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-50,]

AsX<-UBMsub$As_XRFS
AsG<-UBMsub$As_G
AsGI<-UBMsubSAs_G.I
Mg<-UBMsub$MgO
Mn<-UBMsub$MnO
Al<-UBMsub$A1203
Si<-UBMsub$Si02
P<-UBMsub$P205
S<-UBMsub$S03
Ca<-UBMsub$CaO
Fe<-UBMsub$Fe203
ph<-UBMsub$pFI
loi<-UBMsub$LOI

AsGmod<-lm(AsG~AsX+Si+P+S+Mn)
summary(AsGmod)
plot(AsGmod)

AsGImod<-
lm(AsGI~AsX+Mg+Al+Si+P+S+Mn)
summary(AsGImod)
plot(AsGImod)

#G Cr w/out 104, 27, 16
UBMsub<-UBM.10[-104,]
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-27,]
UBMsub<-UBMsub[-16,]

CrX<-UBMsub$Cr_XRFS
CrG<-UBMsub$Cr_G
CrGI<-UBMsub$Cr_G.I
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Appendix F. Additional PCA results exclusive of soil sample locations overlying 
basalt bedrock and inclusive of only soil sample locations overlying basalt bedrock

Exclusive of Samples overlying Basalt

Table FI Principal component eigenvalues explaining proportion of variance in Northern 
Ireland shallow soils geochemistry data for six PTEs, eight major element oxides, pH and 
LOI with sample locations overlying basalt bedrock removed (/; = 5129)

Component
No.

Eigenvalue Variance
%

Cumulative
Variance

1 7.03 47 47%
2 3.28 22 69%
3 1.43 10 79%

Table F2 Eigenvalue factor loadings for identified principal components accounting for 
>80% of total variance. Bold values indicate factor is most strongly weighted to indicated 
component, underlined values show where a large amount of remaining factor variance is 
accounted for by a secondary component__________________

Factor
Component No.

1 2 3
Ni -2.81 4.78 -0.91
V -3.33 4.06 -0.76
Cr -3.57 3.19 -0.89
Cd 4.25 2.10 -0.65
Pb 4.37 1.57 -0.03

MgO 2.95 3.59 1.19
ai2o3 4.48 0.05 2.95
SiCb 3.87 -1.87 3.79
P2O5 3.47 1.82 2.98
S03 4.74 1.85 -1.16
CaO 2.16 4.05 -0.63
MnO -2.62 2.88 4.21
FejCf, -1.89 4.42 2.15

PH -3.14 -0.28 4.15
LOI 4.20 2.41 -2.88
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Appendix F. Additional PCA results exclusive of soil sample locations overlying 
basalt bedrock and inclusive of only soil sample locations overlying basalt bedrock
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Figure FI Factor loading plots for first two principal components accounting for 72% of 
cumulative factor variance in soil samples exclusive of those overlying basalt bedrock
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Table F3 Principal component eigenvalues explaining proportion of variance in Northern 
Ireland shallow soils geochemistry data for six PTEs, eight major element oxides, pH and 
LOI for sample locations overlying basalt bedrock only (n : 1733)_____

Component
No.

Eigenvalue Variance
%

Cumulative
Variance

1 7.62 48 48%
2 3.56 22 70%
3 1.10 7 77%
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Appendix F. Additional PCA results exclusive of soil sample locations overlying 
basalt bedrock and inclusive of only soil sample locations overlying basalt bedrock

Table F4 Eigenvalue factor loadings for identified principal components accounting for 
>80% of total variance. Bold values indicate factor is most strongly weighted to indicated 
component, underlined values show where a large amount of remaining factor variance is 
accounted for by a secondary component__________________

Factor
Component No.

1 2 3
Ni -0.16 4.26 -0.31
V 1.15 3.83 0.96
Cr 1.71 3.22 -1.09
As -3.09 0.75 1.74
Cd -3.50 0.38 -0.68
Pb -3.56 0.28 0.50

MgO -3.30 1.02 0.44
ai203 -3.48 0.66 -0.76
SiO, -1.54 -0.61 -5.10
p2o5 -2.76 1.49 -1.22
SO, -3.76 -0.27 0.18
CaO -2.97 1.49 -1.04
MnO 0.86 3.26 0.00
Fe20, -0.59 3.50 1.64

pH 2.36 2.26 -2.22
LOI -3.68 -0.43 0.87
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Figure F2 Factor loading plots for first two principal components accounting for 76% of 
cumulative factor variance in soil samples overlying basalt bedrock
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